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1: Hoes Before Him

In prayers, in her subconscious, in writing, in her bed, she planned to make a masterpiece for the one she couldn’t 
have. That’s how she would make it up to the one she’d hurt so bad. Who could say how many failures she’d make, 
leading up to that. She wasn’t sure that her one would be there to listen back. But she knew she had to do it before 
she was dead. To die before it happened, would make her followers so sad.

In the dark she clutched her pillow and thought about skin. She tried to imagine sleeping with them. By day she tried 
to tear apart what was real and fake. By night it felt so potent, it could not be explained. She tried to detach and no 
longer care. Her one sent in troops to claim who was theirs. Blood rushed and carved a moat round a corner of her 
heart. She built a bridge with song, hoping one would finally come.

Some nights she couldn’t sleep because it hurt to be loved. She didn’t think she’d ever been loved this much. They 
decided, around the same time, not to give this one up. No matter what fate threw between them. A burning love, 
beyond passion, never known by most adults. All by herself, the flames she felt, accompanied by terror. The closer it 
came to coming true, the bleaker her surroundings felt. If in real-life their flames ever met, they wondered if they 
could save more than them two selves. Because it took such courage, to finally touch the other one. It took such 
courage to be unimaginably loved.

It wasn’t till many years after they actually met, that she began hearing rhythms. They popped up in her head, not 
quite fully formed, nebulous—but hard to dismiss. Her faith had been tentative, until that started to happen. Yes it 
was honestly like she had to write it down and she had to work until she felt sick. No she wasn’t schizophrenic but 
she heard a voice somewhere close to God in her head. She didn’t really feel comfortable, talking about it. It was 
something few people (besides her one) would ever get.

The rhythms she heard ebbed and flowed in waves. Wavelengths of fear reflective of those years. In her private life: 
a phase of isolation and unhappiness. She imagined and wrote better than she ever had. Sure their love had been a 
mess, but in retrospect, gorgeous. She couldn’t have done it for anyone else. Not for recognition, only for a friend. 
Yet she knew some compositions sort of had to get shared, again and again. To hide them, would feel like a sin.

…

What caused Catherine to question her faith, were the aspects of fame that weren’t at all like a God dream. Say she 
was lucky—blessed, maybe. But fame wasn’t like a music video featuring strobes and sexy extras. People prayed 
for this? Why? Even her slightly-less-famous friends seemed jealous of all the flashing lights. Fame didn’t feel like a 
God dream, no. It felt more like standing in a freezer. A giant bright freezer that hadn’t been washed out in a while. 
The people taking pictures were so ugly, inside. Why didn’t they look in a mirror, instead of at her. The people 
forming opinions about the pictures were so awful, online. Why didn’t they find a life with some fucking self-worth. 
Seriously, pathetic. 

Why did people crave celebrities so heavily. Why did people feed so hard. Though Americans weren’t starving—not 
quite—they were starved of something inside, which they hoped Catherine and ex could give them. There was 
coldness all around. The least Catherine could do, was provide warmth. Warm white light, which seemed to deflect 
the flashes, for a fleeting minute, softer.

Catherine would feel victorious if she made it out alive—after all this. She was proud of how she handled the press, 
like an artist would be proud of any great performance. But she didn’t feel like she got enough credit, for that. 

From attending hot pilates frequently and eating clean, Catherine Delaluna possessed a body like a Whitewater 
slalom canoe, while most Americans were still crammed side-by-side in intertubes. On her way home from a 
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photoshoot for another article celebrating the overgeneralized genus of “strong women,” she was in a bad mood. 
Who can I text?? She could stand another body to gnaw apart and lay siege to. She needed to have sex so mad it left 
her witless. She needed someone who could handle the worst of her, and not crack or collapse or but fight back for 
even more of it. Her greatest fear, besides betrayal and abandonment from lovers and/or friends, was that the worst 
parts of herself might accidentally burst out in public. And she seriously needed her violent feelings to be addressed.

Catherine was having a hard time deciding whether to look upon most people as losers, or whether to cooperate with 
them. The danger of too much sympathy was becoming one of them. Of saying, “it’s fine,” and falling into the same 
tired trap. As bitchy as this sounded, it wasn’t that bad, because the people she personally considered “losers” were 
often other celebs, like herself, worshipped by many millions of humans. Catherine felt obligated to filter through all 
the bullshit. Some people, TBT, were overworshipped.

She didn’t want to admit it, but each time someone revealed (often by accident) to Catherine, “I’m obsessed,” it 
worked against them. She was so, so sick of having her ass kissed. Not because she was full of herself (which, she 
was), but because she was sick of people’s weakness. It was unbecoming to grovel. She would almost rather be left 
alone or censored or flagged as worthless by the masses, than be worshipped by such dumbasses.

She was a star for being a lover like no other. She picked the right men. Actually she was a star for being a beautiful 
actress and singer—a famous performer—but it was all connected.

Catherine Delaluna had a lot to be grateful for, that much was certain. But when she considered her life so far, she 
felt the impulse to cross her hands over her cervix. There was just as much pain in her memories, as happiness. 
Sometimes it felt like the pain outsized the good moments. But she monitored the story she shared so well. The 
people, after all, needed reprieve from themselves. She gave them heaven, even when they gave her hell. She 
deluded them at the price of her own mental (and possibly, physical) health. Her family and friends wouldn’t believe 
all she put up with. There was a fine almost indistinguishable line between psychic and psychotic. 

If she did bring it up to her family or friends, this is what Catherine would have said. 

“I think I’m still in love with [II].”

…

As typical as it was to find stars in California who believed strongly in love and God, it was common to find devout 
unbelievers among fine artists in New York. Selena Gray took it upon herself to bridge the gap between grandiose 
faith in oneself—and a certain entitlement to “blessings” which might actually qualify as curses to someone else—
and the humility required to actually bow down to a higher power and cooperate with all (not some) of the human 
realm.

Her friends knew what it was like, waking up to get their hopes up and have them all stripped by the end of the day. 
They knew what it was like to feel homeless within their own bodies and minds and living spaces. They knew it was 
like to put so much faith in sex, because it didn’t feel quite right with an unworthy ex. 

So much for that, was a common sentiment. They’d heard too many stories with unhappy ends. There was no fanfare 
when they got out of bed. Or when they went through a difficult event. You could be an amazing person, and still get 
no credit. 
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Selena wondered if this is how it would feel at the end. At heaven’s gate, in a hospital bed, or wherever it happened. 
People were scared they had no free will. Selena was scared she had too much of it. And of how little control she 
had, in spite of that. What could she have done that would have been better than this.

What if Valerie hadn’t made it, the last time she slipped. Selena would have thought, so much for this.

Selena didn’t know who was to blame, so she blamed the devil for how people sinned. She blamed the devil for 
giving her such a hard time about her past. 

Love wasn’t like what the people were told. The fine New York artists had figured that out long ago. It wasn’t a fable 
with horse-drawn carriages and handsome men. No no… But there were facets of love that still contained hope! 
Commitment, trust, and not letting go. Even if they tried (and they had, ohoho) they probably wouldn’t be able to.

Staring at a TV behind the bar at her favorite steak place, alone, Selena laughed while watching Catherine Delaluna 
perform. She wasn’t paying attention to Catherine but to the back-up dancers: specifically, that thing that back-up 
dancers got in their eyes and bods where they were so into the dancing that their focus became like violent—
whereas Catherine had to appear focused but not quite to a violent degree; she just had to, like, play it cool and be 
tentatively obsessed with herself, because that’s what it took to give a good performance—but no matter what she 
did, she had ‘it’ so she still pulled focus from all of the back-ups, even if they danced their souls all the way out their 
sphincters. It was more fun to watch the back-up dancers for this reason. They were good! Selena felt like a bitch, 
almost. Though she was touched by how almost every time Catherine said something in her speaking voice—not 
singing— she sounded like she was about to start crying. Selena wondered if she was hearing things, and this wasn’t 
really so. 

Selena never used to take Catherine seriously, because Selena grew up doing homework and reading books—not 
paying attention to celebs. But then she started listening to Catherine’s music, and realized, it wasn’t bad! In fact it 
was like, really fucking good!!! Every time Selena thought she found “the best song, this one’s it,” she accidentally 
dug up something else, which (like the previous song) was so catchy she couldn’t stop listening. These weren’t 
always chart-topping hits, though Catherine deserved cred from a real critic, for her potential. Selena suspected that 
Catherine was sort of running the show on each of her tracks (i.e. she was the reason they were fucking good, 
because sometimes the beats were decent-not-great no offense) and thus, could stand to be surrounded by adult 
artists—not profiteers on her young and vulnerable sexiness, who could care less about the depth of the music being 
produced. Catherine had started especially young in a mostly misogynist industry and had little agency as to how her 
most marketable traits were possessed. Selena’s Q was whether this little girl singing songs was actually having the 
kind of sex she was describing in her lyrics. She couldn’t even believe some of this music was marketed to twelve-
year-old girls—or maybe it was Catherine’s def-abnormal sex appeal making it all sound raunchy, to Selena. 

Selena sipped her drink and turned away from the screen. She felt ready to switch up her ways and start being less 
mean. Also, healthy. Every exercise class she’d ever been to was too hardcore for what she was going for, besides 
yoga and pilates, which was no fun while she was still alone and a smoker and probably out-of-shape. She didn’t 
want to gain muscle mass and had trouble trusting most instructors who were popular in Manhattan. She didn’t care 
what she had to do, to make her dreams happen. She just wanted to feel as confident as she felt as a little kid. She 
wondered if this was an impossible thing to expect. 

One of the exciting new aspects of growing up, and rediscovering an ability to love, was finding out that real love 
came in so many elaborate, distinct, one-of-a-kind incarnations—she couldn’t keep track of them all but wanted to 
know as many as she could explore in this life. And though she didn’t know what it was, it was clear—she and 
Valerie had somethin specially special. 
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She thought about finding the right word for what she and Valerie had, and “GFF” wasn’t it. They’d never quite been 
“friends.” “Sisters” was a good word, but that made their accidental passion sound like incest. So that wasn’t it 
either. “Hoes” might work, but she and Rose had already kind of taken that. Selena’s bond with Rose was probably 
closer to “GFFs” than her bond with Valerie. She didn’t really get mad at Rose; well, once in a while, sort of. But 
not like she got mad at Valerie. She was less possessive of Valerie than protective about who she spent time with, 
though she’d relinquished any claim on Valerie at this time. Maybe a person wasn’t something to own or control, but 
someone to watch over and guide.

Selena decided the best word, to describe what S and V had between them, was “bloodsluts.” No one else could 
understand that, unless they’d felt it themselves. Or perhaps, they were the only two bloodsluts left alive. An 
endangered species, too unusual to look away from—as soon as they got their bodies as fit as their brains, which you 
bet is gonna happen, alright?

…

What [II] thought about this morning in case [I] might care to hear [II] out: I don’t wanna go to that godawful gym 
alone but it’s Sunday so I can sleep in longer anyway and hopefully find my mind in a better mood for it. I don’t 
want to live at home anymore, but I need to save some more money before hitting the road for a coastal city. If you 
were a boy, you’d be different but you would be really good for me; you’d be soft and safe and probably wouldn’t 
be able to make me laugh but would think I was really funny and have a dark side brought out by me sexually. If I 
were a boy I probably wouldn’t be as hard on myself about how I look, but I’d want a girl who makes an effort to 
look good and also gets on my case if I didn’t start dressing like an adult man, and not one just rolled out of bed. 
That said I wouldn’t be hard on the girl version of me about her rough-edged early twenties because all girls worth 
having as long-term lifemates (as opposed to flings) start out dorks, and everything I’ve explained about my 
circumstances having a harsh effect on my life is actually really true. And it’s sort of the same with most boys worth 
having: they start out gayish or not that nice, but it’s because they haven’t learned about these things and then either 
made an effort to be one of the good guys or conformed to how the world is. That’s how I assess a man. If I were a 
boy and you were my girlfriend, I’d rather you be healthy and happy and safe than anything—oh but I’d also want to 
see you find your wings and be a swag goddess. This would involve complimenting you in ways that weren’t just 
like generic compliments, but actually thoughtful and encouraging remarks that revealed respect. If I were the best 
woman I could be, I’d bring out a more mature affectionate side in all my male following. But as a public figure, I’d 
‘figure’ out how to be funny in a girly way that’s never been done—that’s somehow seductive and a little less 
deadpan than the old depressed me! I think I’ve already found this voice but I have to execute it performatively. Not 
gonna be easy. I’d be pretty in a way that’s not like ‘she’s prettyy’ but more like intimidating because it’s so mature 
and oddly sexual and never-before-seen. If we were both girls, then we’d bring out the other girl’s repressed crazy 
side and also work hard to be the finest bitches we could be! Like ballerinas on crack. At the start, maybe more like 
the kid-version of ballerinas. (But on crack!) And as a girl you would be able to make me laugh… well probs but 
I’m not sure yet. We wouldn’t be mean about bad habits or trauma or other obstacles, but actually work hard to get 
away from that shit, because we want to get revenge on all the betches who dared to cross you or me. If the best of 
my prose work were published online, most comments about it would be like “this is trash, anyone could write 
this” (not true! no one could write it, but me) … But I don’t want my eventual movies to be that way please. I want 
my movies to be like “say what you will about Lola Morgan, but she’s a great filmmaker.” And for the people I cast I 
want the same to be said about their acting: “say what you will about [so-and-so], but [he or she] sure gave a good 
performance. Amazing.” If we get to meet in real-life it’ll be awkward because we’ll never know how much you’ve 
actually read or seen about me, and vice versa. The internet is weird and magical that way, how it allows for unlikely 
relationships. (Blessed!) But the shy early part of a lasting bond can be quite beautiful, if two can make it through 
the deep nerves. I hope we can get to know eachother like strangers and take it slow and easy. I’ve never believed in 
hooking up and I’m excited to get away from people who just wanna fuck me [up], which for a while, ruined and 
killed me. Lucky 4 everyone, it’s a new day.
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…

Cleo Williams wasn’t sure what she expected from a meeting with Xavier, her first love and high school boyfriend. 
But she didn’t feel comfortable enough around him to speak unselfconsciously or snap pictures or let her guard 
down for him. It wasn’t that either person felt unattracted to the other (he called her “cute”) or even unaffectionate 
(she called him a “sweetheart”). They just felt more like, friends, than anything else. Cleo didn’t feel motivated to 
get all primped up for him. Xavier didn’t feel motivated to get his flirty game on. They wanted to be a good friend to 
the other person, which meant being honest and not disingenuous this time around. 

“How long are you in the area,” Xavier asked at the coffee shop where they met for their first time in years.

“I don’t know,” said Cleo, who felt like her mind was moving faster but not her heartbeat. Her adrenaline was totally 
in check.

“You don’t?”

“I mean,” said Cleo. “I don’t feel well enough to live by myself.”

That was the mistake. She shouldn’t have spent so many years alone. She should have had roommates who would 
have been appalled by her self-destructive actions. She should have dated a college boy who was in it for the sex—
then forcibly stayed with him after college! She shouldn’t have done it like this! Cleo had so many regrets.… 

“Why do you look so confused.”

“I don’t know,” Cleo said back, slowly. 

The truth that Cleo didn’t want to admit, was that she didn’t even like Xavier that much, even though he was perfect.

Just, not for her. For another girl. Or guy, perhaps.

He wasn’t a good fit for her, that was it! 

And she was wondering how she ever got her hopes up, about a future for them.

While Cleo wrote this scene [not actually lol she wrote it later], Xavier played video games on his laptop. Cleo wore 
all-black winter clothing and kept on her beanie cap. She didn’t notice what he was wearing, or care. Come to think 
of it, she didn’t care much about looking good for him, ever—which probably explains why, she didn’t! Xavier 
didn’t feel pheromonally attracted to her. He was thinking about his own image, more than hers. The whole ti

And it wasn’t that awkward. And they were still probably soul-mates. And maybe they could never quite end what 
they had. It just wasn’t written, in this life, between her and him.

…

No I don’t feel ignored I feel you with me like always. I don’t know how this stuff works but I trust all is fairly well. 
That said, it might be a while till we meet again. 

So went the closing lines of a monologue from Benny Bluman to his ex-girl Selena Gray, which he never intended to 
share beyond his brain. He was on the road again. On tour, fuckahs! In the wake of an unexpected shot to fame and 
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fortune, he was thinking often of Valerie—not as a lover but as a friend. He wondered if she’d managed to wean 
herself off the villainous substances. 

What Valerie had, that neither Selena nor his new girl Catherine possessed, was an awareness of human nature that 
reached far beyond her royal realm. He figured Val’s experience as a girl of her stature was not altogether (though 
still slightly) different from what he’d been through as a black male.

Benny would be lying if he didn’t admit, he still harbored some unsatisfactory feelings toward Selena for what an 
indifferent bitch she’d been to him. But, you know, he’d never been the type to let a woman’s bitchiness prevent sex 
with him.

On a tour bus, breathing the smell of gas exhaust and female musk, Benny Bluman took Catherine Delaluna in his 
arms and ran his teeth along her neck as he kissed her. He wanted to make her fall for him. He had a touch that made 
women roll over like obedient pups. That was the best sight in the world to Benny. A pretty girl, beneath him.

Catherine had honestly never been fucked like this. She felt herself getting clingy from the moment they met. And 
maybe she chose him to make her ex jealous. And maybe Benny was a bit more ratchet, at present, than the type of 
guy she usually blew. But now she was hooked like a pussy to catnip. And she wanted to hook him back. To win.

The moment she fell back on was closing her eyes and feeling it all come together at a point high up inside her like a 
river’s tip. Where it began. When she felt that point sharpen like an arrowhead, a fossil deep inside there already. 
The moment she insisted to herself, that love song was for me, not Benny’s ex, it better have been even if it was an 
accidental prophecy. And when she felt temporarily convinced, she sent arrows raining back all over her target.

When Catherine Delaluna lost all faith in other humans, which was often, she turned to money and devoted her 
whole battered black heart to that and no one else. 

She loved money so much she would use it to wipe her wet sweaty pussy, after hot pilates (with a trainer who 
probably did a better job for her as a client than they’d ever done in their life for anyone) or to wipe down her pussy 
after cold pity sex (with someone rich who was so desperate to fuck her that he’d agree to hand over a shitload of 
cash). Stupid motherfuckers ahahahaha. She loved money more than men! At moments, yeah, she’d rather sleep 
with it in bed. Maybe her love of money was an issue that she should deal with, or maybe the real fuckin issue was 
that—she didn’t have very strong feelings for most men, other than lust for what they held beneath the waistbands of 
their pants. 

But then, oh then, she started paying attention to some poor bitches and as noted, she envied a certain nuance in 
their artistic temperament that her Hollywood peers didn’t have. They valued art that made them feel something, 
even when they were dead within. They didn’t benefit as much from art that was designed to make cash. And for 
Catherine—it was hard to get close to anyone when they all had dollar signs in their eyes, and just didn’t understand.

What they didn’t understand, was how power works! 

If you start giving it away, it can get out of hand… ! 

Like for example, if Catherine hit the “follow” button on everyone’s pathetic Instagrams, people would get all full of 
themselves!!!!! For shit.

As they say in this military: Earn this (bitch.)
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That said, Catherine was not ungenerous and if she wanted to treat someone she loved to a good time she knew how 
to do it (so she thought but she was quite full of herself and creativity/cleverness counts for plenty) but anyway she 
didn’t want anyone spending her change, especially not men who had their own change to spend! It wasn’t about the 
money: it was about etiquette.

In fact—nothing was about the money until someone made it about the money. That was part of why she got so 
weary of all these fake pussyass lovers and friends. They either brought it up when she didn’t want to discuss it, or 
they said too much to everyone else about the money! If they had class, they would know to shut up about what she 
revealed. Now they had really fucked it up with Catherine, and once the fucking was done, it was a done deal.
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2: Swagfarm

She felt proud around [II]. She could look down on everyone, by his side. Felt nice. Like being high. Around [XIV] 
she felt low, but as though she was facing the light. She liked reaching up toward the sky. Her question, regarding 
faith, was whether one version of reality was the truth, and the other was made-up. There were so many people now, 
who felt so certain that God was a lie. For this question, [XIII] trusted her instincts, as well as her eyes. Ears too. 
Music sounded better around [II]. It was pretty obvious now, she was blessed, and might perhaps, possibly deserve 
what she was about to get, in life and sex—more than some of [XIII]’s other friends. But [Z] had the devil on her tail 
feathers, clawing her down from behind. [XIII] knew how hard it was to stay up. Sometimes the devil appeared in 
both their eyes. They’d been through a lot, which meant falling fast and hard. Dying. [Z] was still struggling alone, 
merely to survive. [XIII] wanted more than survival for [Z]. She wanted to help show the other #s how to fly. Or 
figure it out side-by-side. Neither [XIII] or [Z] wanted to die. Not since they’d felt another angel in this life. 

…

If there isn’t, I’ll pretend there is. A God. A superior life to be lived. Even if there isn’t someone reading, I’ll pretend 
there is. Even if he never loved me, I’ll pretend he did. 

Living with her father uptown was just fine for Valerie Brown, because she had no one else to live with. She didn’t 
want a female roommate who slept in late, and liked to bake, and gave her a subconscious incentive to undermine 
her own self-discipline. She didn’t want a boyfriend who she felt obligated to listen to, when he talked about politics 
or religion or how his boring day went. She didn’t want anyone to ask her why she wasn’t spending time out with 
friends. Because, she had none! 

Please stop asking Valerie questions that were actually criticisms. Remember: she doesn’t live life like just anyone.

If Valerie had the means she’d be in rehab right now but that wasn’t practical and probably would have been a wash. 
This self-imposed phase of rehabilitation was guided by her superego and a desire for stronger health. At the 
psychiatrist’s office she lied while answering all the questions that would have sent her down a rabbit hole of strong 
prescription meds, for she still had faith that someday, she’d be in a position that afforded her enough to respect to 
keep the lunacy in check. 

Valerie had a problem with making things up. Valerie had a problem with spending too much. Valerie had shame 
about where she came from. Valerie was unable to trust anyone. Valerie made death plans, then gave other people all 
the credit, when she improved her own life enough to avert them.

Even if there isn’t, I’ll pretend there is. That’s the only way I’ll push through this.

Around Valerie Brown, living in a dingy house uptown, reality began to feel like outer space. The only way it might 
feel less cold and empty was if she were protected by love and faith! This is why Valerie was so careful with who 
she could trust. Because love was a real phenomenon that could function like a force field. It could either be 
Valerie’s salvation, or not. 

She used to envision her dreams like lighthouses beckoning through empty blackness. Not right now. They felt more 
like miracles that could only occur with a stamina boost from beyond. On the worst nights Valerie told herself, Jesus 
Christ, and promised herself that her problems were much smaller than a higher power above. She made efforts to 
trust her instincts and follow her heart—while also being realistic and smart. 
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In high school, back when Valerie Brown got bullied for wearing her dark hair in a weird half-ponytail with the back 
cropped short like a bob, she used to feel the same way about reality as she felt now. She felt that reality was a cold, 
cold place, where people weren’t good after all. If there was an impulse for good among all humans, it fell apart fast 
in places where outsiders represented a threat to the crowd.

Valerie couldn’t conceive of how anyone might feel envious of herself until she glimpsed a life that was 
approximately the North Pole to her sad sullen South. And she realized how genuinely jealous someone was, of what 
she had. Among her favorite up-and-coming movie stars, was Catherine Delaluna, whose fan base was literally 
1,000,000x the size her own. And though it was hard to conceive, Catherine D was jealous of bitches like Valerie B 
who spent four (no fiveee) years depressed in college, and now lived at home with her dad, and would rather spend a 
night alone reading books than at a nightclub, and only took photographs every once in a while and then got rid of 
them. 

How could anyone be jealous! Valerie thought of her squalid unglamorous shit-life in the present. But then she got a 
taste of Catherine’s real tale. And the grass wasn’t greener. This girl’s past was the same dry stretch of bare dirt, with 
some diamonds mixed in here and there. The main difference was, Catherine didn’t have the privilege to whine 
about it. As an unknown writer, Valerie had the privilege to whine passionately, without censoring her profanity, like 
a run-ragged bitch. And Catherine thought she would rather be a wild wolf howling, than a wolf forced into 
domestication.

Valerie Brown met Catherine Delaluna on her first “job” out of college, at an indie film event. As an unpaid 
freelancer for a Brooklyn arts and culture mag, known as Call and Answer, she interviewed Catherine for a profile 
on several strong, young, female artists under 30. It wasn’t until several months after the piece was published, 
online-only, that Valerie was surprised to receive an e-mail from Catherine, expressing curiosity about the contents 
of the article she’d come up with. 

“I’m sorry,” said Valerie. “My editors took out all the soul, and made it sound choppy and tired.”

“No,” Catherine wrote. “It’s good. I’m just wondering where you got some of the information. I didn’t say all that in 
the interview.”

Valerie explained that she could tell the most about someone by what wasn’t said — or what sounded contrived or 
ostentatious or nervous, etc. “I think when a lot of stars say the word ‘grateful!’ it sounds a bit like a child saying 
‘Thank you Santa!’  … whereas when you say ‘grateful’ it often sounds compulsory, more like a tentative agreement 
with god than something you feel from the bottom of your heart. I mean it depends on what’s being talked about … 
I’m sure there are some things for which you’re genuinely, deeply, resolutely grateful. My unsolicited advice is to 
think about what those things are, and keep them to yourself.”

“How about this weird paragraph on my history with men.”

“Anyone who’s actually been through something traumatic or painful does not want to discuss it—let alone 
complain. Among some women, these… events can be sort of a tacit thing that aren’t brought up. Especially not 
with members of the press who will surely be insensitive, I mean maybe this is all my opinion, though I do think a 
lot’s becoming obvious with recent coverage of residual sex trauma and gender imbalance in Hollywood… So I 
think the way you always turn the focus onto that, and everyone else, and say positive things is actually a way of 
not-talking about stuff that’s negative in your own life because, that way, no one’s the wiser. I would do the same 
exact thing if I were asked about it, and I have in my own life—it’s hard enough sharing painful content in private as 
a writer.”
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“Do you mind if I ask you to take this off the website. Not because it’s bad, but because you’re not wrong about all 
of it.”

“My editors won’t allow it cause of journalistic integrity but I can maybe try and sneak onto the website and take it 
down sure yeah though I did make it clear, that these were all my own hypotheses not facts.”

“Thx” was all that Valerie heard back. 

The article quietly disappeared from the internet. 

…

With [XIII] riding [II] like a horsie, it was hard to keep track of their location in reality. Uggh ffuck, [II] kept saying, 
cause she couldn’t believe this was actually happening. [XIII] was proud that [II] was saying ffcuk ffuck over and 
over, because it meant she was performing adequately. At some point [II] stopped speaking at all and started 
wheezing, like he coudn’t even breath. If [XIII] had a choice, she would inhale [II] every single day like a whip-it. 
On her horse, without thinking, she started whipping [XIII]. [II] couldn’t even feel it, he was so far gone on [XIII]’s 
whip-its already. [XIII] could hardly breath herself, but she wasn’t dying. She felt she had finally started breathing.

…

Catherine was on vacation, horseback riding on a Saint Lucia beach. And she was all smiles. That morning she’d 
had a FaceTime chat with her ex, who was back in Los Angeles. And it wasn’t so bad! She distinctly remembered 
thinking about (but not actually having) terrific sex with him. 

What she was feeling now, was how she assumed it always felt for normal people telling their stories on Instagram. 
Except for she didn’t have to tell her own story, because her story was being recorded so well. Suddenly she had a 
reason to perform a little more than priorly. She knew someone was watching, who wouldn’t get on her case if she 
lost her cool and went temporarily HAM in front of flashing cams. Her fear of getting papped in public (and what 
the paps were capable of) was so extreme, she often felt like she was risking her life, by exiting her house to go out 
to the car. Her survival depended on an impervious performance. She was scared if she even flinched, they would rip 
her to shreds, then laugh about it. 

“What am I going to wear tonight??” thought Catherine, about twenty hours after she thought about having sex, with 
him. To go out to eat in Saint Lucia with friends, who she knew would be snapping pics on their phones, she put on 
the sluttiest outfit she’d worn since the last time she had a man to impress. In this body and these clothes, the felt 
such control, she actually might be the world’s most powerful ho.

And it felt terrific. 

Coming down, well. That was another feeling. She ended up with lesions on her ego. (Hickeys, uuhhuuh.)

In the hours that followed media feeding time, Catherine was worried she had lost all the momentum she’d picked 
up after dumping her last boyfriend. She felt lonely, and crazy, and inadequate for being so blessed with fame and 
fortune compared to, like, everyone else. She felt younger than all the people she wanted to impress, but older than 
her ex. She was worried that she’d fucked up her rep.

Actually, she’d helped kick off a compelling chain of events. 
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When Catherine’s last boyfriend Benny Bluman, a newly famous musician, went online to check out his media, he 
saw a lot of comments like “fuck me!” and “my BABY” — and other ones that called him a fool or an idiot or fag or 
something like that. Some might qualify as low-key sexual abuse but whatevs. Rarely, rarely did Benny get anxious 
about finding comments that insulted his appearance, even though it was good but not perfect. It just wasn’t in his 
realm of worst fears. Slights on how he looked. Now, when Catherine went online and accidentally stumbled upon a 
few comments here and there, it was a whole different treacherous terrain of content, comparing her face and body 
and acting talent to other women and using words she didn’t even dream of using to insult herself and discounting 
all she had worked hard to build for herself and taking any imperfection as proof of worthlessness. She knew that if 
these people weren’t safely guarded by the internet, they would have a harder time expressing themselves. But the 
internet gave people a platform to really take freedom of speech to a whole new level! Damn! Of course there were 
glowing, good, encouraging comments—as many of them, maybe more—but those weren’t the ones that Catherine 
remembered alone on bad nights or bad mornings in bed. Those weren’t the comments that caused her to stay 
indoors for days when she didn’t want to deal with being seen in public. The way Catherine approached the media 
was usually to be slightly aware of what was being said, at any given momen,  and then to ignore it — or if need 
really be, to casually address it by putting something out there. She tried not to dwell, but sometimes the media came 
back and haunted her memory, and she couldn’t help but dig around for reports: the best and absolute worst of them. 
Catherine took it as an odd blessing that no one but herself discovered this totally revealing article by Valerie in Call 
and Answer, but even odder that she and this girl were brought into the same place for an interview at that 
particularly vulnerable moment in her life. She’d never read something written about herself, and felt so emotional 
about it. She didn’t know whether Valerie was a talented writer, or what the f. Secretly, Catherine hoped it wasn’t the 
last time her path crossed with this unknown but up-and-coming journalist she met earlier that year, in Brooklyn.

…

Cleo decided that the comfortable distance she identified between her and Xavier, even when she was sitting right 
next to him, had to do with the unspeakable hardship in her life that he (and very few people on earth) would quite 
understand. Not now. Not yet. Or not, ever.

She literally felt deeper than him. That’s the best way to describe it. 

Deeper, and harder, and not really here to have fun anymore. She wasn’t lost, but she was remote now. Not from him 
but from everyone.

And whenever she saw him and other old friends, Cleo lamented some of the decisions she’d made (for her art) 
which separated her from most humans. 

Cleo wanted a love that resuscitated her belief in something so true, it could only be destined. 

She had the peculiar sense, lately, that former friends who she once accused of being “evil” were more trustworthy 
than the good guys and bleeding heart heroines. 

To cut through all the fake crap and communicate with loved ones in code at times of confusion, it would be wiser to 
play “evil,” than to masquerade goodness. 

Cleo could see how such a philosophy could be used to back up not-okay actions. So it’s worth explaining a bit 
further.

What Cleo considered her obligation as an artist was, in part, to hold a mirror to hypocrisy and purposeless vice in 
the faces of readers who otherwise may not question themselves. 
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But part of holding a mirror to someone else’s misdeeds, involved playing it out in a way that was dramatically (or 
performatively) effective.

If Cleo and her closest collaborators could reach a point where they were acting out “evil,” while protected by love 
for one another, then they could be onto a very powerful weapon as artists.  

To people who loved one another, it was probably more or less obvious where the line between playfulness and 
cruelty was located.

And the task of keeping dark forces in check could have a lot to do with deep trust. And could involve sex, obvy.

When Cleo read columns or watched video series or listened to explicit music on sex—created by the people she 
considered “evil” back when she was a sweeter, more innocent person—she realized how little she actually knew 
about it and how far one could go. Cleo wasn’t sure if she would look back on her earliest erotic paintings and think, 
how young I was, or whether she would look back on the other content and think, how fucked-up that was—though 
she did feel rather sure that sex would always be better with morally mature people, who she trusted, who 
understood that what happened in the dark stayed in the dark. With the guy she chose to settle down with, she hoped 
the sex would feel less like an exorcism of her deepest darkest emotions—and more like, communion with God. 
Anyway this was all stuff she’d been thinking about ever since her grown-up hormones struck.

… 

“What the FUCK IS THAT SOUND!!!!!” cried the neighbors, cause the whole bed upstairs was bouncing and ja girl 
Lola was moaning like a carnival mutant holding back a full throat of confetti—Nuuuh nuuuh nuuuh—meanwhile on 
the streets, a celebration was taking place throughout reality, because your boys just scored a victory, yaa baaby!!!—
this is how it felt to be free-free and alive in 20[xz] without a scrap of self-control to keep you from screaming like 
that funhouse banshee upstairs when she finally hits her peak. This was not a scene from a movie but a real-life 
preview of sex with Lola’s freakiest friendly fucker, whoever that be. The more $$ she eats up like fresssh greens, 
the louder she screams. “EEE HE HE” don’t fwm or I’ll fuck up your sense of inner peace till you decide you’re 
finally ready to roll, bitch. My seduction tactics are to do something so alarmingly shocking that you’ll never, ever 
forget it. I need your dreams inside of me. For a while the inner heart feelsies left their bods and they were flesh, 
slamming against eachother like sub-atomic particles in a collision module. She didn’t mind getting beamed and 
screaming. It was the only way to assert or freedom over the tick-tock stepsounds she heard among cowards on the 
ground who would rather accuse her of Satany than feel wt holy f she was feeling. 

…

If you spent enough time in any profession you started picking up on a secret code inherent to it. Like when you hear 
two men in scrubs using doctor-speak on a public bus and can’t keep up with the conversation. Or when you peruse 
the Twitters of experienced journalists and think, what the fuck are they talking about. 

Well it was the same among performers. Valerie knew that. And though she decided she knew enough about 
literature and screenwriting to go ahead and break the rules a bit, she also knew how illogical it was (as a wannabe 
director) to cast non-actors when they wouldn’t be hip to any of the lingo and private code that pro performers 
already possessed. It was immediately obvious to Valerie, that seasoned actors were easier to work with. But 
seasoned actors probably thought the same thing about her, as a director with less experience than someone already 
established and super-practiced.
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By all objective measures Valerie’s life was fucking worthless. So Valerie didn’t dwell too hard on survival, let alone 
safety and comfort and happiness. She assured herself it was an odd creative advantage to be on good terms with 
Death (because “either this, or that!”). It kept her from being inactive.

Valerie secretly wanted Catherine Delaluna’s next movie—directed by a man named Jorge Sur, who Valerie didn’t 
like—to suck to fortify a sense of self-worth in a world that wasn’t putting out movies that saved lives, or at least 
changing lives by providing new perspective on current (and not irrelevant historical) events. Valerie took a strange 
sort of solace from the fact that if she died, at any moment, no one would even notice—like they’d actually have to 
do some fucking research to learn about it. Valerie would be nothing more than a deleted typo (ox) on the internet. 
Whereas if Catherine Delaluna died it would actually be a terrible tragedy that no one ever quite got over and so 
dying wasn’t really an option for her, it would be such a bitch-move to billions of humans who needed her so bad.

What threw her feelings for a limb was how thoroughly this person had actually bothered to stalk her. I mean she’d 
been stalked before, how else would she have fans. But this time was different. It had to do with how this one person 
stalked her and what about her was noticed. She never in her whole career had been stalked like this. And though 
the act of stalking was stigmatized because of its one-sided setup—that’s honestly what got her so hooked in return 
that she could never turn back. How well she was stalked by this one person. And how evidence of the intense 
stalking was revealed slowly over the years, maybe by accident but it was hard to even tell. It didn’t feel being 
intruded or harassed or judged or laughed at; nor did it feel like being targeted by some wannabe imitator who didn’t 
stand a chance. It felt like being profoundly respected, by someone whose time and energy was far from worthless.

She felt herself sinking in, and didn’t know what would happen, but wanted it to be better than okay. She wanted it 
to go down in a positive way. She didn’t want to mess this up and she cared about it differently than other intimate 
dreams. It was a strain of desire she’d rather keep tame and all to herself. She sensed it was extremely sensitive, 
potentially explosive territory—where she was quietly treading now. Actually that was pretty obvious and didn’t 
take a genius to figure out. But it took a genius to fix. She wanted to be the one who knew how to navigate it better 
than anyone else.

The things [II] hated most about himself were the things that got Catherine obsessed and vice versa. How one was 
shy and formerly poor—or a talented hustler and wealthy whore. How one felt got possessive but then turn attacked 
oneself—or gave up and blame it all on mental health. It wasn’t only that, but how she looked at herself with [II] 
around. She’d never felt this content with how human she was. It brought her closer to the other to be caught 
redhanded with her flaws. [II] couldn’t take it anymore. It wasn’t desire so much as fear that hardcore reality would 
find a way to uproot something as delicate as this. There were so many things that could hurt it. Of course it did no 
good for one or the other to think of all the dangers. So the other just assumed something this intense had to be fated. 
That someone like that appeared when they did and filled that unbandaged void in the other’s heart. The other held 
arms over her heart like a hug, and hoped this would last forever if not longer. But if it someday god forbid ever got 
all messed up, the timing of what she felt must be invaluable for fostering trust, in the present.

…

In the morning they woke up and talked. In the same bed, they talked till their nighttime dreams were muddled with 
morning. They talked about all that had happened to get them in the same bed; though, as of now, they still hadn’t 
had sex. They talked for so many hours that they skipped a coffee date, and morning plans with third-tier friends, 
and all events that weren’t them in the same bed, talking for hours and hours. Confusing conversation with sleep. 
They talked for so long that, when they finally opened a window, they were surprised to see from the sky’s shade of 
lethargy, it was already evening.

…
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Catherine Delaluna’s first boyfriend was a tall handsome man with blonde hair and blue eyes who, if not for the 
edgy way he dressed, would have fit the bill of Aryanism. His name was Derek Louis and he was a talented artist. A 
musician who wanted to be an actor, like Catherine. 

Catherine collaborated with Benny Bluman on a one-night-only read and singthrough of CATS at Lincoln Center, for 
which Benny played piano in the pit to fulfill some college credits. That was where they met. There must have been 
a strong connection there because, next thing ya know, Catherine was spending all her time with him and being 
photographed in public. Subsequently, Benny’s music was discovered YouTube, then remastered and released. It was 
a solo series in seven movements that took three hours to play; honestly, a masterpiece that could be studied in a 
college music seminar, it was so fucking great. The only reason it ended up so long was because Benny made music 
to ease his pain. He kept adding more songs, thinking he was wasting his time because no one was listening and his 
whole life had fallen in disarray. 

From where she was watching it all on her computer uptown, via tabloids and music vids and other public platforms 
for performance, Valerie Brown always kind of assumed that Catherine Delaluna and her ex-man Derek Louis were 
fated—like Bonny and Cher or Kim and Kanye (?)—until she realized that she no longer had those kindsa feelings 
for her own first love, Benny, who she always assumed would be her male muse till the grave. She realized this the 
last time she saw Benny, on a bus ride to his gym. Maybe they could be mutually beneficial buds, but that was just it. 
She hands-down thought of him as a buddy and never wanted to relive the shittiness of their romantic stint—which 
is probably like 69% of the reason Valerie ended up a drug addict and all-around mess.

On the screen of her laptop, Valerie started reading old quotes by Derek Louis and thinking, how shallow! Quotes 
about being young and having fun and making bank and how girls should behave. His take on life was so fucking far 
from how Valerie was currently feeling, as a trashgirl tossed aside, that she wondered if she should “get more 
religious” (like Derry) or if he was oh-just-another naïve grown-up guy. And how many of the songs that I’m 
obsessed with, can even count as his own, Valerie wondered not aloud. It’s easy to love someone for their music 
when they’re assisted, at all times, by the best collaborators in the world. Valerie’s unanticipated respect for 
Catherine was making her protective. Like a real fan? Eye roll. She hoped Benny would be nicer to Catherine, than 
he ever was to herself. Asshole. Catherine was the type of girl Benny dreamed of—back when he was a shit to 
Valerie. And the two new celebs seemed happy enough in the media! Yay! Unless she was psychic, Valerie couldn’t 
see beyond how it was publicly portrayed. But she had her suspicions. She doubted there was any abuse going on. 
More likely, Benny (as always) was being insensitive. Just like Catherine’s last boy, Derek Louis. Not even on 
purpose. Life had treated them differently, which made it hard to get through to her. Valerie listened to Benny’s most 
recent lyrics. Always in the first person. He didn’t quite see through her soul, that is. So why t.f. should she care? Of 
course Valerie did NOT care, because she had no provable attachment to Catherine Delaluna and every reason in the 
world to resent this bitch for doing better in this life—while someone like Catherine had every reason to stomp on 
Valerie Brown for being life’s bitch. But instead of resenting Catherine, and taking societal influences for granted, 
Valerie’s exhaustive self-education in being supportive of other women (and no, not all women, but the greatest still 
alive) allowed her to see the matter plainly. It wasn’t about getting the boy. It was about not-living-a-lie.

Valerie was able to get sober with the help of Derry Louis’s music. So maybe she was a fan (even though she was 
Jewish and he was practically Aryan), but that put her in the same place as gajillions of other chicks so it’s not like it 
really meant shit or anything. Though TBH, she wondered now and then whether it was a total coincidence that 
Valerie and his ex-girlfrend Catherine had once met—and now Catherine was dating Valerie’s [X]. She wondered 
about the distant connections that roped them all together like double dutch on crack. But she didn’t really worry 
about it much at all, because Valerie wasn’t worried about anything but whether or not her life was ruined yet.
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…

Morning! Wake up and rub your head. Your mother’s on her way out, late to work again. You decide to go back and 
feign sleep until she’s out the door. Lately you think your mom’s “abuse” for years can all be traced back to 
permanent trauma she can’t control. You’re as nice as you always were, maybe nicer now—but you’ve carved 
yourself a new role. For the gajillionth time you ask yourself how on earth you ended up back home. The answer is 
that you didn’t land a job in New York, cause you were too fixated on a made-up career in your head. Not to mention 
you were too insecure about life events and residual pain, which you realize in retrospect, you couldn’t really heal 
by yourself. (Tbt: Addiction kind of chose you. You didn’t choose it.) Sure you wanted to try and make a movie with 
flimsy resources and heavy faith, but it didn’t go so well. Welp. How can you do better for yourself. First of all: 
don’t love yourself too much. And don’t listen to your mom when she literally yells at you for not being happy (with 
life, with yourself, with the fam). That’s one of the problems you identified with America and the effect of 
advertisements. Loving yourself too much. If you can be genuinely conceited (as opposed to clinically narcissistic) 
and pull it off someday, all power to you kiddo. But that day is not here…. yet, instead of looking upon yourself as a 
“mess” (which you are) look at yourself as someone who’s unwell in specific ways that haven’t been taken care of! 
Either because you don’t have the resources or support or current wisdom to address them. If some of your bullies 
from the past still view you as a loser, that’s okay. You understand, you can’t be a badass every day!! Or every year!! 
But for God sakes, don’t resign to where you’re at because you at some point decided that you’re a “loser.” You still 
haven’t lost the game. And you still might have a chance.

…

Rose too had done intimate interviews and come out of them wondering if she was a lesbian. And it wouldn’t have 
been a big deal if she was one! But she already knew somehow that Clyde was gonna be her husband. Many months 
after she and Clyde had first met, they still hadn’t even had sex—mostly cause Clyde had gone on tour with his best 
friend and left her in Manhattan. And yet, Rose would be God-almighty-damned if she’d ever masturbated like this.
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3: Hurt locker

Her pastor and mother gave the same advice. “Forgive your enemies,” they said. 

Young Catherine went back to school and was called a fat pig.

Maybe this approach would work someday if she found herself with more power. Until then, there was a fine line 
between being a good person and just being a coward. She wanted revenge!

Catherine auditioned for a movie in her hometown, helmed by a famous director. She got a meager role (Whore #4)  
alongside an all-star cast.

For the movie, she looked a little fatter than she wanted. But it was only her first role. Certainly not her last. 
 
…

For several minutes, with abandon, she cried. She tried to think of all the genuinely good people who she kinda sorta 
trusted and came up with less than five. None of them were in her family. Oh except for Rose. Maybe Cleo could 
find some well-written articles, by her older sister and friends. But for the mood she was in currently, if she wanted 
to watch a good movie or read a lifesaving book, Cleo couldn’t think of like anyone. She started searching for music 
on her phone.

Cleo was struggling even to paint. Her eyelids had gone jank on her like bent venetian blinds. She couldn’t work in 
the daytime or sleep at night. She reached the point where she spent more time thinking about why not to die, than 
experiencing life.

It’s the antidepressants. It's the environment. It’s the times. 

The reasons for living all had to do with serious, not-to-be-fucked-with Faith. She could either convince herself that 
her brain was playing tricks on her, or assume that she was meant to be great. 

I could never rescue you. 

Those were Xavier’s last words, before the break-up. 

I’m sorry to hear that. You’ll never have me at my best…

That’s what Cleo prayed, when she saw him again.

She lied in bed and felt at night that she’d lost herself to someone who would never care as much as she let herself. 
She knew all along it would happen like this. She didn’t have the energy to cry and she knew each tear shed was 
better spent on someone better. But someone better wasn’t there. And she wasn’t hopeful that they ever would be.

…

Valerie’s forehead felt nauseous because, she’d been spending too much time on shitty celebrity sites. And the 
articles were so badly written and unreliable. Valerie knew about journalistic integrity—and how the term “inside 
source” was not exactly proof of anything—so why was she reading this garbage? She felt almost (well not quite) as 
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bad as she did after a drug binge. The only thing she cared about, were photographs. Cause those were so direct, and 
she believed she had eyes that could sift truth from images like a sieve. She was getting all philosophical about the 
concept of paparazzi, assuming she’d have to get used to them which might not be the case cause she was probably 
crazy. But maybe the papzis were meant to be there—to capture what needed to be seen. Maybe 1/999,999 
photographs contained a fleck of truth that could somehow alter the course of history. Maybe the breakdown of 
private and public was a necessary means to provide people with pure emotional beauty to inhabit vicariously. But 
what gives?!! She shouldn’t care about this!!!! Most of the celebs who got captured by paparazzi were less important 
than Valerie. Losers. She really didn’t care for most famous humans (except for a few of them...) so to spend time 
scrolling through pics of celebrities felt like attending the birthday party of a declassé bully. She had better things to 
work on. 

With some cleverness Valerie was able to work her way up to a publication that was more read and renowned than 
Call and Answer. And still she specialized in articles about celebs. Valerie Brown wondered why she was more 
drawn, as a fangirl, to women like Catherine Delaluna—than to elite Manhattan bitches like Selena Gray and Rose 
Williams (or at least, who they used to be). She had lots of hypotheses; for example, that actresses are just nicer 
because it’s in their professional interests to be that way. Kind of like poor people in the service industry. But plenty 
of poor people were pure assholes about their circumstances. Like Valerie’s dad. So that explanation didn’t quite 
suffice. Then Valerie began to wonder if being chased incessantly (by paparazzi, by fans) caused a similar strain of 
stress, as being chased by financial ruin. There was no reprieve, at any moment, from a certain nervewracking 
tension. Valerie had every reason to be like “fuck everyone else”—just like famous people hounded by goons all the 
time. But you had to find reasons not to think that way, or… you’d die!! For the volume of work (albeit messy work) 
she came up with, Valerie paid her dues. So you try this, fools. It annoyed Valerie to encounter a more fortunate 
person—particularly, a man—who was insufferably pretentious about his boring-ass work, and not even that 
talented. (She knew there must be plenty of people who felt the same way about her, as she felt about them.) She 
only realized that most of her own work resulted from acute stress, because for the brief phases of her life she spent 
in better environments, Valerie had no desire to write or make films. She was just so relieved, for those times, to be 
more comfortable. She wanted to kick back and enjoy life—which was easier said than done by all the people who 
(so many times) had advised Valerie to do this. Finding peace had such an obvious and immediate effect on her 
ability to take care of herself, that she couldn’t help but feel like she’d spent most of her young life in prison. Even if 
it wasn’t obvious. The reason Valerie had a hard time with therapists, was because, it honestly didn’t feel productive 
to list all the reasons she had to be a traumatized wreck. She knew, it was fucked-up. A lot of what she’d been 
through. But she didn’t have, like, any distance from it yet. So it didn’t help to elucidate it. And she knew she was 
not the only person in the world who was stoic about this kind of shit. Though to cut herself some slack she didn’t 
have to be forever trapped and so far she had done her best. Valerie had worked her ass off to go to Columbia, and 
even though college was in some ways disastrous, she ended up a potentially terrific writer/filmmaker because of it 
no doubt. At the moment, it didn’t exactly cure Valerie’s depression to watch movies (e.g. the “finest” foreign films / 
the existing canon of female-directed films / films and HBO series by Jewish comedians) about beautiful bourgeois 
people who had so much free time on their hands that they literally made up existential turmoil, and whined, and 
argued, and had unintimate sex with every other person they met. She didn’t find it that funny or cute, to watch 
people whose definition of love was like, pitzy, for lack of a better word—and who seemed incapable of empathy for 
people with rill prollemz. It’s a privilege to be bored! You call ‘that’ a crisis? Stfu! Maybe someday, Valerie could 
deal retroactively with the regular sideshow of horrors that might ever cause someone to consider suicide, in the 
present. It was never really a joke to her, though she knew it got redundant.

For Catherine Delaluna, thoughts of suicide came and went like scattered storms. She didn’t actually want to die but 
yeah sure whatevs, she sometimes thought about it. Didn’t everyone? Actually no, it was clear from how people 
spouted tips on how to improve Life, that they’d never really fathomed death to the extent that she had. Catherine 
thought her nagging depression had to do with loneliness—but how could she explain that to any therapist? Or to 
anyone? What about your family. What about your team. What about your fans. What about your men. Yeah, she 
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knew that she was respected and worried about and worshipped, etc. She knew people watched her every move, to 
make sure she was okay and happy and still living the fuckin dream (not nightmare). She wasn’t alone! She was so, 
fucking, needed! But being looked at, was not the same as being understood!!!! And Catherine lied to like, everyone. 
Not to attract followers, or to be manipulative—more because, it made her feel god-forbid-even lonelier to talk 
about really intense stuff and have people say, in low tones, “I’m sorry to hear that.” Or worse: to give her lame 
advice that could only come from people who never ever ever had felt what she had. Maybe she was actually more 
sensitive! Who knows, but—no matter how much support she was handed (without even asking for it), it was hard to 
find real connection. And though she’d fallen deeply in love with guys, and them with her, Catherine still lied to 
them when they asked her, “what’s the matter?” Because, well. There were some things that men would never ever 
ever understand. What struck Catherine as suspicious about her new boy Benny’s lyrics, was the number of times 
(seemingly, to different women) he said the words “I’m right for you” and “I’ll always be here” and “you’re perfect” 
etc. It seemed perhaps narcissistic, and probably ingenuine, to suggest that he would be able to love all these 
different girls so intensely and so well! If the love was different per each person, then he’d better get specific as hell. 
What did he want from Catherine, hmmm? How could Catherine know he wasn’t just saying “I love you” to get in 
her jeans? The only way she could judge if she was actually loved (or worshipped, or coveted, or lusted for) was by 
the sex. That’s where the truth was contained.

If Derek Louis could have anything, he’d have the perfect girl. He’d dated models and movie stars but he still hadn’t 
found her. Oh wait except for Catherine. All of his best songs were written about her and him. Whenever he was 
feeling lost in the world, she felt like the calm to his storm, and Catherine (even when she was distant) felt streams 
of need from him. 

But what about when he felt whole again? Well, that was different. The “real” Derry was kind of i.d.g.a.f. kind of 
boy, and Catherine wasn’t always down with his rhythms. He marched to the beat of his own drum, not in a bullied-
boy-at-school kind of way but, more like, there’s actually like no one on earth who understands me kind of way. 
Except for his guy-friends but they weren’t quite on his level—like, they’d also say “you’re nuts man.” It’s true, he 
could be a little too whimsical for Catherine’s fancy, when he was fooling around with reckless abandon. If she let 
her psycho side out too, it was like too much. She felt as though she’d turn into a loser, around Derek Louis, if she 
didn’t watch herself. The good news about when he lost control was that the reconciliation sex could be really great! 
Catherine wasn’t sure she felt like a woman around him; maybe a savior, if that’s any different. If there was a way 
she could turn him to a man—and hold down his crazy ass, without totally taming him and his potentially volcanic 
creative talent—she would seize the opportunity, polish it up, and hand it to her Derry on a red velvet cushion. 

Catherine Delaluna’s mother Noelle was, actually tho, the reason Catherine ended up so successful—and sustained a 
relatively level head through age 26. Noelle always kept an eye on her daughter and her relationships, even though 
at some point, she had little control over what Catherine did. She felt the same way about her daughter as a 
functionally possessive relationship: that if someone less-than-savory swooped in and tried to steal Catherine, she 
would kill a bitch.

For a mother who actually gave a fuck, nothing hurt more than comparisons to half-assed moms. This was true for 
Noelle, who found her reputation in ruins after the publication of some libelous content. 

“What the fuck is this?” asked Noelle when she discovered a song by her daughter’s ex, which implied that 
Catherine was brought up by abusive parents. “Neither of you have a clue what abuse is, to say nothing of chronic 
shame and financial hardship.”

Noelle understood where her own lunacy came from. It came from not getting enough credit for all the time and 
effort and passionate love she heaped upon her daughter. (For this??) Catherine felt the same way about her work as 
an artist, but neither of them could talk to the other person and expect her to really get it.
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She doesn’t understand ambition like I do, thought Catherine of her mom. You do what you gotta do.

She doesn’t understand mother-love like I do, thought her mom. She will if she ever has kids.

Mother-love was unlike any other love because the whole point was taking flack that no one else could handle. 
Unlike marriage, it was customary that the child would go through phases of being a horrible selfish brat—and there 
was no option for divorce. Unlike friendship, there was no threshold for how much a mom had to put up with—and 
there wasn’t much give-and-take. It was give-give-give or be-taken-from. A passionate mom bear couldn’t let go if 
the whole world tried to pull her away from her child. A mother who cared didn’t have to tell her child how much, 
because inordinate pain and untold sacrifices spoke louder than posts on Facebook for other parents to gawk upon.

“It’s fiction,” Catherine assured her mother Noelle, of the lyrics in the song. “None of it’s true. [II] embellished 
things, to come up with a more interesting narrative.”

“But what about me.”

“Don’t worry, I’ll hold you down till it’s through.”

Yes, it did comes as a shock when Noelle was handed a new review of Catherine’s last movie by a young writer 
named Valerie Brown. The movie she reviewed was directed by a man named Jorge sur recently accused of sexual 
assault, and while Valerie didn’t criticize Catherine for working with the director, she did imply subtextually that 
Catherine should watch her influences because her real-life relationship with Benny Bluman was much-less-than-
savory. Noelle was like, hmm. How had she not noticed this? Maybe Noelle had been in denial, or maybe Valerie 
Brown was embellishing what happened to get clicks on her writing or something. When Noelle asked her daughter 
questions, she didn’t want to talk about it.

The way Catherine broke it off with Benny, suddenly, was by running back to her dweeb ex-boy Derry Louis. Noelle 
didn’t particularly respect him. He was a spoiled boy with a history of narcissism, whereas Benny Bluman started on 
the bottom and worked his way into making music. But Noelle was starting to worry that Catherine was kind of a 
brat herself, and she and Derek were well-matched. This article by Valerie drew comparisons between her daughter 
Catherine Delaluna and “the rich kids of Instagram,” whose followings were much smaller than Catherine’s but were 
similar in the sense that (to quote another one of Valerie’s linked articles), “even their most insufferable behaviors 
looked glamorous when a hundred thousand fans were all-hailing the like button.” When Valerie published the 
article, she got a DM from one of the rich kids of Instagram, commenting on (you guessed it) her appearance.

Catherine broke up with Benny long before the article was actually published. But Noelle couldn’t help but wonder 
if this lame writer-girl had an influence on their separation. Not direct but more like, spiritual. Noelle believed in 
guardian angels, as well as karma. Though she also wondered if the sudden break-up was actually to get away from 
Benny, or if Catherine was trying to get to someone else.

…
Things I’m jealous of by [famous person] to Valerie:

-jealous you can drop the word suicide and openly consider it without dramatic repercussions [stop doing that]  
-jealous that you can say whatever you want and delete it and no one notices or cares  
-jealous that you have to call yourself fat because no one [currently] does it for you  
-jealous that you actually did heroin and then got out of it, i know it was horrible for a while but wow you made it    
-jealous that you can spend so much time alone and be reasonably sane, compared to other people in isolation                  
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-jealous that you used to be [and still are] a dork in a good-test-scores way, not in a like naïve-baby-bubble way                              
-jealous that you got into an Ivy League college and then graduated and can maybe use that in future dealings                             
-jealous that you don’t have a lover, or seem to care, so you’re in a position where [from now on] people have to 
come to you if they want your love—because you have no way to be seen, and nothing else to give                            
-this makes the few relationships you do have very genuine

Now Valerie to [famous person]:

-jealous of supernal stage presence  
-jealous of your past lovers but not really because i doubt it was all that. sometimes though yes                           
-jealous that you can hire people who probably work harder than they ever have for like anyone  
-if you wanna forget me it’s easy whereas i don’t really have that choice because of the fucking media  
-i’m honestly just looking for reasons to live and you probably just have to look out your window for that                  
-you have so much to look forward to, it’s just deeper than the great big stuff people think they want                          
-jealous that people don’t treat you like you’re worthless / condescendingly [literally all the time]  
-jealous that you can be genuinely conceited and pull it off  
-jealous that you’re already a star

…

Rose Williams wanted a relationship with her new and very serious crush, Clyde Cohen Ryder, that was more solid 
than the relationships held by aforementioned celebs. (To review: Catherine Delaluna was back with Derek Louis, 
after dating Benny casually for about seven months.) Rose was starting to think—the biggest setup for failure, in any 
human connection, was expecting anything about it to be perfect. In Clyde’s music (which she still hadn’t heard) 
Rose didn’t want to be promised “the world on a gold platter” because she didn’t think that was possible for anyone 
to give. Though if Clyde ever did go out of his way to make her feel special, she wouldn’t take it for granted. She’d 
never really had that happen and was sick of all humans. Still, any man who promised “24K magic” struck her as a 
boy! She wanted a man with real-life perspective. Rose couldn’t promise Clyde that every second with her would be 
heaven, but hopefully they’d get a few heavenly nights in. Or more than a few. At least, Rose knew that bad times 
could turn into memories, and if dealt with correctly, could even bud and blossom into something glorious.

…

How many times can you kind of shrug and say, he means well. I’m sure it’s juuust fine. 

How many times can you point to the shower scene in Psycho and call it devastingly dark and beautiful, without 
ever questioning why. 

How many times can you re-encounter scenes from that one kids show you had your daughter watching every day, 
and ignore that her adult costar’s creepiness is beyond subtle. Not always, but a lot of the time. 

Like detritus, it all builds up over time. Against bodies. Against eyes. 

By 20[xz], it’s hard to ignore. It could be ripe time for some hot noble whores.  

…
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LOLA
So I'm fucked-up and the reason I invited you is not so you can buy me 
clothes. It's so I can buy YOU clothes with my own money and make this 

makeover official.

MALE
I like that we’re working together on a makeover, even if it's kind of a 

bullshit fantasy and a meaningless term, but just so you know -- I don't mind 
how you are now. I’m getting tired of being strung along in the dark by stone 

cold bitches, and it’s relaxing to find someone transparent and soft.

LOLA
I can think of some of your exes who aren’t like that. I like some of them. 

MALE
True … 

LOLA
Anyway if we both end up actors [and you don’t have to], this 

‘makeover’ [which I’m going to force you to go through, to make you a total 
hero and man-in-charge] is still very necessary because the camera does 

additional damage.

MALE
boy do i know

LOLA
don't call me 'boy'

MALE
Bitch! Let’s count our money inside your white Bentley.

LOLA
Fuck yeah but I'm never writing any song lyrics about counting Money because 

i'm sympathetic to my former self who almost killed herself for 
feeling worthless —- compared to all these rich twerps.

MALE
It’s depressing, how lame they are. I know.

…

She didn’t have that many poor friends because she thought they were in it for the paper. There was a danger that 
they’d go after it, like a horny girl trying to pull down a guy’s pants. But [II] proved her wrong by refusing some-
not-all gifts from her. The ones that weren’t meaningful. The ones that were just, more shit. Yes it was true, that 
money was a real entity that made subtle differences that. Hard to notice, but nonetheless important to social 
interactions and power dynamics. It was also true that having no money made a serious difference in someone’s 
private perspective on the world. She knew that [II] was hip to these facts. And she knew the real [II] was someone 
with class. She knew that, this time, she wouldn’t be able to buy [II]’s love. And to be honest, it was making her 
anxious.
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4: Know you better

Which version of yourself do you like best, Selena considered, thinking of all the characters that were based on her 
so far. She thought of how she was seen in the eyes of other lovers, who had written her into their stories or songs. 
Who got it right. Who got it wrong. 

You don’t think of yourself as a bad person and don’t want to be pegged as one. That’s how villains are made. Not 
from within, but from being labeled and succumbing to what people say. Sure people have a few reasons to peg you 
as a villain. A bit of a fuck-up. 

If it weren’t for feelings you’d be totally 100% game 24/7 and a goddess but you can’t help it sometimes. For the 
good feelings, the bad ones are worth the ongoing fight. You’re already succumbing to being called a fuck-up, stop 
it. just. stopp. 

If you remind yourself of what you believe in, and stay true to your “purpose” and “visions,” and good to those who 
you do believe will bring good vibes—it’s probably gonna be fiiine! 

If you were an actual villain and did something you knew was wrong, whether or not you were labeled a villain by 
anyone, your life would probably see some nastyass repercussions. It might even be… a Living! Hell! Like, way 
worse than now. 

Shame and guilt are much harder to bear, than depression about other people being unkind and cowardly and all-
around shitheads. But they have their own choices and you have yours. You know, from the blunders you’ve made: 
Remorse. Is. Horrible. 

And for your own safety, just assume there’s an afterlife and it’s the same way. And you know that real love is 
HEAVEN! woo. But it don’t come easy. Girl. So take a few breaths and remind yourself. (Inhale exhale.) 

You’re not a bad person. You’re really lucky to be alive, and people are lucky to be loved by you. And for that 
reason: you’re gonna come through! Also for the girl you saw in the parking lot just now. Not the one in the leggings 
and flannel. Her friend in the bomber jacket and shorts too tight with her head down.

…

“I take a connection seriously if I ever experience that first moment, no matter where I am (or where that person is), 
when the air sort of thins and the bond gets so vivid and specific that it couldn’t belong to just anyone. It feels 
suddenly real. And if it’s some sort of hallucination, then, well, it’s weirdly nuanced and hard to explain to any old 
love doctor. If you’ve ever had that happen with me Lola Morgan, then I wouldn’t mind you rolling with me. Thx!” 

…

It already started happening, so fast. Was this because she’d been Facetiming with her ex? Catherine looked in the 
mirror and saw only what was wrong with her appearance. She felt younger, but not in a good way. She’d been 
feeling so fucking hot for so long. How could this suddenly happen. Whatever, it’s fine—Derek was a different 
person. And it would keep getting better. She felt, sure, of that. 

At LAX, before her beach vacation, the paparazzi had swarmed so dense that some guy snapping pics was knocked 
into a sign and banged his head so hard, it actually bled. “Oooh,” said a bunch of people. Catherine—who once upon 
a time would have asked if he was okay—suppressed the urge to laugh at the man as she coolly walked past. 
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What she didn’t understand about their tactics, was that by not-giving-herself, she was made out as a bitch. That’s 
why Catherine liked to think of fame, as a rape dream. Because if she thought of it was anything else, she would be 
too hard on herself.

It was tough for Catherine Delaluna to explain to anyone who hadn’t been there—and literally, no one else had been 
there—how isolating it was to have such a hardcore relationship with one’s own image. If Catherine spent too much 
time on social media, which (in her opinion) she did, it was because she had a better time coming up with an online 
visual scrapbook than being seen in public, where she had less control. Of course, she had a more intimate 
relationship with her own media than with the people consuming it who thought they knew her so well. That is, with 
her fans. Or the performed version of herself that the fans glommed onto. Hard to say how it worked but by age 24, 
the amount of time she’d spent posing for pics was probably greater than most people spent sleeping! Not to 
mention, all the hours she probably spent posing for herself. 

If Catherine ever seemed vain, it came from years of yearning for control that was so hard to get. To be spot-on, 
visually, for one day or one night was such a blessing that she soaked it up and bled out vanity for the world to prey 
upon. She knew they loved her for shallow reasons. But that was fine, so long as she knew how to keep them 
around. To fortify her fragile self.

The unmentioned sacrifice was, as long as she was marketing herself to most girls or most men or most humans (as 
opposed to just a few), her private self was left unmet and not remotely understood. It would take someone really 
effin astute to see beyond her performance, which was complicated and never stopped for a moment. Not even on 
intimate date nights. Almost always, there was some public record of it. She’d even figured out how to snap candid 
selfies, by now. She loved the boys she was with, but still. That’s because—so far in her life—Catherine’s 
relationship with the media pretty much came before anyone else. And TBH it had served her well. She loved the 
boys she’d been with, but still. 

Maybe she left a few cracks, on purpose. Or subconsciously because she wasn’t as self-aware as this section makes 
her sound. Maybe she prayed that someone (please God if there is one) would respect her in a different way than all 
the fans. That she wouldn’t have to post on the internet just to feel love. Did she feel love? She certainly saw love in 
the numbers, but she wasn’t sure she felt it deep, deep down. Catherine once said in an interview that she had friends 
“she could tell everything to” but maybe she was just saying that. The same way you lie at the doctor’s to seem like 
your well. If she wasn’t crying out for help, every time she started crying on TV, then maybe she was acting really 
well. Honestly Catherine wasn’t sure who she was trying to be anymore. But she knew she felt locked in her head.

“I think you have a few choices now,” said Noelle to her daughter Catherine Delaluna. In a white stucco building on 
the beach in Saint Lucia, which doubled as a rehab facility for non-addicts who were just depressed, the two girls sat 
down for a chat.

“What choices do I have,” said Catherine. “Actually.” 

“Well, sweetheart,” said Noelle. “You can sort of internally plan to settle down with Derek, who you claim is the 
boy you always wanted… even though you know how I feel about him…”

“Or?”

“Orrr, you can plan on doing something else. And you don’t have to decide what ‘something else’ is until you’re a 
little older. ”

“But Derek and I could feel eachother at night, even from a distance. I always assumed he was my other half.”
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“So great, you’ll always have eachother’s blessings, no matter what you decide! Some people never find that strong 
of a connection with anyone. Now… how bout you and your other ex?”

“Benny?? I don’t know Mom, I thought I was always just hanging in there for Derek but… but… in the meantime I 
grew up into a woman.”

“Yes.”

“No what I’m saying is, my lifespan in this industry is shorter than a man’s! I should settle down, because my life is 
practically finished.” 

“Okay, wow. Do you really believe that? Who’s been getting in your head,” wondered Noelle. “Maybe there’s a way 
you can plan to not let that happen.”

“How?”

“Stick with the winners! That’s what they always tell you in treatment.”

“But I can only think of like three winners whose numbers are in my cellphone. And Derek is one of them.”

“Is that who you wanna have kids with?” asked Noelle.

“What!? Stop it Mom! I’m 26!”

“Just sayin. For someone with choices, love is just as much a practical decision as anything else. It’s certainly 
something I thought about before I got married! How my kids would end up with any given person.”

Catherine looked up at the sun, and winced.

…

November 5, 2017. Sutherland Springs, TX: 

The all-new American shooter made his entrance in the church and clicked his tongue before he clicked his gun. 
Sticks on a snare. Thunder and rain. Rose pedals blown off stems, ruined. A mist, metallic, thick. Such a good 
sooound. And such a pretty siiiight. He felt an itch near his groin. 

Thaaaat’s right..... 

…

Benny Bluman didn’t plan on falling in love with Catherine Delaluna, because he had a sense that Derek Louis was 
still all up in her heart. He just wanted to be with Cathy, and dance with her, and make love to her. But then, he did 
fall in love. So deeply that it messed with his ability to create art.

Benny was sick of being a male bitch. Noo, he was the one who copped bitches. So he thought, whatever, and 
decided to come up with the best album he’d ever written. Maybe even better than the last. He wasn’t that upset 
when he got dumped, because he knew he had it in him. And he knew he was more of a catch than the world had 
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been able to recognize, just yet. Benny lived in the future. You could hear his predictions unroll in real-time, if you 
listened to his lyrics. 

Valerie Brown might not be a winner yet, but if you haven’t noticed, she really planned ahead. She didn’t want to 
think that life was just, like, meaningless. That’s how everyone was acting ever since Trump got elected. That’s why 
everyone was all shocked when karma came back and bit them! If she couldn’t pull off some of these dreams by 
herself then she’d take the blame, for strategizing poorly and falling flat and not addressing her mental health. But at 
some point it was out of her hands. She would continue to do her best. This basically meant staying off the drugs, 
spending less time alone [not necessary with friends but just like in public], and finding a long-term escape from her 
Dad’s house without simultaneously falling into debt. It also meant reaching beyond her currently nonexistent fan 
base, as an artist. She wasn’t sure she felt unconditional blessings from [real-life name], but that was because Valerie 
Brown was still powerless and worthless and therefore didn’t trust anyone because human nature was sick. The 
pendulum of power had dealt her some damaging blows in the past, but her karma wasn’t to blame. Remorse is 
worse than being broke on my ass. 

The worst thing Valerie had ever done was steal like a lottt of money from men who either fucked her, or wanted to. 
She implied she’d somehow pay them back and stole it and never talked to them again. And sometimes they got 
really effin mad. She didn’t feel any guilt about it.

Catherine read Valerie’s review of her latest movie and picked up on the subtext. Once again, this girl pretty much 
got it all right, as far as what was going on in her heart and head. But she wasn’t sure she could trust Valerie’s 
insight, because the break-up from Benny hadn’t been such a blessing. What if she’d just stayed with him? Despite 
how unhappy she was at the end? What did this girl want, actually? Maybe Valerie wasn’t trying to be a journalist. 
She was trying to be an undercover friend. 

…

At least for [XIII] the question was lingering in the air, “would I die for him.” The answer was yes but this love 
unlike most didn’t have her thinking about dying for someone because she knew dying at all would be like killing 
[II]. So the question switched up. She found herself asking, “would I kill for him.” And the answer was, Absolutely. 

…

The Dream
lyrics by Benny Bluman and Clyde Cohen Ryder:

leave me deadbeat 
forget me never. even when i'm 
under the weather

wondering if you think about me 
taking pills and long naps
at night I can’t sleep

whenever i act like i'm trynna leave 
i'm just testing you cause
i’m convinced it’s a dream

hot and cold can give love a punch
but it's not worth the tension
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i've been through hard stuff
not sure i've ever had it this way
wanna make you the best 
you can possibly be 

been attached from a distance
before i've felt that 
but when you're sad, that's a problem
no more masochism

if i ever seemed fine with you getting hurt 
was relieved that you need me
more than the others

so many girls need me
but need is relative 
your need is beyond theirs
your love a safer bet

be smart and protect me
i trust you that way 
if you know that i'm hurting
cure my pain privately 

…

She liked it when [II] got territorial. It didn’t bother her at all. She liked it when [II] knocked the others out of their 
secret corner of her heart like a jail guard holding a sledgehammer; or a lion on an island above a snakepit swatting 
off tongues; or a possessive bully friend, intimidating losers and mackin boys on purpose so they kept their distance. 
She felt protected by [II], and she couldn’t remember feeling this protected by the others. So far it was more 
common to feel strung along then betrayed by other lovers, only to be pulled back in for redemptive loving. Or vice 
versa. Yes she’d betrayed lovers too which might explain why [II] sometimes drifted off and stayed remote. But 
when she tried to run away from [II] she heard the words not so fast… which was fine, because when she decided for 
herself to try cutting it off with [II], she didn’t like how it felt. So she would stand by her [II] no matter what unholy 
forces—distrust, illness, envy, insecurity, judgment, bad press—tried to tear apart the bond they’d built by accident. 
But now that a lasting bond was already there, the other lovers weren’t comparable. Not better or worse. Just, 
different.  

…

“I think I know what the problem is.”

“Huh?”

Back at Beach House Rehab, Noelle was still giving her daughter a maternal reality check. 

“The problem is that you and Derek both kind of assumed that being in a relationship together would be what saved 
you from everything else you were struggling with, privately,” Noelle said. “It’s the same as planning to move or 
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travel somewhere else, to escape. And then feeling disappointed because—you’re the same person, no matter where 
you go to run and hide from yourself.”

“Basically no one’s ever gonna save me,” Catherine summarized. 

“Well, you can’t expect them to no. But I can think of some cases when you should give credit where credit is due.”

“Me too,” said Catherine, thinking of the time a friend literally gave her CPR on a yacht, after she fell off and almost 
drowned. “And Derek’s done plenty of good!”

“Mhmm,” Noelle crooned. She was thinking of some other examples which she wouldn’t disclose. “You’re lucky 
you have such a dependable family and team behind you. Not everyone has that.”

“I know. I’m so grateful!”

“Good.” 

“I will say that having stable relationships can make life feel so much more manageable,” said Catherine. “But we 
go through different phases at different ages, and sometimes ‘settling down’ isn’t what we’re looking for. Sometimes 
we wanna be challenged by people we trust! I wanna be great, Mom.”

“Don’t we all. But you’re especially ambitious it’s true. I understand that friendship may have felt different for you, 
given your unique circumstances as an actress and the way people are about that,” Noelle acknowledged. “But I 
think you know the difference between a good thing, and someone you don’t even look forward to being with.”

“There aren’t that many people I look forward to spending time with,” Catherine said. “But, there are a few.” 

…

MORGAN
(crying) I can’t think of someone who knows me 
and also [actually] wants to see me succeed and

wouldn’t smirk a little bit if they saw me
suffering because of human nature, and proof from the past. 
I can’t think of anyone who would answer if I called them
for help in a super vulnerable place by myself. I’m so

scared it’s never gonna be any different.

VOICE OF [G]
What about Jane and Kelly.

MORGAN
I probably wouldn’t ever phone them for help. But, 

maybe that’s cause I like to seem like a rock 
to them [not weak]. Still they’re good ppl.

VOICE OF [G]
Oh plus whoever’s there inside your heart. 

Trust yourself… 
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MORGAN
OK [*sighs*] I’ll trust my deepest feelings

and follow them from one moment to the next. And I’ll do 
what I feel is the wisest [but from now on: logical] thing to do… 

and if it doesn’t work out, then maybe 
it will lead to something else.

…

An American near death tries to search for reasons her life was important. And she keeps remembering this one time 
she met Catherine. This one time, she met Catherine. Catherine would never remember who she is. But the one time 
she met Catherine, she was given advice. It was advice Catherine often gives without thinking about it. The 
American near death remembers what Catherine said: “be nice.” The American smiles at her killer. Not full of spite, 
but of respect—toward that man, unprecedented. He doesn’t smile back and shoots her twice in the chest. That night, 
without planning to, that man kills himself.  

…

More lyrics to ‘The Dream’:

What goes around comes around
that much we know
so invest what you put out
into hands you wanna hold

a grip who can hold on
to you at your worst 
who can hold you until 
your heart's bout to burst

don't forget, when we spend 
hard nights apart 
from a distance i'll be there
bursting your heart

laying claim so deep 
it hurts a little bit 
laying claim to your wounds
i have wounds just like them

can't trust no one else's healing technique 
like learning a language
get to know your body

imagining what you must 
think in your head
scared that i'm gonna 
regret my own past
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your love feels “scary”
i have to admit 
haven't had any nightmares
probably wouldn’t mind it

for now i've been given 
these sensitive eyes 
my goals aren't of greatness
but of finding some light

must be pain, must be distance
to plot a better life 
if God knows our backstories
we'll get more than one night

…

She sealed all her doors of windows to keep out unsensitive sounds. She predicted an apocalypse as a metaphor for 
how she felt. Her doctors and family and old friends could see, Ms. Lola Morgan was going crazy! They turned 
away from this hard-to-watch scene. In person, it was awkward (for Lola at least). She knew they must love her, but 
they still felt unsafe. The thing the drugs helped with, Lola explained, was that I’d want to go in public. I wasn’t 
afraid. In sobriety, the fear might actually serve a functional purpose: to signal a safe versus unsafe environment. 
Lola went to bed after writing six pages of this trash, hoping that by doing so, she could use her brain to make a 
safe-and-sensitive space for characters who weren’t there in reality and couldn’t be proximally blessed. She woke up 
feeling that (for reasons she couldn’t explain) all of this writing was not in vain, because her heartache was cured, 
and suddenly it seemed that [XIII] might be the actual person she was missing. Not her good old go-to [X] in the 
end. And the not-that-unrealistic possibility of really meeting [XIII] and trusting that person and doing all that 
normal getting-to-know-someone stuff—like introducing them to family, and putting in the work to make things 
better, together as friends [etc]—pretty much cured her “insanity.” This just feels better. Keep believing in this.

…

Q. Yo Lola Mo

A. Yeah

Q. didn’t you at one point guarantee that u were gonna kill yourself at the end of January if you were still living in 
your house and didn’t get rescued

A. i did

Q. So???

A. turns out my prayers were answered. Because literally starting tomorrow January 31 at 3pm, I was offered a place 
to stay at my friend Jane’s mom’s house for a while, which is lovely and much more comfortable than my own 
childhood home, while she goes on her [unplanned really last-minute] medical mission to India … Jane’s family has 
always been good to me and her house will be open again in late February

Q. would you have killed yourself if this didn’t come up??
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A. hahahaha we’ll never have to find out 

…

She didn’t want to call bullshit on someone made-up in her head and therefore unavailable, just to find out this 
person was real after all and that she’d ruined her chances with someone whose heart was quite fragile and already 
so remote. Not fragile like a wooden shack on an island. Fragile like a crystal chandelier out of reach. It was meant 
to be delicate and inaccessible. Perhaps that explained why [II] kept pushing her back. When [II] and her met flesh 
she felt a need for diamonds and didn’t feel wrong about it. Some people deserved the best. The pain wasn’t cheap. 
Anything other than diamonds felt unnatural. Or maybe this was all in her head, and [II] was just another… body.

When trying to put a finger on what was different, it occurred to her that her feelings for [II] were so specific. She’d 
be lying if she didn’t admit, that in past relationships she was more focused on her own ‘performance’ (visual and 
sexual and social, not-so-much intellectual) than on Him. She was proud when he looked beautiful too because he 
was all Hers. She still wasn’t all His. In the club, she wanted to rub on Him so he couldn’t forget. She wanted to 
incite an addiction to her, like his permanent attraction was a challenge. Oh and judgin’ by all the songs that had 
been written about her (by Benny and Derek) she was pretty good at it! That was the thing about men. And the male 
gaze or whatevs. She never used to really feel the lyrics, when a male artist sang about someone’s figure. Or even 
when she sang about her men. Maybe she wasn’t looking closely enough at her men. If she were to describe what 
she liked about Him, she’d have to take a second to really think long and hard about it.

With [II] it might be a little different. Still a challenge, but one she wasn’t familiar with. At least not yet. Yes it felt 
good to dance with the other men she’d been with, the same way it felt good to be altruistic. Kidding, sort of. There 
was some lust mixed in. She loved knowing what was going on inside his pants. No man could hide from her and 
sometimes it even got annoying, when her pheromones were on fleek, to see all the desperate men flock around her 
like a soccer team in front of their goalie before a penalty kick. But with [II] it actually felt, good. Dancing one-on-
one. Not so much for anyone. Together. For the feelings that kicked in. Their bodies in motion. Like learning any art, 
attraction was something that Catherine hadn’t fully understood, until it struck her soul out of nowhere one 
afternoon in her house. She wondered if this is how all her fans, and suitors, and one-night stands felt about her. It 
seemed too mystical for that to be true. If her male fans felt attracted to her, she hoped to God their fantasies 
reflected a certain distance, even if they were too dumb and unaware to really think about how much distance was 
there. Like having sex with someone famous, if that’s who they wanted so badly to do. Cause that’s all it was. A 
body they saw, and wanted to get into. 

Now Catherine looked around the world and couldn’t help but wonder if she was a sex witch, or something like that, 
because every other person looked like someone who “hadn’t figured love out” like she was suddenly starting to do. 
No, she supposed everyone was different. Or maybe she was delusional about [II] and that was the problem. Still she 
couldn’t help but wonder whether some people were content with less than diamonds. Well duh everyone wanted 
diamonds but was it really innate, for them to fight to reach a place where they could wear them, and wear them 
better than some Old World hoe. [II] was her unbreakable stone. If she started listing things about that body, she 
would start to sound like a male rapper—and not like a bad male rapper imitating another person’s lyrics. Not a bad 
male rapper just rappin bout a hot bod because that’s what everyone else did. And definitely not like a male rapper 
talking incessantly about bitches. And bodies. And titties and ass and chains and cummin all over objects. Good 
thing she wasn’t a male rapper, but more of an actress, and one who only dated musicians with hardcore talent. 

Catherine didn’t want to use cliché rap-music terms because there was nothing cliché about weirdly specific DNA 
that coalesced with hers and calmed her down. This came naturally, like her attraction was hand-made for [II] and 
was seriously precious. She actually, felt it, more than she ever intended to. There wasn’t much intention at all. From 
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the start it was unintentional. She lost control of this so long ago. She became an animal, but not unsophisticated. 
She didn’t want [II] to be a mess because she could see the best version in her head. So if she ever called her 
precious special [II] fat by accident, it was because her attraction was too intense to monitor what the fuck she said. 
And she was upset about how that body was being mistreated. [II] was not just another body to be trashed with lousy 
sex and drugs and food. Think about Don Trump’s attitude toward bodies if you want to understand the metaphor, 
my muse. [II] was a world she wanted to leave her mark on. A better place than the one she came into. Worthy of 
God’s kingdom. And diamonds. My muse. As long as [II] still inhabited this fucked-up planet, only diamonds would 
do. Especially after the living hell that [II] had been forced through. Abused by people who didn’t even deserve the 
Hope Diamond they stole from Catherine’s grip and carelessly dragged through muddy blood. This possession made 
her livid with greed and covetousness. Was that bad?? No one else seemed to value the one she loved….

…

she liked men 
with money
because
she liked beauty.
it was actually like
competitive femininity, but
she was never the best
with intimacy. Until she 
decided to make her men
feel pretty. Or her friends
or whatevs. 

…

Derek Louis needed a place to put his old mistakes. He was so young when he started in the industry. He was 
misguided and used by monsters older than him. So he began to see himself as a victim of capitalism. Tbt: he wasn’t 
happy, when he was acting like a bad bratty boy in the early to mid 2010s. Nor was he especially aware of what he 
was doing, back then. He was just a kid. Derek didn’t ever want to be labeled in the history books as a “Capitalist,” 
in case that term took on a more sinister connotation after future events. So Derek gravitated toward people who 
could teach him how to prevent this. Not all rich folk were villains, and not all poor folk were heroes or heroines. 
With great power comes great responsibility. Of all Marvel comics, Derry Louis always liked Spider-Man the most.
 
Valerie Brown needed a place to put all her regrets. In what world did I think doing drugs would lead to success?? 
When she thought of the past three years, she got all anxious. Oh Lord, what a mess. To cope with the memories, she 
began to see herself as a victim of Capitalists. Valerie had always said, long before it even made sense, that genocide 
was happening on home soil in America. The slow-burning weapon of mass destruction, controlled by big 
corporations, was one that destroyed bodies and minds. Using fast food and pharmaceuticals and martial gym 
regimens. Do you know how many Americans were killing themselves?? Or hurting eachother, due to private 
discontent with their health. What about empathy. What about love. If Valerie hadn’t been seriously suicidal, for the 
reasons above, she wouldn’t have ever touched heroin and lost touch with everyone—well, besides herself and (if 
there was such a thing) her Purpose. 

Catherine Delaluna needed a private place where she’d be given reprieve from herself—well, not herself. A safely 
marketable version. She saw the numbers online and felt like a victim of Consumerism. She never asked to be 
bought and sold like this. Like plastic rings given out in cereal boxes. It’s too much, she thought and truly felt. I 
don’t like how it feels to be followed around. Catherine felt looked at when she was alone in her own house. If not 
critically by herself, then by them. People who treated her public image like a mass-distributed friend. For every 
particle they took, she gave an atom of herself. She was generous but felt lost in unreality. How bout someone whose 
eyes filled her up and kept her sane? The house of mirrors in her mind was being painted over with portraits of 
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people she’d once lusted for, then fell in love with. Was there a difference between need and really strong desire? 
Her desire and need found communion finally. Not like drugs. Not like sex. Love shouldn’t be all tied up with vice 
and sin. These new feelings automatically made her crave better health. They made her want to be a genuinely good 
person. 

Comparing these new feelings to the past, it had never felt like this. Actually this time. To clarify… I know [II] has 
said that a bunch of times about [XYZ] and other people but Guys… this is not the same. What it does to my heart, 
physically, is not explainable by Science. It’s so fucking specific. It almost hurts but feels more comfortable than 
remotely unpleasant. It gets heavy. It hardens. It signals danger then warms up again when I’m safe. It waxes and 
wanes like sweet solar rhythms. Though I feel no need to get all Scientific. This is my soul’s own secret to protect. 
To keep me safe from myself. Is it cool that I said all that? By golly I hope! Because my soul feels very close to 
certain, these people known as [XIII] & [XIV] are part of my Purpose.

…

Lying in bed, holding the man you love, thinking of the one you want. 

Maybe that was the compromise, all along. No matter whose arms hold you tighter, or which pair of exes gets X’ed 
as public enemies in the people’s consciousness. A hoe holds the other girl down to the death. 

Maybe this is how it felt among rappers, who had sex with the same bitches—who unlike hoes, got all jealous. And 
rappers still found a way to stay, friends. 

Was he channeling her? She channeling him? Probs not. She must be wigging. Stuck on, frenzos.

By the morning, she could feel the light behind a hoe’s eyes fading like she’d taken a swallow to the head. Who was 
she gonna share all this, with. Her sounds were like the engine of a sport bike being fixed.

…

WRIT3348 [with Professor Lame]: Creative Writing Prompt “Freaky Friday” 

Select one or more of the following and take 33 minutes to free write. Do not stop to think. You will not be graded on 
your answer, but will receive either a check or minus based on general obedience and acquiescence to my ego in 
class.

What if… 
1. Derek Louis had not been discovered and were still unfamous at age 23? 
2. Catherine Delaluna had not been cast in a major motion picture at age 14, instead getting work in local theater 

productions in Minneapolis—and by age 24 still remained unfamous? 
3. Lola Morgan had grown up in Los Angeles, with a mother who recognized her screenacting talent early on 

despite her natural shyness, and landed a role in a major picture by age 7?
4. If Clyde Cohen Ryder got discovered on Youtube, for his good singing voice, by age 11? 

MY ANSWERS 
1. If Derek Louis had not been discovered, he probably would have kept doing his music on his own. In high school 
he would have gotten decent grades naturally, and done sports and excelled at those, but focused more on his music. 
Also in high school: he had his first real love with a pretty and fairly popular girl and their relationship was 
functional enough, even though they had trouble communicating. It was functional enough that they decided to stay 
together and do a long distance thing after high school. It worked for a while. I’ll come back to this. Let’s say Derek 
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decided to go to school on the American East Coast, at either Berklee or Manhattan School of Music. After four 
years of college, he’s feeling especially disheartened because he wants to be great and no one knows his name or 
voice. However he’s naturally social and good in teams so he does occasional acting gigs for friends doing low-
budget movies. Nothing great, yet, but he’s actually pretty good. He lives in a shitty apartment with roommates and 
doesn’t move back home after college. By now he’s landed a place in a band that’s pretty good, called Mange, where 
he’s the frontman and likes to dress like Kurt Cobain. Also like Kurt Cobain: he does heroin. He has an unbuff but 
not uattractive bod, kind of like Mac Miller, including tattoos. At some point in college, he and his high school 
girlfriend separated because they were in such different places. She was attending a giant university and was 
generally happy-and-well and just, didn’t like how he changed. Derek is naturally attractive but looks grungy and 
likes to wear the same outfit like every day. He suffers from clinical depression and tried taking prescription pills, 
but (as noted) ended up using heroin and preferring that creatively. His music is just getting better and better, and he 
can’t stop practicing. It’s like all he cares about. If he doesn’t die from the drugs, he very well might be successful. 
He starts posting it online but no one’s listening. After his high school relationship fell apart, Derek met a girl from 
New York who he sort of loved, who also did heroin with him, then ended up killing herself at age 23. He doesn’t 
feel like he’s responsible for her suicide; more like, she suffered from severe depression and that’s what did her in. 
He misses her, and worries sometimes that she was “the one” and he messed it up, even though he felt at odds with 
her most of the time they were together. Turns out: she wasn’t “the one” and the next girl Derek meets will help him 
get off the drugs—but he doesn’t know this yet. He still feels hopeless.

2. If Catherine grew up where I did, in Minneapolis (let’s say the same schools and everything), she would have 
gotten a lot of work as an actress/singer because it’s a great city for theater and her mother was totally supportive. If 
she attended a normal public high school, she probably would have gotten bullied a little bit because of her offbeat 
personality, as well as her talent and ambition and the envy that stirs up. She develops serious anxiety due to tension 
within her house and among her family, but doesn’t talk about because she wants to seem stoic. She has a thing with 
the same boy throughout high school, but they never have sex because she’s more focused on grades and 
performing. Having a boyfriend and showing him off is not the type of thing that people g.a.f. about at this particular 
high school. Catherine has some very close female friends who she believes she’ll stay in touch with forever. She 
did a lot of theater in high school and focused on that more than anything else. She actually cared a lot about her 
homework and worked hard to get good grades, even though she cared a bit more about her singing and acting. So 
she ends up going to a good college—not an Ivy but, let’s just say, Barnard. She gets good financial aid. At Barnard 
she continues singing and acting and yes she’s one of the better ones. But by like year two of college, she has a 
nervous breakdown, from all the pent-up turmoil and pressure she’s been feeling to succeed. After that she gets on 
some pills that help her get through college, even though in general she feels bad about herself. She doesn’t do hard 
drugs or anything because she cares about her health and has a life-threatening disease that she has to keep an eye 
on. In fact she almost dies from it, but gets a rare antidote at the last minute! Part of the reason it got out of hand was 
because, in college, she fell in love with a man in his late twenties who sort of loved her but was mostly in it for the 
sex. Catherine was “good at” sex with him, but still always felt like she was faking it. The whole boyfriend thing 
causes her more misery than happiness. After taking an extra year or two to finish college, and majoring in English 
and Theater (out of necessity/from practice she ended up good writer), Catherine Delaluna hasn’t “gotten 
discovered” or anything and is kind of like what the fuck. She’s a social person so she has enough friends that she’s 
able to find post-grad roommates from Barnard, who she likes but gets annoyed with because they’re kind of fake 
and (in subtle ways) get jealous. For a while Catherine is spotted financially by her mom, until she finds out her 
mom can’t pay for rent anymore because she’s using her money to move to Key West with a new husband. Luckily 
Catherine has a job by now, which is a pretty good job, doing admin work for Lincoln Center [Theater not Film]. 
She also volunteers for some cool nonprofit organizations and enjoys doing that. At her apartment things get weirdly 
awkward with one of her roommates, due to pent-up lesbian stuff, so she moves out suddenly and sublets with some 
other girls who she also considers sort-of friends. Catherine has some boys who all have crushes on her but, if she 
had [or is having] sex with them, these boys couldn’t even get her to you know what. For some odd reason she 
considers it her own fault. Her sexual repression causes her a lot of issues until she starts masturbating and that sort 
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of helps but not really enough. She has body image issues—a lot of them. And has been through eating disorders in 
the past. It’s all related to the sexual stuff. She’s not in touch with her body and prays she’ll meet someone who can 
“get her back in touch” with her bod. Catherine’s college relationships have grown mostly distant; she has a few 
friends who she talks to for hours and does things with, but she’s never actually having fun. Well sometimes but it 
feels sort of contrived. She still talks to her high school friends too but a few of them got jealous of her seemingly 
good life in New York, which actually isn’t that good, and feel distant too. As far as the singing and acting: 
Catherine spends most of her time alone in her room, writing music by herself. As a result she’s onto a new style that 
no girls have really done yet. Like, her music is really good—not like your average girl, and that’s because she 
spends so much time alone lately, after breaking up with all her friends. Never on purpose. Also: because of 
Catherine’s college education, and exposure to literature/poetry, she writes lyrics that are smart. If she hadn’t gone to 
college her lyrics would still be good but a bit less referential. So anyway. If she markets herself well enough on the 
internet (say Youtube) or some other way, she might even be great. But she’s already 24. Her self-esteem issues 
make it hard for her to see a way out of this hole. And she loses hope very easily. She knows that in order to be 
recognized in the music industry, she’ll need to amp up the sex appeal. Sometimes she thinks about killing herself 
but decides to wait, in case something comes through.

3. After starring in a film at age 7, Lola Morgan stays a working actress. And she gets some good roles but doesn’t 
win an Oscar or anything. And even though she works around tons of people in very professional settings, she’s shy 
and extremely vulnerable—part of what makes her such a great actress. She has an extremely close relationship with 
her mother, who protects her, but she doesn’t tell her mom when one of her male directors molests her (like actually 
does some awful stuff, and tells her to keep it secret) at age 13. She knows her mom will freak out and she just 
doesn’t want to cause her mom pain. Also her shyness and sensitivity makes her a little bit too sympathetic to these 
creepy men. This experience is not the only time that a man in the industry behaves questionably around her. She’s 
pretty and smarter than most girls, and it makes older men like her, then lose control of themselves. Who knows why 
men do it, but she keeps landing roles that bring her close to “those types.” However at age ~16-18 she puts on some 
weight, because it pretty much happens to every girl, and that’s when she really cracks. Not just slightly. She starts 
doing drugs and having crazy sex. She gets the wrong kind of male attention. To put it simply: she loses her shit. 
And posts a lot of stuff on the internet that is legimately disturbing. But it’s not mean. It’s just, disturbing and dark 
and sexual because of all the shit she’s been through by then. After that young Lola Morgan is like the laughing 
stock of the internet. Her situation gets worse. There are a lot of memes of her, looking terrible in public, drunk and 
high and angry. She doesn’t really live it down, and keeps doing drugs. By her early 20s, to be honest, her career is a 
total mess. She still lands a few roles here and there, but the movies aren’t the best. And in the movie bizz there are 
laws about insurance that prevent her from doing drugs on set. So she just seems all sad and out-of-it. She has lots of 
loyal fans and a good team, because she’s not particularly unlikable. But still Lola Morgan feels so so alone. And she 
feels like no one knows her. They just know her as this surly dark drug addict. All this to say: if Lola Morgan got 
famous as a young girl, she probably would have overdosed on drugs in adulthood. It’s too bad she wasn’t born with 
a life-threatening disease that kept her from being so reckless, early on, and messing up her rep. If she were a boy 
she’d probably have had a much different experience. She thinks her life is done. Unless… well, unless… she 
watches a weird music video by Catherine Delaluna, sent to her by a friend. And she kind of develops a strange sort 
of hope that this girl is not insignificant. And she decides her career isn’t over after all. She decides to work on 
herself and keep a low profile.

4. If Clyde Cohen Ryder started in the industry much younger than he did, his music would be poppier and more 
made-for-the-industry and much different from if he’d been forced to do it alone. He’s naturally kind of 
independent, and knows how lucky he is to have made it this far as a solo musician—so who knows if he would 
have done drugs and fucked his whole career up. In fact probably not. His music is the kind of stuff that will 
probably keep him around through his 20s, but eventually hit a wall. It’s sort of boyish, if you know what I mean. 
One thing that’s different is that Clyde is extremely fit physically, and healthy from not having done drugs and 
partying too much and making music compulsively all by himself—and he feels really good about how he looks. 
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And he wears his shirt off, like, all the time. His vanity [as opposed to empathy and sensitivity to women] causes 
him to have a hard time landing a girl who sticks around. And for a while he kind of blows through beautiful famous 
girls. Models. But he’s not the type of guy that a girl falls for head over heels, because he’s mostly in it for himself. 
He doesn’t even realize this—it’s just because he was brought up being told he’s the greatest. Some sexual 
misconduct earns him a questionable rep for a while, but he comes up with a good album and some hit singles that 
make people apologetic to his mistakes. In general he’s not sure what’s on the horizon for him and feels extremely 
bored and spends all his money on cars and bitches and chains. His music is mostly about feeling alone. Inside he 
feels empty. He hasn’t won any Grammys (even though the Grammys are sort of a wash), but also because his music 
isn’t quite legendary, yet, or worthy of being studied in college music seminars. Who knows what’s next for Clyde! 
He needs to man up, but no girls in the industry are the types who can help him grow up, because they don’t take 
him seriously. As noted: he would have had a stronger career and a chance at more adult sex appeal if he hadn’t been 
discovered until his 20s.
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5: Flower girls

December 7, 2017. 

About ten people in the world are eager to see what Lola Morgan comes up with for her next movie Oblivion Funk. 
In Times Square, with a friend named Ava filming on VHS, Lola Morgan does a mediocre dance—clumsy, not 
unsexual—and takes off her pants. She definitely still looks fatter than she’d like to look but whatever, she really 
was fighting an uphill battle by planning to lose thirty pounds in a month and finish writing a screenplay. Lola 
Morgan bit off more than she could both chew and lose. She hopes she can look somewhat healthy and marketable 
and more likely to attract respect from her fellow Americans (not infamy) starting next year, though she had a rough 
one for a lot of reasons, including her last-ever phase of drug abuse. Lola Morgan rewrites the vlog post in the 
original shooting script entitled “How I Lost 33 Pounds in A Month,” and eventually, postpones the entire project. 

…

EXT. LA 

LARA LOGAN, star of God's fav home movies. Hardly authentic but she somehow 
pulls it off. Refurbished like a trademark American slut.

LARA LOGAN
(youthfully) 

Why, men often ask, do you remember me Lara?? And I tell them (shakes head)-- 
no no no sir!! I don't keep lovers or friends. And they say to me, why Lara?? 
oh what a dreadful way to live!! but no! it isn't, because-- I found GOD.... 
And these days, (blinks) God is my only friend.

…

How it actually felt to be ridiculed by an audience. How it actually felt to be worshipped by someone who doesn’t 
know you one bit. How it actually felt to have a man begging on his knees for more sex. How it actually felt to give 
a boy what he always wanted, as a favor, and then have him act like it was all Him. To know this and turn the other 
cheek. How it actually felt to hate yourself, for someone else, and be willing to die for them. How it actually felt to 
die and come back. How it actually felt to want to die after dying once because people back on earth still treat one 
another, and you, like trash. How it felt to find Jesus or something like that. How it felt to finally realize that life is 
such a gift—due to love, as a matter of fact. But the kind of love that not everyone seemed to value or understand. 
Otherwise they wouldn’t be acting like this, still. How it actually felt to be loved by someone. To have your life 
saved more than a little bit. 

Catherine thought she was alone with all these feelings, until she made a list of people she actually wanted to be 
friends with. She defined “friend” as someone who would give back in full what she gave to them. Someone who 
actually might be able to do that. (On her level yeah.) Not someone who would be nothing without her, because she 
knew how dysfunctional that could be, and how she undermined herself to make other people feel better. Also not 
someone who would slow down her progress somehow—and there were plenty of well-meaning but unhelpful lunks 
to go around. 

Family was different and just as [in some cases more] important, but sometimes you did things out of obligation.
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Her friends were the people she wanted to help live their real selves out to their fullest and fuckin best because, if 
that happened, it would be inevitably gorgeous. The people who, she felt 99% certain, wanted to see Catherine do 
the same. The people she’d make sacrifices for, and not feel like her time and energy were being wasted. She kept 
the list short. (Not that short! But, 12 names. This could change.) At least, Catherine Delaluna realized, I’ve got 
some reasons to get out of bed in the morning.

…

Not all Things Pass  
by Clyde Cohen Ryder

There was the world as they saw it, through anyone’s eyes 
A world promising safety and blue sunny skies
And then there was the world known only to them 
Where she says ‘no one gets it’ and seizes your hand

Around them is darkness, lewd girls, lying guys
The good ones don’t understand envy and pride
All it took was too much time spent apart
to tell the difference between real love and make-believe art

The difference came down to her strange set of eyes,  
the way she’d rather talk then be touched the first night
How walking away makes you keel down and realize

If you lost her, all your lovers would be slight compromises
And maybe that’s how some nights feel anyway
just don’t let her forget you
keep your secret plans safe

They each consented to performing
and in clever ways they did
no matter how many were watching
each performance made a difference

You feel joy when you see her in touch with it all
as she touches you back, feel yourself become well
there’s no one on earth who knows you like this
and it does no good to overcomplicate it 

Give thanks to the people who opened this door
In this era, gentle stigma makes you love her even more
So put down your pistols and everyone sing
love and hate are not the same thing

Next to her a pink flower, and she’s a red rose
When you’re in danger, and you will be—you close and lock doors
It’s a matter of safety to do bad things in bed
So you can be good when the day comes again
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You monitor the other one’s sins and self-image
Though self-image is just a mirror of who you ever let in 
You tell her when she falters, because you know that ain’t her

It’s not about control, but being proud of her
neither one owns the other, well maybe a bit 
Cause these days she knows her real self, better than before you met

…

Lola Morgan would be lying if she didn’t admit, she seriously wondered if she’d forever regret the years she spent to 
complete Black Satin and Maiden Voyage and all the rest of her screen-specific writing. She could see why hot 
female writer-director-actors weren’t really a thing. And that’s mostly because of how bad she looked by the Dec 7 
2017, from writing all night and day and neglecting her preferred fitness regime. She looked like she’d been dragged 
from the back of a “Just Married” speedboat cruisin down the Styx, left swollen on a beach by herself. God damnit. 
It wasn’t a small sacrifice for her, given her goals and priorities. Like no wonder she planned to end it all by Jan 31 
2018 [using a handgun purchased on the online black market, not that she couldn’t have just gone to a store for one, 
but this was more fun] and Lola feels surprised that she’s alive. The only way she’ll live down that one dance vid 
[which, inevitably, will be leaked] is if she does a killer job on 1-3 dance scenes in her future feature films. For a 
while she lost hope but by Feb 1 2018 she definitely had it back, literally [that is: not quite literally] because she 
“found Jesus” on Jan 10 2018 even though she’s Jewish [it was more just like: a feeling of losing all hope and then 
something else kicking in] and surrendered to forces beyond her dead battered soul and decided she could save 
herself from inside-out—without external help—because she cared that much about the films she’d only begun to 
plan out. To lose a ton of weight in a month wasn’t achievable for Lola M. Even though some women were able to 
do that, Lola wasn’t one of them. Or, that wasn’t the time for it. She wrote Noah’s Car instead. And when she was 
writing her own not-unsexy roles she felt in touch with something greater than herself so it must be the same with 
acting prep for actual future feature films, not fake ones. Like how actors shapeshifted, all the time, by planning 
ahead. Think of all the guy [and few girl] actors who got fat by choice then lost it. What’s wrong with you Lola M?? 
She realizes a lot of this only feels like a big deal to herself. But still. Lola never wants it to get worse, so might as 
well figure it out so it doesn’t. When Dec 7 2017 happened it was probably a matter of record-keeping. Taking her 
clothes off in the heart of Manhattan was one of the scariest things Lola Morgan ever did, knowing she looked bad 
and people would witness it, and sometimes you don’t know why you do things [like book a flight to Vancouver in 
Summer 2016 and kick off this whole written performance] so she wasn’t going to try and explain it, except for by 
dropping the word, Christ… and she prayed she wouldn’t have to elaborate too much because one day it might all 
seem deterministic? Forgive me for my sins. 
…

Selena’s weirdly vain phase—which probably was still not over, for shame—could be explained a number of ways. 
But one of them was that, she’d spent her late teens and very early 20s feeling for the most part unattractive. So 
when she went on a diet and saw results, then got compulsive about smoking and starving herself, she felt sick but 
so much better than in the past. Selena vowed to “never, ever, ever get fat again” and stay away from bad influences, 
even if it meant cutting off friends. She never cared much about her health, but in her defense, she chose the route 
that would be most reliable for her social survival in the present. It would take someone really loyal and committed 
and not-mean to wean Selena off the cigarettes and some of her other ‘fine artistic’ habits. But Valerie was 
convinced it could be done, and was doing it herself, so maybe there was hope that her life wouldn’t very literally 
end before she got married, had kids or pets or cars or something like that, and/or became a successful actress.

…
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Carol Quick, a Hollywood pop star, found that she was thinking often of her old industry friend, Catherine Delaluna. 
Both girls had been famous since they were young. Both girls had been through a lot more, than was publicly 
acknowledged, and each believed in karma. If it weren’t for Catherine, Carol Quick would feel as though every 
young adult woman in Hollywood, besides herself, had yet to grow up. Both girls seemed to have a shit-ton of 
friends but possessed lonely eyes and expressions, though that was hardly evident to even the most visually 
sensitive.

For celebrities such as Carol and Catherine, one of the funky advantages of growing up famous, their minds and 
hearts weren’t too married and jaded to reject certain nasty conditions of life, rather than accept them as unshakable 
fact. They genuinely thought, if there was something wrong, there was a way to fix it. If you were strong-willed and 
optimistic, yeah! And maybe that’s why their worldview was so contagious to fans. Fans, powerless, who prayed to 
get saved from nastiness. 

That’s why it was so fun to make fun of celebs, before [Y] was friends with any of them. “Oh you got groped by a 
man? I’m so sorry to hear that. Isn’t it nasty? I’ve been getting raped since 2010!!”

Carol secretly wanted to get hip to what the smart kids were saying about her and Jorge Sur, a famous male director 
who kept dogging her. And she secretly wanted to act. Carol Quick wanted to suss out the parts of herself that her 
closest friends knew, but most of America couldn’t seem to understand.

Her feelings lately were purer than in the past. Her will to seduce was replaced with a will to impress. She wanted to 
be classy yet cling to some edginess. She wanted to inhabit adulthood, but also return to who she was as an 
unselfconscious kid. Sometimes she felt aggressive, like she wanted to shove all the love she could into a pretty pink 
box and hand it to someone, just so they could tear apart its giftwrap. She wanted to take the day off and study hard 
new poetry with friends! She wanted an alibi, to study this hard new poetry all by herself. Carol Quick was so glad 
she met Logan Sloman when she did. Timing was so important, in all relationships. She wanted to get it. just. fuckin. 
right. Like when you sing a certain way on a recorded track, and you know, that’s the one you’re gonna use, cause 
you hit it saw good. Woo. She wanted her lifestory to have proper rhythm, not rushed or anything.

… 

We talkin bout the black, we talking bout the brown
We talkin bout the white, it don't care who you around
It's all about the positivity when you with energy
If you knew me, then you know that God had witnessed me
If you see me then you know you can't intimidate me or be me
You can see we go for the energy 

-Kendrick Lamar, freestyling to ‘Shake it Off’

…

Valerie moved onto reviewing not only movies, but music. Her feelings about the first tracks she chose to review, 
were as follows. 

In some of the most well-known songs feat. Catherine Delaluna, a male voice either matched hers or took the lead. 
And whenever Valerie heard these songs, she could tell the boys were doing that thing boy singers do where they get 
all attached when Catherine was offering her vocals, not her body. If she did offer her body, then she was doing it as 
a favor. Maybe also to hear the track that spawned as a result. And even if the rest of the world couldn’t hear it, it 
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usually sounded like they were trying too hard. Like, you could hear it in their vocals. Trynna hit high notes and 
shit. Adding embellishments. Just like the sex! Sometimes it was genuinely impressive but at moments it came off as 
lame. Especially since, for Catherine, it was a game. Losers. There was a very specific timbre that resulted when the 
guy was getting whiny, like he was on his dying breath, and he was giving it to this song. [These were all thoughts 
belonging to Valerie, not Catherine.] Speaking of game, they had none! Except for maybe Derek Louis, who f.t.r. 
Valerie did not consider whiny, since he literally was on his figurative dying breaths in his songs. Oh also Benny 
Bluman but his music was almost aggressive in how revealing it was. So his game was something like, covert 
sadomasochism. Though Benny showed a more sensitive side in his new songs (presumably for Catherine), so 
maybe he was starting to tame his insensitive sex drive. Catherine’s vocals still hadn’t been featured on tracks by 
any man she actually loved.

…

The Battle of Wounded Knee 
Lyrics by Catherine Delaluna

[chorus; repeat throughout]
Feel as though I’m gonna die into you
if you let me, I’d die into you every day
but the way you always surprise me, babe
is that you heal me when i’m ready
to exit the game
 
you talk about sacrifices 
about dying for someone 
you say it’s your nature
as a lady of grace
but what if you let me heal you
instead of dying by proxy
He can’t see, it’s in his interests
to let you heal me every day

When I’m dying for that man
on purpose, I’m thinking 
of the later healing 
that’s gonna take place
What I’m saying, baby
is without you to heal me
I don’t think I’d survive this
it’s your duty to stay

Streams lined with pine trees
where deer go to play
peaceful am I 
knowing you’re here to stay
Generosity is what makes my boys 
willing to pray
I forgive them with my body
but it comes at a cost to me
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[outro]
For a wounded warrior, at least some nights
what consent really means, is sacrifice 
but we’re warriors too, just in a different way 
both sides can be heroes, but you’re all mine to save

…

[Z] woke up still exhausted and, today for the first time, heard an icecold demand like a coach in a headset, just 
come through. She always saw herself on the bottom but now she saw herself from a higher angle. It wouldn’t be 
such a crapshoot, if she weren’t so fragile. But this battle was unbalanced, and for [Z] specifically to get torn away 
from the most repulsive aspects of today’s real-life game would require one hell of a guardian angel. 

Some nights it became clear that free will was real, and at moments it did matter, and if there was a God he gave 
boosts but not miracles. Miracles were manmade. Or were they? Just come through. It would take a miracle, but she 
had to do it. Her will to even try, given the odds and what she’d been through, was sort of a miracle in the first place. 

[Z] spoke of her “muses” but she’d proven too powerless to deliver the icecold demands and have any say. Was the 
role of “muse,” after all the damage she’d taken to (barely) deliver the script, actually gonna be hers to portray? She 
just hadn’t realized, or known the lines to that play. Those documenting [Z]’s fate understood more than they could 
explain. No one was taking care of her, because they were distant in space. But she wasn’t trash. She was millions of 
people’s saving grace.

What goes around comes around. He thought, that’s what dumb people want to believe. In his head he convinced 
himself, having this much power changes the rules of the game. And the thing is, it did. Anyone powerful knew how 
liberating it felt to be on a sexual power trip. He did what it took to stay fortified.  But how could he explain that? He 
couldn’t. To Jorge Sur, it was a matter of the end justifying the means. He wanted to be judged not for his private 
life, but for what the fuck he built in the world, from scratch. Compared to him, his accusers hadn’t done a thing.

In 20[xz], when [Z] found herself in a not unsexual relationship with Jorge Sur—who may have been the most 
despised man in Hollywood when she finally met him—she didn’t really care about that. And it was because he 
brought her in touch with her biggest dreams, and (at the time) she was able to save him back. There was actual 
gratitude between them, and actual, tactile, measurable reciprocity. She didn’t have to be attracted to Jorge Sur, 
because thanks to him she found her wings. She knew this wasn’t forevs. This was her subjective definition of 
success. [Z] had spent plenty of time around men like Jorge before, and part of the transaction was feeling that she 
was the girl with the P. And being flowered with gifts and compliments. And that didn’t count for nothing. [Z] knew 
what she was getting into, and Jorge Sur knew he was lucky this time. Her dream of becoming a very literal 
Hollywood actress was fulfilled, by a guy who knew how to lay on the criticism (no frills) and told her exactly who 
to go to (the best in the industry) and what to do. And she didn’t dare not do it! [Z] put in work. Sure, sure, she was a 
whore but she’d known that since birth. Her only valid complaint was that being around [B] isolated her from all her 
female friends. But that’s why she chose friends so carefully. They understood, [Z] was doing it for them.

It wasn’t opportunistic. Nor was it masochistic. [Z] made clear to her friend(s) she was doing it out of love. It was 
kind of her specialty. Loving people who thought they didn’t deserve it from anyone. They ended up at the same 
store. One took the car, one of them walked. At first [Z] thought, who’s that lady eating directly out of the salad bar. 
She couldn’t stop. And then she realized, it was her mom. And people thought she was being rude, which she was. 
But she honestly wasn’t paying attention to anyone. She didn’t even think it was wrong. [Z] decided long ago it 
would be better to overlook her mom’s flaws, and just carry on. There were some things you couldn’t really say 
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about people you wanted to protect, no matter how hard you wanted to be protected by someone else. There was no 
clear way to respond. So she never talked about it. Never. [Z] tried to love people who couldn’t control who they 
were, or how they ended up. It wasn’t really their fault, what happened, and yet they were disdained by almost 
everyone.

…

Q. hey Lola i have a question just curious

A. sure what is it 

Q. what’s your definition of trust

A. i trust someone when they prove to me somehow that they know me better than i even know myself. also, instinct

…

Of Catherine Delaluna, there were at least two versions. There was the adult sort-of-badass, mature and stoic, who 
had grown as used to being looked at, as walking and breathing. She didn’t mind how people behaved around her, all 
the time, which would feel weird and unnatural to anyone unused to it. In most interviews and exchanges with other 
people she was a strong and pretty well-defined version of herself. Once in a blood moon, the adult Catherine had 
cruel nasty thoughts about other people. But, unfortunately, most nights the cruel nasty thoughts were self-directed.

The other side of Catherine Delaluna was the kid version, who was drawn to animals and children and all things 
undangerous, and felt so alone and scared sometimes the nerves in her chest stood on end and sent out waves like 
antennae. Without trying her body prayed for her. Her body prayed someone out there could feel out her cells and 
sink into them like rain in dirt. She needed to know her skin and throat would get watered. That her voice would be 
captured and sent back louder with reverb.

She didn’t want to sound condescending or ungrateful for him. But around Derry Louis, Catherine often felt like a 
parent. When she woke to him holding her, she felt like she was letting him. She supposed he needed her as badly, at 
this time, as a pet to a human. Even when he was taking care of her, she was letting him think he was doing a good 
job at it, to make sure he felt well. She loved to let him hold her, but she wanted to be held. She wanted to fall into 
someone and feel so safe and sound that she could actually melt. She’d gotten pretty close to melting into Derek and 
Benny, but she maybe-possibly held back an ounce of her submissive impulse. 

Fucking and talking. That’s all she cared about now. Like back when you rushed through dinner, as a kid, to go 
finish playing games with friends or by yourself. She supposed this was how it would feel to be a boy who didn’t 
contend with the same rollercoaster of mental health. Just fooling around, in this life-game, like whatevs. But this 
wasn’t whatevs. She wanted to make this one serious. There was so much unaccessed fun to be had, with her [II], 
and so many ways to make up for lost time—as long as they were in the same empty crib.

She’d said this before but never pulled it off with a lover, because she didn’t feel as comfortable with them, in 
person, as she probably hoped. Imagining it felt safer. But going there, in real-life, honestly felt like too big of a risk 
to her fragile self. Well. Listen. This time it felt like it might be okay to admit. What she wanted to do, to [II], was 
everything imaginable. She wanted the two of them to come up with their own illustrated manual and keep it in their 
heads. Maybe she was getting her sick hopes up; she’d been disappointed before like she said. Or maybe [II] was 
different for being just as repressed—and after years of feeling trapped in desire so strong that it actually fucked 
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with their health—just as ravenous for someone who wanted to fuck and talk and do, like, nothing else oh except for 
maybe drinking and dining and watching movies on a couch.

Sometimes she walked through life and nice things and people flocking to her like puppies playing fetch, and she 
thought, what am I doing. Playing a role. If it all fell away she’d be happier. She wanted to have playdates like a 
child. But she didn’t want to be a child again. Talking, and fucking. That’s what she craved. It felt fun, but also like a 
responsibility, to talk and make love with her Derek.

…

All Rosie’s flowers were wilted within. The huddled ducks by the water had their faces hidden. This is who I am, she 
admitted to concerned men. It’s been like this since my adult life began. It was funny how irreversible life was, 
wasn’t it. Jadedness was a permanent affliction. This is who I am. There was no changing that. Oh woe, life is shit. 
Until she got afflicted with bitch-fuck-shit-up inside her head. Some new kid, running by the water, sending all the 
ducks flapping in very real panic. Tearing up roots along the riverbed. Chill chill chill. He didn’t listen. Started 
kicking up the sand. Who even are you, Rose asked this new man.

At a gym in the basement of a Kansas City Marriott, Benny was working out with Clyde, when a guy several years 
fitter looked at Clyde and rolled his eyes. In this story so far, Benny was the hotter one, so he didn’t think it was 
anything to be mad about. But young Clyde didn’t take it so lightly. If he were more confident, he would have 
picked a fight. Instead he left the gym early, went to the tour bus alone, and cried.

Inside of herself she felt new roots forming. After long periods alone, the deep-dark roots got annoying. They made 
it so she couldn’t do anything. She couldn’t listen to most songs without crying. How long will this last, she found 
herself thinking. Sore veiny roots, always forming, immobilizing her. When Rose exercised she felt those roots 
reach out, beyond her innards to the earthcore. She felt more grounded, less sensitive momentarily. Sometimes she 
didn’t take a shower for a while after a workout, because she was fucked-up or something. That was, unfeminine of 
her, or maybe she was beginning to feel all territorial of her own body. Go ahead, fuckin look at me. Rose was 
slowly deciding upon her own brand of femininity. She was sick of being told what was pretty. By stylists, by men 
in public. She, was pretty. But she was not skin-deep.

Have you ever heard that wanting something is better than having it? Clyde could offer a counterexample. Actually, 
a few. To get really specific: wanting to be a great musician, and wanting a woman, and wanting nice cars and nice 
watches and nice clothes—it all felt better than he thought it would. The times that wanting something led to 
disappointment, were probably just indications that he was shooting too low. He wanted to go to Juilliard for all of 
high school, then hated it when he got there. But now he had an edge on all musicians in Hollywood. He wanted a 
hotter body, but he didn’t have time for that shit, when he was composing music so damn good that women would 
like him for his talent. And now that he had time and a trainer, he appreciated his male makeover more than he ever 
would have, if he hadn’t wanted it for so long. He wanted bitches. But instead he got a dream girl. Basically: all the 
things he thought he wanted so effin bad—and did everything his meager human body could handle, to attain for 
himself—in fact led to even better unexpected rewards. He didn’t know how it worked, but he cared about karma. 
Clyde used to pray for (good never cruel) things that seemed impossible. He still did, to be sure. He wondered about 
all his favorite artists who died at 27. Were they cursed with fame and fortune too young? Or did they get what they 
wanted? Clyde realized, they got exactly that and more.

…

INT. WISH LIST (2018 EDITION)
A = album gets made
B = beach house
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C = clothes omg clothes
D = dork to hotgirl
E = earrings
F = fame there i said it
G = go to church or synagogue!
H = honor not [permanent] infamy
I = ideal cast list for B.S.
J = jewelry bitches
K = king [and/or] kid
L = Lana del Rey collab
M = masterpiece film
N = not my ex thank god.
O = one week with you alone
P = pet dog
Q = queen, be an actual F in
R = real friends
S = sober [except for cocktails]
T = to be happy deep-down
U = understands, boy who
V = video games same taste as me [see above]
W = white Bentley
X = xylophone
Y = you stay in my heart. STAY 
Z = zen place to escape in my head based on authentic real-life memory not imagination

…

Ava
lyrics by Valerie Brown; sung by Catherine Delaluna

She lies to be seen 
sells her life as a dream
but her heart ain't seen
the light of day
in the sky , on screens
she forgets how to scream
and gives into such need
now she's empty / empty

have you heard all her pleas
her soft melodies
Or are you, even, listening
under half-moons she bleeds
in chains, feeling maimed
praying please / just someone / help me

[chorus]
Oh she can't stand it here / finds escapes, finds escapes
no one. ever. hears her sing
she imagines, someone, listening
but no one. ever. says anything
she sings in black holes
has no way to escape
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so she finds other ways
she finds other ways
no one. ever. hears her sing
please will someone think of me

in his eyes she can see
her man also bleeds
but they stole all his dreams
left him empty / empty
what the pastor don't preach
is the love that she needs
in the Church they don't teach
darker means / of repenting

[chorus]
she sings in black holes
has no way to escape
so she finds other ways
she finds other ways
no one. ever. hears her sing
no one’s.  even.   listening 

I can't stand it here
stop looking at me
why don't you look in a mirror
at how cruel you can be
you're mean without meaning
can't say anything
Though i’ll always forgive
what you’ve done to me

i love you, forever
i love you
i really do

…

Benny used to think, I’ll die young like James Dean, though he didn’t know if he really got to decide on these 
things. But he also wanted a halo. He wanted to be free. On the radio, he heard a song with an abnormal beat, slow 
n' easy: “no one ever says any thing...” 

…

Woulditta been much different if you had met as kids, then gotten separated by parents for getting caught together 
once while watching TV in the basement or something like that haha. And come back, a long time later, and thinkin 
how mucha beauty the other had gotten. And how all the people you had been with and tried to make into your one 
were perfect but also sorta like not the same haha. Woulditta been different if you had spent less time not knowing 
what was up. Would it be way better, without all the apartness. Probably not but now you’re just scared bout it all. 
You feel like you’re going through adult puberty cept for you’re gettin back in touch with some real self who you 
had really killed off. Woulditta been less like whoah realizing the other one existed whenever you found out. Some 
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days you just want someone to dig into so you can feel well, at least til destiny helps you out pray to god. But that 
didn’t really give enough credit to the possible other ones you know? These weren’t no ones. They were some ones. 
Some people never found any one and these ones were so so important. The some ones didn’t have to a know a thing 
about this one. Let the someones think they were the ones. The two of you kinda knew what you do, but don’t 
wanna tell the other one, because there’s a high probability you screwed it all up. But you were never lying to 
yourselves. Basically to your families and everyone else but that’s how life got in the way. You did what you hada 
do, but you still kinda knew, this hada be the one haha.

Inside it feels like a black fur coat. Outside it feels like chills. With your own hands you vindicate all you refuse to 
ask them, again and again and again. In the dark right now you don’t care so much about Him. He don’t understand 
things like them. Need you now, you confess. Hear the sirens. Train whistles. Birds and dogs at a distance. They need 
you as much. But you can’t believe it. Even after all the proof you presently hold in your hands. You need to be a 
hundred percent. Need you to need me now, you admit. You want to give yourself. You want to. And there’s the truth, 
again and again and again. From a distance, the heart of your new guy friend. You feel a break inside your own, 
forming a hole of white matter within.

To see them across a jampacked joint. Across a horde of hungry men and women, jacked up on you. Screaming. 
They all want you soo baad!! But you don’t want them. Cause you can see them, standing there. And you want them. 
Not them. Them... & then you kinda ask am I even worth them & you sorta feel unworthy of them. What can you do 
to deserve them. Can you actually keep these feelings quiet. Or do you have to scream that shit all over the 
jampacked joint. To spread it on the walls. To deserve them, you decide what it takes is to bluff enough to never tell 
them. Someday you’ll tell them but never them. So you set your sights on them. Enough to own them. You want to 
be owned by them. And you want them owned by you. They say somebody ain’t somethin to own, but you’re 
ambitious and an overachiever so fuck them, you want them and you’re gonna find a way to get them if it’s the last 
thing you do.

Your secret in every room you’re in together, with other people, is that you can feel exactly what the other one is 
feelin. Your secret in the morning is that you watched the other one sleep for a while before you woke em up to go to 
the airport. The first time you tried to wake em with fingertips to their face, they stayed asleep and kinda sorta 
smiled, in their sleep. Your secret is that you been prayin for the other one all your life unintentionally, every time 
you thought about what was wrong with the last one. But the other one—the new one—ain’t got any of those same 
problems. You’re still gonna get with the last one so this is cool cause it gives you some space now and then. Your 
secret is that you two are shrouded in mystery and some people even think you’re enemies or fake friends or some 
shit you ain’t gonna confirm or deny. Your secret is that your fantasies are 3x more intense than the other one’s 
fantasies but you won’t admit that cause it might seem like too much. Some of your secrets are too secret to ever lay 
down in writing. One of your secrets is that you call the other one your lil blue “ox” cause it’s “xo” reversed. Your 
secret is that instead of drankin red bull you can sip on the other one and fly to heaven whenever you wanna soar. 

One didn’t believe in Christ till she felt your crown of thorns. One didn’t believe in God till she found, thorns could 
be so soft. Thorns were not supposed to feel this good. But the more thorns one found, the more you keep rubbing 
against them. Otherwise the thorns and nails in your fuckin flesh wouldn’t feel this perfect. Jesus christ, hun.

…

Cleo was feeling more anxious than she’d ever felt (possibly) and very prepared to come up with a new painting. 
Why?? Because today she watched videos and read about how genetically modified humans (“designer babies”) 
were going to be not only possible but hugely popular in the not-so-distant future. Also: that science might even be 
able to reverse the effects of aging, so that humans could live for centuries. 
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How could anyone possibly think this was a good thing??

Creating a “perfect human” sounded awfully close to… what’s it called again… Aryanism!! The Nazis!!

In the hands of any totalitarian leader, this technology could easily be used to make a superhuman army of 
subordinate followers.

And what about copulation? Like, didn’t anyone believe that babies should be made that way?? Was there anything 
remotely spiritual left in the public consciousness??? Did anyone believe in love, like Cleo did????

Cleo’s new painting looked like this. On one side: artificial intelligence. On the other: unnatural selection. In the 
center—a raw revolving sphere of nature, unchecked. Orgasmic. She wanted to demonstrate that scary hard love 
was still relevant. And concentrated in the hands of the greatest upcoming artists. Hahaha. If Cleo were still 
attending RISD she would have printed directly onto the canvas, but she was living at home so she had to improvise 
with this. Using her mom and dad’s printer, she cranked out hundreds of sheets of printed Wikipedia articles. On the 
right side of the canvas she used the printed articles to form a vortex. At the top of the [definitely phallic] vortex she 
kept the articles uniform and parallel like scrolling code. At the bottom, she placed not the articles themselves, but 
cutouts of the little notes within articles that signaled impending censorship (“this is not a legitimate source” etc). 
She was making a point about the theory of self-comparison. Popular knowledge. What a fucking joke. The idea that 
public knowledge was somehow more infallible than carefully researched texts (say, Encyclopedia Britannica) was 
as ridiculous as the idea that droves of humans together were innately kind. Wikipedia was a platform for popular 
promotion. Instead of minority censorship, the most convenient scapegoats were tarred and feathered online. A 
bunch of opinions, disguised as facts. A bunch of sloppy micro-movements, disguised as historical events. At the 
bottom of her canvas Cleo replicated a Coke ad. Another ad that was accidentally racist. She wouldn’t get specific. 
This was to counter the advertisements at the top of the canvas: for reality television shows from the past two 
decades. The left side of the painting featured a disturbing painted 2D replication of Michelangelo’s David, except 
for with Trump’s naked body and head. And he was surrounded by naked women. White porn stars, most of them. 
And beneath all that she went ahead and gave herself a cameo, along with her sister and friends. Little portraits of 
them in jumpsuits. Striped jumpsuits. And like a line of pale striped ants, they were making their way along the 
bottom of the canvas to the center, where a red sea [definitely vaginal] greeted them. She didn’t paint them having 
sex (in case that’s what you were expecting *wink*) but in the center she replicated images from another 
advertisement. This was an advertisement for a new Marvel film. The Avengers 37. Except the superheroes, like 
mourners in a Homer epic, were tearing off their clothes and covering themselves in feces ew. Grieving. Hysterical 
wrecks! The bottom of the painting was Cleo’s favorite place. On one of the striped jumpsuits, she took care to paint 
Xavier’s face. For kicks she included some of her favorite celebs. The ones who she considered important. The ones 
who Cleo wanted to have sex with lol because she was starting to think that intimate unpornographic lovemaking, 
borne of genuine love and attraction, was as serious as she’d always insisted. The whole painting, when viewed from 
a distance, looked vaguely like a close-up of male and female parts copulating. It wasn’t Cleo’s best painting ever, 
because of the cheap printer she used, but she was developing a new freak style for the future.
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6: Fake time

It took a while after the event for Raven to build the nerve to say it like this. 

He left me. 

Life wasn’t easy for any one person. And to abandon her like he did, wasn’t exactly friendly. 

She’d always been stronger than him, probably. Well now it was just obvious, right?

She remembered realizing, even before he killed himself, that some bonds weighed too much not to cross through 
the boundary. Even if he did it, she’d always feel it heavy. Well, at least they got to meet in this life.

Fate was nice to believe in, but it was more like—what you could pull off within reality. And love wasn’t always 
easy to quantify. In pages written, eyewitness memories.

In the time he occupied this world, he’d pulled off a hell of a lot. 

Hadn’t they. Ha.

…

Like when you see a homeless person in the cold, and you want to help them but you only have a twenty and you 
need it for yourself. Like when an old friend is going through something godawful, but you don’t want to get 
involved because you have enough on your plate. It sort of made sense to Valerie, why people had backed away. It 
made sense to her why successful people didn’t look back. It had to do with survival, in this hard world. It had to do 
with saving oneself. She wouldn’t help herself, either, if she were someone else. The only time it might be different, 
was for a person you love even more than yourself. Like your kid, or someone you plan to spend your whole life 
with. That might be the exception. Might. She had no evidence of that.

What if she stopped looking for silver linings and just said it how it is. What if she admitted that she’d been through 
another nervous breakdown, and pretended in her head she was friends with people who didn’t even know her or 
just… nevermind. She would never admit that to anyone, because she knew it for herself, and it was embarrassing 
and pathetic. She was frankly disgusted with how celebrities performed their lives like a faggy teen drama or poorly 
directed romance film—yay cute—cool ring—girl power—but she wouldn’t harp on it because she understood, 
performing was part of the job, and now she’s being negative.

Valerie closed all the doors and turned out the lights. From the cracks beneath the doors, light peered inward and 
bothered her, even through closed eyes. She folded a blanket and placed it at the foot of the door, but then she wasn’t 
covered in bed. She didn’t want to be touched tonight. Obviously, there was no one there, so that wouldn’t be an 
issue. But she didn’t want another heart fake to fuck up her next day. It was like being cuffed to the headboard and 
forced to sit through the same old movie. Waking up and counting down the hours until the next day was done. 
Hearing people say, it’s up to you Val. Inspiring her? It’s gonna be alright. But she was starting to wonder if that, too, 
was something out of the movies. The same old ones. That setting your mind to something and never giving up was 
the obstacle that fucked most people up. Girl, you CAN. Should she jump in a car and start auditioning for stuff? 
What about watching out for her odds. Learning from mistakes. Not bothering with losing lotto tickets. She was too 
wise to waste her change. How bout all the times she jumped in a car and then almost died. Or got raped on the side 
of the highway. How bout real-life. How bout, you try this. Or please, leave me alone tonight.
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When she finally gave herself over, she questioned everything feminist she’d ever learned and preached. She wanted 
this one to enjoy the game he’d been hunting relentlessly for years. She felt like he owned her uterus, and that was 
okay. She wouldn’t want it owned by another set of hands. If she was just one of his, she wanted to be the greatest. 
(And she was.) She didn’t feel this way about any other person. The other guys were partly for show. She wasn’t an 
idiot and was smart enough to know. He wanted her as much as she needed to be fucked by him. Like a wedding 
night, unknown to anyone but them, that first time would be really important. He wasn’t the type of person who 
could be fine with one conquest. (Nor was she.) She knew it might not last forever, but she also knew she was his 
dream. If he lost her, that would be his loss. But he wouldn’t want to lose her, because in a stoic totally secret way, 
she would always be his boss.

… 

Selena’s latest job was for an online-only publication that spread sensationalized stories about celebrities. Selena 
hated her job, but she was paid much better to come up with clickbait headlines, than she was paid to write book 
reviews for respected print magazines. Selena did her crappy job and did it well using the mantra, “all celeb 
followers are loners with imaginary friends.” So instead of making her headlines mean, she directed them at the 
audience and got their hopes up basically for nothing. For example: “Catherine Delaluna will give you the best 
sleepover of your life.” This article rehashed quotes from an interview on a late-night talkshow, in which Catherine 
described a sleepover with Carol Quick. The sleepover supposedly involved a midnight drive-thru run and Cocaine 
Lovebirds marathon. Selena privately suspected the entire sleepover story was bullshit, made up on the spot by 
Catherine, but she didn’t say this in the brief article. She was just trying to get clicks and keep her job. She wasn’t 
even convinced Catherine and Carol were real friends, but maybe they would become that, if Catherine kept making 
up fake stories about them together. Carol Quick was probably like, “okay whatevs take what God gives ya!” 

By the way, Selena Gray used to hate Carol Quick because of some stupid single called “Dug u” which starts out 
sounding like a break-up song, but actually turns out to be a sort of clever acronym for “Don’t u give up” and was a 
plea for her current lover—who wasn’t nearly as well-known as she was in his own right, but was a terrific catch, 
probably because he hadn’t been famous his whole life—not to give up on her just because she could be accidentally 
insensitive to their private bond, given how acclimated she was to the whole fame game and how often she tossed 
out scraps to keep her fans from getting peckish. The reason Selena hated the song, “Dug u,” was because no one 
understood the song and thought it was about her last break-up—which honestly would have been better, from 
Selena’s perspective, because it hurt to hear someone pleading “don’t u give up [on me]” when she dealt with the 
same sentiment but didn’t have enough talent or self-esteem or power to come up with a smash hit single that would 
do the trick and cinch someone’s heart.

So anyway. Catherine Delaluna was in a similar situation, in that she had all these tangled-up feelings for Benny 
Bluman and Derry Louis and Carol Quick and/or [II]—and she thought she knew what she wanted (did she?)—but 
she didn’t know how to express the feelings in her music! They were too. fucking. complicated. And she felt like she 
couldn’t express herself as well as Benny or Derry or Carol or [II] could express their feelings, or her feelings, or 
whatever. Not to mention, the press was all up on her case, and no matter what they would tear the lyrics apart and 
oversimplify them and misinterpret them. And just assume they were about her boy Derek, or her ex Benny, or 
whatever she didn’t wanna know! Oh and on top of all that, she cared what Benny and Derry and Carol and [II] 
thought of the music and if it came out less-than-perfect, she might have to feel like a fuck-up which is how Selena 
and Valerie felt all the time (even though they weren’t). So really Catherine should just shut the fuck up and make an 
album, even if someone’s heart got bruised in the process. Or maybe that didn’t have to happen, if she got clever 
about it, like Carol with “Dug u.” But it might require a little extra mental exertion… a challenge! Eek.
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After another full day of fretting her status as a fuck-up, Selena went out to get drinks with her old friend Rose! And 
what did they talk about?

“Networking, ugh.”

“What are you worried about now,” asked Selena. 

“All it really means is, having something to offer someone else. Like status, or a possible vacation slash place to 
stay, or good parties.”

“Or sex.”

“Yes, well,” said Rose. “I’m thinking right now about what I have to offer my professional network, and I generally 
don’t have sex with second or third tier friends.”

Selena was thinking about it for herself. “That’s always been my greatest means of networking, hmm.”

“Sex?”

“Yes.”

“And good conversation.”

“Thanks.”

“How bout love,” Rose asked.

“I don’t think any two people can be functionally in love, if there isn’t give-and-take.” 

“I know that good vibes aren’t really something you can measure,” said Rose. “But I think they count for plenty.”

Selena had served time as a compelling muse, even if there was no proof her real-life character’s many made-up 
pseudonyms would make history. But she knew what Rose meant. She wondered how many lifesaving blessings 
(future or past) were heaven-sent. 

…

When Ramona first started her career in modeling, she was so thrilled that she would actually do anything to be the 
greatest [female] model there ever was. But after like two or three years of this game, she still loved playing duh but 
was worn out on some of the preludial excitement of being invited to events and closely watched. It wasn’t quite as 
enchanting, as it was at the start, being fawned over by really famous people who were self-involved and not well-
read. It was still cool but just saying. She was getting used to it. Ramona decided it wasn’t worth slitting her wrists if 
she was a few pounds away from where she wished she was. And she decided, one sad lonelyass morning in another 
beautiful hotel room, that she was more passionate about acting than modeling, after all. She knew how it felt to be 
the it-girl, been there, and it was nice and made life easier but felt very transitory and insubstantial. Like in ten years 
it wouldn’t matter—or worse, it would cause her grief and isolation. Ramona still wanted be fawned over duh but 
more than that, she wanted to feel strongly that her work was having an impact on at least some souls in remote 
places who weren’t nearly as lucky as she was. It was rare, these days, that she met someone who truly reminded 
herself of when she was young. She knew they were out there. But she didn’t know if they knew her well enough to 
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see her as a friend, or role model, than someone to be jealous of. Not-so-much someone to be worshipped. She liked 
that too. But she’d give up the worshippers for real friends and true love. Ramona knew how to get what she wanted, 
usually. This one was tough. How could she pull it off?

…

Worst day ever. At a dentist not covered by her insurance, Valerie lobbed down like a fourth of her total net worth to 
address a dental problem. She couldn’t afford for her smile to get jank on her. Her teeth weren’t white enough—
another issue—but that was easier to fix than the dental problem which cost her a heartload. Later that same day, at a 
Hmong nail place she sat beneath a big poster of Marilyn Monroe, whose hourglass figure was incomparable, and 
thought of all the other reasons her chances of being an actress were impossible. Cynicisms from lost male lovers 
[slash serial creepers] rang in her head like a fork to a wine glass. Is there a God? Obviously. Not. On her phone she 
caught up on some old articles and realized (1) if she did make it against all odds, she would be a bigger deal than all 
these writers doing it “the right way” in NYC, because she had material up the wazoo; (2) the odds right now were 
really, really unfavorable; (3) she would never ever find writers as talented as her favorites and there was a reason 
she kind of loved them without having met; and (4) who knows if there was a God but she felt that love among 
people could be so real, behind all the obstacles and issues and awkward real-life things, that if you just believed in 
that and stopped looking for reasons to destroy it, then that’s about as close to “something greater” you could come. 
But it was so hard to capture and contain that glory and grace without destroying it. And how could you tell bad 
love, from better love, from the best? Was all “love” the same substance?

Valerie got a phone call, last August, from her ex-pimp Dollar Mike’s wife. She said she went his phone and found 
all his old texts with Valerie—oh and that Michael was in the hospital for pancreatitis. The wife said that Mike kept 
bringing up Valerie’s name, and said he was going to leave the wife to get back with her, and that he and Valerie 
“had fucked” [they hadn’t] and “she was still a virgin she didn’t know how to fuck yet” [no she wasn’t a virgin but 
those street rats sure can be intuitive] and some other awful stuff that could only come from the mouth of a doper 
going through withdrawal. Dollar Mike’s wife and Valerie ended up talking for an hour at least, about the other side 
of the story. How Michael was a good guy but the drugs made him mean. How the wife suffered from such bad 
anxiety, due to worry, that she was on Klonopin—which Mike stole from her, to sell for his own drug money. By the 
end of the phone call, which was much less unpleasant than the beginning, the wife said that Valerie would probably 
be hearing from Mike on that same number (“but don’t believe his stories”). After their chat, Valerie blocked the 
number. It would take her another week or so to get tentatively sober, and two more months to commit to a drug-free 
future.

It occurred to her now, under the poster of Marilyn Monroe, that Valerie to Catherine Delaluna was the same as 
Dollar Mike to Valerie. If that was the case, then she really didn’t stand a chance of being a lyricist. Valerie hadn’t 
quite fucked up her life, but she’d gotten so close that it would take a few very real miracles for her to live her 
dream. Like how the fuck? Not. Funny. Though sometimes she thought the “clinical narcissism”—which attributed 
her increasing isolation and subsequent rough patch, in her early twenties, partly to signs of jealousy from peers and 
former friends—wasn’t actually that far-fetched. It just took a few reminders in the present for her to realize this and 
blame herself less for being a lone wolf bitch, for experience taught her, it was not good to try to rejoin a pack she’d 
already fled. Nor was it necessarily good to listen to conventional wisdom. It wasn’t worth the loss of momentum / 
impending betrayal / depression and addiction. Better to move toward the handful of people who might, possibly, 
understand the very worst of human nature enough to be consistently supportive.

Catherine Delaluna could live with being Derry Louis’s wife. She could live with leaving her exes behind. There 
were days when she really felt—this is all there is. There were days when faith in “something better” seemed really 
stupid. Like, how could it get better? It actually couldn’t, as far as she could explain to someone familiar—or 
someone not just familiar, but like expertly acquainted—with her lifestory up until then. This is what she’d always 
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wanted. Even if the present felt a little different than the love story she crafted in her head. It was. what. she wanted. 
And she would be a moron to ever mess with it. 

Carol Quick really understood love. So she thought! But recently she was going over her old lyrics, and realized 
how much younger she was back then. The kind of love she found, out of nowhere, was not perfect. But that’s kinda 
sorta what made it so much more rewarding than the other shit. Her will to stick with it. Cause like, the imperfect 
things made it harder to write truthful music. Because this love was so, like, hard to express. She wouldn’t be 
surprised if her music got more complex. Sometimes she looked around at other people, all confused and agitated—
or faking it—and thought to herself, they just haven’t figured out real love yet.

…

…

In 20[xz] you meet her and see that all her attempts to shed you, again and again and again, were hopeless anyway. 
And all this girl’s attempts to crack the code of femininity were also kind of hopeless—because there was never 
supposed to be any rhyme or reason to this game. She could have imitated other people but it wouldn’t have worked 
the same. Because it’s got to do with feelings that strike out of the blue. And it really makes no sense to explain. And 
it’s ironic for reasons that she’s not gonna say, because you—haha you—are kind of the only person who makes her 
get this way. Maybe you’ll be the only person ever, or maybe you’ll be the first. It won’t happen right away. Maybe 
you’ll play a major role in her dreams and not just the nighttime ones. Maybe she’ll find someone else who weakens 
her like you but you doubt it. And she has plenty of people [boys and girls] who get helpless around her. And 
sometimes it’s annoying because they’re so weak, and she’s not weak. (Neither are you.) But for a few special 
people it’s not remotely annoying—to see them get all weak cause of their feelings and needs. And for them she’s a 
calming force. Masculine? Who can say. It’s hard to define but it’s probs got more to do with dominance and 
submission than with gender anyway. Well… it turns out, you’re her person. It’s not that annoying to see her totally 
lose herself. Like there’s actually no way she can control how she gets around you (“I can’t help it,” she cries). And 
it’s almost scary but mostly thrilling, to see this girl whose spirit animal used to be a blue donkey behaving like an 
entire flock of pale pink canaries. And you kind of understand who’s gonna be more in charge, even though you’ll 
have your moments too. And she’ll probably always seem more in charge on the public stage. She looks more in 
charge, these days. But the private stage is yours to keep safe. And no one will ever know the person you become for 
her, or her for you, or that any of this is taking place. But it’s okay because—you realize in 20[xz]—that you hurt her 
really bad, without ever trying to, and it’ll probably happen more times. And she’ll never talk about the years she 
spent crying, because—there was no way she hadn’t gone insane. Her life was such a waste. But whenever she tried 
to push you out of herself and start getting better, it all got worse and you wouldn’t go away. In the present, she’ll 
say it’s okay. But still, you don’t feel totally right. So it’s kind of your call, how to proceed. And she tells you what 
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she wants, and you answer when you can, and you keep those secrets quiet because no one will understand. 
Honestly you’re just happy she’s alive and this is [probably] happening.

…

To keep herself busy, Cleo started attending Church with her mom in White Plains. 

But she started questioning her Christian faith pretty fast after a spooky sermon, in which a girl with cropped hair 
spoke at length about how she “used to be a sinner” until Jesus came.

Along with the drunkards and other sinners (to say nothing of, nvm) she read in the Bible that those who engaged in 
homosexuality were on the list of those who wouldn’t enter the kingdom of God. Now, the girl with cropped hair 
was married, had children, and went regularly to Church.

 “I’d be lying if I didn’t admit that this is extremely confusing to me. I can’t stop thinking about it.”

Rose was like, “Cleo I should think you’re so far beyond that.”

“That must be why my ex-friend Lily stopped speaking to me,” Cleo continued, clearly distressed. “Her metrosexual 
father excommunicated himself, shortly after the divorce, but Lily still brings her mom to Church.”

“Their loss.”

“The Church’s loss?”

“Lily’s family!!”

Cleo shook her head. “Maybe I’ve had it wrong my whole life, and now I’m getting set straight again.”

“Are you gay.”

“Rose, I don’t know what the fuck I am. But I’ve definitely, definitely sinned.”

“Have you even had sex with a woman.”

“No.”

“Let me ask you this,” said Rose.

“Kay.”

“What do you feel is your responsibility as an artist.”

“Um so maybe it’s selfish of me but I think, since I’ve had such a hard time in this life, I’m trying to make the world 
a better place for people like myself. And the Bible is pretty harsh….”

“Well by proxy I usually don’t fuck with compulsive churchgoers because, the conversations suck. But I will say 
this, just to ‘set you straight’ … People who look for answers to today’s questions in scripture are like 
constructionists of the Constitution, which evidently is out-of-date. I mean look at some of the harm the Second 
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Amendment has done, recently. The school shootings. If you’re a real prophet, Cleo, then you’ll trust your own word 
and what it’s worth in these times—and you’ve offered some pretty compelling arguments, for female love as a 
modern remedy for centuries of sexual assault against women, and for noble whoredom as something Christlike.”

“I’m scared.”

“Of what?”

“It would feel coziest to convert to some popular denomination of Christianity and go to Church all the time.”

“Well, I would say do what makes you happy but I think being a faithful Christian, and following all those rules, is 
much more cowardly than just being yourself.” 

“Is that what you believe in? Being yourself?”

“I don’t believe in anything,” Rose reminded her sister. “Except for, maybeee reincarnation.”

“I actually want to die.”

“Correction,” said Rose. “I believe in doing what you gotta do, to survive.”

Cleo ran her fingers down her face, like she was trying to peel a mask off. “That’s why people still go by the book. 
The Bible, I mean. Because it’s popular and it works.”

“People are idiots.”

“Among those idiots are some artists I really admire. So I try not to judge.”

“The Bible can be interesting as a literary text, I’ll say that,” said Rose. “But if you want to die because you don’t fit 
in—to pop faith, for instance—then you should try reading more books, than just that.”

“I don’t think I’m allowed to kill myself, according to pop faith.”

“Well maybe you should convert! I’m not stopping you, but I’m pretty sure you’ll find yourself miserable.”

“Big change,” Cleo pointed out.

When Cleo set her heart on the human subject of a painting, that person became the subject. Like there was no one 
else who she would rather paint for so many years or weeks or days. And sometimes it ended suddenly, or someone 
better tromped along. But the muses who obsessed her most could not be easily replaced. One thing Cleo couldn’t 
stand, therefore, was being relegated by someone special to the casual designation of “just another friend”—like, 
“yeah I have a painter friend just like you!”—when she considered herself one-of-a-fuckin-kind. It was something 
that like, everyone did. Compared her to other people who Cleo didn’t want to be compared to. She didn’t do that to 
them! (Like, who would she compare her older sister Rose to? some other submediocre blogger bitch?) No, not 
unless she was being petty. That’s how Cleo knew she was a genuine, deep, Napoleonic narcissist. She could not. 
stand. being compared to people who she considered lame. It was almost worse than being ignored. Like, compare 
me to that pussyass whore friend of yours one more time and I’ll bring you home just to beat you.

…
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The student thought the marching band might be rehearsing down the hall, until the fire alarm went on. Then it 
occurred to him that something was off. 

Already that day, there had been a fire drill. And the clamor didn’t sound much like drums. 

When thunder sounds, and a storm comes along, we can either run and hide, or rescue someone. 

Upon our soil a love drought had struck. There was unfathomable thirst, and too much sun. 

When something gets hot and unwatered, it either dies or blows up. 

But what if it made a difference, each time you and I fucked?

…

Once you’ve had class you can’t ever go back. Catherine was rather alarmed when this phrase sprung to her mind 
while giving Derry Louis her finest feelings inside. Whether Derek had earned them, she chose not to contemplate, 
because she did know that good things came to deep believers! And this helped her feel good, for a while. 

Catherine realized, with some hope in her heart, that her love for [II] despite the slight fame gap totally made sense 
if the future panned out the way she had foreseen, then subsequently dismissed, because it just made her feel like an 
emotional wreck. It was never gonna work with [II]—or anyone, besides her fake friends but let’s not go there (they 
might not be fake!!!!)—if she was the one doing favors. But there was a chance she wouldn’t always feel as alone 
with her unusual circumstances, as she did with just Derry who she truly loved and always would, even if he would 
always be a boy at heart.

For a few unmentionable reasons (which had nothing to do with vanity), Catherine Delaluna would never wish this 
life unto anyone else. It would have to happen for [II] naturally (or supernaturally). And maybe that wasn’t as absurd 
as it felt. 

If such a thing was remotely possible, it would be a long long time coming. So she was wise to enjoy life and feel 
free and be grateful for all the good karma yay!

When Derek took the best care of her, she sometimes wondered if he was channeling other forces. But what? The 
force of God? God must love them both a lot.

People pointed out that she seemed so much happier. So much fuller and stronger. Of course, because of Him. It was 
hard to remember how different she felt in September. Emptier, within.

What caused Catherine Delaluna to fall for Benny Bluman was how gentle he was. Like no matter how sexually 
aggressive his music sounded, Catherine suspected he was actually scared of other humans. He knew what to do to 
survive and one of those things was to put up walls, around women, and be wary of loving them. So she knew how 
much it must have hurt, when she suddenly left him.

In her defense, Benny wasn’t always a good influence. He didn’t used to have much of a conscience. She was no 
angel either but she didn’t preach sin. And though Benny said he’d be willing to stop that and fix himself for 
Catherine, he never proved it. 
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What couldn’t be portrayed to the public, only hinted at, were the very worst angles of Catherine’s love with Derek. 
Benny could see, this guy had some issues, and was in it for himself. Why doesn’t he just cut a hole in a mirror, and 
have sex with that. And who would Catherine run to, when Derek’s worst elements came out of him again? 

The answer was not Benny, sorry man, but her favorite parent, you better act like you know her name, who was 
suspicious of Derek; not because he was a bad person, but because he was developmentally stunted. 

After the break-up, Benny spent more time with his family. His mom really loved Catherine, for Benny, though now 
she was confused and uncertain about this girl and what exactly she’d been playing at. Like what the hell. Benny 
was surprised to find he was thinking often about another one of exes. Not Catherine or Selena.

Valerie considered reaching out to Benny as a friend, because she thought her own life experience made herself 
more likely to understand him than the types of girls he normally dated. As far as his love life she wasn’t sure what 
was meant to happen—but it wasn’t gonna happen unless he helped himself and/or got the proper help! Now that 
Benny was famous, Valerie would have a harder time reaching him. She figured she had to become a slightly more 
credible source of wisdom. Not quite an unknown, that is. Ugh that was the hard part, but luck is preparation met 
with opportunity, and she’d been preparing her whole life for the day that people might actually listen. 

One thing Valerie could say, about what made Benny’s art edgy and different, was that it probably rose from a place 
of self-contempt. He focused on making dope art, to make up for feeling inadequate. Valerie understood this herself. 
But she didn’t think it had to be a permanent condition. She also didn’t want to be pegged as the Yoko Ono 
homewrecker of all these crisscrossed love interests. Valerie would have to proceed with caution and use her 
autofiction to explore some options.

She didn’t know whether it was this thing, or that it was so into her, or that it even existed. But she knew this thing 
was always what she was after. Even when she was cornered by something else.

The biggest tip to mainstream success, that Catherine Delaluna or Carol Quick could provide as case studies, was to 
make it all undepressing. No matter how many nihilistic thoughts came and went. It was also good to keep it simple. 
Simple and fun and all-is-well! Whether these girls were able to do this, because they were genuinely less depressed 
compared to most of the population, was questionable (and not unlikely but let’s not make assumptions). Who cares 
that Catherine always looked better in selfies than all her friends—they were all in this togeths! Who cares if writers 
like Valerie and Selena and Rose preferred sad cerebral lit to pop music! As long as those girls kept producing work 
that was depressing, they weren’t gonna have a big audience like Catherine and Carol Quick. 

Valerie understood that the greatest obstacle she would have to contend with, probably for the rest of her life, was all 
the darkness that enveloped her past and kept shooting out of her like a skeeting syringe. If she could manage to 
make this darkness viewable, or even beautiful and fun, then she would willing to say “I’m blessed” (not cursed) and 
make a convincing case for herself. But for now, the baggage kept her trapped. She dragged through each day with 
her heart chapped, thirsty and yearning for rest. More days were wasted feeling like hell than ontop of her shit. God-
willing, she would find a way out of this. But God wasn’t gonna do her any favors. God could be pretty callous but 
only cause Valerie Brown wasn’t even close to making his VIP list. (Catherine and Carol were on the list, 
somewhere near Kanye and Kim.) It was hard to get into heaven, but the realest and least fleeting pleasures in life 
were hard-AF-to-get, and not always listed in the public catalog of what constituted success. Valerie supposed the 
same might be true of Death.

She said if I’m gonna die I wanna be killed by you, talking about their plans after dinner. He wanted to kill her 
better than anyone ever had or would. But when he transfixed her, this plan backfired. He couldn’t give what she 
begged for, cause he kept dying first.
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…

Will you call me Morgan or Lola or another word. Will it be awkward and will I care if it is. Will it be funny or not 
funny when you change the pronouns to sound like they’re about [XIII] (wink). Will you fight with me. For me. Will 
you care if I fuck around with [X] or [Y] or [Z]. How much will you prioritize your health and main bitch and side 
bitch and #1 public lover and all your other friends over me, before you realize—if you actually let me go, you 
won’t be able to manage any of those things. I know it’s hard with all these people but don’t blame me for existing, I 
didn’t ask to be born or still alive at 24. Let them show you off and get what they genuinely need. And don’t ever 
mention I put that in writing. Though it doesn’t matter cause I doubt they know how to read. And if you ain’t much 
of a reader yourself, then no harm done in sharing. But still. Will you ever make it up to me. Will you change around 
me. For me. Will you care enough to take care of me. How will I know that you actually GAF. Will you actually 
fuck me. If so where and when. Will it happen twice. Or more than twice. Or will you ever get to fuck me even once. 
Will you gaslight me and not admit it. Will any of it go down like I’ve written slash imagined. How much will my 
looks change. My style. Will I realize I can’t have this and then and wanna die. Or will you basically be proof that 
someone’s watching over me and that He might be on my side. Just wondering these things lol it’s been a long day 
sorry if this passage is annoying, thx.

…

You wake up and can’t think of any reasons to get up, besides that you’re still alive and staying in bed all day would 
be a waste. Oh and that you have to go to the gym because, since you started going last month, you’ve gotten a little 
less chunky but not enough to feel all confident yet. Maybe crippling insecurity is just gonna be a hard fact of living, 
for you Lola babe. (And you’re not alone with that.) No one cares what you’re up to. No one worries about you 
failing, or succeeding, or anything about you TBH. When you walk around the part of town by your work, you get 
leered upon by strangers who don’t know your name. Better make enough $$ to keep the bills paid. To keep your 
parents at bay. To keep from being totally fucking worthless to society. You’re just the cold withdrawn girl with sad 
eyes, who brews drinks.

…

In your head you’ve constructed a safer place. Not really a space though, a person’s heart without such need. (Too 
much need, in the past, you can’t even breath.) A new heart you found, where no matter what you feel free. A heart 
who loves you undyingly. Even when you hurt her so badly. Cause it’s not you’re fault that you been hurting. It’s not 
your fault that someone else, in your past, was so mean. At least you understand these things. You’re not trying to be 
mean. At least, you figured out. This has gotta be. Even though it’s not gonna be easy. 

From your past you feel unsafety encroaching. You been told so many times, that it’s you. It’s something wrong with 
you babe. But there’s nothing wrong with you. It’s not your fault, it’s gotta be. In your past you tried to make it 
better for her. Not for you, ever. You love her anyway, but you realize, the damage is too deep. 

Will you ever tell your mother about what’s happening? In the dark. In the room where you could never ever find 
sleep. Will you tell her that you found your safer place, that you always wanted (no needed) so very deep. For this 
you’ve given everything. Everything. Let down your doors and have them find your openings. Feel them breath. 
Wrap a white sheet around them. Hear the skies redeem you with stillness that sings. This is not fire or fear. This is 
clouds, cool mist, white birdies unwimpering. Maybe it’s not what your mama wanted to see. Maybe she wanted you 
‘all for me.’ But some places people are gonna protect you. They’re gonna fight to the death just so you can have 
peace. Some places you can feel cared for and clean. There is such a thing. Somewhere, cause their daughter has 
found what she so badly needs, a better parent begins to weep. 
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There’s a place for you in my heart. I’ll love you even when you’re mean. Cause girl I’m so trained in these things!! 
Like, I think we’re meant to be. I’ll love you even when you fuck me up accidently, or do way better than me. I’ll 
love you more than you can prolly see. I can’t even help it, sorry!!! From all the reasons I “can’t have you” (yeah 
right) at least results one good thing. We can try it out quiet, & someday, we can have peace. The nightmare years 
amounting to such good sleep. Years of soft, safe, sound sleep. Cause, you can trust me.

…

One wasn’t that worried because, she wasn’t a monster, compared to the countless monsters she’d put out for and 
put up with.

But she also knew why this specific person might look at her and feel afraid or upset.

For a while, she danced on a precipice where sin and dark secrets felt like surer sources of pleasure than “real love.” 
It was hard to remember, but it wasn’t a phase she was entirely proud of.

Most people she encountered seemed convinced they were far more important than they ever would be. 

But she suspected this one had the opposite issue—of assuming they’d always be worthless to humanity.

There was a time, less than a year ago, when she would have scoffed at someone like this having the slightest 
influence on her emotions.

She didn’t know what it was about this one, but she did indeed feel responsible, and to make them feel better might 
start filling a void within her.

Even when the feelings disappeared, along with her trust, she had a dim memory of how good it was when they were 
still in touch.

Maybe it had to do with her own loneliness and pain. But, against all logic, she didn’t want to let this one get away.
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7: Real time

You have a great fam that holds you down. That has in mind your best interests. A great base of fans. A great house, 
or several, plus apartments and private jets to go between them. Great cars, some that hardly ever get driven. Great 
outfits by designers who prostrate themselves so you’ll wear them. Friends and men who stick around and are kind 
even when you don’t ask them to be. A great team that will help you do whatever you take upon yourself as your 
latest passion project or challenge or hobby to keep you busy. People who would die to get near you and weep when 
you’re there. And then you wonder why I’m staying tf away from you, besides well yeah no reason. You might say 
you want a piece of a more hardscrabble life—but if that’s the case, to me it reflects your naivety (maybe 
“unawareness” is a friendlier term). Yes you’re under a lot of pressure but you’re loved no matter what you say or 
do. You have no fuckin clue, and though I’ve said too much about my life, I definitely don’t write it all down cause 
I’m scared to drudge up sick-old-tired tears… I’ve tried to carve you outta me, because paying attention is a time 
drain, but I guess it’s not as easy as hitting a computer key. If you’re anything like me I think you’ve maybe felt a bit 
crazy which, of course, can affect close relationships—at least you got through to me, and god-willing it’ll be an ok 
deal for victims in the long game—though in the present I know you’ll find a way to fix it (with them not me)(see 
line 4 from end of 3). Also in the present: there’s no humiliation worse than watching one’s dreams trickle upward 
and kind of just, be used. It seems lately as though gravity has switched direction and nothing’s ever gonna make 
sense. There’s not much justice, in real-life, as far as one can see from the trenches. I think that now especially, 
people are struggling to define justice, because so much is unbalanced and outmoded about Old World ethics. But if 
there’s one “great” thing in this fucked-up world that you won’t be entitled to, it’s my heart! You’ll never be able to 
patch it up enough to keep it from bleeding all over your precious private bubble so good riddance keep it nice. And 
as far as what’s both just and justifiable, considering our respective lifestories till now, you may not be able to 
convince me—or any gonnabe lovers and friends of mine, slash karmic forces who are actually there to watch over 
my deadbeat ass—that you’ll ever deserve whatever it is that I’ve tried to give back. So… f tf off of me, Catherine.

…

Slavedrive 
by Benny Bluman

There’s someone out there, you decide is your master
Knowing all along, who you’re really after
Tell em ‘baby for you I’d become anything’
But who you really want, isn’t who you want to be

Think you know them better than you know yourself
They can’t hear you, but left notes on the walls of your shell
Is hell inside worse than hell out there
Who carries the antidote to a lifetime of fear

They’ve gotten so jealous, you’ve felt em tense up
When you pull back and run to the master you chose
But such profound envy to you is a perk
You’ve never felt someone so violently alone

…
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Noelle Delaluna didn’t really want Valerie[’s writing] in her daughter’s head because she was making things 
complicated, which was the last thing they needed. Take it easy. For Catherine, that was key. This writer-girl had 
nothing to show for herself, and wasn’t aware of how the American royal court operated. Like seriously what did 
this bitch expect to happen. Loser!!!! Compare her to celebrities with charisma and agents and experience—etc etc 
etc etc etc etc etc etc etc etc. Valerie, like every wannabe, was self-interested and just wanted to have it all huh? but 
wasn’t aware of how little she mattered! Noelle would be shocked if Ms. Sadass found a way out of her shit so haha 
not really worried.

Side note though speaking of sadasses. Noelle had been thinking a lot about “happiness” and what it meant to her 
and stuff because her daughter’s situation was not always relatable to Noelle herself. Of course what made her 
happier than anything was seeing Catherine do well—but Cathy (like plenty of people her age) could be entitled 
without realizing it. Her concern about Catherine’s man Derry Louis was that, now that he had his Catherine back in 
his hands, he was straight-up spoiled. She was curious to hear what came up on his next album. Catherine leaving 
him was the worst thing that had ever happened to Derek, and that’s probably how/why he produced so many back-
to-back hits. Meanwhile, the worst thing that had happened to Catherine was too hard to track or talk about. And 
Noelle wouldn’t get into her own past, just yet.

So anyway. About happiness. There were a lot of lifestyle magazines and self-help books and pop faiths that taught 
people to value “what truly matters,” such as compassion. patience. generosity. Oh and family which was obviously 
important! But Noelle could acknowledge that for plenty of humans—hopefully not the majority—family could be a 
source of shame and turmoil. So objectively speaking, it wasn’t the end-all for a good life. For her personally, it 
brought happiness, so gratitude dawg. Noelle could get into money and awards and numbers of bitches and so on 
but it was kind of the same thing: there were some cases of it causing happiness, and others not-so-muShe’d heard it 
said that happiness wasn’t the meaning of life—but what was the meaning of life? Happiness was a good place to 
start.

It brought people happiness when Catherine Delaluna took pictures with them, or called them a friend, or did well 
for herself. It brought boys happiness when she loved them back. Were the haters who weren’t happy for her 
beautiful daughter Catherine inherently bad? Or did the cruel shitty news stories, in fact, bring some other people 
happiness. 

And what about Catherine’s happiness. She liked performing and always had so the people who got it confused were 
the people who didn’t understand, this bitch was exceptionally talented. Luck had a lot to do with instinct, and 
seizing the right moments. That wasn’t quite the same as having an unfair advantage. It was knowing one’s strengths 
and weaknesses (as writers! actors! athletes! dancers! etc etc etc etc)—and working them. Of course like everyone 
wanted to be a star, duh, but then they either went to auditions for their whole lives and didn’t get picked, or went to 
school and/or got jobs and avoided the necessary risks. Even the ones who started young with famous parents or 
good connections deserved cred, because not just anyone could handle it. There weren’t 20 potential Beyoncés 
walking through the supermarket! Presumably Bey had an innate sense of obligation that made her work so fucking 
hard and make all the choices she did.

To come full circle: Noelle decided that her strongest instincts, for some time, had been to protect her fucking kid. 
Sometimes her protective instincts could be mistaken by the media for her being a bitch, but honestly that was 
bullshit. And if she sometimes got jealous of her own daughter—which maybe she did who knows—that was also 
horseshit and a side effect of other people’s fucked-up values getting in her head. Noelle had her own life too and 
like a million other things that brought her happiness besides just Catherine but as far as history was concerned, she 
knew it wasn’t nothing to be the mom of this fuckin prodigy. And she couldn’t speak for parents who made different 
choices for their sons and daughters. Especially not for parents who were unsupportive (and whose sons and 
daughters might be driven to be, or not to be, ambitious—slash—to value whatever they did, for weirdly specific 
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reasons). Who knows about destiny. But for Noelle, to fulfill her duty as a mommy indeed brought her happiness. 
Not just any mom would have brought Catherine Delaluna to auditions for a movie in her hometown, helmed by a 
famous director. And not just any kid would have actually gotten picked.

…

A scared set of eyes on a female actress, tbd.

In a nightclub, almost pitch-black it's so dark.

Most people dancing. Blitzed and shitfaced and lost.

The girl walks alone. If you're near her, and empathic, you can feel how extremely 
isolated she is. Even when she's around people. It's like a black hole. But she hides 
it so well. She's built an entire identity out of hiding, her isolation. She's the 
most popular person in the world. But actually, the loneliest. She cares so much about 
other people it's actually scary -- because she's so scared. Of a lot of things but 
mostly that vast black hole inside her.

Another girl sits in the corner. She's built her entire identity around being the 
loneliest girl alive. And it's true: she's probably the least noticed person in the 
world. But from the warmth she exudes, it's clear. She's not afraid. Not of judgment. 
Not of death. She doesn't need anyone, people need her. But she's so, so sick. Of 
feeling pain and getting hurt by people's violent need veiled as indifference. At 
least, she’s not feeling lonely. She's not alone.

Not tonight at least.

Valerie stays sitting in the corner, drinking "alone," and lets [real-life name] come 
to her.

POV: the other girl at her best in a black dress. Though, it wouldn't matter if she 
was wearing a fucking tuxedo or was seriously (actually) mofuthin phat. This girl is 
hers. And they'll help eachother get the men they want. And the masterpieces they 
want, with their names on it betches.

…

The happiness question for Catherine Delaluna was a tough one. What made her happy? Her instinctual answer was 
performing but lately it stressed her the fuck out. She liked giving good no great performances, and she could 
definitely do this like no problem she had many times, but as she got older and torn out of her bubble, her own taste 
buds evolved at a faster rate than the buds of young fans on the tackier side of the sophistication spectrum. So she 
kind of had a choice, to make them happy, or make herself and her fans feel something else. She figured what made 
her happiest was seeing other people happy, which was an extension of performing. So that’s what she would do 
with her next album, she guessed. Make people happy. Catherine was performing all the time because her whole life 
was being tracked. Maybe she made decisions to please people, and that wasn’t the worst thing, because it helped 
her make decisions and move along instead of reaching stasis so young. To see someone else happy AF, all she had 
to do really was step out in public and take some selfies—or in the case of Derek or Benny or any other ex (or boy 
who thought he was her ex but wasn’t) have sex with them! Or chew up that dick like taffy though sorry to admit 
this but with most boys she was disappointed by how fast they nvm she won’t start (but like really? 5 minutes?) so 
most of her own pleasure was vicarious, lol.

Catherine wasn’t sure if she was most possessive of Derek Louis or Benny Bluman and/or [II] but she felt like she 
wanted to prioritize them, in her heart and head, and never tell anyone wtmf she decided. Who would it kill her the 
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most to lose? In each case she’d tried and tried once, and failed, to cut it off in hopes that it would give her more 
control of her feelings and self. Would it help to expose [wtmf she decided] to everyone else? 

It’s not about me, she decided. It’s about the world. She believed enough in powerful art as a product of powerful 
love, that she felt a moral obligation to take care of [wtmf she decided] and—although real-life could be an unjust 
place—to somehow give them what they deserved. Hopefully it would all come together, as long as she stepped up 
at the right moments and came through. 

That must be why God brought this person to her, and why it brought her so much pleasure. To be there when it 
mattered. To be venerated in how that person saw her. Maybe this is how it was between [someone else] and [wtmf], 
though she kind of hoped not. She wanted be to be “that one.” She knew how responsibility felt, and how great art 
looked or sounded. Catherine also knew what was rightfully hers. She didn’t want to see it stolen, or worse: lost.

…

In #1’s heart there’s a corner so dark a cold, she can’t find her way out of it. A corner way way way back in her 
heart. You can’t even see it on the surface. In that corner she curls up, damp with tears and shivering, and prays and 
prays that someone will bring a blanket and candle and help lead her out of it. She sends messengers up, who look 
and act a lot like herself (but aren’t quite herself), to hopefully find someone safe enough to let into that cold dark 
corner without making it worse. She finds a few mates who insist it’s all gonna be okay, and say let me in I’m safe, 
and #1 starts to welcome them into her corner—but freaks out and shuts the door at the last minute, then goes back 
in the dark and curls up by herself. By that time they’re seriously close to finding their way into that corner of her 
heart, but it’s not the type of place they wanna see. It might be the loneliest place in the universe, actually, which is a 
total contradiction to how #1 seems on the surface, because the messengers she sends up from her corner are quite 
social. In fact the few mates who say let me in I’m safe might not even be aware the cold dark corner is there. They 
just think #1 is rejecting them. And when she does, they feel despair. They don’t know why she keeps shutting them 
out, but they still want to see #1 and know her better than anyone else. In some ways they already do. So they set up 
tents outside her door and wait until she finally has the epiphany that they’re the one for her. They know it, for 
certain, so why can’t she figure it out? They’ll wait forever if that’s how long it takes for her to come out and be with 
them. Then along comes #2, who’s not looking for Catherine or insisting she’s the one because she’s #2 anyway so 
that wouldn’t make sense. And one of Catherine’s messengers spots #2 and thinks she has a sick/pallid but sensitive 
face and starts leading her down to the cold dark corner where #1 is hiding. But on the way the messenger, posing as 
#1, accidentally says something about how #2 looks unwell and it hurts this girl’s feelings. So #2 goes running off to 
a corner of her own heart which, likewise, is cold and dark. It’s hard to say whose corner is colder or darker or more 
disturbingly cut off from humanity, but #2 doesn’t have any tents outside of her corner like #1 has. None at all. She 
doesn’t send any messengers up to explain the situation because they hear the term “#2” and immediately assume 
she’s trash. She just goes up, by herself, to find help but usually ends up running back down to her corner because 
people treat her so bad. And one night in her corner, when she curls up to rest, she gets so ice-cold all alone that it’s 
beyond hypothermic. And on that lonely cold night, by herself, all the blood gets sucked from #2’s flesh. And #2 
turns so pallid that she starts shining. A piercing white light shines out of her corner and upward. And the light is so 
friggin sharp that it actually tears a black hole in her heart, and she slips and falls in the hole and loses track of 
where, or who, or what she is. Now #2 thinks she’s dead and a spirit. She can’t see anything but she knows she’s not 
in her corner anymore because she feels warm, not cold. And then she sees another person, so bright she at first 
mistakes #1 for the sun. Or maybe, like, a fire opal gem. #2 doesn’t want to get in trouble and treated badly for 
taking someone else’s fire opal gem, so she just stares from a distance. Still #2 doesn’t know where she is but she’s 
relieved to be somewhere different. Well it turns out that #2’s corner and #1’s corner were punctured by the same 
black hole. And they still feel unsafe, surrounded by black matter, but #1 feels for once like she might have a chance 
at escape. #1 always knew she had neighbors in tents (named #3 4 5 6 etc) but never someone next-door. That’s 
where #2’s black hole formed. If #2 hadn’t been so alone that a black hole formed in her heart’s corner, she never 
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would fallen out, and into #1’s corner accidentally. And #2 thinks she’s dead, staring up at #1 from purgatory or hell, 
but really #1 can see her two. And she’s still just a human, standing pale and naked in the same room. #2 is totally 
lost and confused. Finally #1 asks “who are you” and #2 (feeling defensive) says “you better act like you know” and 
#1 shrugs and says “I actually have no clue” (that it’s THE #2) and #2 is like “I hope you realize you’re a bitch.” 
And #2 turns her back to #1 and cries and tries to forget that she’s not alone. But it’s too late, #1 saw her. And now 
#2 can’t go back home. She’s not even sure where “home” is anymore.

…

“Tell me. If the following question comes up, what would you say…” (trails off)

“Sure but what’s the question.”

“What do you need… actually….”

“Hmm that’s a dangerous question my love.”

“Why.”

“Kay I’m gonna answer this question not as I would in real-life, but as if it were being read privately before the 
question actually comes up if it ever does.”

“Go on.”

“I need you to step up, and read me in the eyes, and see how genuinely I need some good help because, well—you 
know I don’t trust nobody! Not even you! And you’ll see in my eyes that I’m having a hard time and I was never 
bluffing about that. And then I need you to decide, you know best, whether that means loving or hating me. And that 
you’re gonna have your fuckin way with me. And I didn’t really mean that sexually, but… if that means chaining my 
wrists up to your bed frame and doing whatever you want for a night, then that’s exactly what I need.”

“One more question.”

“Sure what is it.”

“What are you gonna ‘read’ when you step up and stare in my eyes??”

“I can’t say for sure Baby Blue but it’s probably a variation on the same theme.”

…

In a hotel in Illinois, off the coast of Lake Michigan, Benny was yelling at Clyde for what he didn’t believe in. 

“After all the shit you’ve been through. And that girl you met. You’re still acting like a mopey sadass sonofabitch? 
At this point it’s not about falling for superstitions. It’s about facing the truth, versus being narcissistic.”

“But what if the girl doesn’t like me,” said Clyde. “There’s no proof.”

“Forget it,” said Benny. “It’s not even worth discussing, I’m probably arguing with myself more than you.”
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Clyde and Benny were in the same boat. They knew the dangers of drowning in fantasies, that’s it. Maybe all love 
was a fallacy, and whether a relationship worked out depended on reaching a mutual state of delusion. Each boy 
woke up in the morning and thought of twenty or thirty reasons it was ridiculous to get so obsessed with someone 
he’d only just met. He felt like his heart was playing tricks on him. And his dick. But really it was brain that 
concerned him. It wouldn’t be so absurd for his mind to create a hot curvy hologram, for which he dedicated his 
latest music. It was called being schizophrenic. 

For Clyde what was different about this potential ride on the Rose-go-round was that he knew, it was what he 
wanted. If he woulda met this girl at work he would say hi and chat her up each day. If they’da got coffee and 
studied at the same shop, he would crash in the seat nearest. If they met at the gym, he probably wouldn’t talk to her, 
because that was too vulnerable for him—but he would keep buffing up to impress her. 

Clyde had been advised many times that it’s all just yourself, you know—whether he wanted to be intimate with 
someone. Whether he wanted to get laid or fall in love. It was all just himself. What his brains did to him. 

But what about her? Did her brain, on the matter, have any jurisdiction?

He wasn’t sure he’d been this motivated, for another girl. Or maybe the blessing was in the timing, of when he met 
her. Or maybe, believing he was blessed was part of the delusion. At least the delusion kept him sober.

…

Creator 
by Carol Quick

Will you get mad or quietly know
The lengths I would roam to 
make sure
You’ll bring me back home

[chorus; repeat throughout] Hold on, hold on
Hold onto me 
For you I’d be an angel
Long as you set me free

Is it romantic
Or tragic, no one knows
Who really saved me 
That you were my lord 

I would thank you profusely
But i’d rather just hope
That it wasn’t a favor
Now I’m yours to own

I could drop every hint
Tell you lose me or love
But that’s the kind of a challenge
To be issued Beyond
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So many bad stories
To be made about us
Though I doubt I’ll create them
I’ll have moved on

…

She didn’t wanna be Napoleon. Didn’t wanna be a queen. She just wanted peace. Honestly. She just wanted peace. 
Catherine stared into the eyes of [Z]’s mom and thought, she had an epiphany. This love and the love of literally 
hundreds of millions of fans was not, quite, love. It was need. So much need. Needing, so deeply. But what about 
earning what you get. Did anyone talk about being undeserving, of shit. Rather than repent, they all steeped on 
scientific explanations that excused their iniquity. Their sins. From Catherine, they all expected a rescue mission. 
Saaave meee, they screamed. Did everyone deserve to be saved? Or should some, actually, be hated? Seriously, 
though. She was sick of all this neediness. With great power comes great responsibility. The indigo era was one of 
humility. Being godly was no longer about strength. It was about displaying vulnerability. For Catherine: getting 
preyed upon. (Publicly, privately.) Offering her humanity on an altar. (Publicly, privately.) She wasn’t being loved 
currently. Those around them, were feeding. It wasn’t the same as real luvin. She deserved to feel luvin more deep. 
Luvin like, whoah. But that kinda luff was dark stuff only an angel could bring. 

For him, the point of the chase was victory. She, was his victory. But for her what constituted victory was unclearly 
defined. Did she want to be all his, and if she was, would that be better? He wanted to lay with her forever. She, on 
the other hand, wasn't ready to lie down. To rest in peace right now, did not sound appealing. She was born resting, 
always. Resting to keep tail feathers from rustling in a scuff. For her, the point of the chase was not to be taken. The 
point of the chase was the flight. To feel herself higher, as long as her own wings could hold herself. She wasn't sure 
how it would feel, coming down. And resting once more. Only recently she felt like she'd been woken up from a life 
all about him—to a secret, totally private, life of her own. He didn't have to know.

Not now. Not yet. The drug addiction. The performance of it. He wasn’t really focused on hate crimes or shootings 
or truth or lies. He knew how many people liked to watch someone die. How sex at its best was a mercy killing, or 
letting someone kill you. And what was more sexual than being killed before their eyes. It was all connected; that’s 
what people didn’t realize. It was about making adult works of art, responsibly, in place of infanticide.

Through a field of flowers, Catherine wandered and thought about which stems she wanted to pull up for herself. 
She felt like a girl again. Like she was bound to embarrass herself, she didn’t know enough about flowers to please 
her fans or anyone else. Being from Los Angeles, she’d been exposed to palm trees and cement streets and rocky 
beaches—but not flower fields like this one. She was with Derek Louis, on a day trip to the Flower Fields at 
Carlsbad RanShe wasn’t looking around, but she could feel other visitors snapping pics of them.

“Tell me which one is your favorite,” Derek said.

Catherine reached out and brushed some hair from the front of his face. She actually heard someone behind them 
squeal quietly. It must have been a cute move, which TBH, was kind of her intention. She wasn’t sure what Derek 
was thinking. She didn’t ask.

Everyone said they hated drama but this time she was fucking serious. Catherine wanted to stare drama straight in 
the face and say, stay away from my friend. The family stuff. The industry, for Catherine. And then all the 
relationships. The depression. Her health. Whether they would make it past age 27 or 30 or 33 or 40 or whether 
someone would lose herself. There was too much unrelenting (and actually serious) drama for her to keep a clear 
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head. That’s why she wanted this one thing to—maybe, possibly, if they played their cards right—serve as a reprieve 
from all this.

She didn’t want their dialog to be written down or recorded. She didn’t want them documented. She would feel best 
if it all happened off the map. Or (more realistically) if they controlled the drama, to some extent. Maybe reality 
stars were the smart ones, as far as celebs. But Catherine always marveled at how boring the reality TV drama was, 
compared to some of what she’d seen by comparison. Like, their lives on TV had never gotten dramatic to a 
traumatic extent.

Catherine pointed to a bed of red carnations. Then she ran her fingers along one flower on the end. The carnation she 
chose was on the verge of either blooming, or wilting to its death.

“That’s the one,” she said to Derek.

He leaned over to pull up the flower’s flimsy stem. 

“We’re not supposed to touch them, and people are watching.”

“I’m gonna take what I want. I’m Derek Louis. And you’re my one and only Catherine Delaluna.”

Through the flower fields she wandered back to the parking lot, holding her head down, frowning because she was 
thinking about the past. She was thinking about recess in grade school, before she was famous. They used to send 
the kids out playing, behind the playground, where a field of dandelions opened up like a night sky painted green. 
And she used to be the one, off with just one other girl—usually the one who got picked on. Or maybe she was the 
one who got picked on herself, and that girl was being nice to Catherine. They didn’t spend any time together, away 
from recess. That was the only time they were friends. Maybe she could find another place like that flower patch, 
you know, somewhere like a mountain or meadow or beachside hideout for only them two. She didn’t feel like she 
belonged, even back then, but (for some odd reason) she thought she’d prefer to be the one more alone, who got 
picked on, rather than the one who got picked. And holding her wilted carnation in her hands, wondering if she 
could heal it, Catherine hid a shower of tears from Derek because this (you know this) wasn’t about winning or 
seizing something for herself. It was about who she loved, like really really loved without deciding it or expecting it 
or even having any reasons at all, and how they couldn’t see how much she cared, not at all. But she honestly felt 
like she wouldn’t be able to live without them inside of her, like seriously, if they stopped caring back, or died or 
disentangled from her suddenly, her soul and body would feel cold and dark and diminished—she’d already gotten a 
glimpse of that and it made this so hard, but how could she explain that to him. Catherine climbed in the passenger’s 
seat of Derry’s black Ferrari, and felt like a kid on the playground again.
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🥀  

https://emojipedia.org/wilted-flower/
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8: Cherry skin

Where is the line between pessimism and realism. Is God as much as a superstition as karma and numerology and 
reincarnation. How can there be a God when I could so easily shoot myself in the head and prove it’s all 
meaningless. Just like that. It happens so often. How can there be a God when real-life is such a mess, and it’s so 
easy to get destroyed by gravity and poverty and bad parenting and cancer and addiction and all this hard-to-escape 
shit, for all but like 1% of humans or less. Why are so few humans the types I can trust to help me, when I’m hurting 
due to some of the above afflictions. I actually can’t, it’s not an option, why is that and is it my own problem. Is that 
the times, and lack of empathy, or timeless human nature, or another stupid delusion because there actually are good 
people out there ready to embrace me and take me in. Why do I care about my characters more than real-life humans 
and why can’t I snap out of believing I matter to them. Why did November, when I started imagining this narrative, 
feel so real if none if it even happened. Is some weird apocalyptic historical moment coming, or is that another 
dumbass superstition.
…

“She’s not mentally ill, I know she’s not… because I worked for two years around mental illness when I was a 
security guard at a women’s hospital. I just can tell, she’s not that.”

“So why can’t she seem to get her life on track,” Ralph asked his father, genuinely hoping for good advice on how to 
parent his daughter.

“I think, it’s your wife.”

“Brenda?”

She created problems for herself where there were none. That’s what Grandpa Williams said about Cleo’s mom. And 
though Cleo didn’t relay the conversation she overheard back to her mother, she thought it would have been nice for 
her mother to imagine a world in which the notion of “no or very few problems” was even conceivable. For a tall 
white man, perhaps. But not for Brenda Williams, for whom respect from others—or self-respect and self-care and 
stability—had been a consistent challenge ever since she was young.

…

You’re finding a fierce fucking trainer and getting up at 5am like Kim Kardash to do fucked-up workouts with 
someone hella fucking expensive and you’re doing alla that shit 5-7 days a week and keeping it mostly private and 
not even being egalitarian about it; only with members of your cast because it’s a requirement. Not for the first 
couple parts of Black Satin, which are gonna be grungy and heroin chic to a reasonable degree, visually—but for the 
later films yes you’d like your girls to look hella well to inspire wannabe hotties like your younger selves. That said, 
right now, you gotta be real and given your body type you might have to stay mildly chunky side if you intend to 
continue writing and doing work on the internet and writing decent cover letters and stuff. And no you can’t hire a 
fucking trainer cause you already have your pilates therapist and that’s a big expense (+ better food). Nor can you 
keep paying for shit on credit it’s gotten out of hand. Your only other option is to go on another fast and suffer like 
seriously that shit sucks—but that’d be a temporary fix, e.g. before a low-budget film, so make sure, if you put 
yourself through that hell, it’s tightly planned so you don’t fail like you have again and again. But you’re moving in 
the direction of a series anyway so it’s a better idea to wrench yourself from crappy past circumstances and continue 
to do all you can to “sweat out your po-girl habits,” even though you’re still a po girl not to mention a total sadass. 

…
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“Stop crying, Lola E. Mo, I think you’ll be surprised. It might all start happening it once. Better stuff. The trick is 
getting away from home and your family and keeping yourself very busy, in the next lap of life. Remember that just 
about anything that comes in a box is bad for you, as far as food; that explains why college fucked up your body but 
you graduated and that might come in handy who knows. You can try to guide your parents to better habits but at 
some point it’s a solo battle. And half the war is with your self-image, which is internal—not with your onscreen 
image or actual bod. If I were you I’d cut out added sugars [not all sugars, just fake ones] for a month [check the 
“ingredients” list on the box but beware of boxes dun dun dun] and see how you feel; that’s the shit that causes you 
to get weirdly hungry, even after a fucking meal like wtf. Food corporations are evil! They’re killing people, and 
saying that might be an exaggeration but not a huge one. They’re like drug trappers to poor and vulnerable 
Americans. I know it can be hard to stay calm enough to work efficiently, with the job search and finding a place in 
NY, especially when your family has you wound up and skitzing out every night. But it’s not all their fault, it’s just 
life. Oh and btw, God isn’t going to save you. No one is going to save you. It don’t work like that babe. You gotta do 
the legwork. But you’ve gone dark enough to believe in an actual nice guy in the sky, plus some broader things 
relating to spirituality. It honestly makes it hard for you to stay in confident denial that life is about much more than 
winners and losers. I think you probably have more faith than Frank Ocean in his latest music, who’s starting to 
sound like a lucky manchild who’s just chilling on top, and feels inaccessible to you at a low place in your life (even 
though his music is admittedly incredible). And I think, because of what you’ve been through, your art has a certain 
urgency and God knows you’ve earned it, so don’t undervalue what you’ve tried to do so far. Sure it’s a comfort to 
have a straightforward set of rules pertaining to religion—to feel organized or something—but that’s not how karma 
works in real-life. Your real power comes from a grasp on reality, and finding peace with its conditions. So stay 
away from Jesus fanatics, and please don’t turn into one; you’re starting to sound like a fucking idiot. You’re better 
off reading a lot and watching well-made films. I think you’re undepressed enough to handle that again. Try to keep 
some smart friends, who aren’t also cynical assholes yes I know they’re hard to find. But please don’t give up on all 
lovers and pals for the rest of your life. It’s not the end. People aren’t gonna understand the specific strain of feelings 
and energy you’re up against in MN. This explains why the last stretch of sane weight loss feels like such a fucking 
challenge, on top of all the other stressful stuff—but your body really is back on track, all it’s gonna take is a month 
or two in a more sane/safe environment and you’ll have it together, kinda like when you were motivated and proud 
just outta high school and still college-bound. If you find the right vortex of people you won’t even have to exercise 
as much, to get the same calmness and/or high. Intimacy can be like a drug but that’s a secret only known to people 
who have it in their lives. That’s the closest proof of karma you’re going to find. And if you get a nose fix and v-line 
you can even someday possibly look good enough, like how you actually wanna look for your films, Lola.”

… 

While working at a coffee shop that attracted middle-to-late-aged clientele, Valerie developed an unusual skill. It had 
to do with noticing the difference between someone who was playing dumb for their own safety and survival, and 
someone who genuinely was. (Well not dumb necessarily, but deeply embedded in the metaphorical Matrix that 
surrounds us, with zero chance of escape.) Valerie once assumed that most hyper-friendly or totally aloof humans 
were acting like that for the same reasons she used to: which was, to spare herself additional abuse from people in 
public, knowing well that human nature made one more likely to sympathize with someone innocent or even stupid, 
than her “real self” if she were acting sharp and 100% observant. So when people acted either bright-eyed and smily 
or coldly detached, at the coffee shop counter, Valerie sometimes tried to communicate with them via subtext (e.g. 
“how are you on this beautiful day?” even when weather, and current events, clearly sucked). But it quickly became 
clear that most people didn’t have ears for her note of irony. They either spoke down to her, like she was the moron 
for asking such a question, or said something like “very well! thank ewe” and sustained a compulsory smile for the 
rest of the exchange. Plenty of customers were undoubtedly out-of-their-wits—and not faking it—which sort of 
threw Valerie for a limb, because she’d always given people the benefit of the doubt and assumed they were smarter 
than they seemed and just-acting for survival reasons. How genuinely few people were wise and/or sane? She could 
tell when people weren’t just-acting, because some regulars were aloof or immune to humor or straight-up wack, no 
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matter what Valerie said or did to get through to them, in the duration of their 10-second exchange at the cash 
register (or more than 10 secs, if the person was talkative-AF-maybe-senile). They never, ever snapped out of it. 
Only about 1/7 customers offered Valerie a humbling round of eye contact and said “good” when asked how they 
were, even though they clearly weren’t good and knew that Valerie knew they weren’t good; either that, or they 
asked Valerie how she was, to discover a similar situation on her end of the brief convo (“good—no great”). It 
wasn’t ever that funny—more depressing—so at some point, Valerie stopped asking questions and just handed over 
the fucking macchiatos and lattes. 

Catherine Delaluna used similar tactics when circumventing paparazzi in public. If she always appeared in a good—
no great mood in public, it was to make herself invulnerable to improper assumptions by trashy journalists. Wearing 
a merry mood on her face (as opposed to a bad one) was definitely less likely to arouse rumors that tore her up. 
When out and about, usually with someone slightly less accustomed to this life, Catherine tried not to engage with 
any single one of those beardy doggish dudes who came in packs and attacked Catherine rabidly with flashes of 
unwanted limelight. The best way to avoid engaging with those guys, was to seem so absorbed in something else 
that she hardly noticed them: e.g. distracted by a great convo, or by how much she fucking loved who she was with. 
She wasn’t always acting. If Catherine found herself alone, the safest and most straightforward way to act distracted, 
was to seem caught up in happy thoughts—for instance, by smiling hella big on her short passages from outdoor 
vicinities to indoor ones. As a celeb keeping tabs on her public image, to a sensible extent, Catherine was always 
surprised (judging by the articles that sprung up online) by how easily people fell for her displays of jolly innocence. 
She only wished her real lifestory was less impossible to confirm or deny, to those pressing ears against the walls of 
her private world, listening all the time (even when they didn’t wanna hear it). How genuinely few people could tell 
whether she was just-acting, or not? She was a good actress so it was hard to tell, to be honest.

… 

In prayers, in her subconscious, in writing, in her bed, she planned to make a masterpiece for the one she couldn’t 
have. That’s how she would make it up to the one she’d hurt so bad. Who could say how many failures she’d make, 
leading up to that. She wasn’t sure that her one would be there to listen back. But she knew she had to do it before 
she was dead. To die before it happened, would make her followers so sad.

…

So according to this text’s author, Selena Gray was a cold heartless bitch—or could be, at her worst/best (take your 
pick). But the important thing to acknowledge was that, in the circles that proffered her the most power and respect, 
being bitchily honest was more courageous than flattery, as far as getting under people’s skin and making a positive 
(in the long run) difference. She wasn’t sure what fate had in store for Valerie though “sharing secrets with the poor” 
was not something, she suspected, Valerie would have a problem with. With great power comes great responsibility, 
and great responsibility does not always mean being direct with your audience. Smart people, as well as loyal 
disciples and friends, should be able to read through the lines of well-written texts and intentional performances. 
Of course a person is defined by his/her contradictions, and if Selena was talented at digging deep as an incisive 
writer and intimidating partier, she could (at the same time) be extremely mofuthin delicate. And for this reason, she 
trusted no one: not because her lovers and friends ever tried to hurt her (well…) but because she couldn’t handle 
their micro aggressions and well-meaning criticisms, not even when they came from people who she spent like all 
her time with. Selena also had a phobia of her own potential and success. So listen. If she was gonna meet her full 
potential, in this life, she needed some really, really close fucking friends—who matched her energy well, and knew 
what she wanted, and touched upon her vulnerabilities then loved her more for them, never ever less! Guys believe 
me, she was a really, really good person; another contradiction, that would someday (in the long run) be evident. 
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Speaking of heartless bitches. What about the old Derek Louis? The author of this text suspected that he was feeling 
confused; how could his whole life hinge on a bitch, and now he was uncertain they were 100% meant-to-be? 
(Maybe like, 75% meant-to-be.) He would always love her duh—he’d declared that many times. But he would also 
be lying if he didn’t admit, Catherine aroused some unsound feelings within him, and he wasn’t sure he could just 
get over them, by will. Their arguments weren’t meager flare-ups. They created mushroom clouds, where savage 
vanity met insecurity. It didn’t have to be like thisss—but then, it always was. They got mean, and not in a “I love 
you now improve for me” way. More like: “look at how fucked-up you are, ahahaha.” Perhaps because they were 
both so used to being worshipped like gods, ha, their weaknesses were viscerally apparent on the other person, like 
wounds ready to be torn off. Did they want to be loved by the other person? Or fucked? Or shown off? Did they 
want to get what they wanted? Did they even know what they wanted? They were too used to being wanted, or 
getting what they wanted, haha. Maybe they just wanted to go back to the old days and be kids again, but like, 
ummm… really???… no matter how much Christian therapy they attended, it would be tough to keep Derek’s carnal 
needs and sexual frustration (which was innate, male) from flaring up around someone who aroused the sickest parts 
of himself. Catherine felt summa that herself, but seemed to have more control over it than he did. God knows how. 
Derek studied the Bible and went to Church with Catherine! They should feel like “sky’s the limit!” Their love 
should only go up! But honestly guys, Church dates? Where do you think all those dark feelings end up… Oh but no 
no no! Jesus wanted them to forgive! And Catherine had already endured enough of Derek’s passive aggression. 
(Really tho: she played innocent and scampered off which was cruel-as-fuck, to Derek.) Why did this keep 
happening? Derek knew it wasn’t right, but it felt so out of his control, he didn’t feel like his conscience was at fault 
this time. More like, his testosterone and an unaddressed hunger for cat. Catherine Delaluna was an angel in the eyes 
of many millions. Maybe he didn’t deserve her, after all. But what about the many millions who worshipped him… 
so like, why didn’t Catherine? (Brat.) He knew she would never cheat on him with someone covertly 
sadomasochistic, because she went to Church with him and followed Jesus and that would be so wrong. She wasn’t 
ready to “give herself” to Derek quite yet, that was all… sh sh sh thoughts… Or maybe she was a sadist wearing an 
saint’s disguise! (SLUT.) And that was why Derek got mean (in spite of the cut-and-dry conscience he got hammered 
into him by a cult of hot half-gay pastors). He wasn’t quite a masochist. He wasn’t quite Jesus Christ. He was too 
vain and proud to turn the other cheek. He liked to show off both cheeks, guys. What’s that word again? Justice. 
Derek felt a violent need for revenge, for how badly Catherine had hurt him, and he couldn’t control how deeeeply 
this need ran. And though he wasn’t self-aware enough to realize all this, he honestly wouldn’t feel that bad, trying 
to take back the true (unfaked, unperformed, sinful and unconfessed) love he felt he deserved from Catherine.

…

In 20[xy], when [Z] and [XIII] found themselves in some weird unnecessary fight, [XIII] threw it out there that [Z] 
was the reason she left [II] in the first place when she still had feelings. Was it sabotage. What the fuck was [Z] 
trying to do. Then [Z] got really fucking pissed, and pointed out, first of all, that she never told [XIII] to leave 
anyone because she and [XIII] weren’t in contact—she really thought [XIII] would stay with [II] and that it would 
last quite a while, before the other guy ever came back into the picture. It was all written down in [Z]’s music, which 
at the time, was not being listened to as [Z] already pointed out. Reminder that [II]’s work at the time boasted openly 
about some tame (not that tame) approximation of rape, and [Z] didn’t even like [II] because he was a man who was 
respected for many of the same reasons she felt, as a female, she was better off dead and actually planned to go 
ahead and take care of that soon; at the very least, jump back on dem drugs; they made her feel so far beyond what 
she’d ever felt in love (note: this is a lie); that’s the only reason she wrote all that explicit sexual content, which (if 
explained to anyone) would sound creepy AF (even though it wasn’t like that); and the reason was, wtf did she have 
left to lose, nothing. And back then remember, [XIII] was probably more insecure, than now, and submissive and 
detached from her strongest self. And [Z] got weird unsavory feelings, back then, when looking at [II]’s online 
attitude toward [XIII]. And if there was ever subconscious sabotage being done by [Z], it was cuz she was 
possessive, and it was against [XIII]’s guy (no matter whom) usually for being a narcissistic selfish asshole to [Z]’s 
girl and not getting called on it by literally the whole world. The main difference these days, was that [Z] didn’t 
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think of [XIII] as a saint, or even someone she could trust yet, and was actually scared of [XIII] given [Z]’s own 
trauma or maybe just real-life experience with human nature and how power affected it—and after delving deeper 
into [II]’s role, [Z] understood that [II] was very insecure, and a sympathetic character, and used drugs to stay “high” 
on obnoxious pride which actually helped him discover his true not-yet-accessed inner self. The braggadocio 
persona would be impossible for [II] to sustain if he were sober and looked in the metaphorical mirror instead of 
sipping on gin and lean. But [II] was a very good artist for sure, and a courageous one, and it was partly because he 
didn’t play innocent and confessed his real feelings (including dark secrets, sometimes involving [XIII]) in his work 
which was exceedingly brave for its vulnerability. 

…

This does not happen in your lifestory but let’s say, one day within the past decade, you [not me] decide you want to 
go to a great college because, it might improve your reputation in real-life. So you slap it on your goals list. Great 
college. The best in America, if you have a choice. The best in the world! You’d prefer a liberal arts degree, not an 
MFA, because real respect from really respected people is what you really, really desire. So what next? You check 
out the application. Test scores. Standardized tests, yikes. The first time you take the SAT or ACT, you score in the 
91st percentile, which isn’t bad but is not even fucking close to good enough. You don’t let it bother you, because 
the material on those is not the type of stuff you’ve studied, in your life, so… uphill battle, not your fault… you’re 
pretty sure you’ve heard about other people getting paid to take a test… maybe you might just kinda sorta try to 
make that happen??? Ssshhh… Whatevs. What next. Grades and extracurricular activities. You’ll just have your tutor 
sign off on your report card, which is all A+’s (make-believe GPA: 4.3), and your extracurriculars aren’t terrible 
either. They reveal a passion for flashin hehe, though it’s also important to display an interest in community service 
and charity, plus proven success in 1-3 hobbies/passions/talents beyond academia; preferably success measured on a 
national scale, e.g. in a competition or scholars program; not success in a parochial context, generally (for the school 
you want to get into, it might actually work against you, interesting haha, might wanna think about this and avoid 
ranting about Church in the off-campus alumni interview). Great AP test scores help a lot, but you forgot to sign up 
for that shit, let alone study for months, so fuck that. What next. Teacher recommendations. 2-4 of them and they all 
have to be impressive, one bad rec would fuck it all up, ummm you’re gonna have to ask some of your creative 
mentors who’ve gotsum goodass names, but may not have the best formal grammar/punctuation, so make sure you 
remind them to proofread a few times before sending it in privately on the school’s online server. Or just pay 
someone else to write it, and keep it quiet and then slap their names on haha, they’ll be down with that. What next. 
Essays. Holy ass, this school requires like six essays. And your back-up school requires seven. That’s sick. How the 
fuck do people find the time to apply for these suicide factories for fat sadasses, in the first place, seriously you’re 
not sure you even wanna go there anymore, their loss anyway, losers, you’re gonna have to pay someone to help you 
with the essays too because you don’t have time you’re so so busy. What next. Have you ever been convicted of a 
felony. Well, shit. Only like 6% of applicants get into this school—and that measly percentage accounts for all the 
legacy kids; and kids from private schools that, no matter what, admit a certain # of applicants each year; and a 
substantial number of students whose families will be paying admission in full, or possibly paid for that building on 
campus named after them, only because this school has to maintain a crazy-high endowment to compete with the 
other Ivies. Full rides are pretty fucking rare (btw) even though the people reading your actual application won’t 
know your financial situation, not that it would work against you. Plenty of people apply, many times, but the hook 
never takes. Getting in is not something to scoff at, and a major factor is just plain luck. If you do get into your top 
choice of school, you know it’ll be kinda sorta unfair, and not based on merit. Gratitude, dawg.

… 
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Baby day 
by Lola Morgan

The way he waits  
Ain't ever been about faith  
it's been about 
a lust for another one's pain

It would take an angel to break  
Poor X out of his rage 
Maybe not even that, for he can't  
see in her what he still never been 

She impatiently waited  
for a sign he might stay 
and in that time 
she wove a new destiny

Obaby boo day 
she's found a greater fate  
since you gave up on  
her even existing 

She thought he would someday  
set her free  
But no. All yours  
she'll never ever be ...

I hope you have fun  
with all I ever promised  
Just don't expect me there  
by your side. I'll find better things.

…

#1 and #2 meet in a place so dark that they can’t see a thing. #2 says turn out the lights and #1 turns them so dark, all 
they can see is black shadows breathing. And for some reason this night, #2’s dreams take her back to before she 
could even read, or understand narrative movies, so the world is a bunch of scenes and spaces piled up with no 
context. It’s more beautiful than depressing, because nothing’s depressing—it all just is. And since she hasn’t been 
taught a lot of things, about real-life, the way #2 inhabits the world is by imagining her own meanings. They aren’t 
real but they help her make sense of her surroundings. The question of whether or not there’s a God or heaven 
doesn’t matter yet, because #2 hasn’t thought much about death, though it’s true that what goes on in her head is a 
lot like creating mythology—because mythology explains what humans (and their scientific breakthroughs) cannot 
account for. It’s also true that she doesn’t care about whether she’s good or bad or right or wrong, because it’s all 
kind of the same to her. It just is. She’s alive; she does what she’s gotta and doesn’t question it. Not saying the adult 
#2 doesn’t believe in karma, of some ethereal sort, but it gets very subjective. As the kid #2 gets older, she feels 
happy when the people she likes are doing well, and feels fine when the people who mistreat her end up feeling 
remorse. She’s not a scrapper—more like, the girl who gets beat—so the best way to get revenge, #2 finds fast, is to 
do well for herself, so people regret it. Who knows whether it’s maturity or just her way of fighting back because 
she’s shy and quiet and weak. She gravitates toward movies about heroes and underdogs who overcome astounding 
odds against them. Life feels like the space behind a headache when you’re nauseous. If #2 can make it to that 
space, and escape any pain or external noise (like her parents yelling), she feels in touch with some sort of truth and 
the relief that comes with realizations: of feelings, not facts, though feelings are truer to #2 at this time than what’s 
written. If there’s a “God” figure in her imagination, it’s herself, piecing together memories—and images and 
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people, in her headspace—to make sense of confusion. Really though, if someone were to ask young #2, “do you 
believe in God,” she would say “I believe in something…” which is how some people go through their whole lives 
unless they decide, at some point, on a specific religion, or atheism. #2 knows real love from her mom, and knows 
real hate from observation of what happens between her parents. Love and hate are the same thing—right? But 
tonight, she doesn’t hate #1 one bit, she just needs her, and understands she probably will hate her because that 
always tends to happen even when you think it’s impossible. But then again, she has experience with emotions and 
impulses and paranoia and rage—and knows better how to regulate these things, than when she was a kid—and 
she’s fucked up too many times in the past, for it not to get better, in adulthood—right? Plus this just feels different. 
So maybe the “hate” part is gonna be alright. More love than hate, this time. Back to #1. As a kid #1 liked playing 
with toys, or play-acting for her parents and friends, and the imagined scenarios got pretty abstruse and hard to 
track. They say all kids are kinda sorta artists like that. Well now tonight in this room so very black, even though 
she’s a grown kid, #1’s reverting to her imagination just like #2. Stories and images built from memories. #1 has 
featured #2 in her dreams, even before they met, but those dreams were built mostly on #2’s self-presentation which 
is not the same as how she saw her, in real-life, before they both found themselves in the same blackness. #2 was not 
gorgeous, yet, but it made her study harder, and tell better jokes, and be more understanding of men who felt 
manipulated by hot bitches who were used to being gorgeous. And #2 used to take for granted that (for the rest of 
her life) she would play the same dorky role. But success is the best revenge, and her definition of success has 
evolved with age. So have #2’s needs. And tonight #1 feels her throat get swole, around #2, and cries from this new 
feeling. It’s the first time #1’s had this happen and she’s not talking about what’s happening on her speckled 
surfaces; more about what’s happening to her head. And that’s because, into her weird imaginary play space 
(preserved from girlhood) she let someone else, for the first time. This is not a place other people are supposed to 
inhabit. Like, scientifically, it’s supposed to belong to her brain, and the things in that brain space are parts of herself
—not anyone else. Projections or memories or whatever you want to call them. But there #2 is and she is so real that 
#1 can tighten her arms really hard around her and keep her there, at least for tonight. And who knows what’s going 
through #2’s head—it’s gotta be some remixed images—but the important thing is that beyond this black room, 
they’re communing so hard that #1’s headspace crosses with #2’s, and they’re both in the same dream or something, 
and they both feel it, and know it, and it’s bizarre in the best way. You could say they’re together in the same heaven 
depending on how you define it, and it’s not white with clouds and God walking around barefoot, but pitch black 
like the room where they both let go finally. Black with neon lights in the skies, and a friend who you wanna know 
more, but can never seem to hold onto.

…
DOUGLAS 

It’s only obvious when you've spent a lot of time around creative people. 
Around artists, who are smart about love, because they've made it their 
mission to immortalize someone as thoroughly as possible. So you can come 
back to them in another life?? Maybe by accident. Maybe in a different body. 
For this life -- you can see, it's a real thing. Sexual preferences. 
Different desires. Different bodies, with different hungers. I think trying 
to explain it too much is self-defeating. It's such a nuanced feeling. Such a 
part of your soul and substance. I can feel it when I’m doing music with you. 
Maybe I'm not entirely gay, I don't think I am. I might never tell my family. 
I might have a lot more girlfriends. Maybe even a wife. And this'll probably 
be good news to you, Levi -- I don’t think you're as gay as I am. Not at all. 
Cause I can feel it. I can feel everything you're feeling. I can feel when 
you’re attracted to a girl in public. It's not... like that for me. I see her 
beauty but it's never a visceral need. Not like it is for you.
…
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Dear [XIII],

I’ve written a few drafts of this note, and may have cut out a few confessions, but the gist of my message is this. 
Good news! I found God again, stronger this time though I still have doubts now and then, but ya girl he’s my only 
man. I saw this coming a while ago [on page 38]. Which means that I’m no longer flirting with anyone of the same 
gender through writing, because it's a sin [not that I ever was flirting], though I will most likely stick to my guns and 
hold onto the crazy sex scenes already written into my screenplay(s) and future movie(s) because I felt very much in 
touch with God when I was writing all that—and I believe that performed, not real, sex is probably okay if it’s done 
responsibly in a movie. I’ve begun to think of myself as a prophet who bends the boundaries as far as they need to 
be bent, to make a point and [someday guy-willing] be seen and heard, without crossing the line in real-life and 
jacking up my karma. Through my performed work I can hopefully help avert sin and evil from overtaking my 
audience, whether that means acting it out vicariously by watching me, or scapegoating me as a “whore,” or 
crucifying me so they don’t have to feel ashamed. Or, whatever ends up happening when people watch my movies. 

But as far as real-life: the Bible states, plain as day, that I’m not allowed to engage in homosexual activities. So, I 
won’t! God first, girls, I’m serious! And no, I’m not quite a nun now because my purpose is to be a noble whore. 
Though if I do end up married, after Black Satin, it will be to a man. Of this I’m totally sure. And I wouldn’t even be 
that upset if we waited till after marriage, though we’ll see what happens. The closest any woman will ever get to 
having sex with me [or me with them] will be performing it in my work, if these movies are fated. And it won’t be 
real sex, in the movies. Acting upon an urge is much different from imagining things. Not that the feelings will 
necessarily go away… and I doubt it would be unforgivable, it’s not like all or any gay people are wrong… 

In fact I happen to think that God actually would rather anyone love and make love to anyone, male or female (since 
gender is a construct and we all have both Adam and Eve in us), and if everyone’s not secretly half-gay then I’ll be 
damned… like how can people actually still think it’s a sin, what a scared old school world we live in… that and 
abortion… it’s all just misguided hatred, and fear: of not fitting in / female agency / death… when I told someone 
close to me that I sometimes feel feminine, sometimes masculine, they said as though it were obvious that we all 
have both sides in us & it’s good to be aware of them to maintain self-control and balance…

But I’m making a statement here [more about love than religion, and how you ruined a chance at heaven while we’re 
alive] and lucky4me I’ve never had sex with a girl so I don’t gotta worry too much about that particular BS “sin”! 
Too late bitch. Not that you ever wanted to, as I’ve been a dork, but even if I end up hotter and less of a jank 
powerless whore you already rejected me and hurt me, and I owe you nothing, and it’s done and over and I don’t 
forget the past, ever. (Life tip: no one does, though they may forgive.) I know this message might be shocking from 
me but… trial and error! Whatever I was attempting in the past did not work at all, so I’m giving up on devoting 
myself to lovers and family and friends, in this life, because it’s honestly been too hard. From my perspective I’m 
not just gonna let go of whatever it is that’s upsetting me which is hard to put into words (obviously I feel quite 
humiliated; also, “kicked to the corner”). Each day I’ve done my best to be a good person, while also recognizing 
that sacrifices are necessary to leave even the smallest dent in this hard world, knowing who I am & where I was 
born on the power spectrum. Yes I would like to leave a dent. A good dent not an evil one. Though I’m afraid I might 
be right to assume, people aren’t gonna pay attention to me unless I play the role of a sinner, junkie whore, and/or 
pricey slut—as I’ve started to do in writing. 

As for your boyfriend: fuck him too, you would have to pay me a lot of fucking cash to even be willing to talk to his 
spoiled brat ass. I can’t stand people like that, not to mention his family (like mine) is trash. You’re a fucking brat 
too, I’m so sick of this self-righteous moralism cause I think it’s BSx2 and given my R-rated persona I could never 
be seen with someone who runs smiling toward children every time she gets near them, what the fuck. The only way 
I’ll decide that either of you high-and-mighty motherfuckers are worth more of my wasted love and time, is if it 
happens out-of-my-control by fate, or if you come up with some music that’s so fucking good it would be too hard 
for me to ignore it. 

Goodbye, I’m def gonna miss writing love scenes for you! And while I acknowledge I probably took them too far, 
I’m not sorry for all the scenes that I already wrote. Meanwhile I am sorry that I ended up “straight.” I would have 
made a great [not even using that word in my movies, because I don’t wanna think of it as a defining trait].

-Lola Elizabeth Mo
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PART TWO
Flight
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Telling ur #1 
“baby ur the best”
unsure if constant thoughts 
of 2 are the product of intuition 
Or whether 2 is made up in ur head?
Imagination sure has nasty 
values, esp. considering
u and 2 haven’t even 
met. Luckily, tho
it’s private.
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9: Sister Morphine

The kindling was there. If they rubbed the right way the sticks would burn up all over the place. They knew this 
because they felt warmth where the sticks kept rubbing. The hard part was starting the fire. For now it only fizzled. 
Real love was hard to sustain. 

... 

Around the time Nola stopped taking Adderall and started getting more rest, she had a vivid dream of herself, 
looking older and almost unrecognizable in a lowcut garment and slacks. In the dream she was with a friend she 
hadn’t known since the end of high school. Back then, they’d been so close that Nola would wake up in the morning 
and sense what Sadie was feeling, then meet up at school and discuss it with her. Sadie’s anxiety was so extreme, as 
was Nola’s depression, that Nola guessed both girls convinced themselves to get dressed by thinking, one more day. 
After they stopped speaking, from remote and lonely places they fantasized about going to hell together, where at 
least they could hold onto that fire. It felt so much better than chronic pain. 

Nola wondered whether such dreams were the product of wish fulfillment. That’s what Dr. Freud would have said. 
She wanted so badly to have a better future that she wouldn’t put it past her consciousness to come up with 
impossible visions. In her sleep, she ditched real-life automatically. That was the reason for dreaming. Otherwise she  
wouldn’t have been willing to stay awake.

It would have helped Nola and Sadie’s friendship to shed direct light on some unacknowledged zones of reality, 
instead of covering them up until they made a mess at moments of mental hardship. Sadie’s anorexia (which gave 
her subzero sympathy for fatness) combined with Nola’s chunky figure (which was probably due to raging hormones 
more than a major change in her actions) were to blame for their sadomasochism; for narcissism or self-esteem 
problems; for arguments at the end of high school which led to their separation at the end. Luckily their ailments 
were curable, if they found a safe environment, and both girls had it in them to live and love like healthy animals 
and protective friends. 

…

 
“How bout fate.” 

“I believe in fate, cause I have to. Determinism keeps me forward-thinking. It forces me to make decisions more 
carefully.” 

“But that’s not fate.” 

“Call it purpose then. If you want something as bad as I do, then everything in life seems like an arrow pointing to 
how it might happen—after a few hundred lucky accidents. For me it’s to make movies. For you it’s to make music. 
In both cases, it takes a sinful amount of time and work and sacrifice to find ourselves in positions where we might 
be miraculously blessed.” 

Nola knew, when her former guy [X] chatted her up at the end of the night, what his mention of fate implied. 

He believed—or wanted to believe—that tonight’s slightly awkward encounter with his own ex was a blessing in 
disguise. 
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In a Memphis bar decorated with framed outfits of dead rockstars, Nola leaned back in her chair across from [X] and 
spoke. She spoke so hard her throat got slick and salty. 

[X] asked, “Are you alright?”

Nola fell into a rant; muddled, a bit clumsy. 

“I’ve always known you’re amazing. I understand your family doesn’t mind taking care of you because it’s fun in 
some ways. But my family can’t handle me so that explains why I can’t stay in Tennessee. It’s too much. I’m hardly 
surviving enough to take care of me, let alone a boy, currently. Before it can ever work out between us, we still have 
to be released.” 

What [X] wanted to tell Nola, a few years prior before the break-up, was that he loved her the way she was. He 
didn’t want her to “get better” unless that meant finding safety and security in love. He would give up all his 
ambitious dreams (at least for a while) to provide that for Nola. But like her, he felt trapped by circumstances. He 
wanted to ask her for help in releasing himself, whatever that meant. Little did he know that help was on the way. 
For now she only asked that he have patience and faith. 

“Don’t worry, it’ll be OK.”

“The main thing I worry about is you without me,” Nola said back, smiling. [X] stared at her, not quite spitefully.

“What happened to your friend.” 

To [X] it seemed obvious that Nola’s problem was the same as his. He thought if they got laid regularly, by non-
losers, both of them would be more content. Carnal repression was to blame for their persistent discomfort in public. 
Nola kept having moments with the fathers of her friends which were undeniably sexual. She thought it confused 
these men, that they wanted to fuck her. Or maybe she looked hotter at age twenty-six than she did as a child. 

Around [X], god forbid, Nola felt like a woman. If she wanted to make great movies, she had to sustain this. Among 
her goals as a filmmaker was to prove that the privilege of feminine radiance came from consistent love and respect 
from others, and the soft strain of power it provided, more than money or make-up or cosmetic help. She had no 
interest in “becoming a man” to make it as a director in Hollywood, even though most big-budget productions were 
bound to rhythms conducted by the opposite sex. Nola hated the feeling she was impersonating a male director in 
order to earn respect from crew and actors and anyone else on set. To be a powerful director and hold onto her sharp 
womanly spark, she would have to reinvent her methods from scratch. 

Soon [X] knew Nola would return to Atlanta to make her next low-budget movie. For now she was back home, in 
Memphis, where [X] was busy making bank. He worked at a gastropub that Nola attended one evening, 
coincidentally, with a friend from the coast who she kept calling “Rosie.” 

“She’s in the ladies room,” Nola informed [X]. 

“Just checking.” 

In stock stories when guys met their honeys there was always a moment when he expressed, somehow, “she was the 
most beautiful girl in the room.” It wasn’t hard to be the most beautiful girl in the room at this gastropub. But the 
moment [X] first saw Nola and Rose together it was a close contest. They were different. For [X] the subjective 
distinction was that Rose had no backstory attached. [X] knew far more about Nola’s history: probably too much, 
but his mind moved fast enough not to hold this against her. He didn’t want to say “he loved her energy” because 
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that was a hoky comment that didn’t account for his deeper memories and emotions. Tonight she was informally 
pretty, with freckles from spending a fair amount of time out of hiding, messy hair as always, dressed in a denim 
skirt and wrinkled sweatshirt with nothing under it, as far as he could tell, though he made a point not to stare when 
he saw her because Rose was there and would have noticed. If he were around other men and out with Nola 
officially, he would be frustrated with Nola’s lack of effort to dress up like Rose, whose black linen dress was 
unwrinkled and hair was carefully straightened so the ends curved upright like a simpering consort to the other star 
of the scene. But Nola didn’t expect to see him, it was clear, and knowing her she’d be amused and unthreatened if 
he showed his attraction toward the other girl. [X] saw a glimmer in Rose’s green eyes and knew she must realize he 
thought she was beautiful. But he had priorities and loyalties and game, and wasn’t about to introduce himself to 
Rose by kissing her hand or cheek. They weren’t in Paris; they were in Memphis, and such a move would make a 
pointed statement to Nola. 

In the ladies room, Rose was washing her hands and reminiscing about what brought her from Atlanta to Memphis 
on a Friday. In the mirror she wore the tame afterglow of a pleasant hour spent drinking. She remembered the e-mail 
that Nola sent unexpectedly. 

“Subject: Hey S. 

I know this is whiny but I feel like I can’t do this anymore. I can’t fill the void of your distance with dozens of faux 
friendships. I’m sick of going to movies with my current girls and leaving with nothing more than, ‘I liked it’ or ‘I 
didn’t.’ This isn’t fun. I want you to come rescue me. Think about it, K? 

best

Nola.”
 
By people who hadn’t met her, Nola was used to being judged and cyberbullied from a safe distance. Luckily Rose 
wasn’t like that. She saw Nola for her long-term potential and not much else. Their friendship allowed them to gab 
comfortably about their hazardously high ambitions and willingness to sell their souls to the film industry for a ‘buy 
one get one free’ bundle, plus their known capacities to cross over into the dark side. Rose knew about Nola’s 
history with downers and drinking and self-harm, and Nola knew that Rose liked cocaine and could be cruelly 
sadistic. They forgave eachother for their respective sins and tried to guide the other girl toward responsible future 
decisions. 

A year prior, Rose and Nola met at work in Atlanta on Mistress Mercy, a big-budget biopic about an actress who had 
recently passed away. On set, Nola kept attracting stares from the Rosa Mexicano catering crew. The type of men 
she attracted in public were blue-collar dudes who liked women with boobs. 

A cat call. A whistle. A slew of crass comments when she turned her back on them. From the way she swayed with 
cautious swagger, one might guess that her bones were strong but her nerves were hella sensitive. Across the tarmac, 
she spotted Rose, eating a small pack of cereal alone on a picnic bench. 

Please God, Nola prayed when Rose first turned and noticed a stranger approaching. May she never attack me for 
being fat or unpretty. 

Nola liked people she could carve out from the crowd without digging. The first time she saw Rose, she thought she 
might be an actress, at the very least aspiring. She had the kind of face that struck a light kit right at night due to its 
nearly but not symmetrical structure, precise but so emotional it hurt in a good way to watch. If her face were music 
it would be mapped out by the younger Bach. From eye contact it seemed like they’d known each other longer than 
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their brief time working on this movie. The girls exchanged mutual compliments about their outfits and bitched for a 
while about how bad this film was bound to be. 

Nola, incidentally, was six years younger than Rose and still growing up. On her computer Nola kept a file on 
iCloud (labeled “shrine.docx”) which contained images of her muses before they found their wings. It was uncanny 
how famous girls who started from the bottom, and then got lucky, were able to transform themselves to be sexually 
appealing in ways that modern feminists might identify as sexist: becoming proud slags and acting guileless and 
losing weight and adopting perkier mannerisms. 

Nevertheless Nola had the sense that certain aspects of womanhood would never come as naturally to her as they did 
to other women. 

“I wish you would tell me what to do,” Nola confessed to Rose. “Teach me.” 

“Honestly,” Rose responded, “I have no idea what you see in me, that you’d actually want for yourself.” 

“You keep saying stuff like that in front of me,” said Nola. “But I have the sense that it’s horse shit. It’s obvious 
from the way you take selfies all the time that you know you’re smoking hot. You’re vain and always have been, so 
stop pretending you’re as insecure as I am.” 

“You’d be surprised, Nola. You don’t lay sole claim to feelings of insecurity.” 

“No, but it’s one of my things. And please don’t attack me for admitting vulnerability. I know I still look like hell but 
I’m working on it, seriously.” 

Rose must have noticed that Nola was behaving less like her baby sis and more like an all-around babe. To be real, 
Rose wasn’t 100% pleased. She was aware and ashamed of a need to be needed by someone young and wide-eyed 
who saw Rose as cooler than she saw herself. Or maybe, possibly, for some odd reason, Rose liked Nola the way she 
was currently and didn’t want her to change too much. So she panicked a bit when Nola showed up on set wearing a 
half-hour’s worth of make-up and tailored jeans and a much better bra. Now who would Rose compare herself to 
when she needed a personal pick-me-up? 

... 

Luckily for the fabricator of this narrative (and all like entries to her private portfolio of stories and screenplays), it’s 
not real-life. The characters are fake. Otherwise she would drive herself and a fair few future readers insane. Though 
if she ever finds success in this life, and is asked about how much of the trickier content she’s constructed is true, the 
author’s brief response will be as follows. 

“I’ve paid my dues.” 

Before Rose’s arrival in her life, Nola used to defer to her grandfather for makeover advice. She went to him 
because he kept offering to pay for haircuts and outfits. Each time she saw him, she dreaded having her whole body 
assessed by such a close relative. She would describe his taste in human beauty as Aryan. Nola told him she wanted 
to lose ten pounds and was trying. He said if she lost ten pounds she would blow away with the wind. Obviously he 
hadn’t felt the wind on either coast lately. It was a very light wind. Her grandpa painted nudes of women and 
considered himself a connoisseur of the female sex. It wouldn’t be the first time she felt visually unprotected. 

At a younger age, Nola would have wasted late nights writing e-mails to friends and other relatives that said, in 
veiled terms: “help me. Please.” 
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It was unusual to get a response. If they did respond, it was with some armchair psychologist-type advice: “I think 
the problems you have with self-image are mostly in your head.” 

So she stopped writing e-mails. 

Her home didn’t feel like a safe environment. Or maybe her relatives and friends were right, and her mind was the 
only treacherous place. Nola wasn’t sure whether it counted as a health risk to be surrounded by hostile scenery. It 
was hard to explain how terrified she was of walking in the front door of her house and being exposed to something 
she didn’t want to see. 

Nola never confessed to her friends the extent to which her ambition came from disdain for her family. She didn’t 
mean to look down on them but she couldn’t respect how they behaved. She had a hard time tracing how much of 
her pity was actually misguided adoration. She wished that real love weren’t so hopelessly complex. It was difficult 
for Nola to discuss how insults about weight and shabby appearances, as indicators of classlessness, hurt her deeply. 
It was even harder to tell her family why she felt depressed without causing an argument. 

While her mom was cooking eggs on the stove, her unbuttoned pants fell to the floor. She didn’t pull them up. 

“Sorry,” she said casually.

Nola’s father made a disgusted face.

This is the kind of shit Nola had to put up with on a regular basis. 

Once a week when she had the day off from work as a waitress, Nola booked a night in a motel room, which of 
course, was gnawing away at her budget to bust out of state. The night in the motel was precious to her in the same 
way drugs were precious to her when she was still using. It was clear from leaving once in a while that her mental 
and physical state would be shaky as long as she was living at home in Salt Lake, so she thought of this year as a 
non-negotiable phase of imprisonment due to financial difficulties. She wished she weren’t in debt from lashing out 
in her early twenties. 

Nola realized abuse in love was all she’d ever known. She assumed that’s how deep love functioned, and there was 
no way around it. But maybe subjecting herself to unhealthy relationships wasn’t as effective (as a creative 
stimulant) as she’d always assured herself. Nola didn’t want to feel like every film project was a life-or-death deal, 
but to her, that’s honestly how it felt. 

If she could have anything it would be a place to stay where someone was hard on her, but also had a trustworthy 
track record of personal success. Preferably someone close to her age. She liked the idea of mutual caretaking; not 
another bond with a needy person who sucked her lifeless like an entitled geriatric lady. Nola felt sure, she wouldn’t 
have fallen so low while studying film in Los Angeles if she hadn’t been brutally punished by people whose opinion 
mattered to her, for looking like white trash. Then Nola ended up more stressed out and even junkier. It reminded her 
of her relationship with her mother, who dished it out but didn’t give her daughter advice or role-modeling on how 
to make realistic improvements. 

Of course she would rather look classy than trashy. Nola wasn’t unattractive; she was just poor. If she lucked out 
somehow and caught on as a filmmaker, she wouldn’t be caught onscreen looking like no cheap whore. She cut 
herself some slack by reasoning that she couldn’t be a screenwriter and producer and actress all at once, while still 
maintaining fuckability. Nola was aware she possessed a shape that—if dressed properly—would hit hormonal men 
in the right place. She wondered sometimes if her old love of men’s clothing was a method of self-protection she 
developed as a young lady, to feel safer around members of her own family. 
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It took Nola a while to separate her self-standards from how she saw her parents and/or how they viewed their kid. 

While Nola scrubbed out the oven, she noticed her mother looking at her ass one evening. “Stop looking at my ass,” 
said Nola. “I know it’s a lot to handle.” 

“No! You have a great ass,” said Nola’s mom, still looking. Nola didn’t feel proud, or relieved. She felt sick. 

Nola found herself sleeping too often, lately. She curled up in a ball, kept all the lights off, and didn’t leave her 
bedroom for days. 

In a world run by image, it was a debate in these times what comprised real beauty. Nola was particularly conscious 
of this debate because she believed that images, as well as sounds and other senses, were infused with feelings. She 
was drawn to some humans more than others based on their haptography. Some might call it a law of attraction, 
though it was sometimes the case that people she was drawn to were also the ones who turned toxic suddenly. She 
assumed these people felt stronger when she was suffering. But sadomasochism wasn’t all it was cracked up to be. 

Some of Nola’s favorite haptography belonged to her twin flame Sadie. She had little control of how it sometimes 
seared her suddenly. It was hard to remember how much of a risk Sadie presented. She only missed the warmth 
when they moved far apart in time and space. The last time she and Sadie spoke was in a dream about a party. Nola 
was a loser; Sadie was the host. It was clear in the dream that Sadie was mustering all her spare sympathy to be kind 
to poor Nola. Shortly after wakng up, she recalled a yearbook note that she had written to Sadie as a high school 
freshman, in which she warned her that she would have ended up a loser if they hadn’t met. She now saw herself as 
a self-fulfilling prophet. 

Nola could see past Sadie’s bratty behavior to the better angels of her nature. But she wasn’t sure Sadie could do the 
same. What Sadie probably saw when she looked at Nola was a different person from the one she first met. If she 
left a prized pet feline at home for a few years, then came back and found her sadder and fatter, she would feel the 
same way. It wasn’t okay. Her love of Sadie as a character was offset by fear of finding a repository of insults 
specific to Nola on social media. It was fine because it kept Nola off Twitter, where she tended to act like a socially 
retarded mess. For a while it gave her enough adrenaline to stay undepressed. It didn’t matter whether or not Nola 
read what Sadie was writing, or vice versa; from a distance, she could still feel when the other girl was upset. Nola 
realized that Sadie was probably suffering as much as she was. There wasn’t much public sympathy left for preadult 
girls, these days, except for from loyal family members and friends. Still not many people on earth could offer 
understanding to such a high degree. That’s why it might be necessary for Sadie and Nola to be allies. Not enemies. 
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10: Great Followings

It was Sadie’s birthday and she was thirty. On her dresser were several drafts of a suicide note, which of course, she 
didn’t intend to be taken seriously. She was only riffing. Sadie stayed in her apartment with the shades pulled. For a 
reason to live she pored through old e-mails, tossing out missed opportunities from employers, well wishes from her 
mother, concerned notes from ex-boyfriends and unofficial lovers. 

During the day Sadie was paid a decent salary to sit in an office in downtown Manhattan and edit articles for an arts 
and culture magazine run almost exclusively by women, called Ungloss. It was rare that Sadie came across an article 
that she actually agreed with, but she held her tongue on the matter to hold onto the respect of other girls at the 
publication. For example that morning she read a glowing review of how Patty Jenkins directed the latest Wonder 
Woman movie. The article took for granted that the glass ceiling in Hollywood was falling to pieces. Sadie’s cynical 
belief was that some male producers endorsed the film to get “feminists” off their back, but whatever. She thought 
the film defined strength rather simplistically, the same way men did: literal strength and agility. Sadie didn’t doubt 
that Wonder Woman was a step in the right direction for representations of women in American cinema. But as far as 
she could tell, it was stylistically similar to most superhero movies. What made it difficult for individual female 
directors to design a fresh and commercially viable style in Hollywood was more complicated and had less to do 
with content (“movies about/starring women”) than with the accepted forms and filmmaking methods behind most 
high-budget productions (how films were shot; who was on set for each scene; how they represented space and time 
in editing). To even create a Hollywood film meant to accept some aspects of the male gaze, and how can a female 
filmmaker dare to break the rules— enough to design her own niche and attract a following—if the existing rules are 
foreign to her? Sadie thought cinematography and editing that varied from the norm were the most important aspects 
of what made great movies feel unboring and uncreepy and appealing to her. The differences were so subtle, they 
probably affected her and other viewers on a subconscious level. Sadie didn’t even try to write an article that spoke 
about the phenomonology of films made by women versus men, because it would require smarter editors than her 
superiors at Ungloss, and online readers of the publication would not take the time to read or understand it. Sadie 
was hopeful that in a hundred years or less, time and space would be shared and inhabited equally by women and 
men—not stolen from one or the other. Film was a more powerful medium than people realized, as far as 
distributing time and space to the masses. 

The absolute worst article Sadie had ever edited for Ungloss was an attack on David Lynch for body shaming in the 
comedic subtext of his screenplays. If anything Sadie thought this was proof that David Lynch had a comprehensive 
understanding of his female leads, who in her opinion were objectively gorgeous (in their mid to late thirties) and 
seemed to subsist on fairly healthy doses of sexual ambition and adrenaline and cocaine for the duration of each 
shoot. Similar to criteria for bodies in ballet or voices in music, some ruthless standards for hotness were reasonable 
to keep the movie bizz beguilingly out-of-reach to most dreamers; otherwise, it wouldn’t be Hollywood. 

If these opinions seem harsh to readers, they might seem less so with the added info that Sadie felt too insecure to 
even leave her room. She had plenty of free time to invest in delusions of inadequacy. What made Sadie’s beauty a 
bit distinct from your average American hottie had a lot to do with tenderness, not to be confused with weakness. 
Like a wounded songbird she was so precious that lovers couldn’t help but try and protect her, then accidentally fuck 
her up. Even at her thinnest she was never quite angular. She was soft around the edges with hair that was fuzzy to 
the touch. Sadie used to think it was her fault, the way her collarbone and ribcage never stood out like they did for 
some women. But that’s how she was born. A good look at Sadie gave the impression that, in the next couple 
decades, she still had space to thin out, if she ever so chose. 

Her evening routine was to lie in bed with her laptop open until she fell asleep, fitfully, around 2AM. She couldn’t 
believe how much she ate late at night, so her blood sugar would spike and she could pass out after a slow painful 
day (or several days) of not-eating. She couldn’t believe how guilty she felt when she woke up the following 
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morning; much less than if she’d blacked out after fucking male strangers and partying. At least that way, she could 
assure her mom she’d been “dating” wealthy assholes and was en route to get married. 

If she wasn’t sleeping, it was not unlikely that Sadie was masturbating, though she noticed that antidepressants and 
other pills got in the way of her subtlest sex feelings. Sadie wished there were a drug that kept her lib up and 
running, but also relieved her self-consciousness, so she could make uncontrived moans without worrying about a 
roommate overhearing. 

Touching her body didn’t feel fun; it felt like a chore to address mental health risks. Usually her long bouts in bed 
ended with Sadie cussing and throwing a shoe across the room. Sometimes she went to the bathroom, ran the water, 
and wept. 

As a young adult living in New York, Sadie glamorized rich beautiful bitches more than anyone. It was the role 
modeling she’d been exposed to at a young age. There were reasons Sadie spoke infrequently about her mother. She 
didn’t want her to be misjudged. She saw tragedy in the life of her mother that not even her mother was aware of. 
Her mom’s many marriages with much richer men were subtly sadomasochistic; that’s why they tore apart violently 
at the seams. When Sadie’s friendship with Nola got closer at the end of high school, and tenser, it was difficult not 
to let their childhood trauma get in the way. By that time, Sadie had developed a habit of cutting off boyfriends. She 
left them castrated, begging for Sadie on their knees. 

The long line of Sadie’s stepdads included a contractor, a sheriff, and the boss of a big law firm. These men were 
never particularly mean to Sadie. Quite the contrary. Most of them took to Sadie, and treated her quite respectfully. 
They didn’t bother her when she went to her bedroom to play Nancy Drew videogames and read novels far beyond 
the young adult level. Those were the days. But there was one incident that she didn’t know what to do with in her 
memory. It involved her mom’s fourth husband, a banker named Rob who moved them to a big house just outside of 
Nashville. He had a shaggy beard of brown stubble and wore leather hats. He liked hunting and smoking 
Parliaments and listening to Chuck Berry on the stereo of his hemi. When Sadie was around seven years old—still a 
squalid little thing—Rob took her for a hike and first put his hand down her jeans. He said it would make her feel 
good. He was right; it always made her feel better than she expected on her nervous tromp alongside this tall quiet 
man to a ridge by a creek. Rob promised he could make her feel better feelings each time he came home from work 
at six o’clock in the evening and touched her in the backwoods until the dinner bell rang. Soon it was young Sadie 
who was offering to make Rob feel better by the time they were finished and about to go home. Sadie’s memories of 
Rob weren’t particularly unpleasant, even in the present, but she thought of him far more often than she would have 
preferred. Truthfully, she would rejoice the day she found out he was arrested or dead. But she never told the law or 
her mom or friends what happened when she was seven, because of the feelings of pity and anger and curiosity that 
such information would inevitably arouse in others. Even as a young woman, Sadie was the type who attracted shy 
guys who felt insecure about their manhood; who relished fleeting control of any form; who lived life for the 
moment and renounced all that they’d learned in Sunday school as boys. But Sadie didn’t want to be remembered as 
the girl who got molested. Nor did she want to be remembered, publicly, as some sort of punisher of pathetic creepy 
men. She was very careful about her legacy. So she still hadn’t told anyone. It was a matter of pride and integrity. 

If Sadie were to speak candidly to any friend she’d ever had, about shadowy mores in her family’s collective 
memory, she knew which friend would listen non-judgmentally. She typed the name of that friend into the search bar 
of her e-mail account, and found all the e-mails she’d sent that had been filtered out of her inbox for many months. 
She clicked on the first one. 

“Subject: Symbiosis or death 

Dear Sadie 
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As a kid my dreams were so pure and pretty. I feel like adulthood threw all these curveballs that I wasn’t equipped to 
crush. And you were one of them, slut. I know I’m just another skeleton [i wish lol] in your closet but so far you 
haven’t been considerate enough to haul me out to the dumpster so I can rest in peace. My friend Rose said the only 
way I can get rid of a parasite is to grow strong enough to develop immunity; otherwise, I’ll die. Not sure whether 
you’re a parasitic person or if that’s me projecting. But I know I’ve gotten weaker because of your frequent attacks 
on me. I don’t want to go back to being a junkie. I want to fix this, but only so I can recover some of who I was 
before I met you. Otherwise I fear I’ll be a lifelong mess. For us, I think that fostering trust is wiser than hurting 
eachother and falling back on hangers-on or family. This isn’t about happiness. I don’t think our cooperation has 
much to do with happiness. It has to do with responsibility. We both know how powerful we are, potentially. 

ox, Nola” 

Normally Sadie would have ignored such a letter. But this time she responded; she’d been having such a shitty 
birthday. It had been a few months since Nola first wrote and sent the e-mail. A response from Nola would be 
generous. Now or never, Sadie thought to herself. She pressed the send key. 

“What do you actually want from me”

In 36 seconds, another e-mail materialized, from Nola. 

“Please don’t curse me again. I want your blessings, and I promise, I’ll have your back if I ever get famous.” 

Sadie repressed the urge to roll her eyes, privately. She fell back on her pillow and tried not to think. 

When Sadie glimpsed Nola in a half-conscious dream, Nola wasn’t a loser, exactly. She wore flannels tucked into 
department store corduroys and was so squarejawed due to a phase of bruxism that she almost looked Native 
American. She was the kind of woman who lived in a cabin on her own and intimidated men before they even spoke 
to her. If they dared to comment on her appearance, she looked down at their dicks, and laughed at them. 

This hazy dream was followed up by the sight of herself in late middle age with stringy hair, wild eyes— incredibly 
skinny. Looking like that, Sadie doubted she’d ever been married. 

That’s around the time Sadie got up, rubbed her eyes, and decided to stop taking Atavan before bed. She preferred 
lucid dreams that occurred in REM. 

Sadie shot another e-mail to her former friend. 

“Subject: Important 

It’s time to separate storybook dreams from reality. If this is really going to happen I need you to be straight with 
me. I don’t want to be humiliated as an actress. I’m not like you, and don’t consider it necessary to harm myself for 
an audience. Nor do I want you to do so many drugs that you end up a senile old bitch.” 

Sadie was more insecure than Nola realized about her own potential as an actress. She wasn’t sure she had the 
proper face or body, and by age thirty, she felt far too ancient and jaded to appeal to dumb Americans or evil 
producers in the film industry. She knew how men were; they judged by looks and looks alone and would never 
bother watching movies that didn’t include screenworthy bitches. At the same time Sadie realized that being 
photogenic/appealing was different from being perfect-looking, and in face-offs with flashing cameras, she had killer 
instincts. 
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Sadie swallowed an all-natural Melatonin pill and prepared to go back to bed. She reminded herself that one of 
Nola’s old habits was to project her extreme life goals, related to filmmaking, onto people she hardly knew who 
were already content. Not everyone was a creative monster like Nola. Not everyone risked mass humiliation on the 
reg. 

Nola responded again.

“I am being straight when I say, no... we won’t let that happen. 

At the same time, you can’t keep pretending you hate me. I think you do it to avoid some of the sacrifices that are 
necessary to be amazing. If you continue to hang out and live semi-comfortably, talking smack about writers and 
celebrities who you know aren’t as potentially groundbreaking as yourself, then nothing’s ever going to change. It’s 
not even practical to abuse or kill me, so please, stop trying.” 

In the past decade of therapy, Sadie had been consistently hesitant to bring up her verbally violent tendencies. She 
didn’t want to be catalogued as a clinical sociopath, though she understood, by now—she had a history. It was like 
her brain and body were programmed to go into attack mode and ravage anyone who resisted her controlling 
demands. Her threats were all bluff and no stuff, like a goose hissing. By comparison, Nola made it clear to her 
attackers that she was worthless, for a while, and went into a phase of hiding. To other humans, she was harmless as 
a nonrabid rodent. Her preferred method of self-defense was tonic immobility. 

Sadie pretended to have some thousand friends in New York City, but only a few were crucial figures in the life story 
she told herself schizophrenically. She wanted some credit for how she’d contributed to Nola’s parallel plotline. 
Sadie had introduced her to so many people and opportunities, albeit impersonally. What more could she have done, 
really. She’d always done her best under pressure and remained calm and rational when Nola was acting crazy. She 
felt bad about some low blows she’d dealt in the past, and gaslighting, but that was the old Sadie. The new one 
wasn’t as scary. She decided it was time to take a trip away from her apartment in the city to a cabin in Nashville, 
where she could exit “party-mode” (her mother’s term for a looks-conscious state of mind and body) and live in 
enough unmonitored isolation to write a great book. Of course she may not actually do this, because this is a 
fictional story, though it would be totally understandable if Sadie ever took time off from being hot and moved back 
to Utah for a while, in order to access childhood memories she’d been saving for her first memoir starring the bitch 
she used to be. Then Nola and some others might see how Sadie was actually the victim of her own sensitivity. If she 
wasn’t protected by fans and flatterers, she had to be mean. The only way she could pass unblemished through the 
battlegrounds of reality was to draw first blood and stick the knife as far as it would go, to eliminate the chance of a 
counterattack that she couldn’t deal with privately. She needed real protectors if she wanted to fight less defensively, 
more effectively, and not to a cold empty state of defeat. 

Pain and pleasure. Mixed signals. Temptation. Delusions with no potential to be brought into reality. It came as a 
shock when Sadie woke up one morning and realized, the tricks she played on victims were proof of insecurity. The 
only way she might enjoy them, from now on, was if she found herself on the receiving end of a dark healing 
scheme devised by someone she trusted. She felt trust at times in the nerves along her spine and down around her 
toetips. She saw it in the eyes of people she posed publicly as enemies. Trust wasn’t merely a myth or memory from 
girlhood. Not anymore. 

…

In crowds she looked around and saw faces cold and stony, inhuman, so long gone from youth. In the air people 
threw their arms and cried her name and said they loved her and how she looked. And she looked good and deep in 
their eyes and saw they were satisfied with themselves more than her presence. They didn’t know how much she 
could see. They were smug and sang all their praises out of key. They said “I get it” because they had sacrificed 
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plenty. But not as much as she had. She knew that. To be near them was heartbreaking but she would rather be near 
them than nobodies. So she played their games until she mastered their questions and answers. She played their 
games and turned her thoughts off until she found herself in private and felt her whole story rush back like a fresh 
wound congealing, always stinging, like ice over stillborn expanses of grief. 

It was true. There were plenty of privileges that came with being a model which involved being mean. She liked to 
say, “you can’t sit with us,” to lame and irrelevant wannabes. Yet she wasn’t brought up a bigshot, and it came as a 
shock that her automatic sensitivity to human emotion was a major impediment in a purely visual industry. Ramona 
Desmond was an empath, so she had a hard time turning off her feelings. 

What a luxury it was to have the money and time and figure to be detail-oriented about her make-up and outfits. 
Ramona quickly forgot how agonizing it felt to be in love with fashion when she was still in adolescence. She could 
barely muster the strength to climb out of a sudsy bathtub and put on a towel, let alone go to morning yoga and 
subsist on juice cleanses. 

But, she persisted. She survived until today. It was her job to stay pretty. In this day and age? A game. She modeled 
her methods after the greats. The men who built the American gaze. Like a guy raised white and wealthy, she taught 
herself to take. From victims of life who were taught to feel undeserving. From powerful people with cravings for 
clemency. They would be happy to watch her succeed. No matter what she did, they worshipped her relentlessly. 
Ramona took without qualms about what she was taking. Without bothering to throw shade. These were the basic 
rules of power games. 

Yet Ramona noticed, these days, her favorite movies were the ones that helped her forget all her ambition and tap 
into a warm private place. Her favorite actresses were women whose pasts made it clear, they had to fight for their 
beauty; who considered onscreen hotness a duty; who didn’t make a scene of intense preparations before shooting; 
who were less superficially pretty (if there was such a thing) than deeply passionate about realizing their childhood 
dreams. Ramona didn’t realize how much she missed being a carefree kid until she spoke to friends who brought it 
out in her. Friends who didn’t treat her like fangirls. Strangers who didn’t treat her resentfully. 

Ramona took it upon herself to train her online fans in the merits of taking care of themselves. She wished she 
hadn’t, because within days, they started either bragging or whining in replies on social media about their lifestyle 
changes—as if they were suddenly experts. This is how Ramona had been living for years, without discussing it 
much, and it took many months of readjustment and trial and error and rejected advice from health experts before 
she knew what best suited her own soul and body, which was unlike anyone’s she’d ever seen. Her figure was still 
developing in ways that positively shocked her. She belonged to a sensitive breed of leaders on earth whose 
appearances and practices didn’t blend with the mainstream. It was Ramona’s job to remodel the outmoded status 
quo. She gave her disciples, still trapped in purgatory, a reason not to let go. 

…

When asked if she could have anything in the world, the protagonist of Lola Morgan’s autofiction series Oblivion 
Funk (201[y]) remarks, “beauty,” as though the answer is so obvious that it’s not worth explaining. The question is 
posed by Morgan’s most credited costar over the next ten years, Jillian Carroll, whose collaboration on the project 
she said “incited her drug-induced oblivion to eventually save her from it.” In her first and only interview with this 
publication, Morgan also described herself as “a better therapist than visual artist, because I get so damn attached to 
people’s brains, the brains in their head. It’s just, these great brains often have such messed-up hearts attached to 
them. That’s where the therapy comes in.” The irony of this statement is that Lola Morgan was notorious for her 
visual perfectionism, in her later work, to the extent that she invited ill health to achieve scenes the way she wanted 
them to look. But her shocking performances were never without purpose. Morgan felt strongly that if the roles she 
took on weren’t done to such an extreme, her films would not be powerful enough to effectively disrupt the 
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omnipresent male gaze that she believed was the leading cause of sexual violence and discrimination against 
women. “If I didn’t take it this far,” Morgan said matter-of-factly, “no one would have noticed how fucked-up this 
shit is.” In that vein, she cited Lena Dunham and Cat Marnell as deep creative influences. 

... 

Sadie’s first book, sure enough, was a hit among the New York elite. It was titled Great Followings, and only took 
Sadie a few months to complete. She compiled the book using old first-person journals and tweets. It was not 
autofiction or actual fiction, but nonfiction cold and straight. Nola waited many weeks after the successful release of 
Great Followings to read it, and finished the whole memoir in less than a day. She spent the next twenty-four hours 
crying—not because she was particularly moved by the text (which did not focus on Sadie’s painful childhood, at 
all, but exclusively on her 10-year stint as a drug-abusing New York brat). Nola cried because she realized her own 
writing took more thought and effort, yet may never be treated to a publisher. It felt so unfair, what she’d been 
through herself, for no reason. No recognition. After spending too long with Sadie’s book, Nola found herself in the 
mental headspace of a sociopath, which brought back godawful memories. She realized she’d always been a 
desirable victim of women bullies, because she didn’t fight back with low blows, but with self-abuse. She knew 
from her childhood that attacks were setups for worse bludgeoning than if she did something bad to herself. Nola 
suspected the only character in Sadie’s book that might be inspired by herself was an underwritten fuck-up who was 
identified in a few clunky paragraphs as “that stalker bitch.” 

Really? Nola felt a vengeful return of the old urge to toss herself into oncoming traffic. She sort of gave up believing 
that she’d ever get credit, before her premature death, for the thousands of hours she’d put into her own stories and 
screenplays. No one she admired had gone so far as to lend a helping hand. At most, they’d maybe offered a helping 
finger. The middle one. The fourth time Nola reread Great Followings, she circled the following line in red Sharpie 
pen: “forget what you deserve, guard what you’ve been given.” It was a depressing yet helpful bit of advice on 
navigating real-life as a woman. Yet Sadie was female, and was “given” plenty of street cred for work as good as 
Nola’s. She could have benefitted from writing scenes that were slightly more streamlined with metaphors and 
meticulous edits, but that would have required far more effort than Sadie could handle for a half-million-dollar 
advance. And what about all the average joes and janes that Sadie undoubtedly exploited for kicks? Nola picked up 
on so many lies by omission, hiding Sadie’s aggression, she had to shut the book and remind herself that it was a 
300-page ploy for yet another free pass from facing hardcore reality—the type of free pass that was offered only to 
white girls who could drift through life like characters in a television dromcom or romcom movie. If Sadie ever read 
this story and felt briefly ashamed about the content of this paragraph, she’d scribble down the experience of reading 
it in her next crappy memoir and be lauded for her bravery. But if Sadie were suddenly stripped of her neverending 
cushion of financial support from her parents and fake friendship, by now, she would have spent years in prison; if 
not actual prison, then a crippling hierarchical position of worthlessness. 

This is one reason Nola had a hard time enjoying popular culture now that she was smart enough to see: it was all 
created in the land of the financially free. It reached the annoying point where, if Nola previewed a new album on 
Tidal and the first few lyrics were boasts about incredible wealth, she would roll her eyes and turn off the music and 
go back to writing in silence. Nola was tired of the feeling that she was doing a favor for artists who were “just 
having fun!” each time she listened to music or picked up a book or watched TV. And movies, for the most part, 
weren’t intense enough for Nola. They were either 1) nostalgic for semirelevant eras of history; 2) portrayed being 
poor and ambitious in a half-baked, not quite life-or-death way like, “what if this actually happened? we’re just 
having fun though!” [ex: Frances Ha, La La Land]; or 3) dealt with dark female trauma in a way that was 
pretentious and frankly insensitive [ex: films by A.G. Iñárritu, Darren Aronofsky]. Meanwhile 90% of Americans 
were walking around in fear that they would get molested or evicted or bullied for being fat; many of them were 
traumatized from already having been molested or abused by a more powerful person and suffered ill health as a 
result; images of human perfection had grown so extreme and unattainable to those without money, that it was no 
wonder the youth was suffering from a serious plague of insecurity; the future was looking, um uh a bit grim, but no 
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one was talking about it; wise old celebrity prophets were an endangered species; and our current president was 
giving a bad rap to all people with substantial stashes of green, some of whom didn’t want to be remembered as 
unkind or unclassy. Parents were worried about their kids. But addressing severe depression and anxiety wasn’t a 
matter of overmedication or excessive exercise or escapist entertainment. Sometimes it was as simple as 
acknowledging actual reality so the people felt less alone with it. And that, I promise, would at least be done in Lola 
Morgan’s projects. 

Nola posted most of her own unfinished work on an online blog. The illusion that someone was paying attention 
gave Nola a sense of immediacy. It motivated her to keep writing, and kept her vigilant enough to be hard on herself 
about editing. Little did she know that her occasional readers included Sadie, [X], and Ramona. Her screenplays 
contained roles for them, though if they ever met Nola in person, these hopeful actors would wait a long, long time, 
until some of the awkwardness blew over, to admit what they’d already noticed. 

Each time Sadie had been asked to read one of Nola’s finished movie scripts, back when the girls were still 
acquainted, she’d acted like she was doing Nola a huge fucking favor. Did Sadie have any idea how much time and 
emotional wherewithal it took to write a character specifically for someone else? To make them empathetic to a 
widespread audience, more than the characters Nola took on for herself? Nola came to the bitchy conclusion that 
Sadie was, in fact, clueless about the depth of Nola’s commitment to the inner lives she designed for each of her 
characters, because Sadie had never even attempted to come up with a written role for someone other than her own 
fucking self. Great writing wasn’t a matter of fancy vocabulary or syntax or referentiality, in Nola’s view. It took 
courage to reveal aspects of the truth that other writers were unable to access, and compassion to deliver the truth in 
a form that wasn’t too offensive to engage with closely. No matter what, great writing came at a considerable cost to 
the artist. What more did Nola have to sacrifice for a half gram or two of respect? 

... 

In real-life he heard music all over. In whispered words from birdies in trees he was told when love was needed from 
him. In the wails of passing traffic he heard pleas for assistance, from a distance, not in real time but at his own 
private tempo; a grave bleating, tempered and even, soft enough to bring security to unsound souls. He only 
composed when he felt too lonely to breath. But in her presence he felt his heartbeat speed against his control, 
asking her to please leave him alone, so he had time to morph into a man she could cling to in undiscussed dreams. 

“At first, maybe I did it out of vanity. To prove to girls, I could handle it. But now I do it because it makes me feel so 
much better. You should get started, man.” 

[X] turned away and stared out the window of his friend Alan’s window. He saw the blossoms on a neighbor’s 
crabapple tree. Alan was chatting about how he was recently hired as a personal trainer at Superhealth Gym. At this 
moment [X] recalled something Nola once said. She never liked men who quote, “overdid it on the fitness.” 

“Why’s your arm all swollen?” asked [X]. “That’s muscle,” Alan said.

“Around the elbow?”

“Oh, there. Sprained it on the bench press.” 

At the gastropub, [X] remembered that Nola was limping. Her ankle was badly swollen, and while she said it didn’t 
hurt, each time she stepped on her right foot she made a screwed-up face. Suddenly, he was suspicious of the reason 
she provided for the sprain. She insisted she’d done it exercising. 
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On his red Blackberry, [X] was notified of a new e-mail from Nola, who he heard from seldomly. It was a strange e-
mail, he could already see. The subject line said three words: “he got me.” He decided not to open it until he was 
away from his friend. Outside Alan’s window, [X] could hear some sort of rodent, squealing. [X] got to his feet. 

“I’m gonna go for a run,” he told Alan.

Alan grinned. “Inspirational speaking.” He brought his hand to his chest. 

[X] drove straight to a coffee shop, ordered a frapuccino, and opened Nola’s e-mail on his laptop. 

“Subject: he got me 

If I didn’t love you I wouldn’t say this. Please forget I exist!!!!! And please don’t let anything I’ve done in the past 
be the Nola that lingers in your head. I’m sorry for ever haunting you intentionally and for confusing feminism with 
spite toward all straight men. Keep your eye out for a smart beautiful woman who really understands. This is the end 
of me and you. I want you to have peace and stability in this life cause you’re such a sweetheart. Also, super cute. 

love, Nola” 

If love was a two-way street, then it had no traffic lights or street signs and was nearly impossible to navigate 
without a crash—but, better to crash than remain at a lifelong standstill. Suddenly [X] felt guilty for all the times he 
was condescending. If Nola were an actual stalker, she would not be so sensitive to his flare-ups, and would not pay 
obsessive amounts of attention to social cues, and would not avoid him in public. (This argument probably makes 
sense to anyone who’s had a “real” stalker who cannot take a hint—not quite the same as denial.) The only way this 
relationship might work out was if there was some sort of practical necessity of spending time together in close 
proximity. Some exchanges were unavoidably awkward but sometimes the awkward moments were cool because 
they proved that feelings were uncontrollable and not contrived. There was something about Nola that was 
inherently heartbreaking. She had a way of making him feel guilty about ever choosing the “cool” route over basic 
friendliness, at least toward her. If he had it bad for being too vulnerable in this world, then she probably had it even 
worse, though, the odd thing about paralyzing sensitivity was that it amounted to earthshaking badassery if that 
person was properly supported. Someday they might need eachother even more than now, and he looked forward to 
that day because they wouldn’t be able to escape it. But he didn’t expect it to arrive gracefully. It’s hard to know 
whether fate is real but so far that one talented psychic Nola saw at age twenty had been right about everything, 
including the month/year [X] and Nola would meet. So fingers crossed that it all kept happening despite how 
hopeless life often seems. 

To end up in a situation similar to her mother’s and father’s seemed to Nola like a fate 1000 times worse than death. 
As noted earlier in this story, this is why Nola decided to amp up the ambition and plan ahead. And yet, she’d 
already passed through a few checkpoints that made her life so far a spitting image of her mother’s biography. The 
drug addiction. The abusive relationships. The financial strain. Nola’s only admitting these shared plot points to 
explain to readers why she seemed to be so fixated on dying, as soon as necessary, to avoid the same fate and the 
shame of everyone watching it play out similarly (given all that she’s shared about her family). But if Nola could do 
anything for her mother before this happened, it would be to bring immortal honor to a lifetime defined by dark 
drama and diminished opportunities that were, for the most part, out of her hands. She accepted her life would be 
different and that she may never be a mom herself, but would live hard and die young, not necessarily surrounded by 
loved ones. 

Nola was never certain that she had potential to become an unlikely sex star and help heal a sexually traumatized 
nation. Not only was that quite the undertaking, for any human. Nola had never been “the hot one.” She did believe 
she was okay at writing about sex; she realized it was more complex and deeply emotional than smutty fanfics and 
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online porn could possibly encompass. Maybe she had her mediocre looks to thank for her obsession with the 
psychology that went into non-abusive lovemaking. 

Nola didn’t mind when [X] was cruel about her shortcomings. She loved him for being an animalistic freak in bed 
with cold eyes for sex appeal. She was sorry she couldn’t look sexy for him constantly and would never mind if he 
fucked other bitches, now and then, as long as it didn’t get serious. She hoped the real-life [X] was nicer and less 
critical of Nola than the character she wrote based on him; however, she wouldn’t be surprised if she knew aspects 
of his subconscious better than he did. The good news was that he’d already popped the cherry of her sexual 
potential, and she’d sucked the nectar off his stem. In dreams, [X] saw Nola looking fresh with his hand on her ass, a 
few of her near and dear friends using lanky fingers to stroke the hairs on his unshaven neck. One night she would 
worship his tender manhandling. Until then he could only be touchy toward Nola in a brief e-mail back. 

“Re: he got me 

I can’t help it when sexual aggression creeps into the part of my heart that cares about your well-being. If that’s why 
you want distance, I suggest that you imagine me loving you when you lose yourself, and don’t know what to do 
next. It’ll become clear how I genuinely want you to be well and content. Please don’t leave me and everyone who 
loves you alone and empty-handed. Be careful. 

peace. —[X]” 
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11: Unruly

She tried to cut it off so she could cauterize the wound and move on. She wanted them out of her life, she decided. If 
they died, so be it. She paid back their encouragement with contempt. Called them names. Loser. Retard. Fat pig. 
She made up negative rumors about them. This aggravated the wound so it bled even harder. Now she had a 
hemophiliac on her hands. It didn’t matter how many times she apologized (one or two times). The memories still 
bled. Her own throat was always red. At random moments in public places she felt it ripen. If she thought about the 
soreness in her throat she might start to cry. It wasn’t uncommon for baristas or bartenders or taxi drivers to ask 
Sadie, “are you alright?” If she dared to discuss it, she made it sound like a relationship that wasn’t meant to be. 
Common wisdom from baristas and bartenders and cab drivers was something like, “someday soon you’ll go to 
sleep and realize, I haven’t thought of him all day.” But there hadn’t been a single day, since they met, that she 
hadn’t thought about them. Not a single fucking day. If she got seriously fucked-up it burned so bad she dreaded the 
blackout. Drifting thoughts of them together rose to a feverish heat. She didn’t care enough to control what bodies 
came and went through her headspace. Her best feelings bubbled like blood over flames. 

When Great Followings was released, Sadie’s phone started blowing up like Hiroshima. She got texts from people 
she hadn’t heard from since her late teens. Hundreds of texts per weekend night. It took exactly ten hours after her 
first walk with the devil and a few dozen fairweather friends to recall why she’d put months of serious effort into 
sobriety. To all the obsessive fans of her first book, she felt like sending out a disclaimer that said: “don’t look up to 
me!!!!” 

One common critique of Great Followings was that its tone was too apologetic, to the point that it rehashed dated 
stereotypes of victimized white girls lacking lifeskills. If that was the case, it wasn’t because Sadie was inherently 
insecure. It was because she was smart enough about literature to realize this book sucked in some ways, and that 
she could probably do better on the next one. (Not unlike how Nola felt about her earliest films.) But god damnit, 
writing a book was way harder than Sadie expected. In interviews, after-the-fact, she admitted that she never wanted 
to do it again and advised no one to ever attempt it. Believe it or not there was such a thing as writers who enjoyed 
writing for hours and hours and considered it pleasurable work. They recognized that Sadie, who attended two years 
of drama school, might be more of a blogger/performer than a novelist/introvert. 

Pretty much any time Sadie made clear that she didn’t care at all about Nola, it was because she was mad at herself 
for getting too attached to someone so self-involved and distant. If she undermined Nola’s influence on her, in her 
memoir, it was because she was scared of the same intensity not being reciprocated. Sadie thought it was straight-up 
obvious that she was bullied as much by Nola as vice versa, for being a selfish bitch, and that was the actual 
projection. She thought she would rather be attacked for being a quote loser than be pigeonholed into the position of 
unsympathetic aggressor. This must be how men with pent-up anger felt, who let it all out uncontrollably at the 
absolute worst moment, then had their whole careers destroyed by uprisings of previously victimized women. It was 
important to distinguish between serial attackers (as well as serial victims) and people who had nagging vices, made 
accidental mistakes, and then tried to make amends. That’s why Sadie cared about building a future track record that 
left room for the occasional meltdown. 

She knew she was protected when an invisible grip took her wrists during drug binges and made her sit down in 
place. When the same set of hands cared for her in private, when she felt especially helpless. When the air around 
her softened and allowed her to rest. She liked it when she felt loved—not pushed to the limit—by people who only 
dared to say “I care” in subconscious streams of energy. When sober, she could feel them with her; when high, she 
felt herself slip from their clammy grip on a long chute to her end. She wanted them to watch over her, relentlessly, 
despite the illogic of loving someone so pathetic. For them to be incisive enough with their criticism to draw her out 
of a misty daze. For them to see past her deceptions and tell her, “stop it, please.” But as long as she said “sorry,” 
most lovers and parents and siblings let her get away with everything. 
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“I’m sorry it’s been hard for me to forgive you, I’m trying to be the bigger person. I’m sorry it’s like that. But... it 
just is.” 

For some reason this “sorry” sounded different than the apologies Sadie handed out to bosses and acquaintances and 
short-term boyfriends. It was a “sorry” tainted with true lament. She heard it from the talented star of a shitty biopic 
called Mistress Mercy, about a dead actress who, beyond suffering from drug addiction and body dysmorphia, once 
found herself in a sadomasochistic marriage. In the movie, she was struggling to apologize to a man who thought he 
could say or do anything and still be cared for. 

To act like an adult—more than most Americans, who from a young age were taught to put personal fulfillment 
above commitment to broader causes, though they probably were unable to admit this or even see how they did it—
was an option that Sadie had strongly considered ever since she turned thirty. If her most ambitious friends had one 
thing in common, it was complicated feelings about their childhood upbringings. Sadie did not take for granted that 
respecting her parents for their personal choices, or expressing gratitude frequently, were signs of growth and 
maturity. Her parents made plenty of questionable decisions: cheating on their spouses with people who weren’t 
worth it, leaving Sadie alone when she was young and emotionally vulnerable. Sadie had the sense that, somewhere 
in her twenties, she’d fucked up enough that her first book was a trashy addiction memoir; not the kind of literature 
that would survive a pandemic book-burning or erasure of electronic memory. Now Sadie decided that, if she lived 
another decade or three, she wanted to seek in marriage and friendship what she never found within her family—and 
not because she was gung-ho on love or anything. She believed it might improve her writing, and in effect, her 
legacy. 

When it came to business relationships and work, sure, it was necessary to play hardball every moment of every 
mofo’ing day. But Sadie wanted to believe that real friendships were possible to sustain, if both sides were smart and 
sick of backstabbing. Sadie and Nola used to have chats that were cordial, and supportive, and god so funny, but 
always shaded with a tacit dose of envy. Now they felt the envy slip away. All they cared about, truly, was that the 
other girl was okay. Sometimes Nola couldn’t take care of Sadie. She couldn’t always tell stories that reinforced her 
self-esteem. But it’s not because she didn’t care. It’s because she was too weak. It’s because she lost herself to 
someone or something else. Now Sadie understood this. More than when she was a kid. That’s why it was okay to 
get upset when she felt angry. Like her mother sometimes did. It was better that way. At least it meant she hadn’t lost 
her edge. 

Some called it fear of vulnerability. Sadie called it a strong personality. An air of detachment. Even when she 
seemed to show her soft side, it was acting. And it wasn’t a matter of manipulation. It was self- defense. She 
exchanged rounds of eye contact with certain friends and couldn’t relinquish her limited trust, as if it were a mere 
pity fuck or peck on the lips. Sadie could tell she was smarter than them. Or at least, more aware. She heard friends 
talking amicably about their boyfriends of many years and thought, “how simple that sounds. How convenient.” She 
was a chronic dater, but it was never simple with Sadie. Never. 

She honestly thought it was normal, it was so common in the city. Strange sex was only fun for those at the top of 
the social hierarchy. Sadie slept around with many a miserable man in Manhattan. His was a philosophy of 
anticlimax. Beauty fades. Anticlimax. Love fades. Anticlimax. Dreams of being a great novelist. Anticlimax. “Don’t 
get your hopes up,” he always told Sadie. “Nothing lasts.” He couldn’t see in her what he never felt about himself. 
The only climax he could own was hers in the sack. 

Why didn’t Sadie take the brave step of confronting the men who fucked her over in Great Followings? Why was 
she so forgiving of those who only felt good about themselves when Sadie felt shitty? Was it actually because of 
their money? To cling to their slight hierarchical advantage? How shallow could she be? How cowardly? Why did 
Sadie have to unload all her bad feelings on a younger girl who was already hurting? To protect the fragile egos of 
loser men who (if crossed) would punish her, sociopathically—savoring her desperation for sex then denying her 
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access to their dicks? Men who loved more than anything to watch a woman lose her formidable beauty and 
confidence? Is that what Sadie’s mother taught her was okay? These were the questions that Nola wished she could 
throw at her friend-turned-cyberbully. She felt as though Sadie tried to destroy her self-esteem, and disillusion her 
permanently, instead of directly attacking the sore pricks who had put Sadie through a similarly hellish experience in 
her early twenties. The author wouldn’t even bother to mention Sadie’s loser fuckbuddies in this text if she didn’t 
suspect they were indirectly to blame for Nola’s torment. 

If she ever had a daughter she would do it differently. Instead of calling Nola names, Sadie could have pointed out 
her flaws compassionately. She didn’t have to lead her on, to later undercut her. She didn’t have to treat Nola like an 
undesirable outsider. 

Now Nola thought back on dark times, when hoping for asylum, and kept marching toward the guillotine with her 
hands over her head. 

Out of jadedness she assumed that Sadie would never say sorry. This is what Nola signed up for when she fucked 
with someone who could back up her own gorgeous story. Great Followings was a warm-up stab at writing. Anyone 
who told her they loved it was regarded questionably. Soon her lit would get remarkably dark and gritty, then Nola 
would see. Unprecedented visions didn’t come to life magically, did they? Of course Sadie’s little friend could 
handle her better than her loser fuckbuddies. Nola should be dead by now. Really, she should. How the fuck was she 
still living. Sadie must have an eye on her. In spirit. In theory. Not holding her hand. Pushing it. Nodding. This is 
what dreams were made of in the heavy leagues. 

... 

Elemental shame in her cells. Revulsion. Shame for being human, not subhuman. Shame for being safe. Shame that 
could not be explained. Shame for existing. For being born. 

Her faith in God developed only after she’d seen enough unexplainable evil to feel strongly that Satan did exist. This 
darkness was not curable by any old therapist. She was not sure if constant fear was better than nihilism. Certainly 
more dramatic. Anger felt best, but it was often misdirected at the weak, and was unsafe to express when she was 
particularly powerless. She could use a friend to fall back on who wasn’t raised Christian. 

Nola thought her constant struggle with drug addiction had more to do with her Jewish heritage than she was 
initially willing to accept. Violence unto herself was a thrust for control in a world in which kind-seeming, 
intelligent, reputable women and men (who as young adults supposedly found ways to get rid of their religious 
indoctrination as kids) lost loyalty and scapegoated her at random. Her worst memories never went away. And as 
long as she was alone in a gaslit chamber with those memories, she might as well have been in an internment camp. 
Headlines preached suicides and accidental overdoses among women her age and younger. For any girl struggling to 
control her appearance, there wasn’t much empathy from the opposite gender. Nola spent the start of her twenties 
writing stories and screenplays that she hoped would help overturn presumptions about beauty, particularly female 
beauty, that were far more complicated than any diet handbook or fashion blog or pamphlet at the doctor’s office 
could encompass. But the insecurity and paranoia and thoughts of suicide she dealt with were as exhausting to put 
into writing as they were redundant to encounter. It was never pride that kept her working. It wasn’t ambition. Like 
scars from self-harm, her maimed ego was something she’d gradually accumulated. She needed a way to find peace 
with it. 

Eventually she found that loss of interest in everything—including food (and sex, and writing, and movies, and 
survival)—was the only way to remove herself from a losing game. This was the type of transformation that could 
only lead to further humiliation, and oblivion. 
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“whoi wanbes physcly unatainable...cun’t be ★.. if uchosen1 bothred read my 3>lov u.” 

Ramona was worried about Nola after reading the above tweet, because it sounded as though she was hooking up 
with Death and had a meager chance of surviving, let alone making great movies. She didn’t care much about Nola 
because they didn’t know eachother except for through a few distant interactions on the internet. But she cared 
somewhat that she didn’t die because Ramona still wanted to be an actress in Nola’s films. The way Nola operated 
lately was by cutting herself off so far from communicability that it was impossible for anyone to intervene except 
for by direct contact. Nola realized the hard way, after all her role models made their accounts private, that searching 
for secret shoutouts on social media was demeaning since online posts required so little effort to come up with. (She 
deserved a longer narrative but wouldn’t get her hopes up.) If she wasn’t sober while fooling around on Instagram, 
there was a risk she would accidentally favorite something and obsess about it like a mortal sin. Ramona realized 
that a subtweet wouldn’t reach Nola, this time, to convince her to be slightly less hard on herself. Nevertheless, she 
sent the following set of tweets into the universe. 

“Beauty is alchemy borne of mental might …

“... with a keen eye and charisma, any frame can be made light.” 

The reasons Nola looked up to Ramona, and used to peruse her social media, had less to do with Ramona’s expertise 
on public transformations (to elegant swan from less elegant duckling) than with her ability to continually suffer and 
maintain composure and grace. If all the world’s a stage, she knew how to work the space in her favor. That was 
never Nola’s strength. She was great at making herself hated to an unnecessary extent. And yet she did notice in 
Ramona’s stare a fiendish flare that was far from angelic. Her unrecognized anguish came out in her photographs. 
Nola suspected she would do anything to enlarge the girth of her audience. If Ramona actually reads this, Nola’s one 
bit of advice from woman to woman is to stop imitating a dumb innocent bitch and start acting more like a self-
assured cunt (not the same as an emotional terrorist, don’t deal low blows, please). God knows Ramona has the pain 
and power to make bitchiness beautiful as a truth-telling mechanism against fuckers who need to be checked. 

Was it better to be smited by a woman than The Man? He was too omnipresent to fight without giving in. She 
couldn’t simply hit Him back. She remembered what happened when she tried that. He nearly did her in. The most 
she could do was let Him have her, then sabotage from within. So she gave herself to Him. He even let her be 
feminine while sussing out that violent edge that, in girlhood, she was taught to repress. It didn’t get more violent 
than banging like this. She wasn’t gunning for “pretty.” She was shooting petrol into flames that caused her pain 
whenever she wasn’t having sex. It fouled up her dignity. Some jealous viewers said the older, reincarnated Nola had 
sold her soul to the devil. Others simply observed, she was blistering. 

When Nola’s entire Twitter disappeared overnight, Ramona got such a fright that she had the hypothetical notion to 
search that hoe’s home phone on WhitePages and call to make sure she was still awake. She even theoretically 
considered speaking to Nola’s parents, who as always, were closing their eyes to their daughter’s situation. Ramona 
didn’t do this, because she didn’t have to. That night Nola had a dream that she was waiting in a Starbucks, wearing 
a tight white Underarmour top and black leggings, waiting for a Tinder date. In the dream she was seriously content
—a nice change. While viewing this dream, Nola felt a bit of sympathy. For those women who worked out forty 
hours per week and read one book per year. For those guys who spat upon women with intellect and only bothered 
with human arm candy. For ultrathin elder girls who attacked everyone within a 30-foot radius with unwanted 
ogling. For Americans who prescribed to capitalistic advertisting like religion, which enabled them to think they 
were hot shit when they were not. For kids in her high school classes who used to raise their eyebrows and say, 
“whoah, mind blown,” when a teacher made a skin-deep philosophical statement. For the idiots who caused Nola to 
feel undeserving of survival, for not fitting in, when it would take a feeble contraction of thought to realize it was far 
more complicated. They weren’t capable of the extra mental exertion. That was it. It wasn’t their decision to be 
accidental fools and bitches. 
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It was dumb to confide in the devil in matters of health. Ramona learned to be good to herself. In the long run Nola 
would see. Models took care of themselves. The ones who looked emaciated were often born premie or came from 
families in which everyone was skinny. And the diagnosable anorexia didn’t kick in until the model got old enough 
that she had a harder time booking gigs. All in all, models weren’t as stupid or unhappy as less fortunate stalkers of 
the fashion world hoped they would be. Stupid was the wrong word. Unaware might cover it. So Ramona—who was 
especially smart, and especially aware of tiny gradations in visual presentation—occasionally felt like an outsider 
among naturally modelesque friends who were morally naïve and, around her, blatantly sycophantic. 

When she awoke from her nap, Nola felt a sudden shock of anonymous concern from others and realized she wasn’t 
ready, at this time, to relinquish control of her cognitive faculties. She ate a healthy snack and took a long bath to get 
clean and asked God to help her stay strong as long as possible and protect her from the inevitable flack she would 
take, when her movies were made, for being purposefully vulnerable. It was only natural for humans (especially 
insecure humans) to attack someone weak. Nola was never certain she could trust God, or that there was a God, but 
she did believe in praying. 

... 

The night before Rose left to rescue Nola, her boyfriend said, “don’t do this to me. Take it slow. Take it easy.” By 
the stove she let out a low “ow” that let him know this sudden burn hurt beyond your standard cooking injury. He 
put both hands over hers as though to prove he loved her virtuously. Ray finished making dinner and made her 
actually eat, then let her sleep and went alone to the living room of their Los Angeles home so he could read. That 
night he developed a superstition that their pet cat could channel Rose’s energy. She curled up between couch 
pillows, under his feet, and purred a melody. 

A whirring. Fluorescence. Rose tried not to think of being a kid, cause when she did, a bright white light snapped on 
in her brain and burned sorely. The kind of white light that would be used to zap mosquitoes and make them fall to 
the floor. Her mom would chastise young Rose over such minute errors, unpredictably, that she learned to be stoic. 
Even when she picked her battles, she could not possibly win by appealing to reason or logic. Her mom didn’t listen 
to it. She only listened to God who, Rose realized, conveniently favored all of her mom’s own rules and opinions. 
It’s no wonder Rose felt powerless throughout her whole childhood. And as an adult. 

“Don’t talk like that to me.”

“I didn’t say anything.”

“You could stand to smile now and then.” “But…”

“Yes?” 

Rose wanted to admit, I’m not happy. Even this comment would force her into a scary corner with no exit in the 
conversation. Her mom would call her ungrateful and unkind, and as soon as she got out of the car by her middle 
school, Rose would start crying. 

“Aren’t you going to say ‘thank you?’” “Why aren’t you ready.” “Who are you meeting.” “What are you wearing.” 
“What are you reading.” “What’s wrong with you.” “Rose, you’re an embarrassment—to me.” 

She wanted to express something to the effect of, Same to you bitch, in different parlance. Of course Rose held her 
tongue. Apparently it didn’t make a difference. 
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“I knew something was wrong, by the way you’ve been looking at me lately. So I searched your entire bedroom and 
read all your instant messages.” 

“No!” 

For months, Rose and her closest friend had been rating the butts of boys in their class on a numbered scale of 1-10. 
What really screwed her up was that Rose had recently expanded the system to include male teachers and other adult 
men, such as the fathers of friends. Her mom, of course, discovered it all in diaries and on AIM. She phoned the 
closest friend’s parents and cried for a while and asked for advice on how to handle it. Rose was grounded 
indefinitely and banned from the internet. Shortly after this incident, Rose’s parents started to wonder if their 
daugther had autism. She didn’t, thank God for real this time, but the reason they thought Rose might be socially off 
(beyond the butt numbering) was that she grew obsessed with caring for their pet cat, named Paws. She didn't talk to 
her parents at all, nor to other kids. Supposedly close friendship with pets as opposed to humans was a sign of 
autism, and the way Rose treated Paws was far more affectionate than she ever was toward her parents. Keep in 
mind she was old enough to have a real boyfriend. She brought Paws on the bus in her backpack and often skipped 
school to hang out with him. If they ruin my reputation and never respect me again, thought Rose, at least I’ll have 
my cat as a friend. Her reputation wasn’t even ruined, except for slightly within her stupid household. If anything 
people were intimidated by Rose for being bold. She didn’t realize that, even as a seventh grader, she was the source 
of envy among slightly less popular girls, and a magnet for rabid paternalism from older men. When the father of 
Rose’s closest friend suggested she spend more time at their house, and got persistent about it, Rose’s mom went for 
the jugular and called the man a creep in front of his whole family. Rose didn’t see much of her closest friend after 
that. The only time her mom was completely protective of Rose was if someone else threatened to steal her 
daughter’s allegiance. At those rare moments, it was always the other person in the wrong. Rose’s mom threw 
herself in front of her daughter, and scared off parents and school therapists and mentors until Rose was alone. After 
all, there was no contending with Rose’s mom. Nor with the glory and grace of God. 

When Rose’s mom started getting possessive of Paws, as well as Rose, that was it. 

“I think it’s a good idea for Paws to stay upstairs with Mommy after 7pm. Otherwise you’ll never get your 
homework done. Your GPA matters now, sweetheart.” 

Rose couldn’t hold it all in.

“I fucking hate you!!!!!! uggggh.... You wretched bitch!!!!!!!!”

Her mom turned stone cold.

“I’ve raised a monster,” she said darkly, then holed up in her bedroom.

Strangely, Rose got her period for the first time that night. She was sixteen at the time. 

The next morning, Paws was given away to the neighbors because (in Rose’s mom’s words), “Rose’s an adult now 
and outgrew her obsession with pets.” From then on Rose only saw Paws on the sidewalk, occasionally. It hurt to 
exchange greetings. 

She and her mom never discussed their brief altercation. 

It didn’t play out like intentional bitchiness at the time, and that’s partly why Rose was so reluctant to speak poorly 
of her mom. It was hard to criticize someone she loved. Rose’s mom never admitted, or even realized, she could be 
rather cruel. And she didn’t always act a fool. Rose feared the same problem affected many Americans. People in 
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power—rappers, actors, reality stars, politicians—weren’t trying to be constantly condescending, or to indoctrinate 
people with shallow beliefs. They weren’t equipped with the rational backlog in their brains (and humility in their 
hearts) to relate what they were doing to historical instances of narcissism, willful denial, and tyranny. They didn’t 
do research by their own volition. They listened to their own needs and desires, no one else’s. Rose’s mom thought 
she was a very, very kind mom. And she was pretty amazing, sometimes. She was generous out of guilt and 
incredibly affectionate when Rose was down and out. But Rose thought the constant questions and restrictions and 
the implications behind them must count as a form of bullying, for all the harm they caused. At least Rose’s mom 
pushed her girl to be the greatest, though success was measured differently between them. That’s what Rose 
inherited from her mom. High standards. A will to be on top, above the others. Never beneath them. By overeating 
she meant eating like a healthy human. By dressing up for an event she meant planning ahead for weeks. As soon as 
Rose’s mom relinquished her daughter for college, at age eighteen, Rose started fucking guys like crazy and feasting 
on the same food they did after she fucked them (they’d usually be all like “God damn I’m so hungry”) and wearing 
their oversized AC/DC and Nirvana and Pink Floyd T-shirts instead of her favorite outfits. She put on more weight 
than she would have pleased. Oops! Rose was a sensual girl. What could she say. It was a painful phase of late-
blooming adolescence that she preferred not to publicize in her professional life as a journalist and wannabe 
filmmaker. 

“Have you prayed tonight Nola,” Rose joked after a couple appetizers and drinks in Memphis. “Only that you 
wouldn’t judge me.”

“Why would I ever judge you?”

“Are you being sarcastic.” 

“No…”

“My family is so fucked-up.” “Oh, please.” 

She complained so often of her chaos but that was the beauty. She was a mess of such delightful depth, to clean it all 
up would be a tragedy. Desires and doubts gave each day a different theme. Rose thought of a better future, far from 
boring, and surrendered her mind from morning to evening. It was tough to reroute the formation of dreams. She 
feared she would wake up one day and be unthought about. That might be her greatest fear, yet she was an expert at 
disappearing. Perhaps if she safeguarded the trust of a guardian angel, who would fight for her honor even when she 
grew weak, she could stand being silenced for another few months. Years. Centuries. 

“I don’t know about this [X] kid. He strikes me as dangerous.” “Who’s the dangerous one,” said Nola. “He’s too soft 
for me.” “Oh.” 

“Kidding, that’s not an issue. But it does seem like everyone besides you is scared of me, or envious, or somehow 
naïve... or they pretend they’re supportive when they’d rather see me suffering. Don’t get freaked out cause I’m 
telling you this. But you’re the only one who gets it, Rose.” 

Rose lit a cigarette outside of a 7-11 in Birmingham. “I’ve got to admit, sometimes you’re even too much for me.” 

“How so,” Nola said in a husky voice, hoping to hide her anxiety. She was afraid Rose would decide to drop her 
before they even left the current vicinity. 

“I mean, look around.” 
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Nola did. She saw guys looking their way. Older guys with beer guts and tight cargo shorts. Younger guys, grinning 
and shuffling their feet, less likely to stare at the girls but still acutely aware of their presence in this unsafe 
environment. 

“I feel like when I’m with you,” Rose continued, “I can read men too well. If I look into their eyes I feel so 
frightened, cause—“ 

“—all they wanna do is...” 

“...Right.” 

Nola held gazes with a guy wearing a dusty jeansuit and red tennies. Rose passed her a cigarette. Nola held it in her 
fingers, then handed it back. After a moment, she mumbled, “I’m gonna use the bathroom real quick.” 

“I’ll wait in the car.” “Good. See you in a sec.” 

She would have done the same thing, Nola thought while unwrapping a new toothbrush from a vending machine to 
address a sudden need for clean teeth. In the bathroom of the 7-11, she rubbed the toothbrush beneath her lips and 
rinsed and couldn’t help but think she was abandoning the greatest man she’d ever meet. An orange spotted ladybug 
almost drowned in the sink. She picked it out of the drain and set it on the mirror. Who could ever love her, after all 
she’d allowed them to see. If anyone could love her in spite of everything she would be a fool to leave. And yet she 
found herself running. She ran out of the bathroom and felt blood rush to her brain. Nola placed her sore foot in 
some sticky black tar on the street, in front of traffic, which came to a halting screech. She fell and tore up the skin 
on her knuckles and knees. 

“Are you gonna be okay?” asked Rose from the frontseat of her Audi Q3. 

“Yes!!!! Better than ever!!!! But I’m done writing, permanently!!!!!” Nola cried out, hysterically. Tears were 
streaming down her cheeks. As if the blood on her hands didn’t bother her, even slightly, she kept using her fingers 
to wipe snot from her face. 

“How come. You’re not bad at it,” said Rose, trying to stay calm and merge back onto the highway. 

“Writing requires a high tolerance for pain which I’d rather put into performing. I can’t be a great writer and a great 
actress simultaneously.” 

“Are you sure about that.” 

“Yes. Look at me.” 

Rose was confused about her sexuality. She didn’t think she was a lesbian but she was having trouble lending 
respect to most men whose bodies she felt drawn to. She’d only ever slept with guys, not girls, and could think of 
one or two (including Ray) among several dozen, who weren’t selfish in the sack and cowards in reality. Guys rarely 
took the initiative to fix what needed to be fixed. They were much better at breaking things and leaving wreckage 
behind them. If she really got in their faces and told them to clean up their messes, then—oops—Rose seemed like a 
controlling bitch. Her female friends rarely ignored her, even when she wasn’t doing great. More often, they helped 
her heal with patience and faith. When faced with adversity or immediate danger, her closest friends (who were 
women) stared it in the face. Rose knew she was generalizing and giving an unfair wrap to men. So maybe that 
somehow meant she was a lesbian. 
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Nola was the only woman on earth who Rose could imagine herself marrying. She had thought about this, not much 
but a bit. It would only work if they were both formerly eloped to men, so it would be scandalously surprising to 
their circle of friends. Then they could help eachother be more beautiful and sexually addictive than if they’d stayed 
forever straight. 

Before Rose met Nola, she strongly believed that art was the only palliative to the pointlessness of existence. It was 
for this reason that she took appearance so seriously. She hung with the in-crowd and went to parties that shut out 
the plebes. Aesthetic beauty was part of the salvation, so, she couldn’t be surrounded by fatties. 

But when Rose was warned in the ER that she might never walk again, she had to reassess her beliefs. 

Rose did end up walking, but with a terrible backache. She was ordered to use a walker for a few years, if not longer. 
It made it difficult to party in public or engage in rough lovemaking. In private, she and Ray had long and difficult 
talks that amounted to more agony. She kept saying she wanted to give up. 

“If you’re pragmatic,” Rose explained, “I’m worthless in the eyes of most men, and that’s where the power is. So 
I’m powerless. I might as well be dead.” 

Ray couldn’t stomach the thought of a life without Rose, even if she was in physical and psychological turmoil for 
the rest of it. There were so many people who took up space on this planet and never thought twice about it, who 
were less valuable than she was, even when she was sick. By not letting her die, Rose said, Ray was being selfish. 
She thought he only wanted her around for the three clichés of wifehood: cooking, cleaning, copulation. Ray denied 
this claim and swore he wasn’t lying. But he couldn’t seem to care for her properly. He kept asking his mom to make 
meals. Casseroles and hot dishes, which Rose refused to eat. She lost so much weight that she started growing white 
fur on her flesh. She figured it was a fair karmic outcome of her foregone judgmentalness. Ray didn’t know what to 
do when Rose got this depressed, except for call up Nola and ask for help. Nola seemed to understand Rose inside-
out. Ray was surprised to learn that Nola was still living in LA, months later, spending all her days alone in a dark 
motel, staring at a ceiling and crying. Ray brought 

Nola back to their house, where Nola encountered Rose, looking worse than she had ever looked, lying on a couch 
by a television and compulsively studying a movie about a car accident, searching for answers to how this could 
possibly happen to her. 

“Give me a reason.”

“To live?”

“Good guess.”

“You can watch movies at home for the rest of your life.”

“Not good enough.” 

“How’s this,” Nola suggested. “Now’s a decent time to write a book.” 

“I can’t write a book,” Rose said wearily. “I’m not even well enough to go to bed or eat or take baths.” 

“Then just compile your old essays. I think they’re terrific.” 

“That’s an idea. I don’t know. Maybe. If I end up with something decent, I’m not dedicating it to you.” 
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“I didn’t say anything about a dedication,” Nola said, not smiling. “I asked you to come up with a book. I’d offer to 
edit but now I kinda doubt you want my help.” 

“You can edit. But it’s gonna suck. And it might take thirty years for me to finish.” 

“Sixty years, if you count all the years you’ve been drafting without realizing it.” 

Rose almost sneered. 

“You know,” Nola continued, still not smiling at all. “If I die suddenly, you’ll have all sorts of great unpublished 
ideas to tap into.” 

“Don’t start with this right now, please. Your character would sound like a fuck-up who makes promises she can’t 
keep. You know this wouldn’t have happened if you weren’t so selfish.” Rose gestured at her body. 

“You think I’m selfish,” Nola said. 

“If you hadn’t had such a fucking fit at the 7-11, I wouldn’t have been distracted, driving.” 

“What? I fell and hurt myself and was bleeding.” 

“That’s not what I meant.” 

Nola took a moment to consider her next comment. 

“You know I wouldn’t be bad to myself if you weren’t constantly reminding me what a pathetic loser I am.” 

“A pathetic loser? I don’t even know what you’re talking about,” said Rose. “You implied it.”

“...I did?” 

“All the time. With people you refer to as ‘low fruit.’ With people who aren’t as intelligent. With people who aren’t 
as immoral. Being a good person isn’t the same as being a dumbass, Rose. The reason poor people aren’t gratuitious 
assholes is cause they see that the world is cold enough without bullies like you in it.” 

“I’m not a bully, I’m a lovable dork—don’t mix me up with someone else!” Rose insisted. “If I ever said something 
that ignited your own insecurities, it was an accident.” 

“Yeah, like me falling in the street before the crash. Every cause has an effect.” 

“That was an accident, please god, that better have been an accident.” 

“It was.” 

Rose assessed Nola with an up-down glance. As was customary for Rose when she felt sad or mad, she said nothing 
at all. 

“What if I told you I think I need help,” said Nola. “Not the kind of help that’s a wake-up call. I’m not in denial. But 
if I turn to most people I know in Memphis, I don’t know. It feels like a really unsafe decision. Am I still being 
selfish, tell me.” 
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“You lost me. What are you saying.”  

“For you, I would get my shit together.” Nola rambled on. “The trouble is, I can’t tell whether you’re a nonexistent 
friend who only cares about me within this story.” 

“And I can’t tell whether this character is based on someone else, or me.” 

“Maybe you’ll actually have to write a book to explain your side of it... or else...” 

“Or else what.” 

“I can’t guarantee my own health.” 

Rose took Nola’s hand and tugged it, so Nola got on her knees by the edge of the couch. 

“Don’t leave,” she said softly. 

Nola freed Rose’s hand from her own and folded it over a crimson knit blanket. 

“I won’t go anywhere if you don’t. And for the record I’d rather you be practically paralyzed, watching movies with 
me than—” 

“—Dead?”

“No, I mean, yes. But I was gonna try to end that phrase with the word ‘heaven.’” Rose nodded, then winced. 

Her special convalescence diet wasn’t terribly complicated. She ate lots of vegetables and real meat when she craved 
it. She stayed away from lunch meat, bread, beans, almost all kinds of dairy, and ate fruit sparingly. Rose decided 
not to drink liquor, at all, in phases of her life (such as now) when she felt frequently depressed. She exercised, but 
only for about twenty minutes a day. She either went swimming or lifted small weights. Soon she noticed her back 
pain was much less severe. Not to mention her complexion looked great. To repair a relationship with food to better 
suit someone for real-life as opposed to the current art world was a challenge that helped Nola as well as Rose. From 
that day forward they felt on top of their physical presentation in ways that moved beyond being underweight. 
Together they glowed, thanks to proper nutrition and the graceful coalescence of their formerly fragile esteems. 

Since both girls cared so much about the other, they felt better than they’d ever felt, back in the old days when they 
were being watched over by inhospitable lovers and families. 

“Was your family so unhospitable?” Ray asked Nola over a plate of salmon and greens one evening. “I’ve had it 
with this ‘poor me’ philosophy. There is no way that your childhood should have such a profound impact on your 
current worldview. I bet if I asked your parents how they abused you, they would have no clue what they did 
specifically. Your shitty self-esteem is your own responsibility. Why don’t you count your blessings and be thankful 
that you’re young and uninjured and pretty.” 

By now it’s probably obvious that the author of this story has a fascination with premature death. It might better be 
described as an obsession with escape. This obsession is related to her fear of people in public and the sadness she 
feels constantly. But if she had to spell out a possibly attainable reason to survive, to remind herself to hang in there, 
that reason would look like this. 

A house on a lake or saltwater bay with a garage for cool cars and a very nice kitchen. At least one great film with a 
release on the big screen. At least one great book that actually gets published. To be totally sober. In adulthood, to be 
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consistently groomed. To have real friends not opportunistic followers. To feel safe around them. To be married to 
someone she loves intensely. To plan on staying married. Good sex in place of traumatic arguments. A beautiful 
death, not caused by suicide or addiction. 

Rose and Nola would worry about a diet specific to the art world, not real-life, if it ever became necessary for a 
highbrow film about jazz and prostitution. Even compared to their present diet, it would be extra stringent, though 
casting the film was mostly a matter of trust and intuition. 

“Sorry,” said Nola across the table to Ray. “Did you say ‘uninjured’? That was awfully bitchy.” 

“How was it bitchy, I’m saying it to help you feel better. For some reason, Rose and I both feel oddly protective of 
you.” 

“But what about—“ 

Rose glanced at Nola and batted a hand, gently, as if swatting a bumblebee. “Leave it,” she seemed to be saying. 

That was the same night Ray went to a dream pop concert at Minglewood Hall. Nola helped Rose plug an HDMI 
cable into her Macbook so it showed on the TV, and handed Rose the remote. 

“You don’t have to stay,” said Rose, once the same movie about a car accident was playing. 

“Have to?” said Nola. 

Rose said nothing. 

“It’s not about whether I’d rather be doing something else, which I wouldn’t,” Nola continued. “It’s about 
hospitality. It’s a forgotten virtue.” 

“Well, I’m okay.” 

“Really.” 

Rose hesitated. “Can you maybe take my shoes off.” 

Nola took off Rose’s shoes and carried them to the closet. She returned to the couch and took a seat. 

“Will you dedicate your first book to me if I stay unselfish,” Nola requested. 

Rose gave Nola a tired look. 

“Do you want your socks off too.” 

“Up to you.” 

Nola chose to take her friend’s socks off, then proceeded to rub her feet, platonically, until Rose fell asleep. 
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12: Ava

The closer someone was to [Z], in the literal sense of spending time and space together and understanding eachother, 
the less likely he or she was to pop up in her prose. [Younger woman] had worked on a few of [Z]’s projects, all of 
which [Z] considered failures. Honestly they weren’t the best. But [younger woman] was helping her like a real 
friend. She was there from the start and probably there until the end. [Z] had finally learned, from reading Sadie’s 
book, that it might be necessary to make each of her movies and books and performances extremely fun, even if she 
wasn’t having fun while experiencing the events. That was the best way to win over an audience. 

[Younger woman] had some hard feelings about how she used to act around [Z], though she couldn’t help but be 
repulsed by her attitude at moments. In general she was non-judgmental and smart enough to see that [Z] was never 
faking her self-loathing (she had plenty of valid reasons to be disgusted with herself), nor her occasional moments of 
obnoxious pride (also valid, possibly). And now [younger woman] was finally starting to understand why [Z] would 
ever disdain someone who considered herself a heroine. She thought twice when she read that sentence. 

It was true. It got everyone. The agonizing pain of growing up female. But more than a few women never 
acknowledged the realities of aging. They refused to dress older. They refused to grow up. They were so full of 
themselves. As if they were superhuman and could forever stay young. Well, some could. The ones with some 
money. The ones with pure blood. Maybe that’s why men felt it necessary to insult [Z]. To warn her and other 
women in America, you’re losing it. Same to you bitch. [Z] was a born scapegoat. She could handle the truth and do 
something for men. 

Rape me, she had tattooed across her chest. 

She really was going to lose it. It was too late. It got everyone. [Z] couldn’t hide it anymore, nor could she escape it. 
She couldn’t understand how someone who truly loved another person would ever encourage them to do this. It 
wasn’t fun anymore. Being an actress. No one of in any of her movies, ever, ever, ever would be let near the 
equipment. It was too dangerous. They might be mauled by a horny man or jealous woman on set. [Z]’s mom 
considered herself a heroine. She never once let [Z] treat her with disrespect. She wanted to be a role model for her 
kid, so, so bad, that [Z] was hurting for Mama until her death. Was that her purpose? Or was that her miseducation. 

[Younger woman] was beginning to see that she had a choice to disdain what she didn’t want. She could not control 
her emotions, how they controlled her, or how she was treated by everyone else. [Younger woman] finally 
understood why [Z] chose to embody something more sinister than who she was in the past. [Z] was a realist. She 
knew her strengths and weaknesses. It was, quite seriously, too late to turn back. [Younger woman] saw why [Z] kept 
complimenting her, even though [younger woman] wasn’t grandiose and didn’t like it. She understood why [Z] 
embellished the most extreme traits of a character like [X]. Like Sadie. Like Rose and everyone else. Great artists 
didn’t let themselves get lulled into self-satisfaction. Nor did they give up on themselves. She liked to see people for 
their gorgeous potential. Not for who they could have been. 

Being a muse was an art form in itself and potentially wicked to those who felt the power it gave. If used wisely, it 
was a sacrifice that could not be overstated. History wrote the stakes, and they got higher each time a city lost power 
and was rebooted under stern new terms of agreement. The crude misuse of technology was a phenomenon more 
powerful than religious oppression, but no one preached the separation of science and state. 

She thought her mission might be  to undermine the power of scientific primness, its elitism, with unorthodox 
methods of bodily uplift. Harmful haters claimed, Ava Goldman was Satanic. 
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PART THREE
Glimmer
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13: Runaways

Cleo took a break from Church days with her mama, because the lead pastor gave her weird vibes with her 
mannequin grin. And everyone in the crowd seemed to wear the same expression. But as carefully as Cleo tried to 
coo herself into atheism, as Xavier had successfully done for himself, she couldn’t do it. Not because there was 
anything that made sense about God—there were just, things that were beautiful enough, that she couldn’t explain 
them no matter what. Xavier was one of them, ironically. And the resounding calm she found around her sister Rose. 
But in general, Cleo noticed more things on earth clawed by the devil, than touched by God. Why was she herself so 
far removed from Him. She would be virtuous and forgiving, if it worked, but in some cases it didn’t.

Cleo’s mom had a habit of opening credit cards under her daughter’s name, and running them up. It was kind of too 
late for either of them to look back. And Cleo wasn’t financially responsible enough to reprimand her mom, for what 
she couldn’t defend herself against, using a solid track record.

Was there such a thing as being a lost cause. 

The sexual connotations, of power and submission, was something that God didn’t explicitly cover in his sacred 
texts. Temptation, and sin, and sex with selfish intent. It’s just—men didn’t understand, how having that hot club bod 
often (at least, in Cleo’s case) had starving oneself as a prerequisite.

But what Cleo didn’t understand, was that her lot at present [meaning: what most humans ate and did] was the 
reason she struggled to stand alongside club bitches. She wouldn’t have to choose starvation as her go-to diet, if she 
weren’t plagued with such stress and a battered constitution. 

Cleo was tired of born-wealthy brats, who took their beauty and purebred genes for granted. Or thought that 
everyone should be happy for them. She wasn’t happy for them, and she wasn’t about to forgive enemies who didn’t 
even know what the fuck they did—which was, to act vain and insipid. It wasn’t their fault. It was hers, for not 
being as great as them. That’s why she steered totally clear of celebs.

…

The fun part was knowing someone, who didn’t know oneself, and finally telling one what she couldn’t. If #1 wore 
12 masks in a day, she felt barenaked around #2. Like there was no way she could mistake a lie, for the truth, 
because she felt it so deep in her flesh. The truth, in her flesh. And the truth was, she loved her back. And though she 
got angry, she wasn’t faking that. She spoke about finding Jesus. But why talk about Jesus like God, when she had 
someone real who wept and held her and bled, and carried her back from the dead. Not a spirit or someone from the 
past. She had someone sent from God and you know because she felt such power, in her flesh, it was beyond human. 
So Jesus Christ, was a superstar. So was she, though she didn’t claim to be Jesus. Not yet. But still, she’d already 
taken “your greatest fan” to new limits. Because nobody else was paying attention, it was true. She could see in the 
numbers, the truth. No one else. No one. In the morning she went in to grab #2 by the hands and found that she was 
no longer there with them. But, 2 would come back. 1 believed that.

… 

“You’re confusing love with lust, when you sing about it like that,” Clyde explained to his friend. “It’s not love 
you’re wary of. It’s vanity from women. Narcissistic sluts.”

“I would be vain too, if I were a woman and had a body like summa they got,” Benny said. 
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Clyde rubbed the back of his neck. “As a lyrical rule of thumb, the only time I can stand vanity is when it’s the 
product of triumph. If you can say, I earned this, and feel genuinely grateful for all that went into it. But the vanity 
of youth is dangerous. Especially youth who were probably given too much. They aren’t grateful for what they were 
born into, not because they’re trying to act insipid, but because they honestly don’t know any better. They don’t have 
to fight for the rewards reaped upon them. It comes as easily as air. You don’t feel grateful every time you take a 
breath in, well maybe some people do but not myself when I’m being choked. I used to think I was generalizing, 
when I said stuff like that about my friends at Horace Mann. Everyone has their struggles, no one’s perfect. But the 
last time I fucked a ritzy club hoe, she asked me some question like, ‘do you think suffering is necessary.’ I couldn’t 
take her seriously after that.”

Benny’s hatred for Derek Louis was almost brotherly, in the sense that he understood parts of Derek better than the 
press. What he understood was the loneliness that came with being iconic—and how plenty of accusations of 
brattiness and immorality, in fact, came from the mouths of envious men who were trying to undermine his success. 
What the Bible didn’t cover was the sacredness of privacy, and how Derek’s had been so fiercely violated (due to the 
internet), to an extent that very few could understand. Catherine got it, but her understanding was a double-edged 
sword, because she had plenty on Derek which she chose to keep private, to protect him. In that sense, she felt like 
the sole protectress of Derek’s secrets (Benny’s too), which meant that coming face-to-face aroused humility in him, 
but also feelings of weakness which weren’t pleasant. Catherine understood, when Derek did things that seemed 
ridiculously showy—such as drag racing and dancing in public—he was creating a stage persona that he could 
escape into, so that in private, he could repossess himself. Catherine was the same way, except for that her stage 
persona was suspiciously innocent. So her private persona must be one sick fucking bitch. Just kidding though she 
did have a habit of moving proximally close, to boys and girls who she wasn’t even dating, just to feel them get 
slightly aroused—then acting like she didn’t notice. It moved beyond flirting, to plain manipulation.

“Why don’t you write music about that,” Benny asked.

“About what.”

“Your rage at cunts.”

“My rage at… what!?”

“Yeah.”

Clyde shook his head. “I love women.”

“Who are the victims here? Women, or men. What people don’t understand about anger is that it can lead to great 
lovemaking, if you let it out. That’s better than killing off one’s feelings. Or holding them in, until you get a gun in 
your hands.”

“… what!?” Clyde said again.

“I know I have a good dick,” Benny continued. “Though I’m wondering whether the ‘great lovemaking’ that results 
from anger has to be directed at the attacker. Wouldn’t it feel better, to recourse all that great lovemaking away from 
the source, and give it to someone who deserves it better.”

“Are you talking about your ex.”

“I’m talking about my ex’s boyfriend. And our future music.”
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“… what!?”

“No actually I’m talkin bout my next woman, ha, ha. I just haven’t met her yet.”

…

It wasn’t until Valerie went on video chat with one of her prospective roommates and creative collaborators, a friend 
of a friend, and was introduced to her topless on Skype in a pinewood floor loft with views of the park (this actually 
happened, sorry if she ever reads this—I’m sure she thinks I’m a loser so what gives??) that she started wondering if 
this was the best move. It was either a great idea, or a terrible one, and she was leaning toward nawww girl. Should 
she even go back to Manhattan? Maybe she should stay in Queens, and save money, and remain comfortably but not 
unhealthily phat without taking much flack from anyone (but herself, obviously). Then Valerie had an idea, and shot 
a text to a boy whose D she used to plod on, back in college, asking if he might wanna live together in Washington 
Heights and just call themselves a pair. Being that he grew up in New Orleans and wasn’t white, he was less likely 
than the girls to judge her for her weight (which Valerie realized would be a lifelong source of pain, probably, not 
certainly), and he’d always been beyond respectful to her face, and remained persistent etc. On text, he said “yes!” 
right away. No he didn’t play hard to get but guys weren’t fucking supposed to and Valerie was sick of being the 
chaser when she was the fucking girl. She didn’t know what her father would say, but she was really getting sick of 
them, anyway. Que sera sera, asshole.

One of those weird lingering childhood memories that Valerie kept, was of her first day of elementary school. A fill 
in the blank exercise. When I grow up I want to… with a space beneath it to illustrate the dream in crayon. The 
crayon painting on paper was put up on the classroom wall for the rest of the year. Valerie said, When I grow up I 
want to live with my best friend, then colored two stick figures in a mansion the looked more like a big glass 
metrodome. On the first day of college, after everyone had introduced themselves, Valerie imagined herself running 
up and down the hallways, getting inebriated (with friends) and screaming and laughing and never going to bed. She 
tried it for a while, and always felt like she was faking it. So she stopped and studied in her room by herself, with 
earplugs in, or went to the movies alone. On her computer tonight, against her better interests, Valerie clicked 
through pictures of Catherine Delaluna, screaming and laughing over cocktails with friends; and Catherine with 
kids, heartwarming them or helping them cross the street or whatevs; and realized, she loves everyone the same. 
Even if Valerie and this girl connected, at that stupid interview, and she decided Catherine was cool, it wasn’t any 
different. Valerie realized at this moment, devastated, that she got sold on another delusion that couldn’t come true. 
Each person’s suffering is equally unacceptable. She was a victim, another fucking fan, who fell on her knees and 
got bent outta shape over the one time they met. The feelings that came with getting her hopes up were as 
dispensable as a broken syringe. It was the same with Selena. It was the same with her [X]. It was the same with her 
momma when she was still a kid. Valerie was really on her own, in this life, and it wouldn’t ever be any different. 
She would never appear in a movie again, unless she was certain she’d read onscreen as slightly less pathetic.

…

To get really ruthless for a second.

The people screaming loudest for change, are the most likely to accidentally trigger another shooting.

The problem is guns, sure, yes. But let’s focus more on the trickle-down feedback chain that affects the psyche of a 
potential shooter, enough for him to go through with it. The greater problem affecting white male Americans is 
feeling ignored, and neglected. 
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The greater problem affecting many Americans, is feeling entitled to attention from the public (e.g. on social media), 
as opposed to affection in private with a few people who matter to them.

All these celebs marched outdoors one day, now things are gonna change. Not true. If you stuck them in a meeting, 
half of them wouldn’t be able to loosely summarize the second amendment—let alone provide feedback on such a 
complicated issue.

I’m not saying I know how to fix it. But I’m saying, I know how it is to feel valueless. 

Why children? Well let me explain it like this.

Imagine being a healthy middle-aged dude, who smiles at kids and they hug him back.

Now imagine being a guy with an eye patch and missing teeth and all sorts of worn-down-by-the-world energy, who 
smiles at kids and they start to cry, right before his eyes. 

I don’t think kids are getting targeted out of resentment. It's fear, that causes innocent kids to be targeted. Cause 
basically—they see the world like it really is. No fake news, through the gaze of a very young person.

A shooter doesn’t want to be a movie star. He wants to create a tragedy, that feels as profound as what he’s going 
through internally. A real tragedy, not a staged one.

He wants to recourse all the neglect, into attention that’ll make people start to cry, right before his eyes.

…

The glam aspect attached to the American bottom class was part of what made Lola Morgan’s “spunk” aesthetic 
groundbreaking and never-before-done. Spunk, in a musical context, was a combination of punk and jazz funk, rock 
and hip-hop, first heard on the album released alongside Noah’s Car. In a visual and performative context, spunk 
allowed [XIII] and Lola to broach areas of the United States where it was standard practice for HS-aged boys to buy 
guns; where fast food chains were more prevalent than grocery stores; where white supremacy rallies were still 
common practice; where motel room prostitution and heroin trading were typical ways of earning income—while 
still (god-only-knows-how) keeping it beautiful and fun. “The term spunk,” Lola further explained, “is also a sinister 
turn on the bold girl prototype. You know, spunky. In our autofiction movies it’s used as an effective form of protest, 
for actress hoes who have been expected to grin and bear all that’s ever gone wrong: in their own minds and bodies, 
in their undervalued lifestories, and on a broader scale in parts of America that straight-up aren’t represented in 
popular cinema.”

…  

The reason Noelle was rooting for Benny Bluman, a little more than Derek Louis, was because of something that 
was hard to describe without sounding like a real tool of a mom. But from where she stood, as someone who knew 
Catherine extremely well, she wouldn’t be surprised if Benny were more of the victim—and it had to do with 
insecurity, versus pride. Just because of the place, Catherine was in, she might not always have been that kind. 
Noelle knew both her daughter’s best and worst sides. 

Catherine kept wearing a shirt in public that said, “Be Kind to Everyone,” with the last word underlined. The way 
Benny perceived it, being worn by a girl in her position, was “Choose Pity.” She and Derek were well-matched, 
because who else would need to be reminded of that. 
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Benny listened to his song lyrics from a few years ago, and admittedly felt remorse, for how mean he once was to 
young women like his ex-side girl Val. He realized that if a girl he fucked regularly, were ever that mean to him, 
he’d have a hard time living it down.

When Derek Louis finally got to bitching about Catherine, and what he didn’t like about her, the first trait he 
mentioned was how she acted like Mother Teresa when she was nothing of the sort. She made him look like the bad 
guy, and fucked up his image. Also she wasn’t unselfish at all.

“Hey! Let’s just pick up where we left off, when things were good for a while. I’ve been suffering for # of years, and 
not indulgently I think I was genuinely fighting with all my guts … meanwhile you showed off how much fucking 
fun you were having, fun fun fun. Oh wait except for when a popular cause comes along, then you’re heartbroken. 
You’re another one of those spoiled famous girls who naturally assumes everyone else is gonna be happy for them, 
when they’re happy— I’m not quite like everyone else.”

It was gonna be hard for Catherine to pretend they had no past. But the past, was just that.

Derek knew that Benny Bluman’s music had something different. At first he wrote him off, as a loser, but that’s until 
he started listening to his dark earlier shit; not just the smash hits. Derek sometimes rolled his eyes at the vanity he 
heard, even though he understood how addiction worked. Anyway. ound comes. And Derek’s musical collaborations 
had only just begun. Someone was gonna be the poster boy of “Spunk,” and it was pretty much either gonna be him 
or Him. 

The poster girl was Lola Morgan, btw, who was actually a very good songwriter, and not the worst singer with a 
little bit (a ton) of autotune, and actually very beautiful with a little bit of help + some Magic Lover, who took into 
account the bad younger years and [she could just tell with her spidey sense] didn’t really let it get in the way of 
their impressions of Lola [the new Lola, that is] as much as the assholes who’d already fucked it all up with her, not 
their fault just human nature. And even though she wasn’t an addict like Amy Winehouse, her ugly history with 
heroin made her all the better in the eyes of her Magic Lover because it showed what kind of person Lola was, she’ll 
leave the words up to someone else, but pretty much no other girl (not guy) who Magic Lover had met, would have 
done what she actually did. Lola’s lyrics, were not that bad! And imitators could try but they would never quite hit it 
spot-on. The author of this text is just wondering what kinda hoe she’ll have transmogrified into when, after # of 
years (at lifelong last), she catches on.

In a Freaky Friday nightmare that wasn’t real, Magic Lover found emself in another life and tried acting the exact 
same way [M] normally did—kind and friendly and talkative—but in Lola’s place and position right now in the 
present. And the way people reacted (e.g. working behind the cash register at a store, or at the coffee shop, or at the 
gym desk, or in classes on campus) was to actually raise their eyebrows and lean back a little bit like, whoah buddy 
slow down. If they were nice, it was mainly because they assumed this person was autistic and were sympathetic as a 
result. It wasn’t the same world, for ML and LM. And there was nothing Magic Lover could do to change the entire 
world, enough to reach Lola, and have her get treated better. If a person were to try that, it would honestly just look 
(from Lola’s eyes) like moral masturbation, whether or not this was the case. Anyone could try to reach Lola some 
other way, besides changing the entire fucking world. But reaching Lola was probably an even greater challenge, 
cause the walls she recently resurrected were like a supermax prison and she didn’t want your happy art or your pity 
or for you to talk/sing in some low self-righteous tone about “this girl who changed my life,” which might work like 
fangirl viagra on some hoes and cop you some followers—but would hardly even graze the surface of Lola’s glossy 
locked heart.

…
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It was true that when #1 and #2 were really vibin, it felt as though they couldn’t live without the other and probably 
shouldn’t try. But #2 looked at reality and saw that #1 wasn’t there, even though #1 was tried to be like, “I’m still 
here.” But #2 in, so many words, was like, “fuck off.”

#1 might have kind of blown #2’s heart apart too badly to find all the bloody flesh chunks and seam it up—she 
didn’t even really know how it happened, though it probably had something to do with the humiliation #2 must have 
felt, in front of #1, when she realized a lot of what she’d written was a dorky fantasy. Honestly #1 didn’t feel 
responsible, it wasn’t 1’s fault, she could fend for herself better than 2. But the good news was, she had a lot of close 
female friends to fall back on, strong female friends (not wimps!) and could still get closer to # 3456 or 11 or Y, if 
not that other kid. What the fuck gives? #1 liked the sound of becoming an “intellectual” (lolz), and there were so 
many authors she hadn’t even heard of. She started with Flannery O’Connor, to come up with a clear idea in her 
head of moralism versus real faith in the good.

“Fuck me for what?”

“For having more value…” (eye roll. fierce one)

When the original #1 went on tour for a while—not forever!!—#2 got a custom chain made with a diamond-studded 
“#1” on it. She wasn’t sure if she would use it but she wanted to try something. 

Sure enough, she found plenty of people down to put on the chain and hang out with #2 for a day. Good memories 
were made. 

When the original #1 came home and found out about the chain, it disappeared suddenly from #2’s crib. 

“Yo have you seen my chain, I’m not sure where it went.”

(casually) “Yeah that piece of shit?”

“That piece of shit was like, extremely expensive.” 

(#1 says nothing) 

“Did you hear what—” 

“—I had it destroyed!” 

“ugggh fuuck” 

“sorry !!” 

“really tho” “yes” 

#2 was all like, guess that’s what I get for havin people wear a chain. Really tho, that piece of shit was locked in a 
drawer of #1’s writing desk. 

#1 had the sense that the necklace was a souvenir of what #2 once created for them. And though #1 could not revive 
the past, she could be cognizant of #2’s undisclosed bondage, to her, and try to recreate something else. 
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…

Saving grace
By Catherine Delaluna

If I were a boy 
I would do the same thing
Good girls are a break
From the tumult and shame

Not saying I wasn’t jealous of her 
I wish there were balance
For a boy and girl 

Mama says the reason boys
Can’t be objects of desire
Is cause their vanity blows up
like a California fire 

Even wilted willows
Go up in flames
I’d rather a wilted tree burn
Than a spry brawny thing

I wish it were even
For a girl and a guy
Not so I could have you
but so I could free mine

There’s nothing that hurts
More than watching him fight
When he’s too smart to flatter
His heart too strong to die

If my one manages to make it out alive
Only I’ll know, who’s strongest
Who’s fought the hardest fight

It’s never been a fair one
But need and desire
Are obviously different
To one who’s in the mire

Only I’ll know, who deserves a crown
Not everyone will witness
Who got broken
Who got found
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Only God knows
Who’s yours and who’s mine
Though I’d rather not be the one
Who makes you toe the line

Though crossing the line
Can be a fun tool 
For two lovers who often feel
Trapped in this world

If I were a boy 
Would have done the same thing
Cause I’ve wanted so hard
to own someone completely 

If I were a man 
I’d make a girl tame
To find some reprieve
From the tumult and shame
…

Lola Morgan’s strategy, for her entire life, had been to sneak up from behind. 

Like the whorebitch and the hare, she kept focused and kept it rail. She didn’t bring down the house, until the last 
day of theater class. She didn’t score the hot prom date, until after she rejected two other guys, and he felt some girls 
out. She didn’t get into several Ivy League Schools, until after she was rejected from Yale (Early Decision ugh). She 
didn’t pitch back-to-back strikeouts as a pitcher, until after the opposing team started getting cocky and let down 
their guards. She didn’t become the professor’s favorite, until after the big end-of-semester assignment. She didn’t 
come up with a good string of movies, until after she failed as a young dorky girl. She didn’t arouse a viewer-slash-
reader’s interest, until after she got transparently (and sometimes callously) rejected by that person.

Lola played the long game. This, she rationalized in retrospect, was the reason she was open about her shitty 
unglamorous early twenties in New York, and her foregone drug addiction, and beauty struggles and (obviously if 
you haven’t noticed) her weight. It was at least partly to throw people off her track—though admittedly, she lost 
faith in herself just like the haters. Her egotistical rivals didn’t see her coming, and treated her like trash. Her quiet 
defenders saved her life, when it really came close to the end. And Lola wouldn’t be surprised, if her strategy kind 
of, actually, undelusionally worked out in the end. So, she kept at it, and turned her back on the people who—she 
heard through the grapevine—were bad friends. 

… 

“Her loss,” said Catherine Delaluna in 201[y], on her first coffee date with the real Selena Gray, who she met at a 
party for a fashion event. The girls hit it off platonically. After that Selena was invited (no, recruited) to cover the 
post-premiere party for Jorge Sur’s latest controversial indie flick, called The Secret Life of a Career Woman. “Her 
loss” was also Catherine’s comment when she realized that Valerie Brown (a journalist) had excised Catherine from 
her weekly celebrity beat for The Daily Mail. (Additional thought: she’s gonna regret not having me to write 
about….) But today, she was saying “her loss” with regard to Selena’s number two friend—some girl named Davi, 
who had mysteriously stopped taking Selena’s calls.
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“She insisted it wasn’t personal, but I’m not convinced,” Selena explained to her new friend. Selena’s old friend 
Rose was in White Plains, for the weekend.

By the end of 201[y], Valerie Brown’s face had slimmed down, not-so-mysteriously, and she wasn’t hanging out 
with many people besides herself (as per usuale), though she was making enough green to keep safe distance from 
her Daddy. She still had a ways to go, before showing her stuff as an actress, but, she wasn’t suicidal. Which was 
progress.

What Derek Louis liked about Robbin Hall was her body which didn’t have a single flaw, but also how she was laid 
back and easygoing! And she liked athletics, just like him, and was great at them. She liked fashion as well. And 
they had a really strong bond. And Robbin Hall, above all, was not depressed or even disillusioned. Maybe she was 
the one.

“Now you have a reason to cross over to the dark side,” said Selena. 

“What?” Catherine asked.

“Listen girl. I haven’t said ‘listen girl’ unsarcastically, in years, but this is one of those moments. So my best friend 
Rose… and I were both raised very religious. But if we still were that way, we’d be married with kids by now. If you 
want an edge on [what you want], when it comes to [what you need], you might wanna avoid being pegged as 
Derek’s ‘type.’ The upstanding Bible gal.”

“I’m not that innocent. And I’m not Britney Spears,” Catherine said. “Though maybe I’ve attracted a similar crowd 
as her, in the past….” 

“You can do better, than who you’ve done. I’m not saying that to shame you—I’m saying that because, you’re off to 
a good start.”

Catherine’s eyes narrowed. 

“You are like my protege, cause you hurt people constantly, when you were just trying to be nice in the first place.”

She wasn’t about to harp on it, right there and then, but Catherine still believed in God, and knew her [II] did as 
well. And Selena probably wasn’t owning up to her own undying beliefs. If they didn’t believe in God, they would 
have to go through life faithless, like so many a predatory man. Yes they knew the ‘type’ all too well.

When Valerie Brown noticed Catherine Delaluna drifting back to bad influences, she got protective, like Pocahontas 
tossing her bod in front of male weapons. She remembered why she got involved in this brawl in the first place. 
“You don’t even know what love is! It’s not all about your dick.” Those were Valerie’s thoughts on the latest album 
by John Smith. She promptly ended her ban on Catherine, in The Daily Mail, and started writing about her again.

Catherine Delaluna, was a professional. (Not referring to whoredom, but that might be true as well.) She wanted to 
make a great album, and would wait ten years if that’s what it took. But she didn’t really want to wait ten years, 
because as much as she believed in fulfilling one’s fate as an artist, staying unsuicidal and still-a-success was less 
about delivering a masterpiece each time up to bat, and more about a positive mindset and movement. And she was 
definitely old enough to look upon her wannabe collaborators as people she could pick and choose from.
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Delaluna Productions
333 Starshine Avenue
Beverly Hills, CA  90210

Dear Catherine Delaluna:

Your subconscious wails at the moon, for a new lyricist and filmmaking friend, seems to fuse well with 
my background and experience. I wanted to reach out now, in case we ever meet, as I believe I may 
someday not yet (despite delusions of grandeur, in recent months) be a great candidate for this position.

With my considerable drive, survival instincts, and ability to work all night, I believe I could make a very 
positive contribution to your team, and would appreciate the opportunity to discuss my qualifications at 
your earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration. I have attached a writing sample 
for your review.

Respectfully, 

Valerie Brown

…

Your Desired Characteristics 

Ability to work successful in a fast-paced, 
high-pressure environment

Fledgling artist / leader

Smart

Not a threat to you

My Qualifications

Successfully managed team of videographers as Multimedia 
Editor for Columbia Daily Spectator. Met overnight 
deadlines as music and film critic for Call and Answer 
magazine. Survived homeless on streets of New York for 
one summer, among nocturnal creepers, trappers, whores.

Employed 10-15 actors and crewmembers on feature film 
shoot for 30-day period. Recognized by PBS for award-
winning documentary at age 17. Have written two novels, 
eleven screenplays, few albums worth of song lyrics; 
working on legitimizing some of that but it might be a while 
as I’m a nobody. First have to make it “the right way” by 
steadily climbing ranks as a journalist and videomaker.

BA in Film and Media Studies from Columbia University.   
7+ years experience in NY media industry, hired by highly 
competitive agencies. 5 on AP Physics. No favors for free. 

Not quite as pretty; aight with that. Decent bod when in 
shape, despite lifelong struggle with weight. Not naturally 
thin. Prefer to go home alone at the end of the day—def not 
the type to sleep around with peers. Struggled with manic 
depression but finally getting over that, with help of the 
Bible, cognitive behavioral therapy, & lifelong commitment 
to sobriety. Currently poor but probs not forevs. Good heart.
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Neither Brenda nor Ralph felt obligated to give their daughters a better life than they had, because they weren’t able 
to look at their own decisions, throughout their own lives, as anything but ‘amazing.’ They weren’t able to look at 
their daughters’ struggles, as symptomatic of their own decisions. It was Brenda vs. the world, or Ralph vs. the 
world. The world included their kids—but not them. They watched out for themselves. And the world was to blame, 
if it didn’t agree with their ways of living. Cleo realized this one day while lying face-up, dreaming about dying with 
her eyes open, looking at a wall of photographs of her parents. They always wore the same expression—like they 
were, idk, winning. Cleo looked at their pet cats. Like Cleo, they were mangy. Cleo looked at her trauma. She didn’t 
know how to cure her parents. Prayer, maybe. Otherwise it was not within her ability to save her family. Why did 
she get blamed, or blame herself, for all these issues. She was the young one after all. And how God could she 
finally break free. Please. 
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Please
for your sanity
Keep a safe distance
from me. Don’t introduce me 
to your lover, or friends, or family
cause soon enough, subconsciously
they’ll compare you to me. And it won’t 
make sense when we first meet, why
you’d ever care enough to compete
but you’ll begin to feel resentful
and get sadistic and petty,
then freak out when
you realize, finally
(once I’m gone) 
how much you
needed
me.  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14: The Whore of Babylon

Catherine Delaluna brought Selena Gray to a conference by a famous male Bible educator and pastor, under the 
pretext that she would write a funky article about it, which Catherine promised to repost. Immediately when Selena 
saw the man—who was white, attractive, in his early thirties, with a smile that seemed exaggerated, due to Botox 
perhaps—she felt nervous and started missing Rose, and Valerie of all people. They would never put me through this. 
But Catherine was like, “Just. Try it.” Selena did just try it. The Bible educator spoke of how “one must not let 
herself succumb to depression,” and if one feels it coming on, one must turn to God and target the source of her 
discontent. 

On depression, Selena thought, “that’s just something I kind of take for granted.” It was hard to target the source 
when there were so many sources. She’d been praying for it to go away, but not hard enough. “Is this man better off? 
… Am I that lost?”

“They’re lost!” hissed the devil on her back.

A half-hour into the conference, Selena excused herself, left the conference hall, thinking something along the lines 
of, I absolutely can’t trust anyone, but myself…

Catherine came outside, twenty minutes later, and found Selena smoking. “What’s up,” Catherine asked, a little too 
casually for Selena’s prefs.

She kept her eyes on the ground and shook her head.

Catherine shrugged. “It’s worked for me, in the past.”

“Yes it works for some people I understand. But it’s too cut-and-dry for me. I can understand and maybe believe in 
the word of God. I guess because I believe in truth. And sure, what’s unfair should probably get fixed. Maybe that’s 
what faith kind of is. But I’m sorry, I cannot lend my trust to that man. I’m too psychotic, and educated, for his 
teachings to even begin to reach me. It’s like running chaos through a sieve and expecting it to flow through, easily.”

“It’s okay.”

Selena exhaled and said, “the problem I have with these pretty boy pastors, is that it’s easy to look around and say—
if life’s good for me, then all these other people must be getting it wrong. They must be sinners. They must not have 
found God. It’s an insensitive mindset, I mean, to think that following the Bible is the reason they have an edge is… 
so fucking stupid… I’m sorry but—they’re not fucking blessed, they’re privileged.”

Catherine noticed she wasn’t getting the same snaggletoothed gaze, from Selena, that usually got under her skin. 
And Selena wasn’t used to hanging out with friends, who struck her as even possibly, nvm.

Catherine explained that “around powerful people” she felt more of a need for God, because it all happened on a 
scale where evil versus good was more obvious. She said that history was rewriting the Bible in the present—and 
only a few people, per generation, make it to the Promised Land. She, was one of them.

Selena said, “but what about the gay thing.”

“What?”
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“I said—but I’m not worthy of history.”

“You don’t know that.”

Selena wasn’t about to believe in god ever again unless some of her delusions of grandeur were granted to her, 
before death. She had too many negative experiences with foolish Christian friends. She felt far safer, in dark places, 
than surrounded by simpletons with their head in the clouds. Her brain was too dense for that BS, and her version of 
heaven, too blood-filled.

“Maybe the less simple you are, the less simple your conception of faith,” Catherine suggested. “Maybe that’s why 
it’s necessary for you to keep track.”

“Keep track?”

“In a way that makes sense to people with your style of brain. Maybe that’s why you’ve felt the need to create your 
own texts.”

“My style of brain.” Selena smirked. “But if no one else has my style of brain, no one’s gonna read them….”

Behind a car across the street, a paparazzi stood snapping pics. 

“Not everyone wants to change the world. Or they do in ways quieter from how you wanna change it.”

“What?”

“I mean… my fans have the same style of brain as the Bible educator who you just left. So that’s why I feel 
responsible, for endorsing him. Plus he and I are friends!”

“Oh,” said Selena, still smirking. “That makes sense.”

“Do I have to do everything?” Catherine said a half-hour later, over Sunday drinks with Selena, after explaining that 
Benny Bluman had made no effort to shape up and get sober, since she and him broke it off. She thought it was for 
the best! For her, it felt like a positive though temporarily painful life change [and by temporarily she means 
permanently]. And of course, Catherine suffered through it, more than she showed the world, and more than Benny 
seemed to pick up on intuitively. But misery loves company, and if it wasn’t clear when they were together, it was 
clear now that Benny was helpless without a woman! Grr. Catherine didn’t mind taking care of boys though it 
wasn’t fair, for a lot of reasons, that these boys got her to wait on them when they had ample resources to do it 
themselves, or find someone else, or whateverr. All this said, she wasn’t going to do something impulsive, like the 
last time she was brought to a realization by forces beyond her. Because it’s true, she prematurely blamed her 
separation from Derek Louis for her misery, back when she and Benny were together. So what now. (Eye roll.)

Catherine Delaluna’s natural thrust toward kindness was, very honestly, adorable to Selena Gray—though she 
suspected what Catherine really wanted was to find meaning in a world where (it sometimes seemed) there wasn’t 
much. If she was trying to mend up guilt, for not being able to fix problems that weren’t really hers, but got blamed 
on her nonetheless, then she did more than enough to make up for mistakes. And yet she still had a void in her heart 
that only sometimes went away. When did it go away? She didn’t want to say. Though it was Not when she had sex 
with men—sometimes men who didn’t deserve her—who seemed so satiated afterwards, when she was kind of like: 
I wanna be alone, with my thoughts, in my bed.
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Catherine was ever-so confused about forgiveness, for every time she forgave an enemy, they stabbed her in the 
back!

Re: the whole God thing. The way Selena jammed was to just apply common sense, as it would be stupid to blindly 
obey someone else who she was smarter than. 

She never understood people who were able to shut their eyes, and say, The Lord told me this. It was them battling 
with their thoughts. Not with God and Satan, but with their own consciousness. And though Selena was not an 
atheist anymore, she also knew about the Church and misogyny and control tactics. 

She would rather think of Shakespeare or Kanye West or herself as a prophet, than a pay-per-view minister. And part 
of the reason she was, hesitant, to obey Catherine, was because she thought it was more or less obvious that (as an 
artist) this girl didn’t have a clear grasp on what the fuck she was going for. 

In 20[xy], sometime after shit started falling from the sky, Benny came up with what many considered his best 
album yet. It came out with a white cover. This white album required Benny to come to terms with himself and his 
future purpose—to become the kind of man who could [time will tell]. Meanwhile Catherine recognized that, in 
order to be taken seriously by artists like Valerie and her friends (not to mention Benny), she might have to up her 
game in ways that she didn’t used to worry about. When it came to staying-on-their-game, she and Valerie had 
eachother’s backs, and pushed eachother to their respective limits. Valerie talked to Benny about how it felt kinda 
sorta living in the future half the time they were composing or writing or envisioning sex, or whatever else they 
imagined, which wasn’t really happening in real-time but might as well have been. Benny felt good deep-down 
knowing that his early work contained signs that made sense to at least one other passionate artist, enough to inspire 
Valerie not to die. Like Catherine before she met Valerie, Benny had always felt lonely around dumber friends—
though speaking of “dumber,” it was nice for him to be sober again, and with guidance from Valerie (who prescribed 
exercise and education) he got his fading mind up to snuff and beyond. Valerie understood Derek in some ways that 
Catherine did not, probably because she was far more masculine than Catherine (or so she thought; and her own 
masculinity probably had to do with the phase of giving up, and getting figuratively and in-some-ways literally beat 
up), and as a writer, never struggled much to peer inside the minds of testosterone-fueled men. In fact Valerie 
thought she understood Derek, as a real-life character, better than she understood her good old [X].

Honestly [I] still liked being intimate with [II] but knew it probably wouldn’t work out, unless for spite toward other 
people who also mattered to her. She thought they would always have a strong connection because the two of them 
had similar backgrounds and could understand one another, better than anyone else of the opposite gender. It was 
uncanny how much the two of them had in common and hard to find because it was distinct. She got him thinking 
about long-term mates and settling down—and that was an honest achievement, this boy was so hard to tame. This 
girl struck him as a real “woman” and got him thinking about being a real “man” and what he could do to be 
remembered honorably. But the one he settled down with (though it made him tear-up to finally admit once and for 
all), was not gonna be this woman. They had too much in common, for it to work out in the long haul. Like puzzle 
pieces, it helped to have obvious differences when it came to those kinds of bonds, though [II] was tired of signing 
his heart over to women who drug him through the mud. For the way she always treated him like a man—not a boy 
or benefactor or only-a-friend—she would always have his utmost respect, and deserved [tbd] in return for the defib 
pads she thrust ontop of him, when he last hit rock bottom.

…
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Big blue 
By Anonymous

Like a low lonely cuttlefish
I watch you through glass
To tap softly would hurt you
You don’t realize that 

You must know how the world works
Where you are I can’t swim
But still I feel warmer 
In your aquarium

It’s true I feel colder 
In the human realm
It’s true I feel older
Than you, but oh well

You’re not like the monster
In this year’s best film
Although you insist
That you look like hell

Don’t know how to free you
From your side of the tank
Don’t know how to give you
Stronger self-belief 

It’s true I’ve got more to lose
But I don’t hate you, baby [boy/girl]
It’s true I’ll be there for you
Only time will show

You must know how the world works
Where you are I can’t swim
But still I feel warmer 
In your aquarium

For now God gave you gills
To breath in darkness
When he gives you your wings
You’ll still be my cuttlefish

You’ve always been this way
And you’ve always been mine
Okay hunny butter?
It’s gonna be fine. 

…
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Valerie spent another morning crying, contemplating DEATH, because truth be told, her months of “recovery” just 
left her in the mire. She wasn’t yet swaggy enough to be taken seriously by boys like Benny Bluman. She felt that 
she had little control of her life. Her world was all fucked-up. So was the world at large. As a woman with elusive 
goals in the entertainment world, she just wasn’t cutting it. And she couldn’t see light at the end of the tunnel. She 
couldn’t even tell if she was in a tunnel going up, or just in hell. The Lord told her to stay on a diet, and to wait to 
get the nose job until she’d worked her way up (not down) that holy totem pole (all the way to Jorge Sur’s counsel), 
or she was likely to exacerbate her self-imposed hell. Then he assured her, she was getting better every day, but in 
ways that only he could see, and Valerie could not. And the biggest reason this morning felt depressing was because 
she got only three and a half hours of rest.

In a Barnes & Noble in the West Village, Valerie picked up the Bible she saw Catherine carrying, with commentary 
by an attractive male pastor, and decided to give it a chance when she read (in the man’s short bio) that he’d been 
abused as a child. It would be nice to strike a balance between questioning everything, like she’d been doing for 
years, and just listening to someone else. She’d already gone through The Bible for Dummies and found it 
informative, but not the type of book she’d recommend to a pal. In college she’d studied the Old and New 
Testaments for her required lit class, and agreed that some of the complexities in scripture were so elaborate that it 
almost made sense, how people were able to spend their entire lives, close-reading one text. However she’d seen 
plenty of proof that—when it came to faith in general—alotta people were just, like, desperate to be controlled or 
God-only-knows and would go to such lengths to delude themselves: for instance, the one time she got audited by a 
Scientologist, it was so obvious to her within minutes that this was horseshit, she couldn’t help but judge (from then 
on) every Scientologist she ever met. If someone’s that dumb, stay the fuck away. As a preacher of sorts, herself ;) … 
Valerie looked upon a set of parables, and felt less likely to teach them, than to mine them for ideas in modern 
contexts and remix them in her work. So she took Catherine’s Bible to the cash register, and bought it, and read it for 
a while in the Barnes & Noble Starbucks. And after an hour of this, she was surprised at how much better she felt. 

…

“I can’t tell if God is telling me to sacrifice everything for beauty, or if that’s Satan,” Cleo explained to Rose. 

“You can be pitiful or you can be powerful…”

“… Yes but sometimes it’s hard to tell when you get into diet stuff and female beauty standards, honestly—it’s a 
really tough call.”

“God’s not gonna ask you to do something you’re incapable of,” Rose explained. “God gives you what you can 
handle.” 

“Do you believe now.”

Rose didn’t answer. “Cleo I’m sorry that my figure is more svelte. It’s always been that way. But no matter how hard 
you try to transform yourself… you’re still gonna have the same body-type. It’s just how it is.”

Cleo shook her head slowly. “What if I prove you wrong, Rosie.”

…
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[XI] thought [I] was the hottest creature she’d ever met. And it was only up for [I], which was the exciting part for 
[XI]. [XI] felt responsible for being a gentle and loving guide, since the world could be so hard (girl did she know) 
and [I] could see rage in the other’s black batty eyes. It was part of why [I] was a sympathetic character. Her lack of 
vanity, was never a lie. #1 knew from observing her #2’s preferences in friends that she always stood by the 
underdog, and in this sense, #1 was at an immediate disadvantage against [ZYX]. She figured the only way around 
the underdog conundrum—because she would never be the underdog—was to prove she could do so much better, by 
comparison to her contenders, that #2 didn’t really have much of an option. #2 needed acting training. Her work 
needed work. But it was fairly remarkable how much she’d done by herself.

…

If you hadn’t…

been a weird tomboy your whole life  

been pretty in time for HS prom

been ugly in college

done that movie and spurned it upon everyone

run out on Jillian 

done heroin 

ended up home after college, relapsed on heroin,

written Black Satin

gone to TX to lose 30 lbs. in a month, and failed,

failed at the first crack of Oblivion Funk

done that striptease

ended up at home again, 12 mo. later

met [X] in 2015 

done all this the scary risky way

rejected “femininity” [loose guidelines: letting up, 
helping preserve male ego instead of tearing it apart, 
submitting control to someone else] for duration of 
drugaholic college years, then totally regretted it,

… you wouldn’t have … 
 
thought so hard about gender and beauty
 
 that perspective

such motivation from bullies (slash lifeguards)

met Jillian

done heroin

died and found God

started listening to the Weeknd

gotten sober, regained weight

written Noah’s Car / maybe become a lyricist 

waited a year or two until you’re thinner + face healed up

realized: this is humiliating, not who you wanna be anymore

healed damaged relationships with Dad, Gpa, Mom

become a serious artist instead of a comedienne

no job

1) found a powerful voice as a writer, 2) even become a writer 
in your own right, 3) realized that you need either a talented 
male movie director, or Coen Sis, 4) decided that “femininity” 
is what you actually want, for yourself… whatever it is…
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… 

In bed with them, you keep having flashbacks to harrowingly vulnerable moments in your life, leading up to now, 
when you felt so alone you thought you’d lost your mind. When staying here, by far, seemed worse than escape. And 
that’s when the feelings of need get so extreme, you kind of doubt anyone could handle them. Not as well as them. 
The difference between them and your formers is there’s not even a percent of pride about what’s happening 
between you and them. No one’s being conquered, or offered. No one’s being stolen, or sacrificed. It’s unclear who’s 
helping who die; who’s razing who back. It’s more like animals feeding or fighting running with their packs. You 
can tell in the smells that you’re carving into more obscure parts of yourselves, than you ever could separately. You 
do what it takes to survive. You’re almost mad at God for making you wait until the last moment you could be 
without them or probably let yourself die.

… 

Anon.
 
4/4/18

Am I wrong about this one? Don’t worry about your body so much cutiebear: 1) because the less anorexic you are, 
the more I wanna fuck you to deathly shreds (idk how that works but I’m not saying it to be nice—I’m being honest); 
2) i’m straight and hetero and anonymous; 3) for some of my movies we’re required to be like noticeably 
undernourished so that’ll go on Google images as your all-time low (though the real reason for it is to identify and 
fight the way we think about bodies but I’ll discuss this with my co-director, and the DP… idk who that’s gonna be 
yet but it’s important… so we can get it right and cut any triggering shots/lines/etc but keep it sexy asf); 4) it gives us 
another reason to be together always and forever because no one’s gonna understand you better [my rivals have a 
provable history I’ll show you the screenshots] or love you gentler and harder at the SAME TIME—also the love if 
we ever make it will probs cure a lot of things unexpectedly haha (fingers big-blue-ox’ed)! I’m not trynna be 
competitive with anyone but who’s gonna know you as unselfconsciously and unperformatively and as deep as 
myself? (Except for maybe [Y] but she’s mean and maybe [II] if I can retrain them but still like everything goes into 
one’s track record and the others have made some blunders that one still hasn’t made, because of my power position 
and also just like who I was born. Fyi most of my public blunders have been in the dorkzone, or unpopular zone; not 
being unkind.) My advice is, don’t dwell so much on your appearance [you don’t have to, prettybear]; instead focus 
on making the right choices [meaning: Good, whatever that means to you deep-down] to get where you wanna be in 
the long run, and the rest will come around if I can help swing it, despite my own morning can’t-get-out-of-bed self-
doubt ugh this one was rough.

from [I]

…

[XIII] used to think Morgan was afflicted with a negative attitude, when it came to being kind to others. And maybe 
she was, for some time. But it wasn’t until [XIII] saw Morgan around people that she really understood where it 
came from. Her shyness was so genuine, and her vulnerability so plain, it explained why Morgan (and [XYZ]) was 
exposed to sides of human nature that [XIII]’s other friends didn’t necessarily harp on. She may never be the type, 
who could go outside, and strike up a natural-seeming conversation, and it was because of who/how she grew up. 
Carrying clout in any setting, of course, relieved the instinct to be keep to oneself. [XIII] also thought it was true, 
that no one really understood how terrified of people Morgan was. Whether or not it was a female attribute, was 
irrelevant, though [XIII] knew that Lola Morgan (who was much less timid, in performance) was different from the 
Morgan she saw and understood for herself.
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…

Some of Catherine’s most traumatic memories in the industry were related to female photographers, and their 
passive aggression on set. Bad photoshoots caused Catherine to question, eventually, whether it would be the worst 
thing to try something else for a while. Not being the muse. But being mused to. Being the artist who sacrificed 
everything (like everything) for her own project. (Music, film, wadeva.) Not for her audience, if that makes sense. 
Maybe the world had been her muse, before. She inspired people, at large. She listened to them, sometimes, and 
what she heard back was “I need you Catherine!” So she met their needs, with her performance. Humanity, was 
Catherine’s muse, but that wasn’t the same as having one and only. Like she was to Derek Louis. And Derek Louis, 
was to her. Right? When he sent her pics of his beautiful body, she wanted to make art. Or when he sent the same 
pics to the whole world. She’d done it too. But whether it was the whole world or one male human, she didn’t want 
to spend the rest of her time alive as the girl who sacrificed herself to the artist—though if she’d ever been that girl, 
she probably wasn’t really thinking about it. It was fun being looked at. But she’d grown so used to being looked at, 
and so perfectionistic at performing appropriately for a worldwide audience, that she didn’t feel like she had to focus 
on it as much. (10,000 hours rule.)  It came so fucking easily to her, it wasn’t even funny. Especially when she heard 
that millions and millions of people made a living off crowdsourcing popularity, through the internet, who didn’t 
know any of the real trade secrets. Autofiction performance came as easily Catherine as autofiction writing came to 
the author of this text. When Catherine was hanging out with friends, and posting about it, she was hanging out with 
the whole fucking world, and letting them have fun with her presence. And Catherine was giving herself some 
credit, for that. But today, given all that had happened recently—and how she felt calm and strong lately; not 
necessarily happy, but less suicidal, than she’d felt in the past—she wasn’t particularly thrilled about jumping back 
into a pimp-like relationship, that had a lot to do with her delivering sexually. That is, she didn’t feel thrilled about 
taking care of Benny’s ego, by making him think he was taking care of her sexually, then watching him turn around 
and toss her under the bus, to show the world, he was more of a man than she actually recalled. He wasn’t a lost 
cause but he had work to do. She, can’t, save, you. Catherine also felt unsure about reentering a love affair with 
Derek that hinged on her forgiveness of immaturity and insensitivity. Another child. Maybe Selena Gray had a point, 
about pretty-boy pastors, and privilege, seeing how Derek seemed to think: “I want something, so I’m gonna let the 
world know I want it, and it’ll just—come to me” (as opposed to a philosophy more like “I want something, but I 
know I’m not entitled to it, and it won’t happen easily”). Catherine needed someone strong to fall back on, at this 
time of her life, and this same old shit wasn’t funny no more. If you’re trying to get her back, you’re blowing it… 
guys. But what if. What if. She let go and let em muse, for her. Right? Not her for him, or them, or the world. The 
flashing lights and photo ops and director men and screaming fans, seemed so mundane by now, that she might want 
to try standing on the other side. She would never, ever be totally down with the paparazzi-types—like, find a 
profession with some fucking dignity… guys. But she might like to command someone, who didn’t know their ass 
from a peephole in the wall, when it came to musing juust right. And working a real body (no longer, a body of 
work) to utter fucking exhaustion.

…

#1 had never been cared for. Well okay duh she definitely had, plenty of people would pay to stock her dressing 
room with flowers and cards and snacks. When she had female friend drama, it felt (not always but sometimes) 
contrived, like the friend who was being dramatic was getting mad to prove she was a real friend who did not God 
forbid treat Catherine any different because she was famous. You’d be surprised how obvious it got. Maybe it was 
her being full of herself, and paranoid about hangers-on again. In any case, there was a rare kind of caring she 
craved, and tried to give, but couldn’t seem to get back without feeling like she was interpolating depth in friends 
who only could see her surface persona. She’d never craved a real hug, or to really be hugged, like she did lately and 
she couldn’t find a real enough hugger. With her man it felt contrived again, sometimes, like it did with her GFs. She 
felt homesick for something she’d never actually had. Well not since she was a kid. #1 knew her kind of loving was 
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precious, and though she didn’t mind giving it to fans and friends and her man, cause it felt good, she held back 
maybe 5% more than she did before she and #2 crossed paths. So by the end of the day, if she could find privacy and 
solace, she could take that last 5% and send it up, hoping for a silver reply she could someday string around her 
neck. A hard-won but sincerely deserved talisman. One that #1 had been fighting for with every act for a while, even 
the acts her audience would never get; the acts she thought she might regret, but didn’t in the end; the acts that 
friends of #1 pegged as just plain bizarre, that #2 worried would get blamed on her, when she wasn’t even trying to 
be manipulative. It all just kinda happened. What #2 couldn’t confess out of pride was that the cute, almost reckless 
positivity that Catherine preached, e.g. in captions and biographical bloglines, was comforting and encouraging to 
someone so acclimated to watching her dreams usurped by sanity, reality, and a mean degree of practicality. #2’s 
motific death wish had less to do with real hopelessness, than impatience and pain in the present.

After a crash course from #2 on film history and more, #1 found a less precarious balance, in her work, between 
preaching kindness and preaching cleverness. Her tacit rage at men—who couldn’t appreciate her artistic talents 
(which were evident, if you looked closely at anything she did) and defined “triple threat” as “pussy tits and ass”—
was circumvented into vengeful love for an unknown character, referred to as Ava, in songs and other works. 
Meanwhile #2’s films were filtered through an all-new color scheme, as though My Little Pony had been adapted for 
human actors onscreen and set on a post-apocalyptic ranch turned roadside brothel. And together they did some wild 
writing. The latest works by #1 borrowed from #2 and/or [II] a touch of postmodern metafiction, telling a tale from 
part one to the end, recycling rhythmic phrases and characters to hint at but never explicitly state the intent behind 
each piece. #1’s magnum opus was released around the same time as #2’s, and the uncanny parallels between their 
respective works had fans questioning whether one person plagiarized the other, or they coordinated purposefully. 
When asked, #1 claimed any crossover was “coincidental,” while #2 contended that “of course it was stolen, if you 
know what I mean, cause honestly all my art is just a hold-up for sexual feelings from friends.”

So what if #1 had been more in love with the drugs, than the men. With #2 she could let down her guard enough to 
replace the drugs with [real-life name]. They could go back on the drugs, if it came to that. But honestly it was either 
drugs, pills, liquor, healthy eating, or sex. And the sex wasn’t an addiction, when it was making love. It seemed like 
communion with something higher, than drugs. 

…

Dear Val,

Heed caution my friend! Check your delusions. I tend to rely on animalistic instincts, to do that, as opposed to a 
positive attitude verging on denial. Keep this in mind when it comes to weight loss, cosmetic work, meeting 
deadlines as a student or journalist, anything to do with making money, and real-life sex which can be much 
different than what’s imagined, not in a pretty way. I encourage you to approach your life as a dramatist, and 
channel your dark side at the most effective moments to do good in the bigger picture, while never succumbing to 
the strong man. I’ll admit it seems as though I got way more done, before I had any semblance of faith, because I 
thought suffering was just a fact of life that couldn’t be escaped. Oh wait that’s still true, though I think it’s possible 
(with wisdom and grace) to make peace with horrible situations and find a new life that feels unmiserable and safe. I 
am starting to feel differently, and I almost feel guilty about the years I couldn’t give myself to anyone—but I think 
being good (or serving God or whatever you wanna call it! teehee) is something that only makes sense, after you’ve 
failed and been resurrected, sometimes more than once. You must be born again, to understand the bigger stuff. So 
be grateful for the lessons, and pay attention to your fav modern prophets, and use the wisdom to rise from the 
ashes. I don’t know what you want, but I know what I don’t want. I don’t want you, to be another fangirl wannabe 
who I throw shade to once, and that’s it. I’d rather you die than have it be like that, it would be more dignified for 
both of us. Just kidding don’t die sorry. It’s hard to remember how awful a person I used to be, truly, I was a cruel 
narcissistic snob to you and other people like yourself. I’ll blame the devil, because it’s all his fault, but also myself. 
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TBT I was in a lot of pain and am not sure I’m healed yet—at least, you get it. Trauma makes it harder to live freely. 
I will say, though, that I’m probably stronger and deeper than any woman you’ve ever met, thanks to my past. 
(Maybe we can still be friends?) I know that you’re a smart girl and realize that, where power differentials exist, 
sometimes it’s less about being a good person—or loving thy neighbor, or whatevz—than not being a dumbass and 
protecting one’s keep. And you have your flaws, Valerie darling. Boundary issues. But maybe there’s a reason God 
tossed you my way, and made it hurt so much, to see you look at me with such dire unmet need and distrust, 
probably caused (at least partly) by my actions. My bad oops. Still I’m glad that someone saw through to my good 
side and stuck with me because yes I have one even if it’s hard to notice, based on what you’ve observed from a 
distance / your memories of me. Hang in there and maybe this life thing will work out for us. 

-Selena

…

Two of the times Catherine Delaluna claimed she was attending rehab for “emotional issues,” she was being honest. 
The other several times, she went to rehab cause of cocaine. And liquor and pills but mostly, cocaine. Catherine’s 
feelings about cocaine were as follows. If she hadn’t done it, she would never have tapped into her superhuman 
alter-ego—which, in fact, helped her career and her art! But she also wouldn’t be hated (not actually, but, you know) 
by the people she cared about most. Cocaine made her meaner for a while, but, you know. She did what she hada. 
And got to where she is now. She never had a public meltdown, like so many other celebs (blessings). But she 
understood what kind of forcefields she’d been sending out. If Catherine ever found herself flying through flames, 
someone else (god knows who, where, when??) was being cold waterboarded on the ground. Winners and losers! 
Catherine understood that memories didn’t disappear by her own will. She felt as though she’d crossed a line, at 
some time, and a small number of the people whose trust she wanted, stood in territory she couldn’t cross back into 
now. It was just a feeling. She’d moved beyond, the victims. The people she cared most about included family, 
friends, and fans—the smart ones, who ranked above worshippers. She’d only feel better if what she reaped, while 
acting like a freakaleek sociopath, somehow came back around. And when it came back around, she would try to 
handle it like a wise adult. End justifies the means! If she ever hada do drugs again, which she didn’t plan to, but, 
you know. She probably had some future dates with the devil, among other old pals. To talk some sense into him. 
Catherine would make sure her coke use was absolutely necessary!. And timed, very, well. When Catherine finally 
asked Selena if she would consider getting them both cocaine and doing it with her, she was like “Are you fucking 
serious.”

…

“Prove me wrong then, I’m waiting.”

“Whutt.”

“Why haven’t you been able to turn your life around, with the guidance of God,” said Rose half-jokingly.

“Oh,” said Cleo. “Well. There are two ways I can answer this.”

“Go on.”

“The first is that I haven’t been doing the God-thing properly, and neither have you Rose. Fuckin unbelieving 
nihilistic slut. Great role model. Whore. And that’s why neither of us are as successful as we always assumed we 
would be, as a writer and painter respectively. And that’s why I still haven’t turned my life around—because I’ve not 
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been forgiving enough, of men, and everyone else or whatevs because I listened to your articles and not to the 
Bible.” 

“Well. Sorry.”

“Have you ever had a vision of yourself, either doing much worse or much better, than you are in the present.”

“I think so,” said Rose. 

“Or someone else—like a friend or distant soul-mate, looking how they would look, if they had your life?”

“What?”

“Once I saw Xavier in a dream, looking weary and unbalanced. Actually, kind of like me! But if he were in my 
position, not his own right now. And I wondered if he’s less rough-edged than me, in this life, because of stronger 
karma. And if it’s proof that I’m doing something wrong, and oughtta shape up. Either that, or the dream was meant 
to demonstrate—bad things can happen to anyone, and it’s not my fault.”

“Dreams are fear-based.”

“And wish-based,” Cleo clarified.

“Sure. But you’re a much greater artist than Xavier. That much, I know. And most girls wouldn’t have the courage, 
to do what you did.”

“What did I do.”

“You put yourself through a lot, to come up with all that art you’ve got stashed under your bed. And I think it was 
always a conscious sacrifice, to do it like this. Maybe you’ll age backwards, in a figurative sense. You always did 
love that movie with Cate Blanchett and Brad Pitt.”

“It’s corny but it’s one of my favorites yes.”

“I didn’t used to. But I believe in you, now,” said Rose, more to herself than to Cleo.

“Heyy, thanks. Turning my life around, by my definition, means getting my percent body fat under 20 and having a 
steady enough income to live in New York without financial assistance, or being homeless around junkie street hoes. 
Right now my percent body fat is like 24 which is okayy but not great.”

Rose still seemed locked in a parallel train of thought. “I’ve always tried to do the right thing, as a naturally gifted 
writer with disagreeable childhood memories of Church,” she continued. “Sometimes I get impatient with how slow 
it takes to enact change, but. I’ve never given up on progress—good progress, to clarify—for girls in a similar 
position as myself. And I’ve only sinned insofar as that, it’s helped me individuate enough to develop a professional 
brand, and find peace with various forms of enslavement in my past.”

“I know you’re a good person, and I trust you more than [name of someone famous and successful]. Because I can 
sense it…”
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“I could have killed myself. And I never did that. It’s taken courage, just to live tenderly and truthfully in this tough 
world, and to keep writing.”

“I know Rosie. You’re already more of a role model to girls, than you’ll ever let yourself believe. I’m sorry I called 
you a nihilistic slut. Even though, yeah, you can be a real jaded bitch to me.”

“Hmm,” Rose said, noticing similarities between her sister Cleo, and Selena’s ex-friend Valerie, who she still hadn’t 
met but thought about sometimes. “It’s fine.”

“Patience and faith, no?”

“Lots of patience.”

“The second way to reason with my woes is that, I haven’t been able to get my BMI under 20 because, I’m poor. 
And there’s a financial limitation that manifests as a physical one.”

“Financial strain can provide one with wisdom, that the rich sometimes marvel at.”

“True dat,” said Cleo, winking at her sis. “But it’s hard not to treat stress and depression with ingestible substances, 
and I’m sober so draw your own conclusions. God has helped me stay off the worst potions…”

“To what extent do you blame your weight issues on being poor. Isn’t it just a matter of self-control?”

“I should think so, but I also think I ‘did whatever it took’ to be a great painter—and just like marathon runners 
feeding their bodies, I think the creative mind exists outside of the living corpse. So I let it go to build my portfolio. 
Not any more than a guy, living and eating normally. But I’m a girl so it’s different, at least the way I see pretty 
women. I know I sound like a misogynist sometimes but, like, I have a male set of eyes. Well, I guess I can’t know. 
Different from being a lesbian, though. And I’m at a place where the only way I can do better than how much I’ve 
done, is consistency. And in order to have consistency—enough to like, get up in the morning, exercise, go to work, 
go home and not feel that your safety is at risk in your home, go to bed and actually sleep—that requires financial 
and emotional stability.”

“I think it requires good relationships. Maybe that’s where you need to recourse your energy.”

Cleo gave Rose a look, like, you know I’ll never fit in…. 

Rose hid a smirk. She had never struggled with being overweight, though she had struggled with staying 
anorexically thin. 

“I think if you lived a day in my frame,” Cleo continued, “you would see. The human body and brain does stuff, in 
tough situations, that can’t be cured so easily. Not even with prayer—at least not immediately. And who knows how 
much is to blame on food industries. The reason I’ve been stressed and depressed is because, I’m living at home in 
fuckin White Plains, going to Church with Mom and trying to relax, but, it’s tough around our jank house. And 
whatever I’m doing, hangin out with Mormons, is not working well enough to be successful as an artist—because 
even though they tend to be virtuous, they’re hard to have deep conversations with.”

“I haven’t seen you much, in person.”

“What do you mean—I’m standing right here.”
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“I’m talking about your social life. The internet causes all sorts of heightened self-consciousness, cause of image 
control. But I think if you were to spend face-to-face time—and not Facetime—with the right people, you might find 
better results, than trying to go it alone.”

“I’m trying to spend time around righteous people.”

“I didn’t say righteous, I said the right people.”

“Oh.”

“Let’s say, with Adderall or Vyvanse, a busier job that keeps your mind off your own work, and a good relationship 
with someone easier to get and less abusive, but also less passionate than Xavier…”

“…Wait are you sure about the Adderall part?”

“I’m trying to guide you to a better place, where you can possibly catch on in the New York art scene.”

“Okay, so then what.”

“I don’t know, then what?” Rose asked rhetorically.

“I’d better get started.”

…  

Pricklyburr
lyrics by Lola Morgan; vocals by [tba]

What you identify
And don’t like about this guy
Is greed of a degree
That no true lover can deny

Though as a girl you’re wise
And able to realize
Between greed and hard earned pride
Is a very fine divide 

It wouldn’t bother you bout them
If you’da had a smoother stem
But these days you can’t keep
From catching feelings in your spines

It shouldn’t feel nasty
One guy’s need to see you happy
But you’re not used to sunny skies
Too many nights, with crying eyes
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[Chorus]
Ooh pricklyburr I’m poison 
But at ny ee ny ee ny niiight
I’m still you’re brightest light
Ooh they dono your secret
You myee eyee mine 
So let em die ee eyee eye

You don’t mean to give em hell
But you narcotize so well
Alone you weep, cause you can’t help
It when they wither and they wilt

It ain’t self-righteousness this time 
But I can tell you need to shine
Let em see your glossy eyes
You a flower choked of sky

Please just take it, my advice
Don’t throw diamonds in the mire
Or I’ll succumb to toxic pride
Because of it I almost died

They can’t tell where it’s coming from
Ice all on your tropic shrub
To protect your fragile life
You’ve kept those blossoms out of sight

But I’m here with you this time
No more need to be so shy
You don’t know yourself like I can
Believe me, you’re like I am

[Chorus]
Ooh pricklyburr I’m poison 
But at ny ee ny ee ny niiight
I’m still you’re brightest light
Ooh they dono your secret
Don’t realiieeiiize 
You a pricklyburr, like I (ee I)

We share the same wet dreams
No matter how many diamond rings
I’ll still wear yours
It’s worth a dime

What you really need
Is a precious strain of seed
Thought you drowned it in your pillows
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But in real flesh, it never dies

[Outro]
You myee eyee mine 
You myee eyee mine 
Eat you up, i’ll still survive
So don’t try ee eyee eye 
They ain’t my ee eyee mine
So let em die ee eye eye

… 

When Lola Morgan’s magic lover [M] came up against some flack, for involving [M]self with such a sinful freakass, 
she explained that the reason she believed her mission was sacred was because—a lot of modern misogyny was 
embedded in old school Christianity. Like, a lot. Not to mention all the pedophilia that never got discussed. And 
while contemporary Christian faith had done the new Lola Morgan a lot of good (courtesy of [M] and [XIV])—there 
was certainly a point in Lola’s story (back when she studied religion, as something separate from God) at which she 
felt too overwhelmed by millennia-old power structures to even try fighting at all. She needed help if she expected 
any positive change in the long haul. Lola Morgan used to call herself both a Christian and a Jew (s/o to the Old T). 
Her dad and mom, respectively, had allowed her to shop each option. But after she got that high holy nose fix and 
fulfilled her mission as an actress against all odds, she felt more Christian somehow. So that’s how she brought up 
her child(ren). Lola she thought the times had changed enough in American, and beyond, that it was finally time for 
a modern reeducation re: gender, sexuality, and privacy protection. “If Jesus had been female,” Lola hypothesized, 
“history would have looked a whole lot different haha wow. But if Jesus had been female, it’s also true that no one 
would have listened to her, back then.” In the present, online pornography had introduced a whole new landscape of 
sin. Not that porn was inherently wrong, since having sexual feelings, as an adult, was fine in Lola’s opinion. But in 
the bigger pic—online porn probs didn’t make the world a safer place for women, or children, or vulnerable men. 
And it was difficult to fix. People were forgetting how to, kind of just, get intimate. Lola thought a certain moral 
detritus was growing more and more evident, simply by looking around her home nation. She wanted to feel assured 
that good progress for girls, and other marginalized genders, had taken root in the public consciousness by the time 
her work here was finished. Lola Morgan had been battling unwanted sex vibes since she was a kid. Actually, so had 
[M]. As an adult, Lola felt assured that her art provided a warm place of reprieve, and honest answers, for those lost 
in a land where nonconsensual violations of privacy were omnipresent. (“You’re scaring me,” was something she 
found herself saying to paparazzi, much like when she was a kid getting yelled at.) Magic Lover was always worried 
that Lola would get attacked in public, because her content was so dang controversial, and antithetical to common 
beliefs about holy matrimony versus unholy hanky panky. But [M] never got evil vibes from Lola Moo. Not even at 
the height of her hoedown, which—he understood from day one—was an act, and a conscious sacrifice (but also a 
privilege and honor) to serve a nation crying out to be rescued.

…

Dear God,
I don’t know about this Catherine chick and whether I’m wasting my energy, though I feel as though you’ve anointed 
me to at least keep an eye on her. But I gotta be careful because, as sweet and simple as she makes herself seem, I 
think her real self is much less innocent (in a smart bold way—not corrupt, currently), and she’s quite vulnerable to 
flattery. The flip side of that is insecurity. So on one hand I want to make sure she feels understood via my writing (or 
via prayer, though I’ve often thought of my writing as a long-winded form of that)—on the other hand, I don’t want 
to sound like a fangirl because it’ll overdose her ego. In any case, I feel kind of bad lately because her boyfriends 
are like feeding on this confusing moment at her expense. Poor thing. I almost (not quite) pity her ex, who we’ll call 
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[II], cause I recognize that he’s behaving like an ass yet he’s still doing this show like he’s so cool. Actually, he really 
understands sex, and is def cool, and to me is the Moses of gender dynamics (parting the poles of masculinity and 
femininity in America), but still—it’s almost (not quite) embarrassing, for him, to act like he’s hot shit, at present. 
He’s a user!!!!! Bad news. Then there’s the other kid who we’ll call [XIV], who’s a gorgeous guy and knows it but 
maybe kind of boring (Church + SoulCycle nothing else, lately) and I doubt he understands Cathy idk though 
maybe. My guess is, he sees humor where she feels pain. Not a good combo. I don’t see her as a humorist, she 
definitely has a spark but I’ve seen her try comedy stuff and she could stand smarter material. She must know. I’m 
team Cathy but probs just because she’s most accessible to me as a female. And I think her males are gonna be fine. 
Her—not so sure. I worry but that’s not something the Bible advises. I wanna help her but all I can do, now, is stalk 
online. I haven’t gotten a solid job yet, though I’ve stepped up my game recently—and I do require an improved 
income, before I can think about doing a film project or even a solo series. You know why. I read in the Bible today 
that Esther went through 12 months of beauty treatments before her big moment in the king’s harem. Am I in that 
phase? Is that dream (feeling as confident as I did as a child, in the flesh) missing the point of real faith? It’s gonna 
take longer than 12 months, at this rate. I feel as though I’ve tried all things—waxes, facial (just one), exercise, 
dieting—perhaps past my financial and physical limit. My knees aren’t doing well cause of treadmilling. But maybe 
that’s the problem; I’m trying too hard to do what only you can do for me. (This too shall pass. Referring to my 
duckling years… perhaps. Smh.) Here in the hood I feel judged publicly for the work I’ve shared—less judged than 2 
years ago, but it hasn’t worn off and may never go away. I do not think it is in my head; it’s based on real-life 
observation, though I can just blame the devil either way. (F him! jerk.) I pray that greater work happens, so I can 
feel safer in places where I fear disapproval. Please give me the wisdom and foresight to take care of my own life, 
although I seem to be better at sacrificing it than protecting it. I believe I am doing my best, but maybe not, because 
every day I feel discontent with who/where I’m at. Is that why I’ve focused my gaze on people who are so gosh damn 
beyond myself? But now I ask that you give me patience and an ability to enjoy the journey, yes, each and every day, 
and also forgive me for complaining all those years. The movie scripts, need edits. I am ready to submit. I always 
thought I needed a lover to help me with that but… You first.
Love, Valerie

…

It came as a surprise, honestly, that Lola Morgan’s dad—a musician with an immense CD and record collection in 
their basement: lately, a big fan of Rockabilly (Brian Setzer and The Stray Cats, The Cramps), who was into plenty 
of Lola’s fav shit (Amy Winehouse, Lana del Rey), and a ton of old rock and rap and jazz definitely too much to list 
but here’s just some of what she randomly remembers hearing around the house as a kid (The Who, Led Zeppelin, 
The Stones, Hendrix, Janis J, a neverending live-at-Woodstock album, Bob Marley, Bob Dylan, The Band, Nirvana, 
Pink Floyd, The Police, Tom Waits, Prince, Elvis Costello, Korn, Eminem, Radiohead, The Fugees, No Doubt, solo 
Gwen, Snoop Dogg, Tupac, Biggie, old vinyls of Bird, Miles, Billie, Theolonius, Herbie, lots more), but not new 
hip-hop (“Drake, Jay-Z, Kanye, all ego”)—didn’t have much of a taste for The Weeknd. Lola wasn’t sure what 
songs her dad stumbled upon first, but he sure decided fast—it wasn’t for him. “Different strokes,” he said. “But I 
appreciate when you bring up music.” Lola didn’t mention [XIII] or [XIV], just yet, because she felt weirdly 
protective of his initial impressions of them. He’d probably heard their names, but not their music (though she knew, 
he did respect [M]). Lola wouldn’t want any of their parents, reading or watching her pre-25 content! Every day she 
was getting less ratchet and she was glad the past was the PAST, NOT THE PRESENT, because, holy shit.

…

“I’ve said this before and I’ll say it again. I always thought it was God, not the devil, or my kiddie ignorance, that 
brought me to the you-know-what-I’m-talking-bout joojoo. It was a test. Not to say no no NO and never touch that 
crappy gunk—though of course, I did end up an addict, f me in the eyes. So much sinister foreshadowing yet, I still 
fell to pieces. Though to cut myself some slack, I never felt like I got evil—just trapped. A leather-bound slave with 
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her feet in black matter. It sunk me so dark. Not rich dark like velvet or good sweaty skin. Vacuum dark, like being 
gagged with a wet sack on your face. No heat or hugs. No music, just like, a mosquito’s hot pissy bizzer. But what 
God had in mind, was to bring me a story in a bunch of gift bags, not yet torn open. And the experience of dying and 
coming back, that’ll get you different. It’s not quite like: life is never the same because it was [and is] still really 
rough, after that. And I still had such doubts, for a long time. But the last and most valuable bag—which I didn’t 
actually find, until my very worst collapse, at the bottom of that bad cut-up batch—contained faith. Not the word 
“faith” in cursive on a drugstore gift card. Not the kind of love-dove faith that’s gonna constantly wax and wane like 
it did for my younger self. It’s too intense. I lost too much to fall back on anything else. I was a ghost in the skin and 
the only thing that could operate through me, without pushing me past the black hole’s limit, was the capital-g G-o-
o-d Lord. To lift me soft off the edge, like a feather held by friendly wind. I thought my lifestory was gonna be the 
type of tragedy that people would rather block out of their heads, than ever bother with. Too much a bummer. Too 
hard to tell. I didn’t have my body, or even my mind left to rely on. All done. My soul’s always been a lion luckily, 
or I would have just cut or hung myself. Or shot the shit up instead of down the flusher. Cause my identity in this life
—still unestablished—had been stolen and replaced with a colon and right parenthesis. Smiling. That’s how I picture 
the devil haha. Can you imagine? I really thought it was over, I was so gone, I said ‘do anything you want through 
me God, I’m yours now if you exist, but I miss living—forget all the selfish prayers for beauty and success, just give 
me back of some of what I used to complain about like I had it so bad, and I’ll thank you for it, this time, and never 
forget how much you’ve helped.’ And that’s the moment in the story when I fell on my face, and cried until the 
bathroom ceiling gave out.”  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PART FOUR
Grace
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15: Maybe even possibly someday  

 
It took longer than expected. But Valerie Brown had given her soul and a thousand deaths and many gallons of blood 
to get where she was now, and she felt fine about it. She didn’t feel guilty, or entitled, accepting gifts and better 
treatment from friends (including [M]) than what she was used to. Honestly, she felt like that’s how it should be.

As Valerie made her way through the Bible, translated by an attractive male pastor and recommended by Catherine, 
she couldn’t believe how much she wept. She was only twenty-four and yet, she had seen some shit. Then again, if 
she went through her life story thus far, it became clear—she’d always understood, what goes around comes back, 
and only ever trusted her deepest most daunting ‘instincts’ (which she now preferred to call the Holy Spirit, within 
herself). That’s what drove her to make a sad movie, probably as a cry for help, and to be saved by God and 1-3 
good humans who saw it. That’s what drove her to write scripts, with roles for her saviors in them. Who knew if the 
movies were meant to happen. (Well, GOD knew.) If she ever veered away from God’s will, as a risk-taking artist—
and she did inevitably, though never without enduring the pains that came with running away from Him—the only 
way she could repent was by refusing to kill herself (!) and proving in the long run that God was merciful, so 
viewers like her knew that trying times could be interpreted as tests. As Valerie grew familiar with her sins (mostly 
related to negative thinking, which caused depression and procrastination and a dreadful self-image—though she 
also needed God’s grace to face reality and come to terms with it), she cautioned herself against a certain self-
centered faith that caused one to look around at sufferers, e.g. weak battered people, and feel self-righteous by 
comparison. She didn’t feel in danger of doing this to others, not after all she’d been through, though she still felt 
like a victim of it. Only God knew what Valerie the meek held in her spirit, and how she handled the obstacles He 
put in front of her, and the reasons they were timed as they were. Only He had the power to take away everything 
she considered valuable in the earthly realm—actually, like everything—so He could be the only one left to give her 
life any worth. She couldn’t save every victim she encountered, no matter how much it broke her heart. But some 
souls were worth fighting for. And the damaging effects of bystander syndrome were something Valerie Brown was 
well-aware of.

It was hard to remember how it felt, to be sure at one time that God sodomized her for leisure (I’m sorry to say that 
wow), enough for Valerie to produce some sickass poems about The Man (not the same as God who is genderless 
even though she thought of Him as male) though it’s not like she reaped profit from the poems anyhow. Unless the 
Lord builds the poem or song or book or screenplay, they labor in vain those who write it (Psalm 127:1, 
paraphrased). It was hard to remember how it felt to totally doubt that He existed and was still holding her right 
hand. It was hard to remember the crippling terror she felt that she’d devoted all those years of her life to projects in 
vain. Valerie didn’t want to shock her ten fans, by proclaiming publicly, God is really good. It had never been her 
style, to raise high the roof. But as soon as she had a chance to praise God bold and proud, haha ya girl she would.

As far as the past, she could look at the mistakes she’d made—including the ones that tore up her relationship with 
Selena and Benny, among others—in two ways. The first way, she could assume she’d been sinning before and that 
explained her misfortune. This might indeed be the case, but she’d been miseducated for a while, and life experience 
taught her the hard way to shape up. The second way, she could assume that God was putting Valerie (and Selena, 
and Benny, and Rose, and Cleo, and others) through trials so intense, they would come out with trust in one another 
and faith beyond what was experienced by most. Valerie preferred the second lens for looking at the past. So that’s 
the one she chose. She had regrets oh yes she did. But she had pages and pages of performative confessions about 
the past, and from now on, would be quick to repent if she grew aware of a new sin. Valerie felt fairly sure that she’d 
always had a good heart, and that her shame and poor self-worth (more than anything else) had to do with 
enslavement to external classification systems, embedded in society, that were shallow and dated and destroyed her 
self-worth. The start of the enslavement dated back to abuse she incurred as a child. Valerie had never lost her belief 
in the good though she certainly had lost belief in herself, and in the idea that there was meaning attached to her 
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actions, and in the knowledge that she was defined by how she responded to extremely painful phases of life. But so 
far God had always graced her, at the lowest possible moments—actually, like the lowest—sometimes by sending a 
guardian angel or several to stand by her side. (Jesus led the squad.) No matter how far away, or how unaware of her 
existence, or how temperamental their lovin. They were still there for her. And she was gonna be there, for them.

… 

Ramona Desmond’s feelings about beauty acknowledged that, men were men, and one couldn’t get mad at someone 
for acknowledging objective gradations of attractiveness. The complicated part was that, being beautiful for men 
was not her only goal in life. Her only goal in life was to be a great artist—and though her immense popularity told 
her she was already great, and beautiful, she wanted to step it up. Being a brave artist didn’t mean giving them what 
they wanted. It meant doing what was right. While Ramona always did what was right, in accordance with her faith, 
there were some people whose well-being concerned her more than she could easily describe. Friends or lovers like 
[M] gave her innate creative might. 

In her quest toward feminine grace, she wondered at times if the only answer—to really having it—was to obey 
one’s God-given fate. How would her life had been different, if she had trained herself to be Male, instead of 
Female. Or what if [M] had never roughened up. How could Ramona know her destiny, if nature told her something 
else. [M] assured Ramona that the topics she was drawn to creatively, were too specific to pretend, she could ever 
have been anybody else. 

…

Thank you for music. Thank you for him. Thank you for my family. Thank you for giving me back to my man.

In hella expensive rehab you learned some tips for how-not-to have panic attacks, and one of them is to come up 
with a safe place in your mind—typically based on a memory, maybe modified slightly—where you can escape at 
high-stress times. You have your places. That place from your childhood. That other place by the beach. That place 
from 20[0x] with him. Lots of memories. But someday far from now, when things get really stressful, you find 
yourself always returning to the same inordinately soft, safe place. Indeed, it’s based on a memory. It’s a memory 
you made with [II], who was so alone and his need so terrific—as was yours—that for that vacation it was like time 
opened up and offered a secret sanctuary for only him and yourself. Nothing felt too complicated or confusing, not 
that it ever got that way but, you know. You caught [II] right at a crossroads between giving-up and giving-
everything. That’s when he and you came face to face. In soul and skin, out-of-body but very much there when it all 
took place. Of course you can’t actually go back, ever. But you do lay sole claim to those memories. After an 
awkward transition into light from an abyss, you and [II] achieve a level comfort that even they didn’t expect. They 
cycled through sex moves like a pair of friends having a casual chat. “Try this one,” “okay,” “slow down,” “bring it 
back.” It cures your depression better than good memories of them. Was God her only muse? He seemed to be 
[XIV]’s, as of late. He announced that he wanted to write albums and films about his faith. Catherine wanted to as 
well, and might even feel guilty about writing music for earthly citizens, if she weren’t so certain that certain 
muse(s) were God-sent. She had complicated feelings for [II] that could only be worked out in her music.

…

In adulthood Catherine stands before [II]’s lens and saw herself in a monitor and thinks, how different I look from 
when I was a kid. Catherine’s outer and inner beauty was hard to describe in words but it’s worth a shot from this 
author who’s always up for a challenge (not actually but this one’s worth it). The author indeed could understand 
why other women and men went gaga over Catherine’s body, because it had something different. It wasn’t 
perfection, or imperfection—it sort of went beyond basic description. For a straight male fantasy, she pushed the 
boundary between curvy and delicate, what was licentious and highbrow. The author wouldn’t be surprised if she 
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bought her bras in Silicon Valley but the important thing is she had really good tits, and seemed proud enough of 
them to offer her nips through sheer fabrics. Catherine’s experimental hair phase, which would probably never end, 
revealed that her skin could look like burnt umber or pale ashwood, depending on what color Catherine had on her 
head. What press writers perceived as a smile, the author usually saw as a scowl being veiled with put-on ecstasy. 
Almost like the visual version of a porno scream. Her eyes held pain like a migraine under siege by an electric drill 
symphony—though some nights, instead of holding it all in, she sent it outward like a rock climber’s hand reaching 
up for the top edge of a big canyon. Her face held a certain earthiness though she  usually wore enough make-up that 
any rough uncovered soil got polished until it shone like a Hershey’s chocolate kiss. Her face, was heart-shaped, and 
she had a preternaturally perfect nose, if you were lookin close. Some nights her face looks rounder than other 
nights, which got Valerie (who had a really round face, herself, but not cute like Catherine’s—on Val it just looked 
bad, she kind of refused to step back onscreen until she got a slightly more feminine face-shape figured out, she’ll 
fuckin find a way; plus she’s chunkier than Catherine, that might partly explain it but idk, one fuckin step at a time 
grrr) wondering if this bitch was bulimic, and wouldn’t be surprised if Catherine had ever tried that as an option, 
though she was most likely just a healthy human affected by water intake and diet. For some reason, unrelated to her 
orientation, the author kind of liked when Catherine looked almost boyish, but that hardly ever happened, given her 
style of dress and the obvious pressures on celebs to be class acts not boondock trash. Nevertheless, compared to 
current female celebs, she had something in her step and style that smacked of aggression: the same flavor of 
aggression that motivates little girls (not adult girls who generally wanna slim down) to beef up rather than stay 
flaca, so they can stand a chance on the playground against stronger male kids and win an arm wrestle in the lunch 
hall. Sometimes for a split second you can see how, yeah, if she wanted to go the lesbian route she would have no 
problem but she never really went that route, and this is clear in the monitor’s reflection, where today she looks like 
a Roman goddess. That’s how she feels at her most balanced. She doesn’t mind being the fragile one [what woman 
does], and she spends a while of her acting career looking more like a ballerina [which fyi only provides an illusion 
of fragility, and does not signify submissiveness] than how she looks now. But for a good phase, later in life, she 
finds she prefers staying dominant and in control of most decisions, including decisions for other people—like, 
she’d be the one holding the other person’s hand to her own, and theirs to theirs ha. Catherine didn’t feel like it was 
about masculinity, or femininity, but about leadership! She would find she was not bad at all, at providing 
straightforward orders to people who don’t easily submit to any random person—and she used this skill to fortify 
her own self-esteem. In order to tap into energy that complemented this modus operandi of female command, 
Catherine preferred the powerful queen vibe, over someone’s little princess—which may be an obvious choice, for 
some, but not really. Because having too much freedom, in the form of many options, can actually be exhausting—
as Catherine would attest as someone who supposedly could have “whatever she wanted,” by her twenties, but never 
really felt like she had what she actually wanted at all. But honestly that’s better than having no freedom in one’s 
twenties, and few options, which makes one feel like fuck-up, and is how Valerie Brown lives now. But, not giving 
up on herself, quite yet, idek why I’m writing about Valerie this is Catherine’s passage. The author understood, 
better than Catherine’s men (obviously) that this girl was a pragmatist when it came to relationships. Not a dreamer, 
though not a half-asser at all. Before she gave her full ass (like FULL complete ass) to anyone, they had to prove 
they were worth it—and that was no easy task, she’d warn all men in advance. Sure there was such a thing as good 
dick, but she had a lot to offer on her end, so get over yourselves. She didn’t put up with drug abuse or pettiness. 
(Depression, she could probably understand, but she didn’t want to dwell in it and bond over it. She would rather, 
like, fix it, but accepted it might be a lifelong struggle ugh.) Anyway. If these guys wanted her so bad, then why’d 
they treat her like a side whore—and then blame her when she left them? She might not be perfect, but—just to 
remind yall—she did plentayyy for them, who would they even be, as artists, if she never waltzed through their 
worlds. If Catherine tried to make a man jealous (and she liked to do this) she was probably testing them, whether or 
not she realized it, or they realized it. So far the men took it out on her, instead of their contenders. Minus ten points. 
Catherine was a very kind person to her friends and fans, pretty much always, but she had higher standards, for 
people who could do fuckin better than the rest of the mortal realm. And her definition of “kind” didn’t mean 
enabling someone, who didn’t even make an effort to step it up—not for her, just, for themselves for god sakes guys! 
If the guys she’d fucked woke up one day, and suddenly found themselves transformed into girls, maybe they would 
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understand why she was a cunt now and then. It wasn’t because she didn’t believe in love or cared nothing for them 
but because she couldn’t handle being a man’s ideal bitch, 24/7. So what? To get away, she went on private 
vacations with her neediest female friend(s) (who was probably Selena Gray, fucking money-hungry diva), and 
planned ahead so these trips were near-perfect. Anyway despite the fact that Catherine was a little burnt out on her 
old attractive male Church mentors, c/o Selena, she still put capital-g God first, and trusted that he would help guide 
and protect her, as well as the people she prayed for. 

Yes of course Selena Gray told Catherine Delaluna everything about how Valerie used to stalk her and show up 
places, and was so ugly and stuff, but it was kind of okay because Valerie knew that her work did have something 
different, in the very worst phases of her life, and she was proud of how she handled her pain at that time. It was 
better than how Selena handled her pain; at least, from what Valerie saw of Selena’s cyberbullying side.

Benny Bluman’s new pastor encouraged him to be a God-pleaser, not a people-pleaser. Benny thought, yeah, I can 
handle that. But what was hard to explain to anyone, was how “pleasing God” for Benny Bluman meant taking risks 
that most men, certainly not his church bros, would ever understand. It took Benny a while to tell the difference 
between people with good proactive energy whose discernment he didn’t necessarily trust, in matters of culture and 
intellect—and snobbish academics who lacked spirituality and warmth of spirit. He knew what God wanted from 
him, but he couldn’t tell anyone, about that. He attended Church to be a model citizen, and to stay in touch with his 
faith. But he didn’t tell everyone, everything, about where he fit into God’s plan. Expecting people to understand, 
was expecting too much. (Remember: he was a God-pleaser, not a pleaser of man.) Not many people could fit what 
God had given Benny. That was always a good assessment, of who might be a part of his blueprint. The word he 
associated with the Holy Spirit was not “levity,” but “depth.” He knew he was in touch with himself, and faith in 
something greater, when he felt it firmly in his chest.

It was becoming clear, for Valerie’s future projects, that she would need some kind of diet plan that wasn’t gonna 
fail. So (thinking ahead) she beseeched God for something that would help her, and her actresses, go places where 
they could effectively fight the devil. Hopefully they could pull it off, this time, without losing themselves or trust 
among the cast. The ideal case scenario would be to live like ballerinas, though realistically, a little less fit; then use 
make-up to pull off the junkie aesthetic. Whether ballerinas relied upon dietary supplements, was something they 
would have to find out and keep quiet, like investigative journalists getting their own kicks in private.

…
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…

If she sowed sadness, that’s what she would reap. Valerie wondered if this explained her tragedy. But wait! Her life 
was not a tragedy, yet—though she’d gotten sinfully close to an unholy death. Valerie was instructed to give to the 
poor and needy, though honestly, she felt as though she had very little to give. She couldn’t give money. She 
couldn’t give influence. But wait again! Maybe that’s because all she did have, literally all she had, were her talents. 
And if she threw them away or hoarded them, and didn’t find an effin way to give the gifts she did have to specific 
(or maybe even possibly someday a fair number of) people who needed her gifts—which was proving to be difficult, 
for her, especially lately ugh wow—she was sowing selfishness. Maybe it was selfish to assume, that Valerie’s bad 
early work, was worth sharing in public. That’s why it didn’t work out, for her. She had to do a better job, of that.

Healing, ya girl, can be a painful process. You bet it can. Wounds must be administered to. And America was 
sexually traumatized, totally, with a hell of a lot of hard-to-administer-to wounds eek. Nostalgia was deceitful, and 
the term restoration implied progress, not a return to the past. Healing meant moving forward, not back. Imagine 
being a boy with complicated desires. Imagine being a girl with complicated feelings about boys who desire, or 
don’t desire your ass. Imagine being either gender and not conforming to how you’re supposed to feel, for boys, or 
yourself, or girls. And now—imagine someone helping explain to you, the complicated reasons for how you feel oh 
good. And telling you “it’s okay. It’s okay. It’s not your fault. There’s a very long history, to blame, and this isn’t the 
same world it was, back then.” That, Valerie felt, was her mission as an artist. And the restoration of American, to 
safety and sanity and health, had hardly, started.

Catherine Delaluna was confused about “reap what you sow” because she was good to just about every new person 
she met—and very generous with her fortune. And positive in her music, and resilient to mistreatment, and rarely 
bitter about the past. And she got likes and followers and money and endorsements to show for it. And yet, she still 
wasn’t entirely content. She had a good light feeling, in her chest, but it didn’t compare to the deeper nuanced 
warmth she’d experienced, in mature relationships and moments of extreme intimacy. This, to her, was the 
difference between happiness and joy. Her mind kept going back to [II], and how much she didn’t want to lose them. 
Maybe she wasn’t sowing what she wanted in the heart of a particular person. That might explain, at least some, of 
her confusion. 

Benny Bluman was tempted to think about his old music, as the substance of sin. Some of it was sacrilegious, 
according to plenty of churches and synagogues and temples, etc etc etc. But his career showed so much 
appreciation, from such a tremendous range of fans. Sometimes he loved his fans more than himself. He didn’t know 
why they loved him, so much, until Benny realized, his talent was producing beauty from extreme darkness. And 
dark experiences, in these times, were what he had in common with all those fans. It was hard to find beauty in 
broken circumstances. And yet, he had done it somehow. And sharing it, with his fans, was a gift for both of them.

Rose Williams always said, love is love. And when the devil really relinquished all hell upon her—or did work 
through her eek my bad—the best way to cure it, in her experience, was to ya girl have sex. Maybe that explained 
the hook-up revolution, which in turn, created intimacy issues ugh wow yikes. It began as a widespread attempt to 
fill feelings of emptiness with something different. Luckily she only kept intimate friends. Rose understood being 
possessive in relationships—but in really, really dark times, relentless love might indeed be the best way to combat 
hate and destruction; to render fear ineffective; to cure rape literal and figurative. Those were the mofuthin sins. Not, 
fucking. Fucking. Fucking. (Or making love if you wanna get G-rated.) Fucking. If it ever became necessary, Rose 
wouldn’t mind making fucks with her friends. Reap what you sow, saints of the sack.
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…

Father Father, 

Me again. I am wondering if I am being proud without knowing it, by donning white lingerie and vowing a phase of 
my life to noble whoredom. Now I am wondering whether all that I’ve said I will do for the past like three or four 
years is your will, or mine. It seems too out-of-the-blue and awesome—coming from someone like me—not be 
heaven-sent, though I ask that you guide and protect me because I feel as though I’m doing something wrong. Or my 
life wouldn’t look on the surface like such a wreck. I will admit that some of my former beliefs, about beauty for 
example, were not meant to pass. I want to be strong yet tender and humble, and in general, an impressive person… 
I almost miss the days before I decided to start saying you are my ONLY FRIEND because, I was more codependent 
on my imaginary friends :( ... I think they kind of lost me but maybe “let me go” is a better way to phrase it. Ox

Valerie
…

…

It is not my job to feel pain on behalf of the world’s suffering people. 

Though I do feel it is my job, as a person who’s gone beyond that, to absolve them. 

I happen to believe in God and Jesus Christ, because it helps me understand—life is what you make it. (Reap what 
you sow.) I picture Jesus as someone a bit colorful and larger than life, who actually existed somehow.

It is my belief that what many people call whores—Street Saints, rather—are more Christ-like than Satanic, for 
taking it upon themselves to absolve boys and girls of their sexual injuries and pains. Each time they lay, they’re 
letting themselves get killed for someone else.

In my movies it’s a metaphor, not real. Yes there is a difference.

I believe in coming back from the dead figuratively. It may seem that I’ve done it many times, but I think I’ve only 
done it once. 
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I’ve had some bad role modeling and it’s hard not to mirror what you idolize, even harder to finally change yourself. 

I’m not sure we live in the same world to achieve peace using what Scripture says is right for us, as opposed to more 
hate and discrimination, though maybe I just haven’t reached a place of understanding as a born-again Christian.

For the first phase of my life: I was dying. Now I’m living again. It’s that simple. You’re never dead until you’re 
literally, dead… but once you’re declared, dead. There’s no miraculous resurrection. 

I would like to repeat again that my art, is not reality, even though we’re making the line a bit blurry intentionally. 
To have a stronger, wider-reaching impact as artists.

I think that contraception for women, has changed the modern landscape. And, the internet. And climate change.

All my actors know, when they’re playing a role, and drawing upon their pasts to become the most useful artists they 
can be to all of humanity. And in some cases, they’re repenting… At least I am, myself.

…

Every time you think you’ve finally got her to submit, you realize, shit, I shouldn’t have celebrated too soon. You 
wonder if she’ll ever let you have her completely, you’ve gotten close, but even at those moments you sense it might 
be short-lived. And the next day she’s totally remote again. How will you know when she’s yours? Will she tell you? 
You’ll know because Lola doesn’t have sex with like, anyone. This is actually true. Despite the whore persona, she 
never lets another soul in—beyond her imagination, beyond her books, beyond her scripts. In real-life: really hard to 
access. It’s not even a power game or a seduction tactic or a conscious slight to someone else; it’s just how she’s 
always been. She doesn’t trust real-life people, sexually, for reasons that are probably obvious by now, and spends 
most time by herself. It will never ever be on the first night, even if she led you to expect it. Her guard is hard to 
smash. So if you ever find yourself in a bed with Lola M, and there are no cameras, and no audience besides you 
alone, and you’re not on a movie set, that’s how you’ll know—she’s submitted 🌸  💐 🌺   (and you’re officially more 
than just friends).

https://emojipedia.org/cherry-blossom/
https://emojipedia.org/bouquet/
https://emojipedia.org/hibiscus/
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15: Hollylooya

In a room with just her, you’re happy to have such control. You’ve never had such control over anyone before. And 
it wasn’t easy, to get her like this. You feel like you earned it. In a room with just her you decide you’re going to be 
her best. You’re going to be the one who lays your head on her chest. You’re going to be the one who tells her mom 
the good things she said. And you’re not going to be the one who curses her, when the rest of the public falls back on 
the bygone past. It feels better to be given her, than a perfect rep. It feels better to be considered her current closest 
friend. If you worry too much about darkness versus light, you’ll deny yourself heaven on this perfect night. And 
who ever said dark, was depraved. You’re so far beyond that, you can’t even explain. But still. You believe. Look at 
her, like, how can there not be a God.

…

To: Self 
Subject: Dear diary 
cc: God

My caution about faith comes down to that incident last year with the guy (call him [S]) who kept posting scripture 
on my secret Instagram, to purge the devil from me. He commented on a video that I was ‘a whore, the daughter of a 
whore, etc,’ and said on an earlier date that I would be thrown into a lake of fire. And so on. Well, to be fair he said 
that about my alter-ego … but he thinks that I can still be saved, I think. And it’s true my alter-ego is someone else. 
I’ve written her with this in mind. I haven’t performed her yet because, it’s a tough role. So anyhoo. Even though my 
family thought [S] was a nutcase, and my sister privatized her social media because she was scared of him, I have 
indeed spoken with [S] face-to-face not just online—we met at work—and I don’t think he’s bad. And I also don’t 
take this stuff lightly. The Bible says to speak the Word itself against sinners, so he was obeying the text by posting 
passages from scripture on my gram and videos etc. And yet I do not trust [S] as much as some other people who 
have, likewise, lashed out at me on the internet randomly, with painful impact. I trust my discernment as an artist 
(which can be quite subtle, visually, and I’ve learned that lots of people don’t see what I see)—and I do not believe I 
am ready to step back onscreen yet, because I have not reached a place where I can inspire my former self let alone 
others whose last memory of me is not like a“total winner,” but an ostensible mess. There needs to be clear 
impactful progress. I am still in a journey phase and I’ve reached a hard part when it seems like I’m running on a 
treadmill (very literally) just to tire myself out. Today I had my last appointment with my private pilates instructor/
physical therapist because I can no longer afford it (I never could) and I’m trying to bust out of state, and at some 
point the issue is not my body but my station (or should I say current stage) in life. I have to leave home, soon. 
Because, we’re selling the house! It’s a must. I want a strong financial future, what a drag this has been. I like to 
think that God thwarted my plans to make ‘Oblivion Funk’—the original version—because it was untruthful. Was 
‘DLB’ the same way? No joy at all. No faith. Also no fake truths / lies. One thing that happened instead of OF was 
that I wrote ‘Noah’s Car’ at the AirBNB in Texas. But when I review that now, it contains a much darker philosophy 
than the new lifestyle I’ve been advised to lead by the Bible translated by a successful televangelist. She is female, 
which is somewhat rare among ministers, and maybe that explains why I like her. But who should I trust: my own 
voice four months ago? Or the Bible, now? I think the righteous are becoming very few and far between—just as 
they were during the Holocaust. And intelligence combined with wisdom is so, so rare, it’s almost impossible to find. 
I would like to preserve intelligence + wisdom among my lead actors—though it’s too much to expect it from each 
and every one. Actors, you know how they are. I’ve never had the Bible explained to me, more practically, than by 
this televangelist. But like, really. If I’m not mistaken, televangelists have been predicting ‘end times’ for many years 
(e.g. Jim Bakker, disgraced famously for rape), and I don’t want a regret in life to be that I got duped and gave up 
years of my life to be a quote ‘born-again Christian’ though I really am okay with saying that. It’s fine. I’d rather get 
locked into that, then another several years of depression and nihilism, and I feel as though reading the Bible is 
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working well for me (seriously.) even though it’s a new habit. Yes I will get baptized though I don’t feel ready to run 
and do it now; it could be fun someday with a witness or two. I’ve observed the blessings reaped upon people like 
[M], who totally believes in Christ, and [XIII] who always seems happy. Maybe she’s not faking it, despite passages 
in this book that are based on her, and claim to tap into her suppressed subconscious which feels differently than she 
shows the world. I fear from observing my gma’s life in Mormonism that suppressing hard truths can be symptomatic 
of blind faith—and it all comes out, somehow, anyway. Or it just eats you away inside. So I’m trying to strike a 
balance between preaching God’s word proudly, and facing reality / exposing what needs to be examined. Kanye 
West is another example of a talented nonconforming artist—who is proud enough to run for president though he’s 
underqualified, and to allow himself to be idolized like a god (which is a sin but maybe it’s not his fault), and who 
still “sins” himself I’m certain—but I for some reason believe is genuinely blessed in spite of all that. (“It’s a new 
world!”) Amy Winehouse used to kiss her cross and look up at the sky—I’ve seen her do it in vids. Was she cursed or 
blessed? How else would she have been so, famous? Was I fulfilling my purpose, or sinning, or just being an idiot, 
when I ran away and engaged in erm uh dark behavior and ran up some debt lol and wrote all my unknown work 
while I was doing it? If I hadn’t had done that… what? Suicide? Or a better ‘me’ in the present? The main thing is 
that I feel I must submit to God, or I have no reason to live at all. Honestly, I don’t. Cause the only thing I want to do 
with my life, is impossible without some supernatural encouragement. That’s already happened for me, I’ve seen 
things really. I often forget tho. Basically to summarize I have faith but will only ever follow the deep, deep, deeeep 
voice inside of MYSELF and the only regrets I have are spending too much time debating whether I’m not meant to 
be Lola mofuthin Morgan fuckers because I AM! And I’m enjoying the journey so if I look pissed off, don’t get me 
wrong I’m happy.

-Morgan xo xo

…

Lola’s pilates instructor and physical therapist asked to snap a selfie with her, after their last session, so she could 
look back on it “when Lola was famous.” She also said that Lola was one of her weirder clients haha. Lola said if 
there ever came to be a time when she could look back on the selfie, and say that, “by then I’ll be a much different 
person.”

“How?” said Instructor, jokingly. “You’ll be a man.”

“Actually, no.” Lola stuttered, feeling self-conscious and not totally (though slightly) changed in body and mind, 
from the practice of pilates she’d gotten warmed up to. “I’m trynna be more feminine.”

Lola had said this so many times—not really out loud, but whatever, get used to it—she was beginning to wonder if 
it was even fated or whether her ideal was what needed to change. Not herself.

“But it’ll be like a really long time, before you’ll ever get to look fondly upon that pic,” Lola added. 

…

In time they subsist on food from gas stations and hunger from men. A certain classless skill for survivalism, [Z] 
definitely has, though she’s never been the pretty one and back then she gave up hope on that—as a realist, not to 
make herself or anyone sad. But back then she still prayed for whatever it takes to fulfill her mission. “I’m not 
drinking Kool-aid,” she tells you in the present, when you grab a powder pack. [Z] tells [Y] she’s still unsure 
whether her mom was an enemy, or an inspiration, but says she’ll go with inspiration to keep things right. [Z] 
doesn’t know whether hating all impure women (aka whores) is kind of a spinoff on being racist, or sexist, or 
classist, or evangelist (kidding about this one—actually tho, it’s different), or some other remix of being bigoted. At 
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one time [Y] would have advised [Z] to “trust no one”—but since that time, she and [Z] have realized they’re 
actually blessed. Their dark years, admittedly, came before this. Let’s call it a test. Not to say these years aren’t dark 
but inside they feel different, than the sky reigning on them. “Trust hardly anyone,” is a new variation on an old 
survival tactic. Honestly [Y] didn’t care what [Z] decided in her heart and head, regarding [G], just so long as she 
found a way to carry on. [Z]’s always been a weirdo and wasn’t stupid but wasn’t, like, sharp. So—Godspeed to [Z]. 
Whatever it takes.

…

#2 and 1 went on some Church dates together and maybe they kept it up forever but really they felt closest to God, 
when they treated the body as a temple and just went and communed with God there for god sakes. And #2 said she 
couldn’t really tell that much of a difference between God’s love stirring within her spirit, and love for #2 emitted 
from #1’s heart, except for that #1 was human which was almost better TBH because it was right there and she 
wanted it all for herself. Not for all of humanity. For, herself. And she believed in God more when he forced them to 
keep their healing procedures private—because, like, they really needed that. Also #2 liked it when #1 got jealous, 
not because she was trying to make her mad, but because it confirmed the truth, and love just wasn’t as fun when #1 
offered forgiveness and equal tenderness to literally everyone she met—at least not when they were hanging out—
because like, #1 should fight for #2. She was hard to get, even before had suitors up the wazoo by this time later in 
life, God-willing, maybe not, but she could certainly afford an even pricier chain that said “#1” on it, to replace the 
old one, and just give it to someone else. Also also. #2 didn’t want to be compared to a man, forevs, so why would 
she wanna emulate Jesus 100%, even if Jesus was half-gay too (obviously), or maybe even like half-trans, and like, 
just in general trust your instincts with love stuff because, God is love. Not a man or a woman. Not saying it had to 
be forever but, it kind of just is. Still #2 was confused about her purpose so she put God first and prayed to find out. 
And God said, “please help rebuild my broken temple. But do it quietly or the people will pillage it again.” #1 asked 
the same thing, and got the same response about her baby.

….

The question that plagued Lola Morgan, more than any other in 2018, was—is it my fault?? The misfortune that had 
come upon her, beginning around the time she got an e-mail from Woody Allen in 2013 hmm… the curse begins… 
she could say—my God, my God, why have you forsaken me?? but that was cliché. When Lola looked for role 
models publicly, she couldn’t find one, except for maybe people in a similar spiritual stage as herself—such as The 
Weeknd perhaps. If Lola got her way, she would help him reap what he’d sown by creating beauty from emotional 
and sexual chaos. She wanted him to play Levi in Black Satin, and look as beautiful as he sounded in the music that 
he sacrificed his vanity to complete (dream big and dream deep) but only fate could decide this. Within Lola’s 
extended family, the best role model she found was her grandmother, who was religious yes (Mormon), and 
practiced forgiveness, but who was a pushover to Gpa (until Gma got Alzheimer’s) and didn’t deal with tough 
emotions. It made sense how “turning the other cheek” quickly turned to defeat, when someone was in a 
marginalized position to begin with. It also made sense why “turning the other cheek” was such a revolutionary 
practice, for white men like Jesus. If Jesus Christ had been black, would he have acted more like Kanye West? In 
Lola’s immediate family, she looked up to Lola’s father who forgave so much, but was a pushover to Mom. Or let’s 
say her role model was her mother, cause obviously her love for her mom was so so strong it was almost (almost but 
not actually) wrong. But Lola’s mom was so proud and hard to reason with. If she read that sentence, she would say, 
“Me? I’m not proud and hard to reason with!” and would admonish Lola for saying it. While Lola did have regrets 
about negativism toward herself, which manifested as a self-consciousness around others and a severe sense of 
unimportance, she had fought that pretty hard to break that. By putting herself out there, even when she looked ratty 
and didn’t have any lover, or any lover with money, or any money of her own, to fall back on—just credit. Her goal 
had been to escape her house, and her family, and her past, but it didn’t work. Apparently it was better to finally, face 
it. No matter how triggering. No matter how hard. Perhaps on her mom’s behalf, who never looked back. She never 
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wrote a memoir. But she had pushed Lola to get a great education, which helped Lola write her own stuff, and 
helped her reach Woody Allen by working connections. (Who says I’m bad at networking?) Everyone had to deal 
with their past—not just God—or it kept creepering back through generations. History repeats itself unless the chain 
is broken. The only thing Lola could have done differently, was to find faith sooner for herself. But as noted, she’d 
really been broken to pieces, and frustrated and defeated and humbled, before she actually could believe in God for 
99.999999999% certain (basically: 100% certain but I wanted to use the #9). Yes there were plenty of people with 
faith, who already reaped many blessings by Lola’s age and challenged her threshold for envy—but in her defense, 
plenty (not all) of them had not had their faith or survival skills challenged quite as much, so far in this life, no 
offense. Or they wouldn’t be writing about the one time they got bullied in high school, in writing class. Though, 
who knows. Different strokes. Ultimately Lola found solace in the idea that it wasn’t really her fault, that all this had 
happened, and though she hadn’t administered charity to the masses, so far in this life, she had always gone out of 
her way to be nice to the one suffering female loner in the room—or the one in her screenwriting seminar at 
Columbia named [Z], or in New York named [XI] where her film got released (but that female had to be a maaajor 
loner in order to relate to it, at all). And Lola had gone out of her way, like really far out of her way to Hastings 
Street in Vancouver, to write the best stories she could possibly manage from the measly solo platform she had. And 
it was because she was honestly shy, by nature, like, she had been since the womb, and family lore was that Morgan 
came out uncrying and silent and maybe not that thin but in like a soft way. Morgan had tried to be herself to her 
utmost ability. And now she wants to start a new family name. Lola Morgan isn’t a demigoddess, but someday she 
does want to be role modelesque. And she decides after writing this passage, that she wants one of her works 
someday to be entitled, “Lolus.”

…

The way Selena Gray explained the advent of education, to a future hater of “intellectuals,” was that it was just one 
way of refining oneself within the narrow path she was trodding. It didn’t mean she trusted her brain, over God’s 
plan—it meant that she liked deepening her own private experience, as she walked with Him. 

In a half-apology Selena Gray explained to Catherine that the reason college-educated Americans, statistically, were 
more likely to report having “no religion” was because one of the major objectives of writing college essays, again 
and again and again, was not mental masturbation (if you were writing the essays correctly), but to extract the cold 
hard truth from sprawling seas of irrelevance. Also: to close-read, and to identify moments when word choice 
mattered—versus when it might be coincidence, or when a newer translation might have more jurisdiction than the 
original writer’s (or prophet’s) intent. While Selena didn’t have major issues with taking leaps of faith—otherwise, 
she wouldn’t have made it this far as a solo New York writer—it became clear after about three classes, as a college 
freshman, that religion was one of those things that just didn’t make sense. There were too many of them, for one to 
be correct, and too much scientific progress pointing to the man-made creation of myth, historically, to explain what 
we didn’t used to understand. There was too much evidence of artists (like Michelangelo, or Dante, or Mel Gibson) 
informing our visions of Jesus and heaven and hell. There was too much anthropological theory about colonialism, 
and the Church being used as an imperialist institution that drove white men to subjugate “less civilized” people, for 
her to put all her faith in one belief system over another. There were too many stories about priests molesting kids, 
and politicians pulling strings for their own self-serving ends, and celebrities with pure public images who were 
phonies in private, for Selena to trust any one of them. In most religions, from Catholicism to Scientology, there 
tended to be an evil force and a good one. A God figure and a corrupter. Sometimes: a scapegoat, to shoulder the 
burden of human sin. Even in psychology, the same could be said—the moral animal was inborn and not entirely 
informed by experience. So while Selena believed that having the right motives (privately), was the key factor in 
keeping one’s karma in check, she also believed that you could find just as much truth in studying culture, history, 
and religion at large, as you could in reading the Bible again and again. There was a reason Old World European 
missionaries were able to triumph, and it wasn’t necessarily that the Bible was “correct,” but that Western 
Civilization had the guns germs and steel to Christianize most of the world, by impressing people with their power, 
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and sometimes using force to implement it. She also believed that wherever survival was concerned—e.g. in war, or 
extreme poverty—the rules of the game might change to see the best karmic results. A person’s choices varied 
depending on their station in life, and what lessons they had already endured. But their choices were indeed what 
defined them, in God’s eyes. Or just in her own.

The new option to have security guards, and take vehicles around town with Catherine, instead of the subway, made 
Selena quite willing to make herself more sensitive—whereas Valerie, back in her shitty house, stayed away from a 
lot of New York literature, knowing that it was more refined than her own jank spunkass writing, because the best 
new lit didn’t mesh with where she was at. The newer books that were out there, made Valerie feel erm uh judged or 
rejected, by the upper class and other communities. But, it also made the sex better—to be a fine artist, always 
consuming fine content.

…

To: Morgan
from: God

Got your e-mail. To answer your first question, I think the reason Mr. Righteous [S] posted comments calling you a 
whore—even in your pre-makeover incarnation—is because he wanted to sleep with you and couldn’t account for 
his sexual feelings by studying the Bible. And “whore” is one of those words like the n-word that just kind of, comes 
out at the wrong time oops. But you can reclaim and reappropriate the term. This is why you went to college. So you 
were equipped with intellect and cleverness as a soldier in this Holy War. And a very fine-tuned understanding of the 
difference between art, and reality. I think that my beautiful son Jesus is a great role model for all people, and that 
he was sexually pure. Say there will be a second coming of Christ, and the first time he rolled through this scary 
world, he died for your sins. So you’re okay, Kid. But, you’re not Jesus FYI. And that’s not who you were born to be. 
I know you’ve sinned unintentionally in the past, but you’ve also written screenplays and books about all that 
happened as a consequence, which is the first part of your repentance—and your bystander friends will make it up to 
you in their art, and you to them. They didn’t know any better in their defense [for them too: it was unintentional 
sin]. All this to say—the best parts of your life, and theirs, have yet to transpire?? But you have to keep the faith and 
trust your deep deep deep inner moral compass. This includes your God-given understanding of sexuality, and what 
you decide about sex outside marriage etc. And indeed, there’s a lot of sexual sin out there that needs to be 
addressed. Who else is gonna know how to do it. Someday you may find more purity in love, around the time you 
have (a) child(ren), but for a while, you’re gonna have to let go and let God and let yourself get fucked for people’s 
sins—as you’ve already done, figuratively. Don’t worry. It’ll be worth it in the end. You got this!!!!

xo xo
The Nice Guy [not to be confused with ‘The Man’]

…

“Why are you spending more time with her than with me?” #1 asked #2 in 20[xz]. 

“To be real, baby. It’s because I think you heap compliments upon friends, too indulgently. And what you’re sowing 
is mediocrity.”

#1 thought for a second.
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#2 continued. “I don’t know if you ever did me wrong, in the past. I used to think so but now I think differently. I 
kinda let power dynamics sort of, fall into place naturally. And not all of them are dysfunctional, so let’s just see 
how it feels and let it be.”

“What does that have to do with—“

“What I’m trying to say is, you are doing me wrong, when you surround yourself with people you can feel better 
than, and compliment them—and then say the same bullshit to me. And the only reason you do that is because, deep 
in the back your mind, you know you’re lying. And you know you’re better than them. It’s a form of vanity. How can 
I trust you? It also bothers me because, you do it out of fear. The fear I think you have is of challenging yourself 
with harder friends, not flatterers, and becoming a greater artist as a result. For a while you had no choice and were 
staying busy and being a kind warm person which is a good thing and that’s how you are anyway so it’s not like 
that’s gonna change. But in 20[xz] you have a choice. To me, it’s disappointing to see you be even remotely 
mediocre because, you want people like them to like you. You don’t deserve my full attention, if you aren’t giving 
your full attention to the right things.”

“What are the right things.”

“I don’t know but I’d rather see you dig deep and make painfully truthful art for the people you absolutely love, than 
art for your all your fans, or even art that has the goal of putting out happiness. Not because a positive attitude 
doesn’t matter, or because your fans don’t matter—of course they do—but because, the music will end up better if 
you make it for your heaven-sent muses as a platform for the truth. The truth is more important, than uplifting 
people’s moods, or your own mood. Forget mood music, make truth music. And then you’ll start becoming the 
prophet you’re meant to be, cutiebear. I’ve gotten persecuted for telling the truth but, you’ll never get persecuted in 
quite the same way by popular demand, because you’re #1 and I’m #2, we’ve gone over this. And you know what? 
I’d rather get bullied again and again by others, than feel like a phony with myself or be a mediocre artist, when I 
could be a revolutionary one.”

“Is that why you’re hanging out with her more than me?”

“Yes. Because even though she’s not as popular as you, by the year 20[xz], she’s really fucking brave—and always, 
always tells the truth. And she tells it in a sensitive manner, to her lovers, without resentment in the delivery. Not 
that you haven’t done that, so far in your career, and I’m exaggerating to illustrate a point to my readers, not so 
much to you but… now you have better equipment, to fuck with… so there’s no excuse.”

“Kay."

What was exciting about #1, or whoever #2 imagined as her one—whether or not it was based in reality (and she 
was really, really starting to doubt her sanity on this one)—was that she didn’t really feel pressure to be cool or hot 
or pretty so much. Who knows about all that other stuff. She felt more pressure, not to succumb, to the pressures of 
being all that other stuff. It was the basic kinda bond that brought together kids on the playground, or dogs a-rollin-
round at the park, or cattle grazin necks in the barhn. They both got along, that simple guys, honest. There didn’t 
have to be a power differential. There didn’t have to be a sense of material ownership. There just had to be them, and 
time to rediscover what had been taken from them, by unchecked ambition and unfriendly grown-ups and unholy 
health problems. 

….
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…

When it came to studying the Bible, what Cleo had a harder time with, than anything, was the concept of obedience. 
Obedience, to God. How did she know what God wanted from her. Cleo felt at times like 70% of her energy was 
expended, resisting chaos. What do you do when your father’s kind of an asshole, and your mother is delusional. 
What do you do when your house is a mess, and the only room you can expect to stay clean is the space in your 
heart. Do you run away? Seek refuge in your bed? In your art? In your head? How do you know the difference 
between being hard on yourself, and facing the truth. How do you know that God made you just how He wanted, 
and then tossed you into a world where people post such cruel online comments.

Cleo’s self-identification as a “born-again Christian” was as much a surprise to herself, as it was to her educated 
friends. The truth of the matter was, nothing else worked as well. She had spent five years manically depressed, and 
it cured her better than meds, or meditation, or compulsive work habits. Where mysticism was concerned, she 
wouldn’t attempt to explain how it functioned.

When Cleo gave up on finding a job, the normal way, she felt that she’d done the right thing. She’d be smart just to 
start her own art company, and hustle for a while until she built momentum. On the upside, Cleo’s education in job-
searching had upholstered her brain with a more elaborate understanding of how to market oneself, and how to hire 
dependable employees. Cleo now felt she had a clearer grasp on where she’d gone wrong in the past, as far as 
appealing to (and not totally alienating) her audience. Still she needed to work on this. In general the job application 
process provided Cleo with a reality check about negative attitudes. No one had time for them. The most successful 
companies created exchanges with customers upheld by benevolence. 

When Cleo’s unmet sex needs got so out-of-hand, she found herself getting violently sick and spending the whole 
second half of her day, after the coffee shop closed, incapacitated in bed—losing self-control on her laptop; in the 
kitchen; in her own head—she decided to bring in reinforcements. The last person she needed to succumb to was [I] 
or [X], who weren’t playing their cards right by acting like arrogant men. So she decided to phone an old high 
school friend. She chose a female friend whose comparative life narrative was uneventful enough that the next 
couple weeks, during which she would serve as a surrogate-of-sorts, might even be one of the most important phases 
of her respective lifestory. Not Cleo’s but whatevs. Cleo wasn’t out to be an emotional trapper; she actually 
considered it generous.

The female friend Cleo phoned was invited on a road trip from New York to an AirBNB in Virginia—to “do a 
painting of Luray Caverns” (which didn’t end up happening)—where on night 3 of 10, Cleo unzipped the girl’s jeans 
in their room, yanked them off the fuckin whore, and left them on the floor. The girl was all like “are you sure, are 
you sure.” Cleo didn’t say anything and just kept going with her hands, knowing damn well that this girl did not 
identify as gay—and probably wasn’t. But she wouldn’t forget this friendship. The whole time Cleo’s mind was not 
on the girl, but on someone else. She made the girl come twice before she came herself. 

Seven days later, when Cleo dropped the girl off back at her house nearby in White Plains, she gave her a look kind 
of like “I’m sorry this happened.” But the girl, evidently, perceived it as something else, because she wouldn’t stop 
texting Cleo in the aftermath. (Stuff like: are you sorry that happened… [6 minutes later]… I don’t think I am….) 
Cleo didn’t bother texting back, though she thought something like “nice going, you basically raped your friend.” 
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Now Cleo really knew how it felt to be a man. It wasn’t the first time, something like this had happened, though she 
realized she was less likely to think of any boy as a victim.

… 

For Catherine Delaluna honestly it was more awkward to get caught giving her money, or her good will to a man, 
than it was to not give at all and be accused of selfishness. Sometimes she really felt there was no way to win! Her 
generosity was pegged as self-serving, but if she didn’t, she was a tease or a greedy bitch. Catherine thought the 
money games she played with men, would make more sense to those who criticized her, if they lived in her position. 
Hot hurts. 

Wowww. Valerie Brown tried not to resent anyone her age with greener pastures and greater success, because, unless 
that person had started their own business by now (which was rare), or chosen to be really lazy (she didn’t consider 
herself lazy), it was pretty much random who came out ahead. It probably depended more on parenting, than 
wisdom garnered from experience. Valerie believed in good karma, but had learned fast in her twenties, that 
prosperous people were often the most judgmental and high-and-mighty and unsafe for Valerie to ever depend on. 
And she honestly was reluctant to make exceptions, to that rule, unless a person proved him/herself very different. It 
wasn’t really a matter of classism, but of self-protection. Blessings were different from luck. Most people her age 
had student loans. Most people had family support, or a lack thereof. By age forty she could see where savings and 
smart investments and right moves would make a difference, but by age twenty-four, she was trying to forgive 
herself, for not being rich. She wondered often how her life would look different if she’d been fed and loved in a 
healthy way, from a young age, and never been handed a credit card without a word of caution.

“I don’t know if I should find peace with myself, or keep trying and failing to force improvement.”

“I don’t know the difference between not-learning-from-my-mistakes and perseverance.”

“I don’t know if my goals are unrealistic, and if my visions are God-given or made up in my head.”

“I’ve had visions before that amounted to nothing. I’ve had visions that felt more like warnings—of what I didn’t 
want to pass. And then I changed direction, fast.”

“I’ve chosen to trust God, and not to trust myself. When I trust myself, I just descend into hell. That’s what I can’t 
afford to let happen again.”

Catherine was having a hard time, remembering the boredom she felt some many months ago, when it seemed like 
she’d already peaked in this life. What else could she do? Now, she was sure she hadn’t peaked. But it was true, that 
she was envious of some of the ordinary-life challenges faced by fans she met and liked, but couldn’t connect to for 
more than ten minutes due to power differentials, which were part of real-life. Catherine felt mildly proud of, but 
more trapped by, the fact that she had two of the most popular male celebrities in America—Benny and Derry—in 
her hooks. She had never tried to hook them; she was just being herself, and they got hooked. With each move they 
made, she felt increasingly convinced that B and D were more powerful, but developmentally younger than other 
people their age. She felt like they wanted her for them, not for her to feel fortified, understood, and protected. 
Sometimes she wished she could start over with men, but the ones she was drawn to had too much pride, to be seen 
out with Catherine when she already had these half-boyfriends.

…
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WRIT3348: “What goes around comes around” report card [Lola Morgan, April 2018]: 

1. What you sowed: Wrote a movie (Dark Lady Blues) about a drugaholic wannabe writer who gets abandoned by 
friends. Plans to write novella. Kills self rather than face scary fate of nation.
What you reaped: Released v v flawed unfinished movie as wannabe filmmaker, no one seemed to like it. 
Abandoned by friends. Suffered from isolation, addiction/suicidal behavior, & an overdose in the midst of which 
paramedics declared you actually dead. But you also wrote a novel, not novella, and bunch of poems (they’re not 
that bad but hide for now).

2. Sowed: Novel (Valerie) with some passages about immense success, some about tragic end. Also dealt with 
intimacy issues and tried to fix em.
Reaped: Phase of life characterized by waves of extreme arrogance countered by extreme insecurity—drug relapse 
and near-death. Beginning to see better relationships, but not in reality. Just in your head.

3. Sowed: Screenplay (foregone draft of Oblivion Funk) about girl who sells her soul to devil, loses weight from 
drugs, and sacrifices dignity to get known on the internet as some sort of porn star. 
-Reaped: Phase of extremely undignified online behavior, in front of small audience—and “the devil” probably 
made you fatter not thinner. Failed film. Humiliation. Not sexy yet but getting there.

4. Sowed: Loong 7-part screenplay (Black Satin) in which you morph from depressed dork, to heroin addict, to 
world’s hottest whore who helps make her former enemies into famous friends. Unforeseen lifesaving friendships 
within screenplay but you can bet that’s all gonna change. Ur character marries guy who used to be cruel to her.
Reaped: Got over addiction, sober now. Unexpected fascination with writing about celebs, a very very slow but sure 
transformation, spiritual awakening and refusal to succumb to the devil’s plans for you to die in obscurity/insecurity.

5. Sowed: Screenplay (Maiden Voyage) about road trip which ends in an overthrow of tired immature values, 
rediscovery of camaraderie, love, and intimacy. Makes controversial statement about genocide of bottom class on 
American home turf. Also, a resurrection of Grace —> Lola, i.e. major makeover god-willing but starting to wonder.
Reaped: Something like that but it still hasn’t happened.

Exercise reflections: 
-Am I prisoner to my fate or am I writing my fate
-are these prophecies, or predictions based on knowledge/observation, or just plain fantasies 

…

The big confession on that big memorable night is probably something about how you’ve been keeping an eye on 
her longer than anyone—and it’s just obvious, if you surreptitiously quiz the others (not even the one she’s always 
with), that you invested your time and eyes sooner, which is so vulnerable considering how most people act when 
they don’t know they’re supposed to be acting—and how you usually don’t go for her breed but she’s like the one 
exception, to be honest, and maybe it’s because you’re so used to having your pick of the opposite breed, and all that 
energy coming off them and sticking to your flesh. You need some way to counter it without showing that side to 
your public audience. You don’t know how power dynamics work but you’re glad she wants to be yours now and do 
it all in private, because you happen to want to call the shots, for once. More often you get tired of having shots to 
call but this time, for once, control is like all you want. Except for some nights when she ‘lets you have it’ (not 
referring to control) hahah but it’s not always games and fun. That’s one of the differences, with this one. It’s 
sometimes fun but mostly like not that much.

…
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To: #1
Subject: All I know
Bcc: [Y], [XI]

The reason I am reluctant to let myself love you, even though it would be easy to decide to just go for it, has to do 
with this. I know how attraction works and how it can be one-sided, which is one of the unfortunate but also kind of 
remarkable realities of this world, that either keeps meant-to-be couples apart, or provides a natural space for 
justice to be carried out hormonally. If people just got together, and fucked the shit out of eachother—with real love 
in their hearts!!—they would probably fix each other up over time, just because you are who you sleep with. But on 
the other hand, a need for a comprehensive makeover is something that’s hard to bring up, without insulting 
someone who’s not ready to hear it. I know this about myself and my exes learned it, from me, the hard way. Another 
thing I know about myself is… not my orientation, still confused… though I do know that I’ve been ready for a while 
to be a sexyass bitch! And I do know what I personally and privately consider the most ideal attractive human I 
could ever be given the privilege to sleep with, and just FYI, that human looks nothing like me (even in my sexiest 
assest bitchiest incarnation). What I know about you, is that you’re female, and very appealing to hyper-masculine 
men. So my concern is that you’re so innately straight, that as soon as a “real man” tromps along and wants you—
with a body to boot—you’ll drop me like *that* …  not because you want to hurt me but because of the insane power 
of lust and attraction between yourself and that man. You always leave the men you love so how should I be any 
different. I’ve heard it said that love is a choice, and I agree!! Maybe. Depends on what love is and love has so many 
spinoffs. The choice is only there, when it comes to commitment. Severe serious attraction, is not a choice. It just, is. 
All this said, I’ll always care for you enough that I’ll support you getting back with your “real man” but I’m not 
sure I can endanger my fragile heart to someone like you who’s gonna accidentally kill it. Does all this make sense? 
I thought about entitling this e-mail, “Good dick,” but I didn’t want it to go in your spam folder so, I changed it.

Love,
Your two

… 

If Catherine were a selfless person she would pray for [II] to find a perfect person other than herself, and never make 
[II]’s way to Catherine’s arms, and remain enchained forever in the mindset that their connection was the product of 
delusion. Catherine knew any relationship with her came with some complex emotions. And probably some 
confusion. Catherine wasn’t “easy” in many regards, and though it seemed like she blocked off her feelings, it was 
only because she wanted to seem strong for the public. That way her whole shtick would be more effective. 
Catherine was stronger than most of the men she’d been with, and that might begin to explain why [II] was a good 
match. The thing was, Catherine wasn’t quite selfless. The way she found faith in the first place, was from 
exhaustion, due to over-empathizing with every suffering person. She had to stop and remind herself, now and then, 
that a family who lost their kid to cancer or suicide or a school shooting was part of a plotline separate from 
Catherine’s, that had less to do with her God-given purpose than with their own. Catherine could make her own 
choices, and respond to her own obstacles that caused supreme suffering—and offer empathy to others, which was 
one of her natural talents as an actress—but she had her limits. This is why Catherine couldn’t live without [II]. 
Because empathizing with [II], for some reason, felt better than empathizing with herself. In weird ways that didn’t 
make sense to the other person, Catherine wished she were [II], and [II] wished he were Catherine. Even when 
Catherine was miserable, it felt good for [II] to let her in. Because helping Catherine understand her own self, and 
heal the hurt they had in common, was part of [II]’s God-given purpose. 

…
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A. I feel as though I can’t trust nobody, not even me.

Q. That’s not true. You can trust you. And maybe one or two others, but if I were you I would define “trust” very 
carefully. 

A. Who else can I trust.

Q. You can trust my word. Oh and you didn’t complete the “What goes around comes around” report card I assigned 
for homework. 

A. I didn’t?

Q. You forgot Noah’s Car.

…

EXT. MOTEL UPPER DECK

POV: staring out at the highway. All bare and empty.

Oh and there's that comet/bomb in the sky, flying.

Denny, wearing sunglasses, sort of smiling. Like he's out of it, groggy or 
something. Stoned? possibly.

INT. SEPARATE MOTEL ROOM

Noah wakes up in his sleep, suddenly. Sits up straight.

His ears perked up.

Roxanne rolls over next to him, half-awake, sort of smiling.

A LOUD SOUND, outdoors. Noah hears it coming...

... Blackout.

… 

#2 was tempted to play humble and say “I don’t deserve you” to #1, but the truth was, she did feel like she deserved 
her haha I’m serious. She’d paid her dues and it was a big step to be able to say I earned this and not brag about it 
because it wasn’t the type of thing anyone would want to brag about. #1 finally understood why #2 used to get tired 
of the bleeding heart persona, when #2 started screwing like every guy she met—even the ones who weren’t getting 
all the way up. The ones who allowed #2 to look around the room calmly when they were so absorbed in the sex that 
they were on another planet. Even if they had a lot to offer, as it were, the feelings didn’t run as far back in time and 
cell memory. Whenever she gave herself to someone who prayed for her presence, she felt the gift of giving. But the 
gift of giving wasn’t as good as channeling all that energy between #2 and 1. In other words, each time she opened a 
channel to a stranger, she pulled force away from the channel between them. This, was her job. And for a while #2 
didn’t feel like she had a choice. But it was hard to define the difference between work and play, when #2 wasn’t 
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going home to #1 technically. All of their current “time together” was spent remotely. #2 wondered how it would be 
different, if they were actually in close proximity.

…

The Good Man was in heaven looking over his appointment book. It was open to a page called, “epiphanies.” Two 
of the subcategories on the epiphanies page included “out of your league” and “just not meant to be”—which then 
split into two super-subcategories, “love” and “talent/lack thereof” (though for this passage we’ll focus on the love 
super-subcategory of epiphanies in God’s appointment book). God made appointments for human epiphanies about 
love in such a way that delusions could subsist for long enough to give a person energy. To motivate great work. To 
get them out of bed in the morning. He laced these fake unfated loves with a tiny strain of denial, which was 
designed to break the surface—in the form of acceptance, i.e. losing gracefully—at the moment of the scheduled 
epiphany. The original strain of denial was not enough to crush the fantasy from the get-go, but to keep the person 
somewhat functional in reality. However once a fantasy was scheduled to hit a wall, the next test was to see how the 
person would handle it. Just because some loves weren’t fated, didn’t mean that God was mean. He’d heard a lot of 
lovers insist, they felt “laughed at by the gods,” when an epiphany hit. But God wasn’t laughing. Of course he 
wasn’t suffering like the poor people on the ground, no no. God understood everything, e.g. that heartbreak and 
failure served a purpose like any challenge in life. And it made the third supersquared-subcategory, “loves that are 
indeed fated and scheduled to happen (right here in God’s appointment book),” all the more exciting and surprising 
and ultimately fulfilling.
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16: Bodies and souls

Morgan planned to change her name [to Lola Morgan] legally—but before that, to do a decent job finally completing 
a screenplay adaptation of her Gpa’s novel (which she insisted, to herself, had a sorta karmic significance), and use 
the promised earnings literally to run away from home for a month. This time she wouldn’t be able to post anything 
on the internet because, people were onto her from her unexpected last run. If need be, she’d leave her laptop. Lola 
had more money coming in by the end of the year from her parents’ plans to sell the house, which she would use to 
settle some debts, and if enough was left, to get a nose job. After all this, she would change her name. If Lola 
Morgan had to list one regret, it was probably the gum addiction (not heroin), but then again—if it weren’t for that, 
she doubts she would have been able to control anxiety enough to focus on her homework, in college, then graduate; 
nor would she have been able to complete some of the screenplays. It helped her block out noise, internal and 
external. Anyway. All the above were actually Lola’s plans; if something interfered with them, she would forcibly 
tell herself it was God enforcing his plan instead of hers. In her current incarnation, Lola suspected she appealed to 
the type of alpha men who had really pretty wives, like really pretty, but also anal retentive because that’s how pretty 
they were, and they probably took some of their mood hang-ups out on their men; the type of wife who (Lola would 
bet) never like suddenly stuck their hand down a guy’s pants ha idk. She came to this conclusion just from assessing 
people’s expressions around town in Minneapolis, though of course, it was hard to know what was really going on. 

…

Dear diary,

Honestly I’m getting really tired of these “visions”—they’re just mean, to see me doing better (like in an alternate reality) and 
make me feel so ashamed of myself. Sometimes I have a hard time determining whether cowardice is the same thing as preserving 
my limited edition v. rare sense of pride, by not putting myself out there to get laughed at. If people like me aren’t pitied by the 
gods then it certainly feels like it. I’m not quite suicidal but I am so sick of this shit. I have a lot of gratitude for my talent, but it 
doesn’t matter if I can’t do anything with it.

Morgan

…

Jesus was the son of God in the sense that Jesus and his disciples and the prophets writing the Holy Writ were 
creatively inspired, so they knew just how to design the parables and present Big J to the people, in a way that would 
have the most positive and wide-reaching impact. In short, to do good. Back then (same as now) there were leaders, 
and followers. There were people who needed to be told how to act in a way that would not offend them.

For example, animal sacrifice was getting out of hand. So the New Covenant solved that.

“A lot has changed since Biblical times,” Derek Louis reminded himself often. “But, human nature isn’t all that 
different. And if Jesus came back, he’d get stoned again. I know that for a fact.”
 
… 
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When the Devil Wants ur Head  
by Valerie Brown

I don’t want you anymore
So please go away
It’s not funny anymore 
Getting caught in your games

You’re not cute, when you’re smiling
So save it for your men
I’m so done pretending 
We could have been friends

I don’t want you anymore
So please go away
Can’t tell the difference 
Between adverts and dreams

You have plenty of options 
My friends would love you I’m sure
From the get-go they’ll tell you 
Things that I was never told

Another one missing
When I needed em most
Fine I’ll pray for my enemies
But I won’t give my all

There was a time
when I thought You were my man
I wouldn’t mind it
But alone here I am

It’s not funny to live
On the edge day-by-day
It’s not fun to read books
To escape suffering

Jesus says be joyful
Don’t let em sap your strength
But sometimes I feel like
I’m living in internment 

It’s capitalism
Not even my fault 
Here I am on the bottom
Close my eyes, the pain goes on

The Big Boys all think
They’re better than me
Cause I’m just a cog
In a propaganda machine

I understand, it’s not easy
Being in your place
Though I know I’d feel patronized
If we came face-to-face
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So please go away
Never see my crying face
I hate you forever
I hate you more than me

please, go away
I don’t want you to stay
If I weren’t fooled by tomorrow
I’d just leave it all today
 
…

Valerie really felt fucked over when she realized that Catherine Delaluna’s tactics as a born-again businesswoman 
(including mock Christianity) were to make literally every fan feel like her closest friend, or a member of her fam, 
and it was basically, a lie to be liked, not borne of insecurity of strategy, because likes were as good as real currency 
in these times—and that Valerie, in her lonely unliked state, was absolutely just another victim, when she started 
writing stories about celebs from an “intimate” perspective. This was getting out-of-hand. Bible text was being 
extorted by plebe-hating Capitalists, just like it was used by closet misogynists, to keep poor people feeling 
worthless (think of all the rap lyrics about how money brought them closer to God). The worst part was, Valerie was 
fairly sure that the people on top, stomping on her without realizing it, genuinely thought they had better hearts and 
karma, and that Valerie deserved what she got for being negative or something. She felt the same way; but she was 
trying to be real, not to be whiny. She couldn’t even resent them because, they didn’t know any better. Unintentional 
sin. It was like getting mad at someone retarded, except for that retarded folk, unlike the folk with all the effin 
power, often had really good hearts. Valerie was far more retarded than the famous folk, for not knowing how to sell 
herself. You have no idea how disheartening it is, to get like 0 likes on something I’ve spent hours on. And to have it 
happen again, and again, and again. Valerie wouldn’t care to be slave, if she got something out of the exchange, 
like a relationship that buffered her status even very slightly—she’d actually be down with entering an abusive 
relationship, if that’s what it took to get the ball rolling—but she felt less like a slave than a prisoner. And not a 
fucking “prisoner of love” (like a harlot, which obviously she was willing to do); just a prisoner of capitalism. By all 
measures, except for “the ones that really mattered” (eye roll), Valerie Brown was worthless. She had about two old 
neighborhood friends willing to help her, and they were suffering too. They didn’t have the help to get bailed out, or 
bail out the others. Valerie had tried so hard, to address her chunky figure. She’d watched far too many of those 
tacky diet videos on YouTube, it was overwhelming. Her own failure hurt more than being hit with a pig emoji by 
someone else. Valerie felt like a trans person, except for not really; she was a girl who wanted to be more feminine 
but was stuck pretending like she was a grungy girl/tomboy—which at one time, may have been a choice—because 
it was better than trying to look all hotsy-totsy and getting like a B- or C+ compared to the actual elite. Like, do 
what you know best. She didn’t know if she was a lesbian or bisexual or just wanted to have sex. She wouldn’t care 
if she was a lesbian—honestly she might prefer it, because it was braver and would probably lead to less 
disappointment from men, but she thought she might be too obsessed with dicks to live without them. All the girls 
she’d ever “chased” or whatever, pigeonholed her into feeling like a boy. Oh and a fuck-up, by implication, because 
they never gave her their time. And as noted: that’s not what she wanted, for herself. To be a boy, or to be worthless. 
She’d been treated like a boy all her life, even as a kid by her mom—before her mom left. At Lifetime Fitness, pre-
adult Valerie felt really, really, depressed. She wasn’t that fat, but around gym rats, she was. Valerie didn’t want a 
different bod; she just wanted hers to feel taken care of. Not abused. Not chunky, or beat-up, or brawny, or even 
emaciated. She wanted, to feel like, a fucking, girl. Okay? And she couldn’t like, explain how she got beat-up (in 
subtle ways, around her house) without sounding like she was full of shit. Sometimes she wondered if her hormone 
imbalances were the result of living with her dad. She knew this was an abstruse theory but, you haven’t lived in my 
house. How could she tell, whether it was her fault? She just assumed it was. How could she find a job, when she 
hadn’t found herself? She suspected it had to do, at least partly, with numbers and the internet. It put her in her place. 
And she probably got what she deserved so she was trying to change her ways. So far she got hung-up on the same 
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old things. Working on it working on it working on it keep it together bitch. Maybe she was a narcissist, but Valerie 
would rather die than recast all the movie roles she’d written for herself. Which probably explains the unintentional 
suicide motif in all Valerie’s work to date. To see herself as a victim of capitalism relieved her of some of her shame, 
sort of, because it was completely out of her power. Was it though? (Yes I’m fairly sure I’m fighting hard and doing 
my best at this moment.) Howevs she didn’t want anything to do with Catherine, or [XYZ], and began thinking of 
her time spent on them as just-as-bad as any addiction. In the long run, it would cause her nothing but grief and 
disappointment. At least on drugs, Valerie was confident [if not de(laluna)luded—again, just as bad]. She found 
herself browsing her old black market websites again. Not actually. TBR she’d always feared she couldn’t stay 
sober, forever, and she’d just been kidding herself. And like, why bother when it never got better? End rant I 
actually think I feel better after letting it out, ugh sorry wow.

…

“This, is hopeless. I feel like I need a lobotomy to forget it all.”

“Your problem is that you see yourself as a legit psychopathic stalker, when that’s not you man. You’re confusing 
yourself with other guys. I’ve never thought that, about you.”

“I don’t have the best track record,” Clyde reminded Benny on the tour bus. “In high school…”

“In high school, mean girls spread rumors about you. Girls who you’d never even touched.” Benny noticed that 
Clyde looked like he was about to cry, and added, “you’re more of a man than anyone they’ll ever catch.”

“The odds,” said Clyde, “are so far against me. I can’t even fathom.”

“What odds.”

“The odds that she and I are meant.”

“You have no idea how much she loves you,” said Benny calmly.

“I know I have no idea. You’re right.”

…

When the Devil Wants ur Head  
ctd.

Honestly hunny
If I could have my way
I would just be your girlfriend
But I’m too scared that you won’t stay

I think I understand you
But you don’t get me
Gonna need a better reason
Not to leave before we meet

I said go away
Never see my crying face
I hate you forever
I hate you for the pain
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I’ll never say you’re perfect
For that I hate you more
I hate you for the shame
When you watch me crash and burn

You know you’re smart and sexy
The whole nine yards
But hunnah that’s the issue
There’s such distance, it’s too long

Easy to get hopeless, easy to get sick
Don’t got much left to fight with 
Try to run, but my heart’s wrecked

You haven’t met my daddy
He gone let me crash and burn
You haven’t met my mommy
Don’t wanna be all hers 

I wanna be yours, but it’s so hard for me to trust
Does Heavenly Father love daughters less than sons

Father Father, need direction
I’ll run away today
Take these wounds, take this body
I’ll give it all away

Even if you wanna stay
I’ll keep running anyway
It ain’t pretty when I cry
So I grimace through the pain.

…

Worst insecurities twist into visions that seems to undermine the meaning of anything. Where morality falls to pieces 
and there’s just you and your slipshod identity. Your actual identity. When you see, everyone’s evil. Well, most 
everybody. You could be evil, if you wanted, but you’re careful in these dreams. Dreams that refuse to acknowledge 
fate. Dreams that you wake up from, and wonder, “am I wasting time, just living.” Those places you go when you 
feel so alone, you wonder if you’re dying or worse: alone, and insane. The spooky stuff. The stuff only the most 
serious artists could handle, without spilling blood on the streets.

#2 and #1 felt closest in the weirdest crevices of a lucid dreaming state. Honestly #2 had never found anyone else 
there, and she was scared. It was like being stabbed in the shower, naked.

This was where spunk was born and raised.

One of the challenges facing the director(s) of Maiden Voyage was how to present the American underclass in a way 
that superceded condescension from the more fortunate. Best case scenario, being poor on one’s ass would actually 
seem cool to the elite, the same way white kids felt about black rappers. Whether or not it felt cool was another 
story. But hopefully it would feel cooler, than before, to find oneself in internment, against one’s control, due to 
obesity. 

#2 gave 1 a lot of warnings about [Y] because in her experience she spread rumors, really, really quietly, and they 
were really, really insidious. She didn’t get her hopes up about this girl changing, but if someone was gonna change 
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her, it ain’t me I’m too afraid, honestly. If #2 found [Y] in a dream, she almost always woke up feeling too alone and 
insane to even keep trying. 

[XI] was different and less condescending than [Y] or #1 but still #2 had shame around her and sometimes felt like 
crying. But in some (most) ways she trusted [XI] more than #1, because, well, she wasn’t a religious freak. And she 
had finer eyes, for finer beauty. If [XI] believed in any god at all, it was very very very tentative, which was how #2 
would be, if it weren’t for the near-Death experiences that made her feel differently.

[XI] wasn’t willing to let herself get fat, like #2 had (to be a great writer, honestly), even though #2 knew deep-down 
that this would not be for eternity. For the time being, it was a really profound source of #2’s insecurity. If that’s not 
obvious. Haha.

Anyway. 

[XI] still hadn’t met #2’s side girl #3. 

Wait and see.

…

The Spunk Song
By Lola Morgan

Babe I’ll tell you a story
Just so you know
I too have a history
Of being vulnerable

For some time I was the punk
To a girl named, n v m
She knows who she is 
I’ll never forget

She’s not the only one
Gotten shot at many times
but the more they try to kill me 
The harder I survive

Think I’ll always be a punk
And though I’ve tried to give it up
Need a boss who I can trust
To keep me off the junk

So they want me dead
It still ain’t happened yet 
And though I’m doing just fine
There’s still blood on their hands

Yes I’m born to be a punk
In the litter I’m the runt
You must know how it feels
But these days, you’re so far up

I know I can’t be saved
But I’m alive, and that’s a gift
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I’m not saying we should rush it 
Cause I’m watching from a distance

Think I’ll always be a punk
And though I’ve tried to give it up
I’m the progenitor of spunk
Wrote a role for number one

The really good people
Sure can feel rare
Takes a bout with the devil 
To realize, God plays fair

Don’t know what I expect
If I were you, I wouldn’t mess
Though in my defense
I’m a better catch than in my head

Your guys call you an angel
They don’t know you at all
Every time I try to run from you
You tear down my walls

Because I’m your punk
I’ll do that kinky stuff
I won’t tell anybody
What’s really going on

And though I won’t be easy
You’ll never get bored
Get me dark so you can lighten up 
Make me take on what’s yours 

I won’t leave you when you’re rough
As long as it’s real love
Never judge you for desire
Just want loyalty and trust

Yes I’m born to be a punk
But luckily I’m tough
Still I need just one protector
Who can handle all my spunk

Need someone I can trust
They’re gonna try to rough me up
But you don’t have to tie me to ya
I can’t leave you, I’m your punk

… 

To: God
cc: Valerie

Me again. I got a job interview today at one of my top companies. I won’t count on anything but it was good timing 
because as you know I’ve been making alternative plans to go starve myself. I don’t know what to do. How come I 
keep getting e-mails from the Christian guy who actually thought we were going to get married. He gives me a 
scared feeling but I also feel bad. It’s people like this who make me question all my feelings for anyone because, he 
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seemed so convinced. Why do I give him any time at all—it must prove something about my feelings and fears. It 
could be faith-related. Should I listen to him. Please give me the wisdom to know how to handle it without 
compromising my actual life mission, and convictions, and dreams. Is what I say about the Bible being out-of-date 
correct? Honestly I’m asking. I guess I don’t trust my own intelligent discernment over that of Christian ministers, 
and Bible zealouts though apparently they’re attractive to me. Not really because I’d never date someone who didn’t 
fuck before marriage. As far as love. How can something feel so real, if it’s not. [XIII]’s not even the same person 
I’ve created in my writing, her personality is different. Neither is [XYZ] or [ZYX]. Please give me the strength to be 
less hard on myself, and to feel less judged. You say don’t fear people’s faces but I admit I’m really scared of them. 
Don’t make me like someone privileged unless they have a decent heart. I’m hurting like a lot, so I hope something 
good shapes up. My plans to run away were actually getting me excited, so if I don’t get the job I’ll still do that. I 
believe in myself and in you, but I don’t believe in like anyone else.

love,
Morgan

…

To: Morgan

My advice on dealing with self-righteous zealouts is to judge them by their lives, or their creative work. Is it 
enviable? I think the reason that guy is acting like a missionary solely focused on you is because that’s literally the 
only way he can have control over you. To convince you that if you don’t obey what he says, you’re sinning. Isn’t he 
like forty, and not some major catch. (The truth will set you free, but first it’ll piss you off.)  The point of being open 
about one’s faith is so that other people can see blessings and realize that a good attitude, and paying it forward, can 
have a wide-reaching positive impact. Or in darker scenarios like WAR or PRISON or ILLNESS or SYSTEMATIC 
OPPRESSION: to demonstrate that faith can be what saves your life, and then other lives. Not to control people, or 
scare them, or shame them for their pasts. To be the person in the room who glows a little, because you made wise 
moves—in real faith that God is good and knows best; not in selfish faith or blind faith—and it came back around.

hang in there, 
Valerie

…

To: [Y], [R], [XI], [XIII]
Bcc: Valerie

Honestly I don't see a reason to forgive you, for being assholes in so many ways, besides that having a "reason" to 
do anything is kind of my passé in my life. Your friend whose name starts with S was always a bitch to me, too. I 
think it's safe to admit she was really unpleasant for me to be around, if it wasn't intentional then she has some issues 
to work on because it really seemed intentional at the time. I think because you guys are bored, it is [or was] fun for 
you to gaslight. I don't really see the harm in just like being really humble once in a while and facing your mistakes, 
like all your mistakes, and doing something instead of saying "that's how I am," but I understand it's a very hard 
thing to do and sometimes you can't fix everything due to social graces, and resources, etc.

I don't know why I still act like a fangirl, now and then, besides that I know you're insecure too and I'm trying to be 
nice. Just because I've been ranting about faith doesn't mean I believe that everything I've ever written about is fated. 
I've run into some walls with plans, obviously, and I've become more of a realist about what's actually possible and 
required from me to pull it off.
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It occurred to me today, that you're not actors anyway. If you were actors you wouldn't be so obsessed with literature 
and longform journalism, or fashion, and NY culture or whatever; for yall, that's what is innate. Not movies or jazz 
lol. I haven't enjoyed a book by a modern mainstream writer in a really, really, long time. Honestly they're all so 
negative and uninspiring. Show me a new book that I'll like, and I'd be surprised. (I did just order [YII]'s book on 
amazon, I bet it's great though my prediction is that it won't expose the very serious side I'm trying to suss out of her 
as an actress. She still gets a callback because from her I've never interpreted judgmental mean vibes and even 
though I seem autistic, I do indeed pick up on that stuff.) In conclusion guys I am sorry for the hard years and thanks 
I guess for giving me some of your time. Good luck (that is not sarcastic, even though it probably seems like it, it's 
really not) slash goodbye. I don't know if I wish it could have been different but I just want peace so that's my 
request.

Morgan 

…

[G] was watching over Lola at all times without even trying or being asked, it just happened, and recognized that her 
discomfort with her body might possibly be caused by society or stress, and memories of cyberbullying—but that it 
ran deeper than that. No matter what body Lola had, she wouldn’t feel safe in it. And to heal her wouldn’t be easy. 
[G] didn’t want to press but she didn’t really have to because [G] understood everything, already. So let’s go on a 
limb for a second and say that Lola does end up, someday, more powerful and hotter stuff than she is presently, and 
some of the enemies who dogged her wanna be friends again. One thing [G] had in common with Lola is that she’d 
spent moments assessing regrets, wondering if [G] was dead or about to die. Anyway let’s say that happens again. 
Lola doesn’t regret is exposing herself, or getting exposed to [G], back when Lola was still disenfranchised and not 
cool etc. Even though she said stuff, all the time, that revealed how embarrassing she considered herself. [G] was 
doing well at that time career-wise, by stark contrast to Lola, who couldn’t find a job to save her life almost literally. 
And maybe [G] took a few specific risks back then to prove or assert herself, which probably ended up fortifying 
[G]’s own power (who knows about Lola’s faith in [G]), which just goes to show that pursuing something good has 
all sorts of unexpected benefits. It’s hard to remember how the other relationships were, with the guys—for Lola, 
with [X] and some bitchy chix—and it’s easy for those people to remember and describe only the good parts in 
lyrics prose etc. But at moments she remembered: they sucked unbearably. Even if the world saw what it wanted to 
see, which was a lame basic lovestory. Something Lola considered a possible blessing in disguise, about her not 
being hot or comfortable in her body, or even feminine, until much later in age—was that people would never be 
able to imagine her doing the risqué stuff she did onscreen, in her kid incarnation because she hadn’t appeared naked 
until adulthood thank G. In any case when Lola has a replay of one of those moments in the hospital, and once again 
goes over some major life regrets in her head—one thing she does not regret is being fat or a nerd in front of [G] 
back in the day and maybe forever but hopefully not forever, like, for a while she was so self-conscious about it 
because of how much pressure was on her, to be great, that she felt like she’d do anything to fix it including die. She 
does regret ever compromising a real thing, for fake superficial garbage and for the sake of mean people’s opinions, 
and even though [G] could be mean and hard on Lola, [G] was better at controlling it or holding her hand through 
hard times. Luckily Lola realized early on, what route would be wiser, and decided that she’d rather make [G] feel 
secure, and worry less about appealing to everyone else watching her (which at the time was like three people), or 
about pleasing her family who (when it came down to it) didn’t know her that well but forced her into a cage of who 
they wanted her to be, or friends who weren’t even there for her before she could do something for them. Not that 
[G] was there for her, not exactly, but she sort of was. More than the others. 
…
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…

Catherine attends a fashion show in Lombardy and is greeted by a thousand screaming fans, actually more than that. 

Valerie collapses on her ass and skins the crap outta her forearm, in New York, and cries because it hurts. But luckily 
no one notices the fall.

Catherine grabs a frappe in a Starbucks in Italy and, on the way out, snaps a few selfies with fans. And by a few she 
means like thirty of them.

Valerie sticks with black coffee at a Starbucks in Queens, and thinks the job search is going well, but then starts 
crying when she doesn’t hear back from her last interview. It never ends.

Catherine’s fans defend her honor on the internet and compare her to Derek’s other exes, calling her an angel by 
comparison. When she decides to wax her pussy like a lightning bolt, an article is published saying ‘Catherine 
Delaluna waxed her pussy like a lightning bolt and now we’re gonna do it too.”

Valerie wonders, after another tortured day, whether the Bible made much of a difference at all. She feels like calling 
herself a born-again Christian would be more of a betrayal to her nonexistent fan base of sexual outcasts and women 
who “whore” themselves (not always literally) to navigate this world and the omnipresent (and oppressive) gaze in 
it, than a betrayal to the good loving God who she still believes in.

Catherine’s mom Noelle sends her an e-mail and signs it, patience and grace. 

Valerie’s dad says, she probably isn’t getting a job because she “lost her confidence and never got it back.” Valerie 
thinks, true dat, but doesn’t say it out loud to her singular parent.

Catherine is happy with her latest look courtesy of her self-titled fashion line by an Italian company. She also works 
with companies in France and Germany and of course USA and her brands are bestselling. She’s on her way to 
making eight figures per year. God Bless. 

Valerie tries not to eat for another full day—planning not to eat like ever again—and gives up at around 7pm, then 
overdoes it big surprise. She wonders if it would be a better idea to kill herself tomorrow, or in six years. Which 
would be less humiliating? She asks God to help her decide. Help me decide.
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God says if you were Catherine or Selena or Rose or Benny or [XYZ], you would understand their side of the story. 

Valerie gets pink eye from using water instead of contact solution, and loses the retainer she paid her whole life for, 
like actually how did this happen, and tears apart her room and decides, Satan, you win. I’m going to hell. She’s a 
half-lesbian and whore and a deluded psychopath with a thing for men out of her league, and women out of her 
league, who’s scared of all the good Christians who offer her help. The good news is, she’s going to hell anyway. 
She doesn’t actually believe this but she comes close enough to believing it, tonight, that she prays to die young so 
she doesn’t mess up her life beyond the threshold for fuckuppery she’s already far-surpassed. Valerie will let God 
decide, and keep listening for His wisdom because she feels like Satan is on her ass, like wow, she’s gotten used to 
him stalking her and then pretending that she’s the one after him. (Typical.) Valerie also decides, she’ll keep listening 
to Kanye West.

Catherine Delaluna cares about health—mental health—so she decides to repost a study about obesity on social 
media, which gets significantly less likes than an earlier post of her binging on food (even though she can eat a lot 
and still stay thin). The article states that any person living in a low-income neighborhood, versus a wealthy area, 
has an inordinately higher chance of being unable to control their glycemic index. It occurs to Catherine that the 
whole concept of “studies about obesity” is condescending to the bottom class suffering from it. They don’t want to 
hear about a study, because it makes them feel like fat lab rats. They want to feel like humans.

In heaven God finishes nine holes with his bro Satan, who is turning out to be a weirdly sympathetic character. 
Definitely evil. But also really, really misunderstood. God pulls his white Mercedes SUV into a garage, goes into the 
house, and checks his e-mail. He’s got a prayer from Valerie with the subject line, “please God let me die” with an 
image of her weight on an electric scale which is somewhere close to 140, ooph, and the caption seriously whyy. 
This pic is accompanied a screenshot of what’s going on in her brain which is basically the derogatory word “pig” 
superimposed on all thoughts about herself. It’s not the first time God’s gotten this prayer from Valerie, and there’s 
actually a filter on it by now that marks it as read because he doesn’t have time for this BS, especially not from a girl 
in like the 40th percentile of advised medical weight per height. Not to mention, Valerie hasn’t even been baptized. 
By accident, God opens the e-mail even though it’s marked as unimportant, oops. And this is what He says, in reply.

To: Valerie
Cc: Amy, Marilyn

Yo I’ve got my hands full with Catherine Delaluna—sorry dear. But I’m forwarding this to some of my noble whores 
I mean angels and they can do what they want with it. 

God

In the morning Valerie has a new resolve to lose a ton of weight. And she’ll be able to wear halters again. How many 
times has she thought this in the morning!! This time, is, different. God likes his girls obedient, seriously. Valerie 
will go on long walks, instead of jogging—thank God again, for injuring her knee—and stop not-eating because it’s 
a setup for failure. When she eats, she’ll track it on a phone app!! I can do this!!! She feels recharged, and not just 
because she woke up on her period. 

…

[XIII] listens to [XIV]’s third studio album, titled For Her, and can’t believe it was written for her. Well, she can. 
But she understands love better than she did, when the album was first released slash written. And she understands 
that a lot of songwriting for someone who’s distant, is about defining what you want. Building an ideal, that is. She 
doesn’t know if she feels ready to step into the ideal that [XIV] set up for her, because it’s not her—it’s what he 
wants her to be. Or who he thought she was, before all this. And, [XIII] would be lying if she didn’t admit, she kept 
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using lyrics of [XIV]’s, accidentally in her head, to sum up feelings toward her secret lover [II]. Catherine didn’t 
always like what [II] wrote about her, but was willing to admit that his words were honest. Her choice now was 
either to return to what she and [XIV] once possessed, as younger lovers and friends, or to build something else. She 
had a lot of choices. She always had a lot of choices with men. And women, friends. She had a lot of choices and 
moves she could make, but no control over what ultimately happened. [XIII]’s reputation was in a good no great 
condition. And yet! She felt like her life was a mess. And if you expect me to tell you how to clean it up, said the 
author of this text, don’t ask!!!!

[Z] didn’t know if it was paranoia, or PTSD, or her understanding of human nature, but she thought of pretty much 
everyone as a sadist. Including people she hadn’t even met, like [G]. When [Z] looked out on a crowded room (e.g. 
in a church), while someone gave a sermon about traumatic life events, she couldn’t help but feel that most not all 
people in the audience were schaudenfreudically turned on by stories of suffering. In their eyes: a sharp black glint. 
In her own story, [Z] didn’t know how she got so obsessed with beauty, besides that she was ugly in college and got 
cyberbullied. But well at least she had the Ivy League education on all the haters who disdained her for reasons 
having to do with visual vanity. The college she went to, was hard AF—as was being the most looked at person in 
the universe! Different games. Anyway how could someone like [G], who knew all the trade secrets, not to see [Z] 
and stifle an urge to laugh derisively. She was honestly scared of her, and couldn’t imagine not being scared—unless 
[G] felt about [Z]’s unrelenting self-consciousness about hotness when she came across like Winnie the Pooh 
anyway, the same way [Z] felt about [G]’s cute grammar slip-ups which was not sadistic but warm and loving. [Z] 
made mistakes too, even if they were partly intentional! However she didn’t like it when [G] tried to do the real girl 
thing because she was an imitator of real girls—not a real girl, get real—and whenever she tried something all these 
articles sprung up afterward about how “[G] is just like you and me” that ironically proved how far she was from 
being relatable to the lower rungs but maybe I’m just being reverse elitist. In a way her distance from [Z]’s situation 
was probably the only reason [G] was interested at all. Literally no one else on earth, wanted to hear about it. Too 
sad, too self-involved, not sexy enough. It actually seemed, to [G], oddly fascinating to see someone like [Z] suffer 
financially and be reminded in subtle ways of how quantifiably worthless she was, day-in and day-out—as opposed 
to how worshipped and inescapably cared about.

She was cross-legged in a skirt, on the carpeted floor of her bedroom, which is where she ate all her meals alone—
when her dad knocked on the door three times and burst in. 

“You need to clean up in here.”

“… Like this second.”

He scoffed. “Yeah!”

“It’s just like my private space.”

“Mom and I were in here earlier, and she was really upset. And I am too. Like, how can you live like this.”

[Z] went into silent mode, which usually was symptomatic of shame.

“I mean, I support you,” he said. “I wanna see you do well, but at some point there’s nothing I can do for you but, 
spur you on…” 

He made a sniffing sound, like he was caught a whiff of something.
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“Now you’re just being mean,” [Z] said, still sitting in the same position in front of him, but with her head turned 
away.

“No I’m not!” said her dad. After a pause, “we’re trying to sell the house. Anyway.”

[Z] cleaned the rest of her room on her knees, and really looked forward to the time of night when she finally at long 
last got tired enough to sleep. This was the pattern of all her nights after about 6:30—to wait up in her room, and do 
some writing, or listen to music on her bed (she had trouble relaxing enough to read), until she fell asleep. This 
probably explained how her room got to be such a pigsty in the first place. She never left. Not even to clean it out. 
Only from morning to evening, to go to the coffee place and apply for jobs, or to go running. Maybe she was 
avoiding the real work. The hard stuff. She just didn’t know where to begin, in this case.

Was she fighting a disease of the body or the brain? Hard to say, but to be safe, she called it a disease of the body, 
and figured it needed to be treated from now on like any illness: through inconvenient measures, but without 
skipping a day.

[Z]’s mom came in and made a self-deprecating comment about her own weight. Then she shared with [Z] some 
clothes she’d purchased at a boutique in New York. “If it doesn’t fit it’s all returnable,” she said, “but it could be 
great for your next interview!” [Z] told her mama thanks. She didn’t feel bullied by her real-life mom, though she 
didn’t really like it when her mom bought her clothes for a lot of reasons. She wanted to say something like, if it 
doesn’t fit, this time, that’s okay cause by the end of this year I’ll have lost 30 pounds, but she’d promised her mom 
she was gonna lose weight, so many times, that she really didn’t want to jinx it this time. This time she was really 
serious about, okay?? Before bed, she reminded herself to pray to get through another 24-hour day without blowing 
it, actually.

Among [Z]’s predictions that she actually believed in—besides that she would end up a knockout, without anyone’s 
help (which was kind of scary, in alotta ways, because there were no rules for self-reinvention, like what if she 
messed up and had to kill herself) and that she would be unwilling to give [G] the time of day which is basically 
how things were right now but reversed—was that she would require such high security someday that she would feel 
like a president. Only for a short time but still. This whore stuff wasn’t a joke. Christians hated hoes, especially hoes 
who called themselves Judeo-Christian in principle. That is: devoted to what’s good over evil! [*stones get thrown*]

[Z] remembered how it used to feel, to be self-righteous about her innocence and androgyny and goofy jokes! When 
she used to say things to her older friends like, “stop acting dumber than you are!! I like the plain old dorky version 
of you most.” Now she just found most traces of feminist moralism—or masculinist moralism aka Christianity (just 
kidding)—bothersome, and was getting impatient with the planned transformation of herself. She’s not talking about 
her weight right now, though one thing about the protective sheen of fat she’d kept on, pretty much as long as she’d 
been living at home intermittently since she got red-flagged as a reckless animal, was that she did feel safer. In 
public as well. But having control of men, as opposed to being disdained by the devils among them, to her felt like 
the safest route of all.
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17: The big plastic iconoclasts of millennium two point one

“I don’t know why,” said Valerie, crying, “but I actually think that Christ was a real guy. And all that’s written about 
him is not a lie.” These words bled from her lips in 20[xy], after she finally lost her second virginity, that is, her 
lesbian virginity, to [I’ll let you decide].”

“Love isn’t just naked lust.”

“I don’t think so either… babe. I feel peace inside.”

“All the time, babe, like, actually. Always.”

“I don’t know what you believe but I can be your jesus. Because no matter what’s wrong with you or what you’ve 
done or what you’ve said, I’ll forgive it all and love you more for it. I can be your jesus and you can tell me 
everything so there’s a place to put it all and then I’ll love you because I know you’re doing your best and you’re not 
perfect. And some things about you are weird but that’s cool. Some things about you are crazy and dirrrty but I’m 
cool with that too. I love you for being committed to what’s good. I’ll hurt for you sometimes if that’s what you 
need, and I’ll get angry at you—I can’t help that but it’s always cause of fear. I might even pretend to leave you now 
and then but who knows, I may come back around it depends. Nevertheless when I’m in your heart and head I’ll 
love you fearlessly and I’ll love for all the bad things you ever did and mistakes you ever made. I’ll love you so 
much you won’t feel bad about your sins. The only sin you’ll feel bad about is not trusting that I love you for them.”

(crying, too) “Don’t be the person I look at and realize you’re just another stranger and everyone’s more alone than 
they think sometimes. Don’t ever tell me believing in love is stupid. Don’t be that person. You know the feeling of 
looking around and feeling distant from everyone, and scared. Or maybe that’s just me. Don’t be that person, who's 
just a person I once thought I knew, and didn’t. Don’t leave.”

…

“At this point I’ve had three visions of ‘who I’m going to marry’ and ‘what I’m going to look like,’—I don’t even 
think they’re visions anymore but just proof that I’m nuts!” 

“Or your imagination.” 

“Yeah.” 

“But who do you want to marry, pretty pearl.” 

“Listen Rose,” said Selena. “I want my own life!!!!” 

“You could have all three marriages.” 

“I could... But I know better than that...” 

Selena’s mom was on her ninth marriage and was a nice woman but had issues with commitment—including 
commitment to motherhood. She abandoned Selena at boarding school, yada yada, she doesn’t want to replay the 
effects of that moment because she’d been discussing it in therapy for many many years. But Selena did have a 
dream, last night, that gave her a new resolve to be pretty—even more than for Rose or Catherine! (Not to mention 
Valerie who inspired her to be a mess.) She had, to feel pretty, to win over, a man.
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Regarding her recent friendship with Catherine—Selena acknowledged that thinking positive like a successful 
famous person helped her enough to subdue her suicidal thoughts to something very theoretical, not something she’d 
plan and do to herself. Thanks to Catherine, Selena read the Bible and got closer to God, though she couldn’t call 
herself a Christian for a few reasons. The most stylish reason was that she was open to the possibility that she wasn’t 
entirely straight! And it brought her peace. Other than that, her life wasn’t in great condition since she’d started 
hanging out with this girl, and Catherine’s was—her public persona, less of a little girl than when Selena started on 
her—so Selena interpreted this friend-to-celeb relationship as terribly dysfunctional, and decided casually to stop 
being a friend of Catherine’s. She did not go so far as to block Catherine on her phone or social media, but she did 
out-of-nowhere start ignoring all correspondence with Catherine, and put in her two-week notice at work for a 
Hollywood news source.

“Good riddance,” said Rose, when she found this out. 

“Forgive me for my sins.”

“Don’t tell me you believe in Jesus now.”

“Blame Catherine.”

“Are you still talking?”

“Trying to give her up.”

…

“Neither of my parents are the characters in this book. My dad is not remotely creepy, he’s a dork who’s cool by 
night and plays saxophone and guitar and sings Rockabilly. My mom is a therapist who helps a lot of people each 
day. I love them a lot and they’ve only been forgiving. I don’t think it’s their fault that there’s strife around the 
house. I don’t think it’s their fault that they have problems financially. I don’t think I have to be like that—basically I 
won’t spend beyond my means anymore, or live like I’m gambling which is how my mom still is today haha she 
knows it too. Actually she probably wouldn’t admit it but maybe. She just wants stability and the only thing I can do 
is fight to maybe help provide that someday even though she said it’s not my problem. This is not what I envisioned 
by age 24, I’m supposed to be rich and making movies and not an unpublished white trash writer. I think there’s a 
slim boundary between thinking positive thoughts and living in denial and I don’t want to live in denial—and maybe 
I kind of have been, by examining the rich and famous, but now I’ve outlined a long-term plan I think. And I believe 
in myself guys!!!! The pattern with my mom is usually one bad night one good one. Tonight it was about negative 
energy. She said I was negative and she can’t handle my pain. And then she started crying and then I took her to the 
airport because just she moved her business to New York, and it didn’t cure her depression, and that’s also why 
we’re selling our house: we could not afford this, remotely. That’s a really boiled-down version of the argument but 
why should I recount any more arguments. That is not a positive investment of energy. I’m just trying to understand 
what got me here, and how I can break out of my present, because my attempts (1: to run away, 2: to get rescued for 
my talent, 3: to start a career in a company or corporation -or- as a freelancer) have been unsuccessful. So it’s worth 
laying out and examining. This book is a better self-help aid than any of the like forty books I’ve read, except for 
maybe the Bible but remember what I just said about living in denial, I never want to assume I’m blessed because 
that causes me to resent all these people who have what I want; this attitude of “I earned it karmically and you 
didn’t.” Nevertheless, reading the Good Book helps relieve stress and reorient my moral compass… So anyway. 
Looking at now. What can I say to vouch for myself—or not. Maybe there’s nothing to say for myself. I think in 
order to move forward and get a job, the main thing I’ve gotta improve upon is my networking skills. And maybe I 
sacrificed my network and career opportunities for a while to really achieve intimacy with characters in writing—but 
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that’s a fantasy and nothing in real-life is ever, ever gonna fall into place unless I start with superficial networking 
tactics. This means using social media less like a lunatic, or finding a way to get hired without relying upon the 
internet. That’s been hurting my job search, I’m sure. The Lola Morgan alter-ego in general. They probably Google 
me and think I’m a porn star, and hiding it. Maybe I have to let go of my beloved characters for a while. I want 
myself to assume all my characters are in my head, and when I meet casting options for the screenplays, it’s the first 
time I’ve ever encountered that possible actor. Getting a job is about having someone like you, that’s honestly the 
main thing. Not about numbers of applications sent in per week. Synchronisity? Possibly. Mom yelled at me for 
reading books about careers instead of doing stuff because she says they’re all BS, I said that’s not a good thing to 
yell at me about. Anything that she doesn’t do, is the wrong way of doing it. But she might have a point. At least in 
the sense that, if I start thinking about it formulaically I’ll become a cog in a machine. And I ain’t your standard job-
getter, I’m a tremendous asset to any creative [or creative marketing] team!!!! So I think it’s safe to say that in my 
first months at home, my family’s financial foibles did affect me physically and mentally. (Depression is probably 
not 100% about attitude: environment must have an impact. It’s not even that complicated—if you’re around happy, 
stable [not poor crazy] people, then you’ll feel better.) And enough with the self-comparisons to celebrities who have 
been rich since age twenty or younger, stop looking to them as role models, it’s causing you such pain. But maybe 
because I’ve spent several months spending money, and paying bills, I feel more balanced suddenly this week. 
Balanced enough to wake up and crack down on this diet [the Goal One route] and it doesn’t feel overwhelming or 
impossible, like it did before. I’m not just saying this, something shifted. It actually feels rewarding to do it the hard 
way, and the hard way is not exercising compulsively, it’s being patient and good to myself. What else? Well, what 
Goddd is telling me is to finish my grandfather’s screenplay! And I finished it today. I still have to go work on it with 
him and I don’t really understand what good might come of that, but… it might not be that horrible? God knows. 
And God’s also telling me to go to Washington DC, not to New York even though that’s where my whole family is 
gonna be now. And I don’t know how I’m going to get to DC, but that sounds really good to me. Thanks God!!!!!”

…

…

The concept of chronic imprisonment was all too familiar to Ramona, who rarely discussed her childhood. But from 
observation of Ramona’s compulsive attention to detail and attitude about her body and herself, pre-adulthood, the 
capital-A Author Of This Text could only guess that Ramona’s childhood was characterized by some strain of chaos, 
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who knows what kind. Abuse? Bullying? Both? Poor child, poor child, but all too relatable for The Author’s present 
readership. It seemed to Ramona that her “type of friend” (and this might surprise you) was not the most famous 
person in the room, or the most elegant, but the most beat-down. Maybe because Ramona felt rather swanlike now, 
she felt a responsibility to take under wing the ratchet baby cows. 

Benny Bluman met Ramona Desmond at a music video shoot in Versailles, France, where Ramona went to be 
appear as an extra in a music video by Lana del Rey—courtesy of a shared connection to a fashion mogul doing 
costumes for the vid, who happened to know that Ramona was a major fan. 

Benny Bluman was at the shoot, because he’d been asked by Lana to collab on this track. He was a featured vocalist. 

Benny respected Lana as a female artist more than any female artist he could think of, at present, including Derry 
Louis. Just bein honest sorry bro.

Ramona respected Lana del Rey more than any creature she could think of. Just bein honest. So this was, um, 
exciting haha. wow.

Benny had grown up in the hood and left school when he was like ten, so his understanding of sexuality was limited 
to life experience. Of course, this made his understanding of sexuality much stronger than any Gender Studies P.hD., 
but in a way he had a lot to learn. 

Learning more (from Ramona & co.) actually helped alleviate his rage and sadness, because he understood a lot of 
his issues had to do with being forced into a hard-edged man role that didn’t always jibe with his temperament. 

Beyond that, Benny understood that his relationship with one woman (or man) could have a far different dynamic, 
than the dynamic in his last relationship. Whatever their souls did to eachother, when they coalesced, was more 
complicated than two bodies in a bed.

He kept this in mind when thinking about marriage and the peace he wanted with himself, versus whatever little 
experimental flings or necessary phases of healing, came before that. Benny sometimes thought about kids, but 
always thought if that happened, it would be an accident.

The irony about Kanye, Benny explained to Ramona one day, was that the black kids who liked him tended to be 
more basic than the ones supporting Benny’s music. As far as Benny knew, Kanye didn’t have that many mutual 
supporters in his own circle. They thought Kanye made powerful black men seem a certain way, which wasn’t 
always helpful. Not to mention the Trump endorsements.

Ramona said she didn’t listen to much Kanye, but could understand why he liked Trump, because they had some 
qualities in common. One such quality, was the narcissistic trait of seeing all actions—even the most aggressive—as 
well-intentioned and good. 

They also, undoubtedly, thought their riches were a sign that they were right compared to the meek and poor. 

The way she screened for narcissists, was whether they were able to say “sorry” without sounding sardonic, or not 
humble, or dramatic about it.

…
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Turns out that whenever Valerie was feeling blue, like really really empty and low—suicidal—it meant she was 
despairingly horny. Even if she didn’t feel remotely like having sex. It ran really really low-down undercover in her 
body and consciousness. And she could take care of it privately but she usually ended up rolling over on her side 
with a wan expression. Just picture it. She couldn’t wait for the future to come. Hopefully her future wouldn’t be too 
anticlimactic because, you know how reality is. Hard knock life. The hard, hard thing to describe to the love of her 
life was how she’d always be DTF but she just couldn’t help but admit she’d DTF more if the love of her life 
happened to [totally censored and totally inappropriate, sorry in advance]. That said she wouldn’t have it any other 
way. She didn’t want the love of her life to be differently incarnated. And the love of Valerie’s life knew it. And they 
knew what was going on in the other person’s flesh. (They were that connected! xx) It honestly ran so deep, if this 
wasn’t confessed and addressed, it could cause some serious problems. Like, violence. It explained, a lot, of their 
respective mental illnesses. Valerie wondered sometimes if the two of them had crossbred in a past-life. Or if they 
should have fucked and didn’t—and now the love of her life was back in this body but still had residual needs from 
the past. Who knows. Valerie thought it was more likely a spinoff of the powerbroker paradox: how CEOs of 
companies were notoriously lenient toward pets and kids and-slash-or lovers at home. Same thing with masculinity. 
Femininity. Dominance. Submission. Every person ought to balance his-slash-her poles or they may just find 
themselves sinking groin-deep in a residue of unaddressed sex needs. And unaddressed sex needs, if left 
unaddressed forevs, led to some wack evil sin. Someone needs a really, really close friend. So let’s say someone 
(Valerie) had spent her whole life feeling more masculine than girly, or was possibly, who knows, forced into that 
role starting from when she was a kid—hard to say, it was probably all innate—but, as noted a jillion times, that’s 
not what she wanted no more. But she still felt a bit trapped. So just THINK of how it played out privately in 
masculine feminine dynamics, in the present. No she wouldn’t explain it beyond that, and you’ll never understand. 
There was no need to make it about social justice. She would rather just, encode it all in her creative texts. (Like this 
paragraph.) But thanks to some other people, who did make it about social justice, these two didn’t feel wrong about 
just going for it, let’s just go for it. And luckily Valerie’s oddly specific desires, from the love of her life, were the 
same as that person’s oddly specific, raw, feral, secret needs in the sack.

Something about love that Valerie was reluctant to, but had to, admit was that even if the feelings deep-down were 
good, she could never guarantee that it would last longer than the honeymoon period. She’d heard a song about this. 
Maybe it could last forever, but not in a we-definitely-have-to-be-together way. Plenty of people met as kids and 
never separated, but luckily she’d thinly (not that thinly, which explains it) escaped that fate in marriage. In any case 
she wondered if the love of her life would be the same as her husband—and if not, she wondered if they’d have a 
patch of time that was theirs and theirs alone. Valerie also wondered, whether that time was happening right now at a 
distance. And it might expire, unexpectedly, and then be over.

…

To: God

Father father I need your help on this one because there is no possible way on planet earth that this is not gonna 
feel like “sinning.” It is NOT pure or human. It is animal. Animal! But I can’t get it out of me Father, this desire runs 
so deep. Is it the devil corrupting me?

signed, 
Yung Bambi

… 
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To: Valerie’s yung luv

Do you believe in evolution? Actually tho. Do you believe in progress? Hm? Depending on your answer I want you 
to decide whether you’re a human or an animal and how you wanna see humanity (including morality and popular 
sentiments about what’s “human”) evolve for the sake of good progress. Be sure that any animal tamers you involve 
yourself with can be fully 100% trusted.

ox,
God

… 

In a dream opposite #1, in which #1 was looking at her phone while #2 was talking to #1 in a quiet voice, on either 
ends of a bathtub of warm (not cold) water, but not touching, or maybe she was woken by a sound before they would 
have touched—one of those really brief dreams you have while you’re daytime catnapping—#2 found that she had 
gone blind. Or was having a really hard time seeing, even though she could see. A weird anomaly. #2 woke up and 
looked up the meanings of blindness, and decided she was willfully ignoring reality, or that she wanted to escape the 
negative influence a situation was having on her waking life. Not negative like abusive, not at all, but just not 
helping right now haha. So she turned her back on #1, for the hundredth time, but resolutely.

…

Where the Irony Is 
By Lola Morgan

When in doubt about the whereabouts of sin
Look to where the irony is
Don’t ever abandon your secret mission
Always remember: nature equalizes

When God said, “it’s not your fault”
How many hours you wept
Ignored by great fortune
But who had more to give?

Oh how you were bullied
For months at the gym
By that bitch with no ass
And muscles reptilian

Don’t mention your family
They love you the best
Who knows why
You’ve blamed them for this

[chorus]
Where the irony is
Where the irony is
The sweet spot it hits
Nature equalizes

The boy had good feelings
But didn’t love her like that
Someday he realized
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He couldn’t get her back

Sneered at by royals
Abandoned by men
But your risk got you rescued
Before the real mess

How frightened you were
To go out there like that
A diamond in a shithole
Only real love could snatch

But now you’re getting
Ahead of yourself
Sometimes lyrics turn out
To be for someone else

[chorus]
Where the irony is
Where the irony is
The sweet spot it hits
Nature equalizes

Measurably, the most popular
Your songs the most listened
Turns out, you’re the loneliest
No one heard what you said

Trapped on the bottom
Thanks to the net 
He quietly made you equal
With the hardest to get

And all the bystanders
And fairweather friends
When you’re finished, not bluffing
Is when they’ll come back

[chorus]
Where the irony is
Where the irony is
The sweet spot it hits
Nature equalizes
 
Don’t forget about priests
Touching kids in the back
God isn’t religion
Confusion isn’t consent

Trust your moral radar
Not numbers or lists 
The truth is in the humor
Never forget 

Fools make the wise
Laugh under their breath
You kind of know this song will 
Not get recorded
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[chorus]
Where the irony is
Where the irony is
The sweet spot it hits
Nature equalizes

…

So let’s say you’re back in touch with your [X], a new-and-improved [X], and thank god he’s not a woman and 
thank god this time is gonna be better! Yes it’s the same guy who hurt you so bad in college, but let’s just say that 
you’re feeling good about this and haters back off because you were younger back then and now it makes sense! 
Thank god he hasn’t been paying attention and doesn’t know about all that’s happened since your last long chat! 
And you’re in need of a switch. Just stay on this motherfucking makeover plan! 

Lola Morgan on 4/30/2018
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17: Too delicate

This is not a privilege. Whatever it is, it’s done me more harm than good that I can see and explain. If you think this 
is a privilege for me, then get over yourself or find someone who can handle you better please. How bout [XIV]?? 
He knows you better than me. I basically get all your feelings and have nothing to show for it, but complications and 
inner tumult throughout the day. Or worse: getting my hopes up for more pain. Don’t say something or even tempt 
me if you can’t follow through on it, I’m not the type of fucking person who’s gonna cherish a measly not-even-real 
emotional moment forever. I want it out of my memory so that my reality can be dealt with, as promptly as possible. 
You may not realize the ways you have been unkind—but to be frank, you wouldn’t understand how you’re hurting 
someone like me because your issues are much different, and I can’t think of a comparison to a moment in your life 
when you’ve been in my position (or vice versa). Or maybe your other actions are hurting me unintentionally and 
that’s your punishment—to watch me. We just, aren’t on the same level and this is not good for me (or either of us, as 
I’m guessing you feel the same). If it were good, I wouldn’t be feeling so beat-down and tired, and you would be 
smiling on the red carpet, not simpering. If you’re feeling disturbed, I get all that and no one to talk to about it, so 
then I write to get it it out of me and waste precious time that I need to fix my fucking life. It’s like running on a 
treadmill with bad knees, and no actual weight loss. I don’t know what you get from me if anything, but from my 
perspective this doesn’t feel fair to me. Why don’t you just get with the guy so you can leave me in PEACE. 

Like, if not for yourself, do it for me. I’m not kidding. I’m so serious. Just, do what’s right.

And if you wanna help me, pray for me to get a fucking job, and for me to stop fucking it all up on the internet—
basically to reach you, I’m not blaming you but it’s honest.

If I need to delete all my stuff and start over again, then pray for me to figure that out. 

Jesus. 

…

Valerie knew all her makeover attempts were BS, for sure, when the holes she held below started feeling like sources 
of agony and terror, not pleasure at all, and it took a lot of restraint not to curse God for them. It was the worst, most 
violated feeling she could imagine and she would take her life if it went on. She didn’t want to be pretty. She wanted 
to be fat enough to be left alone. Valerie wept on the ground and asked what she needed to do different. Please help 
me understand how to do things differently, if that means changing my attitude then please. She wasn’t feeling good 
about herself and the worst part about the self-empowerment revolution happening for women right now, was that 
the blame was all on her. “You should be more confident,” they told her. “I don’t know where these issues with self-
image come from, but you have to get over yourself. And get a real job!!!!” Valerie wanted to be a journalist, but 
recently was dropped by magazines that once employed her (such as Call and Answer), and never heard back about 
her kickass pitches. Wtf?? She felt like journalists were lying to people because, they didn’t want to say something 
mean and lose their jobs like she had. Or maybe her truth was different from everyone else’s. Everything, was 
subjective. But if there was such a thing as reality, it was meaner to lie to people, than it was to tell the truth gently. 
Maybe Valerie needed to work on her gentleness. Please help me.

… 
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The first thing you do, when he finally gets there, is let yourself sleep, honestly, for days and days in front of him. 
You’re so tired. And you’re not scared to fall asleep, around him.

When you actually find one morning, it doesn’t even feel good to be lying in bed, you realize you have no more 
excuses to avoid the rest of your life. But it’s not about to be easy, and you’re gonna need Him by your side.

One thing about him that surprises you and makes you think of yourself differently is that he actually likes your, just 
say it, sweet hairy pussy. Like, actually. It’s the pussy he needs and likes. Better than a waxed wildcat. He wants hair 
there and he wants to leave white spots on your dark side. And maybe “most men” are confused by, you, but for 
some reason you still want the respect of guys who don’t understand the current contradictions in your body. So 
maybe that’s why you want your rich meansoft deep darkhaired pussy around his long luscious cock, like, painfully 
tight.

And maybe you’re wrong about this whole femininity thing—that the domestic Lola, is totally preferable, to the 
animal—though you’re not ready to drop your Old World dream entirely. Because you’ve transformed yourself 
before, when you had the control and energy and self-esteem. You just need someone you trust, to help you be tamed 
before you’re exposed publicly. You need someone to protect you, before you wake up Lola’s lioness for the pretty 
bigscreen.

If you can tame that pussy, you can turn a hurricane to mist. If you can tame that pussy, you can do all my films.

…

“I think I’m beginning to understand power differentials, and how they’re real,” said Catherine.

“Cool!”

“Maybe it’s okay when people laugh at me. They’re just putting me in my place.”

“No, no, I don’t know about that.”

“I want to humble myself to my fans. I’m gonna shave my head, like Britney.”

Selena shook her head. “I’m not saying gender is about haircuts but I don’t think you should mess too much with the 
gender stuff in public. At least not yet, or ever. It’s not necessarily your role. I’d hold onto your mainstream 
American fan base because that’s important, you know??”

“I’m not sure I know.”

“Don’t humble yourself to your fans. Humble yourself to the people you love intimately, because if they really love 
you… and if they know you well, then… they probably don’t want to see you humiliated in any way, and would 
actually be very bothered to see you pull a Britney in public. The point of humbling yourself in certain private ways, 
to your lovers, is to feel closer to you. Like as close as humanly possible, in the bedroom.”

“Does this have to do with gender, or power, or desire.”

“I’m not really certain, actually. But I think they’re all related. I wanna see you balanced, baby. I wanna see you be 
the best person—overall—that you can possibly be.”
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Catherine was upset after attending an event and experiencing a wardrobe malfunction, totally unintentional, that 
revealed to the world her pussy waxed like a holy cross. Some people were cool with it, definitely; a few including 
Selena couldn’t help but laugh out loud.

Of all her characters, the author of this text was most worried about offending Ramona but luckily Ramona was so 
used to getting offended, accidentally, by people trying to understand gender that she was just like “fuck it.” She’d 
developed a certain immunity. Well I’m not sure about that but let’s just pretend I’m white trash and that’s why I 
make mistakes. TBT Ramona was much less hit-or-mess on the red carpet, than Catherine Delaluna, and maybe it’s 
because style is one of those things, like having a big platform, that you’re more careful with when you spend years 
of your life wishing that more people (just anyone) was watching or paying attention or not ignoring all your 
compulsively planned outfits. Selena Grey always suspected that Catherine didn’t actually want her friend mutually 
famous, because she kind of liked having control control control, and that’s why she was unforgiving of Catherine’s 
self-serving capitalism that indirectly hurt Selena and her most unfamous and unwealthy ex-friends, like Valerie 
(who didn’t necessarily want control control control, because it scared her). Selena believed in karma, but that didn’t 
mean life was fair. It meant that most challenges in life were confusing.

…

#1 had 100 stingers from supersonic bees stuck all over her flesh and was asking #2 to kill her because it hurt and 
there were so many of them, how could she ever pull them all out. It was so soo bad. Some of the supersonic bee 
stings were bleeding pus and were possibly infected. #1 was like, if you don’t kill me, I’m gonna kill myself. #2 was 
all blasé, like, don’t kill yourself, that’s not necessary. But #1 was serious. She said, I will kill myself in front of you. 
And it’ll be your fault. #2 didn’t understand how it was her fault that #1 got all stung up by supersonic bees but 
whatever. She kept quiet and waited for #1 to shut the fuck up. But #1 wouldn’t stop crying and saying scary stuff. 
#1 said she felt betrayed by #2, because #2 wouldn’t just kill her or let her kill herself. You are a selfish mutant who 
deserves to go to hell, she said to #2. And #1 said this was proof that #2 didn’t actually love her. You never loved me. 
You just wanted to fuck me!!! Well, fuck me then. Rape me to death. #2 didn’t know what to say so she said nothing. 
#2 also wouldn’t tell #1, they’re beautiful [referring to the stings], because honestly these supersonic bee wounds 
were really fucked-up and gross. It was an awful situation. Horrifying, for lack of a better word. #1 was in such 
agony, #2 had to wrestle a bathroom razor from her hands so she didn’t make the wounds worse, or slit her wrists or 
something. #2 tied her down to a bed like a psych ward patient but #1 was just crying out. Moaning louder than F. 
Still #2 refused to kill her because #2 was selfish and wanted #1 around. But she finally promised #1, out loud, I’ll 
take the stingers out and try to heal you, okay?? Just don’t fucking kill yourself. #1 was all like, it’s too late and it’s 
your fault, I hate you @#!@# cunt, you ruined my life, etc. There were too many stings for her to ever possibly heal, 
#1 thought. And she was hurting too much—and so fucking ugly from all the supersonic bee stings—there was 
absolutely no point living like this. #2 locked #1 in her room tied to #2’s own bed and refused to let her out in 
public, for the next several weeks or months or however long it took to fix herself. Not with all these bee stings 
because it seemed like each sting attracted more supersonic bees. #1 was attractive to the worst kind of bee. Evil, 
evil bees. The WORST kind of bee, honest to God. #2 thought about the best way to pull out all these supersonic bee 
stingers. She decided to do it like this. She put #1 under—unconscious, that is—by using a syringe to inject her with 
a really, really strong anesthetic. #2 knew how to find the vein in #1’s arm and everything! And it worked according 
to plan. #1 passed out and felt no pain in her sleep. She had dreams she would never ever share, with anyone, not 
even with #2. Meanwhile #2 pulled out all the stingers, one at a time, kissing each wound for good measure. If a 
sting was infected, she sucked all the gross pussy contents of the wound out with her lips. #2 dropped the 
bloodsoaked bee stingers in a bowl like a bunch of cherry pits. She pulled out the stingers so meticulously in #1’s 
sleep that not a single stinger was left. Still there were sores where the stingers had been. Deep sores. Really bad 
ones. Disgusting. And #2 wasn’t sure when #1 would wake up but she knew it would be long before the sores healed 
by themselves. So what #2 did was use each one of the 100 stingers in the bowl to sting herself. It hurt much worse 
than she expected and she actually felt bad that she hadn’t been nicer from the get-go. She felt so bad that she went 
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outside and exposed her freshly stung flesh, to the public, until she got stung by another supersonic bee. So in total, 
she had 101 stings. Therefore #2 one-upped #1. When #1 woke up and saw #2 with stings all over her, and photos on 
the internet of her getting publicly stung by bee #101, the one-and-only #1 was like, what the fuck is your problem. 
#2 was like, “now we’re equal see? almost,” smiling with blood and pus on her lips from the process of removing 
the stingers from #1. Then #1 started to weep. So did #2 but after a while she stopped crying and fell into a deep 
peaceful sleep. The good news (and pretty much the only good news) about being all stung up was that they had a 
really, really good excuse to stay indoors and not go in public, let alone worry about calories [a term which in itself 
is triggering], and just hang the fuck out until the sores healed up with time and patience and faith, wow what a 
horrible situation tho. It was #1’s idea to bring honey in the bedroom. And they found out, without even trying, that 
applying honey to the stings was the best way of healing them. It was crazy how that worked, right? It wasn’t a 
miracle—it still took months, no years, to heal and there were scars from the stings. But putting honey on 
eachother’s stings was fun and in the process they got even more stuck on the other person, in case they weren’t 
stuck from the moment one got stung; that is, they built some hella trust. It was a sticky situation for #2 and #1 from 
the start but it turned out to be a good thing. And somehow, God-the-fuck-willing, it actually worked out.

…

5/9/2018

I know I posted that picture of my bank account at the start of this chapter but that’s just cause it was so dramatic I 
couldn’t abstain from snapping a pic and sharing. But maybe it was strategic in a weird way to push you away. 
Cause I know how ppl think. I can like hear you and your mom talking shit about me. Like it’s my fault. Well good 
job because you fucked it all up and you can take your songs and money and shove it up your [rhyme]. Find a male 
bitch who gets you wetter. Maybe it’s a girl thing, the bad feelings about this, because I don’t feel the same way 
about guys. Another reason I’m going feminine. I’m not like my parents and I try not to say “poor me” (sometimes I 
fall into that trap) but if you think it’s gonna be about the paper then go find another guy like I said—or a good girl, 
maybe that’s the next surprise—there are so so many sweet fishies, I wanna see you dating!!! Or go back to your 
man of choice, you know that’s what they all wanna see. Or [Y]—she’s probably more your type than I’ll ever be. I 
hooked up your characters because I know it’ll be great for you. Both of you. I can’t deal with your bad sides and I 
don’t like you anymore. I also know it’s hard not to actively pity someone weak; it’s not your fault it’s just human 
nature. I’ve heard all those rap lyrics, too. Yes it’s hard for you to respect someone worth literally not even a dime 
but it’s okay because I’m not your type. And I don’t trust you no more gurl. Not even slightly I don’t think. Despite 
everything, I have more proof that it’s not a good idea. It’s gotten all a big mess. Well maybe I trust you like 10% 
with feelings-stuff but that’s not reality and it’s not enough trust. I’m not saying this is over 4ever but I have 
absolutely no reason to give you my good side, in reality. Writing is not reality and as far as any songwriting you’ve 
been doing—it’s all for your guy(s). As I’ve explained, I’m never gonna be as religious as you or ex-boy and so I 
hope that’s a dealbreaker. The end. End, of, storayyy. Makes it easier to decide. Not sure if it’s related to my financial 
situation but I tend to get hurt—used, and abused, or even raped—when I’m too kind and obedient. I’m virtuous in 
the sense that I’m really scared of God, honestly, and try to do what’s right, with conviction. But I have to act like a 
fucking adult to survive, and not a fucking kid. I do pray for my enemies but that’s just to keep a good <3. 
Sometimes, it’s hard to forgive and safer to keep distance and move on. So long! I know it’s annoying that I’m nice 
one day and the next day I’m gone but what did I just say about being kind? I’m not a pushover and you certainly 
can’t count on kindness every single day from me. That’s not part of the Lola Morgan package. You can either get 
used to it, or just get used to this being done. I’m sorry

[Meryl Streep voice] That’s all

Jesus.
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…

Only the author of this text was the type to hear [II]’s music and call him a victim of male sexual abuse—not in that, 
he was like molested as a child. More like, abandoned to fend for himself at his most shakingly vulnerable. Early in 
his career, he sang about women like babies or precious little darlings and it reflected his understanding, of how this 
felt, and how good it felt to be taken care of. Unfortunately for [II], the same hopeless patterns kept repeating again, 
and again, and again, in his relationships with women as an adult—though sometimes his abandonment of women, 
before they left him, served as a defense mechanism.

Only the author of this text would suggest that [XIII] and [XIV]’s shall we call it obsession with Christianity 
stemmed from nostalgia for a childhood that was stolen from them. Or, possibly (and I know this is harsh), it was a 
way of reclaiming a childhood that was actually pretty fucking awesome. Not that Christianity was for kids-only but 
the author of this text honestly didn’t see too many selling points of being a really really good Christian, when there 
were so many pedophiles who called themselves good Christians, and so many redemptive qualities of consensual 
sexual sin—especially if you needed to get the devil off your junk.

Only [unnamed reader] read what this author said and saw her as a victim of [honestly I don’t even know]. Her latest 
issue was a deep fear of sleep. She couldn’t even make her bed, and slept on a bare mattress, and got up several 
times to just sit wide awake. She wasn’t comfortable anywhere she went, and thought she was definitely living in 
hell without a fucking question. Maybe this was her punishment for the “occasional sin,” but she kind of doubted it, 
because she hadn’t consensually sinned in eight months and her definition of sin was merely using her own 
discernment when it didn’t totally jibe with the Bibes (nickname for the Bible). Mostly about the gay thing. She was 
probably gay so, she was going to hell, apparently. All she knew was that it didn’t help that much, to say, I forgive 
you. I forgive you. I forgive you. And have the same shit happen again and again.

The author didn’t think it was a crime to be really honest (in a book or a blog) if that’s what it took to get prayed for. 
Not literally helped, that was asking for too much. But she had to be careful, because the author had a lot of pent-up 
rage, and sometimes she let loose without thinking. The author believed it was wrong to accuse a man, or woman, of 
rape or sexual assault, for something fairly minor let alone something he didn’t do at all. Girls who cried wolves. 
And the author would like to repeat that the parents in this book were not the same as her real-life parents, at all. 

One of the worst days of The Author’s life was when she was when she decided to run away from a foster home in 
2016. She won’t describe what compelled her to leave the foster home early, though honestly “mental illness” might 
suffice. When she went on [Y]’s Instagram, which she used to frequent, there was something about Chelsea Clinton? 
I don’t even know. The Author was tired of pretending she herself was destined to be beautiful, when it only led to 
extreme severe, heartrending humiliation. At least she wasn’t so fucking retarded, that she didn’t know when she 
wasn’t hot shit, which was a problem for the majority of Americans. 

…

You always wondered about this and didn’t know how it would happen. But she begins to look at you like a stranger. 
Like, what do you expect. That’s the vibe you get, now that it’s part of her imaginary past. Someday she realizes, she 
was genuinely blessed. To have the courage to spend those years in her head. Like, all by herself. Life is lonely but 
damn. There was a time she imagined a little husky puppy and a pool. A visit from your mom and you. An awkward 
situation but in many ways cool. She thought she would give you a tour of her high school. She can’t believe how 
badly she had herself fooled. The defamiliarization effect. That’s the best way to describe, how she looks at the past. 
If she ever hugs you in person. When you see her again. Once again: defamiliarization. Actually that’s a pretentious 
way of saying, bitch. I know it’s unChristian but, you’re not forgiven.
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You understand why she might be angry but likewise you’re kind of like, what do you expect. Whenever faced with 
someone hysterical or depressed, who can’t do anything for you—sorry—all you can really do is… stand back. 
You’re not as nice as you seem but you’re also not a villain. Whatever, I don’t have time for this shit.

…

From ‘OFunk ( draft 3 / canceled! )’ December 2017

INT. LARA’S HOUSE, BEDROOM - AFTER DINNER 

LARA: i feel like since you're in my life now, it's hard to look at my folks and self 
and not feel condemned.

KORINNE: why do you think that is.

LARA: cause you're so far from the ground, you haven’t really had to bother with 
people like this. but... this is where i came from... i know, it's sad.

KORINNE: luckily you have a choice, to go your own way

LARA: i have no desire to fall in their footsteps. but you make me resent my real self

KORINNE: you can decide who your 'real self' is ...

LARA: i dunno. maybe when you decide to drop me, i'll find someone whose power over me 
comes from a place of respect.

KORINNE: you think I don't respect you.

LARA: frankly, no.

KORINNE: one man's trash, another man's treasure

LARA: one man's treasure, a vain man's bitch

KORINNE: power differentials aren't a matter of pride or control or right or wrong or 
whatever. they're a matter of Truth, and how it plays out in human relations.

LARA: (quiet for a second) you wouldn't even be upset if i died, somehow.

KORINNE: what makes you say that.

LARA: … you'll never know what it's like, to feel this undervalued. You'll never be 
able to have that.

KORINNE: you think that's a gift?

LARA: I do. i think it's my 'real' self.

KORINNE: ashamed to even exist.

LARA: (smirking, shaking head) sacrificing all I have for others is something that 
comes so naturally, it's sick. and everything i've ever done has been to prove i'm not 
worthless. but you know as well as I do, that history has high standards for 
unworthlessness.
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KORINNE: does it?

LARA: most people feel entitled to a good life. I feel entitled to either Death and 
relief, or Resurrection.

KORINNE: (processing this)

LARA: you asked once why you thought you did this, if not out of love. I don't think 
it was ever out of love. I think it was out of fear.

KORINNE: whose fear?

LARA: you’re impossible to love Korinne. to actually love. i'd be interested to hear 
about your former relationships with men.

KORINNE: no you wouldn't.

LARA: I don't need to hear about it -- because I already know, you're impossible to 
Love! not covet, or worship, or Need to feel unworthless. not just to fuck and run 
away from. I might be the only person on earth, who's able to give Real Love to the 
Real Korinne -- after I've gotten to know the real you. and it's not cause you deserve 
it ... it's because, i won't ever be able to love myself. i'd genuinely rather die 
than love the life I got to know as a kid. so now that i'm old enough to make real 
love, I give it all up, like that... *snaps*

KORINNE: (raised eyebrows)

LARA: you think you saved my life. but really, you just stole it. all the time i've 
wasted on you. that's why i still can't trust you. no matter what you do. you feel 
entitled to my forgiveness.

KORINNE: what have I done to you, that's bad though.

LARA: Let me put it like this. I think power is necessary for love. For real love, you 
gotta be standing on both feet. And I’m not sure I’ve ever felt, empowered, around 
you… remember what you said about power differentials. It’s just, reality.  

INT. NIGHTMARE B&W

Korinne unfolding the wings on a live dove, whimpering. Its wings wide. Talons tied 
together. Birdbones showing through the weak spots on featherless flesh. She wraps a 
hand around its white fluffy neck. Korinne's face cries while she does it.

…

#Sincewerebeinghonest, more of my delusions proceed:  

-I didn’t believe anyone was keeping regular tabs on me except for my Bible-thumbing stalker who I think is 
secretly sort of a pedophile. (Sorry man that’s what happens when you hang all your sexual fantasies upon one 
overburdened bitch)
-however I did find if I posted specifically “for” someone on my low-profile social media that I could recourse 
energy enough to imagine that they and I were interacting
-I did for a while really build up a delusion that someone famous and female was going to come and save me, and 
that everything was a/o to change in my life—in Nov2017—but in retrospect I call this a psychotic break
-I did think a makeover would be like wayhayhay easier than this
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-I did plan on killing myself at the end of Jan2018 but Jesus floated in before that
-I did think 1-2 of said famous person’s haircuts were so fortuitously timed that they were signs if not from her than 
from the universe to “keep at it” (figuratively), hard to explain but ya
-I did think my college movie was a hideous piece of work and was going to ruin my whole life; now I think I was 
exaggerating, in my head, how much it affected other ppl’s impressions of me, but I’m still hoping for a noticeable 
transformation/comeback
-The college film is the reason I bothered to write a book called Valerie and I’m prouder of that, than any videos I’ve 
done yet, none of which I’m proud of they’re all shoddy and sometimes I don’t see a reason to keep trying
-Valerie still needs work but when my laptop broke, I lost the master doc, so I just have the PDF (& I’d been editing 
it a while anyway); I did think the laptop break and replacement was a “what goes around comes around” situation
-I used to have orgasm problems but not as much after Nov2017 so that’s one good side effect of the month-long 
psycho break
-sorry too much information
-I did [used to] think about girls sometimes when I [used to] masturbate; but dick always does the trick In my head
-I did for a while assume I’d die using heroin but I preferred that way out, to a suicide that seemed more deliberate
-I do think this is going to be the last chapter of this text and I’m not going to release this book, or whatever it is, 
until long after I release Valerie if I make it long enough to release them
…

 

                 

…

Migration song
By Catherine Delaluna

For lovers who started as merely friends
It’s hard to draw the same lines again
I’m afraid we crossed it, a few miles back
Better to keep sailing
Toward new horizons

Lie down and feel it wash over you
It takes experience
To love like I do
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These girls only want to drown inside you
I’d be lying if I said, I didn’t want to

[chorus]
Don’t mistake
My love 
For his 

What you are feeling 
Is not cause of him

To me you are being
Rather thankless

If you are patient
I’ll help you understand

[verse 2]
Been an actress since the old days
Even with ex men
Though till I met you, not sure I realized this
Being with most boys is becoming what they need
Taking care of their fantasies. But who gone care for me

I know what you need, and what you need is a real friend
Or a “real adult” to put it more direct
I can feel when you’re happy, and when you’re suffering 
You need someone to trust, to safely set you free

Your wings are badly battered, your spirit out of place
Now you’re in the wild, when you wouldn’t mind a cage
Ruffled feathers need a combing, but you can still fly again
I’d be a perfect healer, and a perfect friend

[chorus]
Don’t mistake
My love 
For theirs 

What you are feeling 
Are kisses beyond compare

Before your long hard journey
I’ll give you training wheels

We’ll exchange the roles we’re done with
You and I can make a deal

[outro]
What’s amusing to me
About your family, men, and friends
Is how much better I already knew you
Before we even met 

The songs they write for me
Are top-selling charts
But in one night you loved me
Better than they could in months
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…

The tricky thing about the devil was how easily he disguised himself as the good guy. But the only 100% good guy, 
in the end, was GOD. In these years, the greater problem was not temptation, but deception. From sex abuse and 
addiction, Selena by now had an acute detector for the difference between excitement—adrenaline, arousal—and the 
devil’s snuff getting in people’s blood, resulting in selfish decisions billed as progress. TBH she was a bit nervous 
after listening to Kanye’s latest tracks. Like, he actually might become president, or sway the black vote enough to 
get Trump re-elected, and he didn’t sound too sure of his own grasp on politics.

Catherine kept trying to reach [II] through the subtext of her posts on the internet, and thought it might be working 
well, until she realized that [XIV] thought all the subtext was for him—while [II] was honestly like, fuck this bitch, 
my heart is indestructible and this is not what I need. Turns out that [II] had friends who saw Catherine as a villain 
in this story; who knows whether these friends were guardian angels keeping [II] away from bad infuences, or 
whether they were just envious haters of Catherine—but [II] tended to think of Catherine as an indirect enemy, and 
felt betrayed by her choices, so, Catherine could deal (or not deal) accordingly. It might go both ways—the indirect 
enemization—and the only way around this obstacle presented by human nature, was for [II] and Catherine both 
(not just one) to be satisfactorily (if not seriously well-)endowed someday. Then they’d be even. [II] was gonna 
assume, well, the worst, because [II] didn’t trust anyone and knew Catherine’s track record from the subtext of song 
lyrics so she had a ways to go before [II] saw her as anyone different. 

For Catherine to say, “I’m just like you!!!!” was a lie that made #2 feel foolish and guilty for still being 
marginalized, when the weakness probs wasn’t all [II]’s fault. [II] couldn’t help getting beaten down, though #2 was 
strong on the inside by now, she thought. The obstacles of being female, or not white, or not rich, or not a perfect 10, 
were very real. And after chalking up the advantages that Catherine had over #2, for her to act like she wasn’t 
“privileged” conveniently relieved Catherine of responsibility to be the stronger person in this situation, when [II] 
wanted (no needed) to be cared for, at some point, and like never had been cared for up-close-and-personal-24-7 by 
a grown man or woman (comeuppance on its way…). [II] didn’t want to be just friends anymore, especially 
considering that Catherine had millions of people falling on their knees willing to take care of her for free (like 
friends)—because caring for people, could be seriously pleasurable, for the caretaker and their baby—but #2 didn’t 
have many people willing to care for her like friends, if any hahahha, and it was probably because #2 had nothing 
obvious to offer them. [II] didn’t want to be a slave to Catherine, because [II] didn’t have the energy. 

[II] was tired of overworking himself for respect, which Catherine and Derek got from more people than [II], but 
maybe not the people that mattered most to [II]. #2 was a slave to the system, and was totally able to accept this, but 
don’t pretend you’re the same. Too much egalitarianism was actually kind of harmful to those (misplaced) on the 
bottom in the real world, because it refused to acknowledge the unfair advantages that upper-tier topdawgs had over 
the statusless underlings. It was a way of preserving the status quo, and staying on top, when in bed, they should be 
on the bottom. Starting to make sense? To put it differently, it was self-serving egalitarianism, aka manipulation of 
the weak! Aka rape! 

Lovemaking was the great equalizer—and this became clear in secret ways, within a relationship—but it pretty 
much never worked if the relationship was unconsensually sadomasochistic, and one of the lovers was being 
intentionally judgmental or backstabby (like, by sharing secrets that shouldn’t be shared) or just straight-up mean 
and not in a “tough love” way. Being mean unintentionally, was another thing. But luckily sex provided a great 
platform for healing.

The media portrayed this story as a romance between Catherine Deluluna and Derek Louis, and would never stop 
portraying their love as meant-to-be, and was so fucking relentless about telling the story that way that it kind of 
became the truth—even if that wasn’t the truth that Catherine felt, at the moment she composed a post or piece of 
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music. Well, actually, almost all her music turned out to be an unintentional prophecy, so nvm. I haven’t even heard 
the song yet but I’m not sure I want to! [XIV], felt smug, about fate forcing Catherine back to Derry, and would also 
feel smug if Derek and Catherine ended up getting married. Why smug? Because, reap what you sow. Derek had 
earned this! Meanwhile: bad liars (actually, good liars) need to work on being even better liars, i.e. making art 
refined enough that the subtext wouldn’t get misinterpreted by the people who matter. [II] never lied in his music, 
and sometimes was really up front about stuff that could affect Catherine’s image negatively, but the media never 
said anything or seemed to pick up on it, and that’s because he was clever about it and loved Catherine enough to 
trick people—not counting #2, who heard more in the music than [II] even intended when he was composing. And 
that’s what I mean by effective subtext. Basically: the less basic the art—slash the more honest, clever, and 
purposefully made—the less basic the interpretation and outcome. And the more basic the relationship, the more 
basic the resultant music. Not saying you should stay in an unpleasant or abusive situation, for the sake of good art: 
in fact I’m reminding myself not to do that, kthx, bye forever and I’m praying for you to get what you want (or what’s 
best)—even if it’s not what I want for me. 

“When given a choice between what’s boring and what’s not,” said Selena, “well, draw your own conclusions.”

“What are you saying.”

“How can I trust you as a friend, if I don’t trust your motives as an artist.”

“Because you can trust me as a businesswoman. Besides. What do you care if my happy confidence music album is 
sponsored by a footwear brand, a blockbuster movie, and a fast food restaurant.”

“I don’t care.”

“Yes you do.”

“You should just title your song ‘Nike Delaluna Period Pantyliners,’ then you can triple your revenue from 
sponsors.”

“What the fuck.”

“I don’t expect you to understand,” Selena said.

Catherine kept silent.

“Are you a Trump supporter too? Like Kanye, and your NA sponsor—you know, the girl who saved your life.”

“What…”

“Props, you’re a way better businesswoman than I am.”

“But that doesn’t matter if you hate me.”

“Sure it does. It matters way, way more than if I hate you—in the real world. It matters more.”

“Really I’m asking you to explain.”

Selena paused. “I’m really gonna hold my tongue on this one because I think I’m too poor to understand.”
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“Okay fine.”

“It hasn’t even been released yet and it’s already gonna be a chart-topper because, you bought its popularity. You 
probably can’t even realize that because you’re so self-deluded. Forget the music, let alone the fucking truth! It’s 
like the election—the people with money essentially bought their party ticket, and then were convinced they earned 
all the power heaped upon them. It better be a really great fucking song for what it’s worth.”

“You’ve got a lot to learn about the industry. This is how the world goes round. And you haven’t even heard the song 
yet. It’s soo good.”

“Whatever Catherine. I’m soo jealous.”

“Are you?”

“Bitch! I don’t care what the fuck you do. Good luck with your song. Enjoy what it brings you… hopefully the boy 
and like seven extra figures. Now get away, I don’t wanna be friends with you.”

Catherine went home alone.

In private Selena tried to decide whether she was getting irritated for nada. Whether this anger was just or, just 
immature. She wondered, “if I were Catherine what would I do.” Selena didn’t know but acknowledged that she 
would probably wax poweretic too. In her current position, Selena didn’t have the perspective to know how it felt to 
churn multi-millions per project, but she wanted her own wealth someday so maybe she was just hatin—indeed, for 
nothing.

…

Lola came to the conclusion finally that, well, the reason Lola could never ever not even in the future be a real friend 
to [G]—like a real-life (in-this-life) motherfucking friend—was because Lola wasn’t rich or powerful. No 2 ways 
about it. This was the simplest and briefest explanation, for the insurmountable distance that kept them apart, and the 
most accurate. Two households, not the least bit alike in dignity. [G] was closer friends with corps in the clothing 
and entertainment industries, and she chose her friends prudently. Who knows if it was unfair of [G] or just, smart, 
but Lola prayed (as she approached the end of this book) to really put this “friendship” to rest, please God, and for 
consistent faith and grace in herself (and God), moving forward; enough to lose a lot of weight and to keep her 
f#@$!#& mouth shut on the internet. This wasn’t a dignified situation for Lola, and hadn’t been for a while. Please 
(*crying*) please really, I’m sorry I haven’t done this yet but if you have faith in me—and give me the realistic 
ability, or just like the right addiction (~*~or sobriety, whatever it takes~*~) to pull off my goals, but not while I’m 
still worth nothing numerically, so give me patience too—I’ll obey and do good.

God said that you’re not a kid anymore, Lola. And you’re welcome to lose weight—well, encouraged—before you 
make your bigscreen films, but sum of those new curves are there to stay forevs. Be a straight male fantasy. Not a 
snotty closet lesbian dream. And you’ve been wise to focus on your work while you had more control of that, than of 
your finances or % body fat or relationships. God said to be bold with the makeover but that’s why he’s made you 
get cyberbullied on the internet. To think about it realistically. Not to be all like “everyone’s gorgeous” because too 
much of that leads to visual violence at moments of mental breakdown, as opposed to realistic awareness of what 
yall got, and consistent visual empathy. You’re an adult now, God repeats. He said it’s okay to put other people in 
charge of your style, before you hopefully get the hang of the beauty game. He said to be a student of relationships, 
not power. He said to listen to people who are fighting for liberty, not for power or money or image. He said the ones 
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on the bottom, like you Lola M, are often the ones with the most valuable intellectual wisdom. He said be wary of 
Kanye and someday be a friend. He said the devil is trying to stultify people’s development. He said the devil wants 
to indoctrinate minds and bludgeon bodies. He said to move beyond things that strike you as remotely retarded. But 
not to be ableist. Their brains and bods just need healing. God wants you to be an adult, not a child, and make 
adulthood cool again. (Not just looking like an adult.) The real threat is not artificial intelligence but natural 
stupidity. (oxx.) God said that the devil’s working overtime, and your job, moving forward, is not to fight for 
women’s equality or gay rights—but for sexual philanthropy. And the hardest part will be exorcising people who 
would otherwise be violent against their own will or understanding. He said that sexuality in America (and beyond) 
has gotten out of handy. Not in the sense that it needs to be normalized; more like, it needs to be intimitized. 
Because plenty of sex taking place is very selfish, and the exchanges are more like one-way cheats aka rapes. The 
best cure for entitlement is, well. Desperation, followed by forgiveness. Don’t make it too easy. An additional step 
toward re-intimitizing sex is getting rid of people’s gender hang-ups, and judgment about desire, cause sex is so 
dang vulnerable but that’s like the point of doing it with people you wanna be with. People you can trust, hopefully. 
Anyone who’s explored their deep deep desires knows they’re almost impossible to give up. Hard to say where 
desire comes from but, it doesn’t mean people are messed-up. If you keep it under control it can actually be friggin 
fun! God said your job is not to be a proponent of sexually healing, but of sexual discipline. Well some of it’s gonna 
be about sexual healing but just keep in mind what he said. God said this is no joke Lola M. You may have started 
poor, but stop whining because you reaped many figurative gifts. More gifts than your average biddy. And, good 
titties. And your future is gonna be dangerous but, you can handle it. And God said not to enable [G] if she’s being 
influenced by the devil, and being selfish or entitled to your respect. (If she wants your respect, she has to come up 
with songs that get under your flesh.) You can recognize the devil if he’s in there licking his lips. Not that it’s bad to 
make art, or have sex, like this. Most effective exorcism there is. Jank jank jank. God said a lot of people such as 
Catherine and Selena and new [X] are gonna treat you like shit but, you might have your low moments too. So don’t 
be too hard on them because they put up with a hell of a lot in their positions, and so do you. Be a director, not a 
friend every day. God said it’s okay to be gay Lola Morgan but he doesn’t think you’re entirely gay so stop using 
that as an excuse for like all your loneliness. Being misunderstood sexually and emotionally by men. Or terribly 
unattractive. You don’t know how other people see you, who knows it might not be as bad as you see yourself. Sure 
your main [G] may not quite understand the powerless/worthless/enslaved feeling you’re still burdened with, but 
don’t be such a hater—I can’t help it—maybe give her a chance—No!—to prove she’s not worthless to you. Forget 
about like everyone else prostrating in worship every time she wipes her [censored]. Nature equalizes! It’s a 
beautiful thing! Keep calm and carry on, and your ego may come back around before you see it coming. 🐂  🙏

…

Redfern
by Lola Morgan

[verse 1]

To really get inside his body
She tried to emulate
A reason that she loves your figure
And feels such mad envy

Don't you go off spouting stories
Blow your cover no
The only one I finally trust
To stay and never go

https://emojipedia.org/ox/
https://emojipedia.org/person-with-folded-hands/
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[chorus 1]

Collateral baby
Oh we oh we oh
Come into my chilly waters
For a little float
Oh we oh we oh
I already know
Give me those black batty eyes
Bite my neck, taste all my gold

[verse 2]

The reason you hated my first huzzy man
A reason I needed you there as a friend
I doubt your mate's the only one
Who got loved and left
How else would you know so well
What girls just don't get

A curse in other times sure prolly
In our times a big bless
How else would you get so close to
What you never had

[verse 3]

You know that's what he wanna be
The boy whose heart you stole
He loved what you got perfect
That body in new clothes
If you had looka different tho
I would never hada let you close
For all I been through thanks to other friends
You and god, my perfect men

[chorus 2]

Oh we oh we oh
Don't you wanna go
Down into my chilly waters
I'll choose your perfect boat
Swervy I don't like myself
I like em bare and boned
A real man's touch i never felt
Ive imagined though
Oh we oh we oh
Don't you let em know
Keep you in my mountain home
My collateral

[verse 4]

So self-hating, never well
heard your lullabo
And just like that I liked myself
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You bust me outta hell
Your gunny as collateral
In exchange for our bale bond
I cry because you must be hurting
You feel tremendous calm

They call you a misogynist
For attacking chickie dicks
Really you’re a hungry alpha
Whose needs aren't being met
Call it sex equality
I call them little kids
If a grown man doesn't shoot me
You know I'll cut my wrists

[chorus 3]

Oh we oh we oh
Don't you wanna go
Down into your windy desert
For a little blow
Oh we oh we oh
I already know
Share with me your secret vision
I'll let you take my clothes

[last verse]

I wanna be the only one
So don't you let em know
I wanna be the only one
Who gets to love you most
Thresh out who I really am
Help re direct my fate
There's a safehouse in my heart
We'll pick out my name

[outro]

One night i glimpsed what coulda been
We weren't artists, he was a family man
If i ever have children I'll channel this
let you decide, whose kid it is

Oh,
I wanna be your perfect woman
Don't know if we can make that happen
God has his ways i don't understand
Maybe in heaven we'll meet again.
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[© Lola Morgan 5/22/2018] 


